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FOREWORD 

This report is one volume of a four-volume set presenting the results of a 
research study to develop improved evaluation procedures and rehabilitation 
techniques for concrete pavements. Each report includes the Table of Contents 
for all four volurres. Eight rehabilitation techniques were selected for 
detailed investigation by field inspection and analytical study. These eight 
techniques are diamond grinding, load transfer restoration, edge support, 
full-depth repair, partial-depth repair, bonded concrete overlays, unbonded 
concrete overlays, and crack-and-seat with AC overlay. Based on analysis of 
the field data, a series of distress models were developed to predict the 
performance of the various rehabi H ta ti on techniques under a variety of 
conditions. These models and other information were then used to develop a 
comprehensive prototype system for jointed plain, jointed reinforced, and 
continuously reinforced pavement evaluation and rehabilitation. 

This report will be of interest to engineers involved in planning, designing, 
or performing rehabilitation of concrete pavements. 

Sufficient copies of this report are being distributed by FHWA memorandum to 
provide one copy to each FHWA Region and Division and two copies to each State 
highway agency. Direct distribution is being made to the division offices. 
Additional copies for the public are available from the National Technical 
Information Service (NTIS), U.S. Department of Commerce. 5285 Port Royal Road, 
Springfield, Virginia 22161. 
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NOTICE 

Thomas J.J!a o: Jr. 
Director~ 0 fice of Engineering 

and Highway Operations 
Research and Development 

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department of 
Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United States 
Government assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof •. The contents 
of this report reflect the views of the contractor, who is responsible for the 
accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect 
the official policy of the Department of Transportation. This report does not 
constitute a standard, specification, or regulation. 

The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trade 
or manufacturers' names appear herein only because they are. considered essential 
to the object of this document. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this research effort was to develop a practical and 
comprehensive system to assist practicing engineers in: 

• Evaluating concrete highway pavements. 

• Identifying types of deterioration present and determining their causes. 

• Selecting rehabilitation techniques which will effectively correct 
existing deterioration and prevent its recurrence. 

• Combining individual rehabilitation techniques for each lane and shoulder 
into feasible rehabilitation strategies. 

• Predicting the performance of rehabilitation strategy alternatives. 

The pavement types that are addressed by the system include the following: 

• Jointed reinforced concrete pavement (JRCP). 

• Jointed plain concrete pavement (JPCP). 

• Continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP). 

The system is intended for use by State highway engineers in project-level 
rehabilitation planning and design for high-type (i.e., Interstate) concrete 
pavements. The system is not a pavement design procedure in terms of thickness 
design or joint design. The engineer must utilize existing design procedures to 
determine these details for overlays and reconstruction'. 

1.2 RESEARCH APPROACH 

The evaluation and rehabilitation system has been developed in the form of a 
knowledge-based system, which simulates a consultation between the engineer and an 
expert in concrete pavements. The system uses information about the pavement 
provided by the engineer to guide him or her through evaluation of the pavement's 
present condition and development of one or more feasible rehabilitation 
strategies. The procedure was developed through extensive interviewing of and 
interaction with authorities on concrete pavement performance. In addition, 
predictive models are included to show future pavement performance both and without 
rehabilitation. 

This volume describes the system and provides guidance on its usage. A 
computer program has been developed for each of the three pavement types addressed. 
The programs operate on any IBM-compatible personal computer with 256 K memory. Use 
of the computer programs is highly recommended due to the complexity of the manual 
procedure. 
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1.3 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION SYSTEM 

Evaluation of a pavement and development of feasible rehabilitation 
alternatives is performed according to the following steps: 

1. Project data collection. The engineer collects key inventory (office) 
and monitoring (field) data for the project. Inventory data includes 
design, traffic, materials, soils and climate. Monitoring data includes 
distress, drainage characteristics, rideability, and other items collected 
during a field visit to the project. The data are entered into a personal 
computer using a full-screen editor. 

2. Extrapolation of project condition over the entire project length. 
The overall condition of the project is extrapolated from the sample unit 
monitoring data and extrapolated distress quantities are summarized. 

3. Evaluation of present condition. The engineer utilizes the pavement 
evaluation procedure to analyze all of the data and develop a specific 
detailed evaluation in several major problem areas, including roughness, 
structural adequacy, joint deterioration, foundation movement, skid 
resistance, construction deficiencies, drainage, loss of support, joint 
sealant condition, concrete durability, and shoulder condition. 

4. Prediction offuture condition without rehabilitation. The future 
condition of the pavement without rehabilitation is predicted. Faulting, 
cracking, joint deterioration, pumping, and present serviceability rating 
are projected for jointed pavements (and punchouts for CRCP) and the years 
in which they will become serious problems are identified. 

5. Physical testing as needed. The initial data collection does not 
require physical testing. Based upon the available information, the 
engineer identifies types of physical testing needed to verify the 
evaluation recommendations and to provide data needed for rehabilitation 
design. Recommended testing may included nondestructive deflection 
testin~, coring/material samplmg and laboratory testing, and roughness 
and friction measurement. 

6. Selection of main rehabilitation approach. Based upon the evaluation 
results, the engineer then interacts with the system to select the most 
appropriate main rehabilitation approach for each traffic lane and 
shoulder. These include all 4R options: reconstruction (including 
recycling), resurfacing (with concrete or asphalt), or restoration. 

7. Development of detailed rehabilitation strategy. Once a main 
rehabilitation approach is selected for each traffic lane and shoulder, 
the engineer proceeds to develop the detailed rehabilitation alternative, 
by selecting a feasible set of individual rehabilitation techniques to 
correct the deficiencies present. This may include such items as 
subdrainage, shoulder repair, full-depth repairs, joint resealing, etc. 
This is performed for each traffic lane and shoulder by interaction with 
the system. 
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8. Prediction of rehabilitation strategy performance. The future 
performance of the developed rehabilitation strategy is then predicted in 
terms of key distress types for 20 years into the future, based upon 
assumed traffic growth. For concrete restoration, overlays and 
reconstruction alternatives, faulting, cracking, joint deterioration and 
present serviceability rating (and punchouts for CRCP) are projected. For 
asphalt overlay alternatives, rutting and reflection cracking are 
projected. The engineer then evaluates the results and determines whether 
or not the proposed alternative provides an acceptable life. If so, a 
cost estimate can be prepared based on computed repair quantities. If 
not, the engineer can revise the rehabilitation alternative. 

9. Cost analysis ofalternatives. Approximate quantities for each 
rehabilitation technique included in the alternative strategy are computed 
from the extrapolated distress quantities for each lane and shoulder. The 
engineer then computes the total cost for each item and totals all costs 
for the stratet:O'- The engineer determines the life of the rehabilitation 
from the proJected deterioration information and computes an annual cost 
for the alternative. 

10.. Selection of preferred rehabilitation strategy alternative. There are 
typically two to four feasible rehabilitation alternatives for a given 
project. To select the preferred alternative, the engineer must consider 
not only life-cycle cost but also constraints that exist for the project, 
such as traffic control, construction time, available funding, etc. Based 
upon estimated initial and annual costs, expected life and performance and 
various constraints, the engineer selects the preferred rehabilitation 
strategy from among the feasible alternatives available. 

1.4 ONGOING DEVEWPMENT OF COl\1PUTER PROGRAMS 

The three computer programs described in this volume are collectively named 
EXPEAR. The version of the programs originally developed for the Federal Highway 
Administration in this study was EXPEAR 1.1. 

Since the completion of this study, development of the programs has continued 
with the support of the Illinois Department of Transportation. The version of the 
programs current at the time of publication of this report is EXP EAR 1.3. The 
capabilities to delay rehabilitation and to do life-cycle cost analysis are 
incorporated into EXPEAR 1.3, as well as improvements to some of the performance 
prediction models. These added features are described in this volume. 
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CHAPTER2 

KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM APPROACH TO CONCRETE PAVEMENT 
EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION 

2.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Over the past 20 to 30 years, many of the United States' high-type pavements, 
including those making up the vital Interstate system, have carried volumes of heavy 
truck traffic far in excess of those for which they were designed, and are 
deteriorating rapidly. Prolonging the lives of these pavements through 
rehabilitation has become a major concern ( and expense) of State highway agencies, 
and promises to continue to be so for many years to come. 

Project-level rehabilitation design involves two distinct activities: 

1. Evaluation of a pavement's present condition, which includes 
recognition of various types of distress and identification of the 
mechanisms responsible for them. 

2. Development of rehabilitation alternatives which will cost-effectively 
repair the distress and prevent its recurrence.(1) 

Distresses are, to use a medical analogy, only symptoms of a problem, and 
treating the symptoms does not necessarily treat the problem. "Quick fix" repairs, 
which correct the existing distress without arresting the mechanisms which caused 
it, have a high probability of premature failure and thus are ultimately not 
cost-effective. 

Obviously, pavement rehabilitation design requires a good understanding of how 
pavements perform. However, concrete pavement performance is a complex phenomenon, 
which is influenced by a large number of factors relating to design, construction, 
materials, environment, and traffic. These factors interact to influence 
performance in ways which are not clearly understood. Thus, while some aspects of 
concrete pavement performance can be explained by mechanistic models and well 
established principles ( e.g., calculation of stresses and fatigue damage), many 
other aspects cannot. 

2.2 NATURE OF ENGINEERING PROBLEM-SOLVING 

As with many areas of engineering, problem solutions in pavement rehabilitation 
must be arrived at by relying on two different types ofknowledse: 
deterministic knowledge and heuristic knowledge.(2) Determmistic 
knowledge, sometimes called "public" or "textbook" knowledge, is that body of 
factual information which is widely accepted by and available to engineers in the 
pavement field. Heuristic knowledge is the subjective or "private" knowledge 
possessed by each engineer individually, which 1s largely characterized by beliefs, 
opinions, and rules of thumb. 

Engineering problems typically cannot be solved by applying deterministic 
knowledge alone, for two major reasons. First, the complexity of the problem may be 
so great that available deterministic knowledge is incomplete. The engineer may 
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have to apply rules of thumb which are not well proven or necessarily valid in all 
cases, but which allow him or her to make "educated guesses" which fill in the gaps 
in the available deterministic knowledge and bring the engineer closer to a 
solution. It is good engineering practice to recognize that the validity of a 
problem solution arrived at in this manner is subject to the validity of the 
assumptions made by the engineer. 

The second deterrent to purely deterministic problem-solving is that many 
engineering problems do not have clear-cut right and wrong answers. Often, the 
engineer must find a "good enough" answer, given a limited amount of information 
about a problem, or must select the best option from among a number of feasible 
alternatives. This demands that the engineer apply good judgment, which may include 
such things as reasonable safety factors and weighted decision criteria. This too 
requires considerable technical skill on the engineer's part, as these decisions 
must be based on familiarity with the problem domain and experience in solving 
similar problems. Extreme conservatism applied without a good understanding of the 
problem generally does not produce the best solution, as it often results in 
overdesign and unnecessarily high costs. 

An important distinction between deterministic knowledge and heuristic 
knowledge lies in the way in which they are acquired by the engineer. Deterministic 
knowledge may be obtained in school, from textbooks, training manuals, and published 
literature. Heuristic knowled~e, however, is acquired through experience gained in 
solving problems. Novice engineers learn by trial and error to make guesses and 
assumptions when solving problems, to fill in the gaps created by the mcomplete 
nature of their deterministrc knowledge. In doing so, they gradually build up a 
base of heuristic knowledge about the problem domain, which tends to increase their 
success at problem solving. In any scientific or professional field, be it 
engineering, medicine, law, etc. acknowledged "experts" are those individuals who 
have an extensive background of experience in the field, and who are highly 
successful at solving difficult problems.(3) Altho·ugh precise definitions of 
"knowledge" and "expertise" are elusive, a good description of an expert is someone 
who has a considerable amount of high-level knowledge about a problem domain, 
acquired through direct experience in solving many problems in that domain, and who 
is capable of applying that knowledge to solve difficult problems quickly, 
efficiently, and with a high degree of success. 

2.3 KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH TO ENGINEERING PROBLEM SOLVING 

While deterministic knowledge is preservable in references and textbooks, 
heuristic knowledge definitely is not. Since it is acquired through individual 
experience, it is not easily communicated to others and, as experienced engineers 
retire, it is often lost. The challenge of organizing and preserving this wealth of 
heuristic problem-solving knowledge is the basis for development of a relatively new 
type of engineering tool known as "knowledge-based systems." These are computer 
programs m which heuristic knowledge which has been acquired from humans 1s 
utilized to solve problems which are intractable with a purely deterministic 
approach. A subset of knowledie-based systems are "expert systems," which employ 
both the knowledge and reasoning methods of human experts to solve difficult 
problems in a narrowly defined problem domain. 
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2.4 KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH TO PAVEMENT EVALUATION 
AND REHABILITATION 

As described earlier, project-level pavement rehabilitation really involves two 
distinct engineerin~ activities: evaluation and rehabilitation. Insofar as the 
nature of these activities differs, so must the approach taken to them. Thus, the 
concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitat10n system was developed as a two-phase 
system, in which the separate activities of evaluation and rehabilitation are each 
performed in as efficient and robust a manner as possible. 

2.4.1 Pavement Evaluation: A Diagnostic Activity 

Pavement evaluation is a diagnostic activity, similar to medical diagnosis, 
in which conclusions about aspects of the condition of the pavement are drawn from 
an examination of relevant factual data. For example, facts about the pavement's 
design, materials, traffic history, and existing load-related distresses might be 
examined to determine whether the pavement had a structural deficiency. Other 
diagnostic activities include classification (e.g., of distress types) and 
prediction ( e.g., of future pavement condition). 

A variety of approaches exist for performing diagnostic activities with 
knowledge-based systems. The approach selected here for concrete pavement 
evaluation was a decision tree format. By developing a decision tree for each major 
problem area considered in evaluation ( e.g., roughness, structural adequacy, etc.), 
both factual knowledge and reasoning processes could be conceptually expressed and 
graphically illustrated in a form which was easy to understand, examine, and 
revise. This ensures that all potential problem areas are investigated adequately, 
and a truly comprehensive pavement evaluation is conducted. The decision tree for 
structural adequacy of JRCP is shown in figure 1 as an example. 

The decision trees are made up of nodes, branches, and conclusions. Nodes 
represent pieces of information about the pavement, including distress types and 
quantities, design and materials data, environmental conditions, and trarfic level. 
At each node, a choice must be made as to which branch of the tree should be 
followed, according to the values for the choice shown for the branches. 
Conclusions about the presence or absence of specific deficiencies within the major 
problem area are reached by proceeding down the branches of the tree. Conclusions 
are represented on the decision trees by a three-letter code for the major problem 
area and the number of the specific conclusion reached (e.g., STR 4 for the fourth 
possible conclusion on the structural deficiency tree). These codes correspond to 
one or more sentences of text which explain whether or not a particular deficiency 
exists, and if so, what factors were considered in reaching that determination. 

Evaluation is typically associated with badly distressed pavements which are 
clearly in need of rehabilitation at the present time. However, to develop a · 
pavement evaluation system which can only identify current rehabilitation needs is 
to limit the system's usefulness as a pavement management tool. What about a 
pavement that does not need rehabilitation now, but will within the next 5 years? 
What about a relatively new pavement which does not exhibit much visible distress, 
but which is inadequately designed or constructed to withstand the traffic loadings 
and environmental influences which will act upon it over its design life? 
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Deterministic knowledge can be applied here, using existing models for 
predicting concrete pavement performance. In addition to the decision trees, a 
number of predictive models for key concrete pavement distress types are employed to 
project the future condition of the pavement without rehabilitation. The system 
uses these future predicted values to "reevaluate" the pavement each year for the 
next 20 years into the future, and identify the years in which the distresses will 
reach critical levels indicative of deficiencies in the various problem areas. By 
combining deterministic and heuristic knowledge in this way, the knowledge-based 
evaluation system produces a more comprehensive and useful evaluation than would be 
possible using either type of knowledge alone. 

2.4.2 Pavement Rehabilitation: A Design Activity 

Rehabilitation strategy development, however, is a very different type of 
engineering problem. This is really a design activity, in which the engineer 
must generate a rehabilitation strategy which satisfies the needs for repair and/or 
improvement identified by the evaluation. Whereas evaluation generally considers a 
limited set of potential problems, rehabilitation design involves a hu~e number of 
combinations of many individual rehabilitation techniques. Some thirty or more 
rehabilitation techniques can be identified for concrete pavements, ranging from 
reconstruction to crack sealing. From these options, a set of techniques must be 
selected for each traffic lane and shoulder which correct all of the existing 
distresses and prevent their recurrence. The techniques selected must be compatible 
within each lane and with the techniques selected for the other lanes and 
shoulders. For example, a structural overlay may be a potential rehabilitation 
technique for an outer traffic lane which has a structural deficiency, but if it is 
selected, it will necessitate overlaying the inner lane and the shoulders as well, 
even if the inner lane and shoulders are not themselves structurally deficient. As 
a result, the overlay may supersede some nonstructural rehabilitation techniques 
which might otherwise have been selected for the inner lane (e.g., grinding) or the 
shoulders (e.g., chip seal). 

Generating all the possible combinations of techniques and evaluating their 
feasibility would be a formidable task even for a high-speed computer, if done using 
conventional programming methods. Using a knowledge-based approach, however, 
rehabilitation strategies ( compatible combinations of techniques) can be developed 
much more quickly and easily by generating only feasible combinations, thus 
greatly reducing the number of strategies which the engineer must consider. This is 
done by applying restrictions on the generation of strategies which reflect 
heuristic knowledge about the compatibility of various techniques. 

A key decision to be made when developing rehabilitation strategies is the 
selection of the main rehabilitation approach (reconstruction, resurfacing, or 
restoration) for each traffic lane. This decision is best made early in the 
stratew. development process, as it dictates much of the subsequent selection of 
rehabilitation techniques. Since there are three main rehabilitation approaches 
available, and two traffic lanes, theoretically nine combinations of approaches 
exist for a project. However, an engineer examining the list of combinations would 
quickly pomt out that it isn't feasible to place an overlay in only one lane, so in 
fact there are fewer than nine combinations: 

1. Reconstruct both lanes. 
2. Reconstruct outer lane and restore inner lane. 
3. Reconstruct inner lane and restore outer lane. 
4. Overlay both lane~. 
5. Restore both lanes. 
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This is an example of how heuristic knowledge of the problem domain can be applied 
to limit the search for feasible solutions. 

After feasible rehabilitation strategies have been developed, the engineer must 
still choose the best alternative. This may be done on the basis of a variety of 
selection criteria, the most important of which is usually life-cycle cost. 
However, the engineer cannot perform a life-cycle cost comparison of the strategy 
alternatives without some idea of the lives of the alternatives. Here too, 
deterministic knowledge can be applied, by employing available models for predicting 
rehabilitation performance in terms of key distress types. Several such models were 
developed in this study and incorporated m the system. Thus in rehabilitation as 
in evaluation, determmistic and heuristic knowledge are combined to improve the 
quality of the problem solution. 

2.5 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM 

One approach to knowledge-based system development is to implement a prototype 
with a commercially available, off-the-shelf software toof known as a "shell" which 
provides a suitable development environment (knowledge representation scheme, text 
editor, compiler, etc.), and then to rewrite the system for maximum efficiency when 
most of the difficult development is finished.(8) However, shells can actually 
hinder system development in some ways, because of their stylized input/output 
languages and reasoning methods. Furthermore, complex knowledge often cannot be 
easily fit into any predefined formal structure; rather, the characteristics of the 
problem should dictate the most efficient implementation approach. 

Initially, a shell was used to develop a demonstration prototype for the 
evaluation portion of the system, largely for the purpose of investigating the 
suitability of a knowledge-based approach. The shell used was Insight Z+, developed 
by Level V Research, Inc. This shell was chosen after exl?erimentation with a 
variety of representation schemes which led to the selection of the decision tree 
format. Insight 2+ is a froduction-rule-based system shell, meaning that knowledge 
is expressed m terms o "if-then" rules. To solve problems, it uses a reasoning 
method known as "backward chaining," meaning that it makes assertions and then sets 
about to prove or disprove these assertions by matching the "if' and "then" clauses 
of the rules as needed, working backwards to known facts. Each rule represents a 
discrete piece of knowledge, and the logic of the problem-solving strategy is merely 
sequential association of these pieces of knowledge. 

One problem with production rule systems is that complex lines of reasoning may 
not be easily expressed in discrete pieces, and thus are hard to represent in 
production rules.(8) Production rule systems are also hard to analyze for 
complete.ness and consistency, to ensure that all possible combinations of the data 
are covered.( 4, 11) By representing the problem-solving strategy of the pavement 
evaluation system with decision trees, these problems were eliminated. The decision 
trees imposed a structure on the problem-solving strategy which would not normally 
exist in a typical production rule system. It was still possible, although not very 
convenient, to express this structure in production rule format. To incorporate the 
decision trees into the Insight 2+ shell, each path down each tree (a path being 
composed of a set of nodes and connecting branches terminating at a conclusion) was 
programmed as a single rule. 
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Although the production rule approach employed using Insight 2+ was helpful in 
developing the initial prototype, it soon became too restrictive for continued 
development of the system. The major reason for this was that stated above: the 
problem was too complex for the shell structure. Representing the decision trees 
with a set of rules was inefficient and unwieldy. Long compilation and execution 
times slowed the development of the system and detracted from the l?rogram's ease of 
use. In addition, it was very difficult to interface the decision trees with other 
sections of the system ( e.g., data entry and retrieval). To circumvent the 
limitations of the system as iml?lemented in the shell, the system was rewritten in 
Pascal, using Borland Intemat1onal, Inc.'s Turbo Pascal. 

The conversion to Pascal transformed the decision trees into large nested 
if-then-else structures. Each node was transformed into an if-then-else statement, 
with one path from the node being the "then" consequence, and other paths being the 
"else" consequences. This transformation changed the system from a traditional 
backward-chaining production rule format to a fiard-coded format. Hence, some of the 
transparency of the knowledge was lost, and modifications became more difficult. 
These problems were more than offset, however, by the increased ease of interfacing 
the evaluation portion with the rest of the system, and a tenfold increase in 
execution speed. Perhaps more significant, the models for predicting future 
performance with and without rehabilitation, which were programmable in Pascal 
without much difficulty, would have been extremely difficult to program in 
production rule format, and the capability of production rule shells such as 
Insight 2+ to interface with external programs to perform such computations is very 
limited. 

2.6 FUTURE OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS IN ENGINEERING 

It has long been known that many difficult problems facing engineers are 
intractable by algorithmic means. Until recently, such problems could only be 
solved by reliance on human experts with extensive practical experience and 
considerable knowledge of the problem domain. The new technology of knowledge-based 
systems offers a powerful means for acquiring and organizing this human expertise so 
that it may be preserved and communicated to others, and also so that the resources 
of high-speed computers may be applied to solving these difficult problems. 

As potential applications of knowledie-based systems are explored in 
engineering domains, 1t will become increasmgly apparent that both the best 
available deterministic and heuristic knowledge must be employed to obtain 
satisfactory problem solutions quickly and efficiently. This is certainly true in 
the case of this concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation system. As the 
understanding of concrete pavement performance grows, the system will need to be 
modified to keep pace with advances m deterministic and heuristic knowledge of the 
domain. It is hoped that this knowledge-based approach to this difficult 
engineering problem will provide practicing highway engineers with a valuable tool 
for pavement evaluation and rehabilitation, and thereby contribute to better and 
more cost-effective pavement rehabilitation designs in the future. 
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CHAPTER3 

DESCRIYTION OF EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION SYSTEM 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

EXPEAR consists of three separate, stand-alone evaluation/rehabilitation 
systems, one for each of three concrete pavement types (JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP). To 
use EXPEAR in either computerized or manual form for a particular pavement type, the 
engineer simply selects the appropriate computer program or sections of this report, 
as shown below: 

Pavement Type 

JRCP 
JPCP 
CRCP 

Computer Program 

JRCPEXPEAR 
JPCPEXPEAR 
CRCPEXPEAR 

Manual Form 

chapter 4 and appendix A 
chapter 5 and appendix B 
chapter 6 and appendix C 

Although the systems for the three pavement types differ in details, they all 
follow the same basic structure. The purpose of this chapter is to describe this 
structure in general terms applicable to all three pavement types. The engineer 
should read this section before attempting to use the programs or chapters and 
appendixes listed above. 

3.2 PAVE:MENTGEOMETRY 

EXPEAR is intended for use on Interstate-type divided highways with two 
lanes in each direction and either asphalt or concrete shoulders. It cannot 
accommodate routes with fewer than two or greater than two lanes in one direction, 
nor routes with unpaved shoulders. 

A "project" is defined as a pavement section of any length consisting of two 
lanes in one duection, with inner and outer paved shoulders, which is uniform 
throughout its length with respect to the following: 

• Year of construction. 

• Concrete slab design (thickness, joint spacing if any, quantity of steel 
reinforcement if any, and transverse and longitudinal joint design and 
construction). 

• Type of base course. 

• Type of subgrade. 

• Subsurface drainage conditions. 

• Past and current truck traffic volume and composition. 

If a pavement section is not uniform with respect to these items, it should be 
split up into two or more uniform sections which should be evaluated separately. 
Sections containing intersections should also be split up, unless site-specific 
traffic data verifies that truck traffic is approximately consistent in volume and 
composition throughout the length of the section. Opposing lanes of the same 
section of hi$hway ( e.g., northbound vs. southbound lanes) should be evaluated as 
separate proJects. 
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3.3 STEPS IN EVALUATION/REHABILITATION PROCEDURE 

Evaluation of a concrete pavement and development of feasible rehabilitation 
strategy alternatives are performed by the following steps: 

1. Project data collection. 

2. Extrapolation of project condition. 

3. Evaluation of present condition. 

4. Prediction of future condition without rehabilitation. 

5. Physical testing. 

6. Selection of main rehabilitation approach (reconstruction, resurfacing, or 
restoration). 

7. Development of rehabilitation strategy. 

8. Prediction of rehabilitation strategy performance. 

9. Cost analysis of strategies. 

These steps are described in this chapter, independent of pavement type. 
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 provide additional details relevant to the specific pavement 
types addressed. 

3.4 PROJECT DATA COLLECTION 

Survey sheets for JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP are provided in appendixes Al, Bl, and 
Cl. The survey sheets consist of two parts: inventory data and monitoring data. 
Inventory (office) data includes: 

• Project identification (State, route, and mileposts). 

• Climate (temperature, precipitation, and climatic zone). 

• Concrete slab design and construction. 

• Joint design and construction. 

• Base type and strength. 

• Subgrade classification. 

• Shoulders. 

• Traffic ( cumulative ESAI..., ADT, and percent trucks). 

Since the project must be consistent throughout its length with respect to all 
inventory data items, only one set of inventory data sheets is completed for a 
project. All of the requested inventory information should be easily accessible to 
a State highway engineer from office records. 
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A set of supplemental information sheets are provided with the project survey 
sheets to assist the engineer in obtaining the inventory information requested. 
These sheets include: · 

• Climatic zone map of the United States. 

• Freezing Index contour map of the United States. 

• Reinforcing steel size table for JRCP and CRCP. 

• Subgrade k-value correlation table. 

• Effective (base) k-value correlation table. 

The engineer should refer to the most reliable and accurate sources of 
information available to obtain the inventory data for a project. County soil maps 
provide information not only on sub~rade type but also drainage conditions and local 
weather conditions. Detailed climatic data-for the nearest weather station can be 
obtained from the "Monthly Normals of Temperature, Precipitation and Heating and 
Cooling Degree Days" reports compiled for each state by the National Climatic 
Center, Asheville, North Carolina, 28801-2696. Data on actual subgrade soil 
classification, subgrade k-value, and effective base k-value are preferable to 
approximate correlations. The project survey sheets are intended to utilize this 
type of detailed data if it is avaifable to the engineer, but also to accommodate 
the possibility that it is not and that estimates must be made. 

Monitoring data is the information about the pavement's present condition that 
is collected during a visit to the project site, including: 

• Ride quality . 

• Load-related distresses . 

• Joint condition . 

• Settlements and heaves . 

• Drainage conditions . 

• Pumping . 

• Concrete surface condition . 

• Joint sealant condition . 

• Concrete durability . 

• Previous repair . 

• Shoulder condition . 
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3.4.1 Conducting the Project Survey 

Before the actual field survey, the engineer collects and records on the 
project survey sheets all inventory data requested. Monitoring data is collected 
and recorded on the project survey sheets at the project site. Distress types, 
severities, and quantities are recorded on the monitoring data sheets in a manner 
consistent with standard distress identification procedures.(6) Monitoring data 
must be collected for each traffic lane and for both the inner and outer 
shoulder so that each of the lanes and shoulders can be evaluated separately. 

Ride quality is expressed as a Present Serviceability Rating, using the 
following scale: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

+-----+--------+----------------+----------+ 

Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good 

Among the questions that the engineer should ask himself or herself when rating 
the pavement are: "How well would this pavement serve me if I had to drive on it 
for 8 hours?" and "How would I like to drive over 500 miles [800 km) of this 
pavement?" Additional guidance on rating pavement serviceability is provided in 
reference 13. 

The serviceability (ride quality) of the pavement should be rated in each 
traffic lane over the length of the project, while driving over the project at 50 
miles per hour [80 km/hJ. Ideally, two or more persons should participate in 
conducting the project survey. A serviceability rating should be obtained for each 
lane from each person, and the average values recorded on the survey sheets. Two 
passes over the project are necessary to obtain serviceability ratings for both 
lanes. 

The one other monitoring data item which must be assessed over the project 
length is condition of terminal treatments for CRCP, as explained on the CRCP survey 
sheets. All other monitoring data items are recorded by sample unit. 

3.4.2 Number and Length of Sample Units 

Since it may not be practical to conduct a 100 percent survey of the project 
for purposes of evaluation and preliminary rehabilitation design, it is recommended 
that the project be surveyed by representative sampling. A sufficient number of 
sample units distributed throughout the project's length should be surveyed to 
obtain an accurate representation of the overall project condition. For JRCP and 
JPCP, a sample unit length and distribution of 1000 ft {304 m] in each mile (perhaps 
started at each milepost for convenience), which provides approximately 20 percent 
coverage, is recommended. CRCP may be surveyed more quickly due to the absence of 
transverse joints, so sample units may be longer and spaced further apart if 
desired. The actual length of the sample units is up to the engineer; they do not 
all have to be the same length. A set of monitoring data sheets must be completed 
for each sample unit surveyed. 
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The EXPEAR computer programs can accommodate up to ten sample units. If it is 
desired to survey more than ten sample units ( e.g., for a project more than 10 miles 
[16 km] long), the project should be split up into two or more projects of 10 or ·. 
fewer sample units each. This restriction does not apply when usmg the system in 
manual form. 

3.4.3 Project Survey Data Entry 

When using one of the EXP EAR computer programs, collection of the project 
survey data is followed by entry of the data into files on diskette. This is done 
using a full-screen editor included in the EXPEAR programs. The full-screen editor 
provides screens for entry of the inventory data and asks the user for the number of 
sample units surveyed. It provides sets of monitoring data screens for as many 
sample units as were surveyed. The inventory data and monitoring data comprise a 
data record which is saved in a permanent file on diskette. More instructions on 
project survey data entry are given in appendixes A6, B6, and C6. 

3.5 EXTRAPOLATION OF PROJECT CONDITION 

Before the project can be evaluated, its overall condition must be determined 
by extrapolation from the sample unit monitoring data. The EXPEAR computer programs 
perform this function automat1cally. When using EXPEAR in manual form, the engineer 
must perform the calculations to extrapolate overall project condition by hand. It 
is recommended that a blank set of sample unit monitonng data sheets be used to 
record the results of the extrapolations. This set of sheets, along with the 
inventory data sheets and proJect monitoring data sheet, represent the project 
record in manual form. 

Sample unit monitoring data consists of two different types of items: real 
numbers and toggle values. Real numbers represent distress quantities or 
measurements, such as feet of longitudinal cracking, number of comer breaks, or 
average transverse joint faulting. Toggle values represent the engineer's responses 
to a set of choices provided to describe distress severities and other aspects of 
the pavement's condition, such as presence of incom_pressibles in transverse joints 
(yes/no), severity of D cracking ( none/low/medium/h1gh ), or AC shoulder alligator 
cracking (none/some/extensive). 

In general, real number data items are extrapolated from the sample unit data 
sheets and expressed in the project record as an average quantity per mile ( e.g., 
number per mile, feet per mile, etc.), except faulting, which is expressed as an 
overall average in inches. Toggle data values recorded for each sample unit are 
averaged to represent typical values over the length of the project. 

In chapters 4, 5, and 6, the specific distress items collected for JRCP, JPCP, 
and CRCP respectively are categorized as real numbers or toggle items and 
extrapolation mstructions are given. 

3.6 EVALUATION OF PRESENT CONDITION 

3.6.1 Major Problem Areas 

For each concrete pavement type, several major problem areas were identified 
which should be considered in a comprehensive evaluatmn. Twelve major problem 
areas were identified for JRCP and JPCP, and nine were identified for CRCP. All 
three pavement types have the following seven major problem areas in common: 
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1. Structural adequacy. 

2. Drainage. 

3. Foundation stability. 

4. Concrete durability. 

5. Skid resistance. 

6. Roughness. 

7. Shoulders. 

The following two problem areas are considered for CRCP in addition to the common 
seven: 

8. Longitudinal joint construction. 

9. Construction joints and terminal treatments. 

Due to the presence of transverse joints, JRCP and JPCP have the following 
additional problem areas which must be considered: 

8. Transverse and longitudinal joint construction. 

9. Transverse joint sealant condition. 

10. Load transfer. 

11. Loss of support. 

12. Joint deterioration. 

Within a given problem area, a number of specific deficiencies may exist. For 
example, poor skid resistance may be the result of madequate texturing of the 
pavement surface at construction, polishing of the surface in the wheelpaths under 
traffic, or even rutting caused by studded tires. A thorough assessment of a 
pavement's present condition requires a determination of whether or not one or more 
deficiencies serious enough to warrant corrective action exists in each of the major 
problem areas related to that type of pavement. 

Each of the problem areas represents a different mode of deterioration commonly 
observed in concrete pavements. Each mode of deterioration is controlled by certain 
significant factors in the design, materials, soils, traffic and environment of the 
pavement, and has associated with it certain characteristic types of distress. In 
this sense, the problem areas are independent of each other. In another sense, 
however, they can never be truly independent, since pavement deterioration is a 
complex phenomenon encompassing many different mechanisms and their interactions. 

3.6.2 Evaluation Decision Trees and Conclusions 

For each major problem area, a decision tree was developed to identify specific 
deficiencies warranting repair. The decision trees organize pertment design, 
traffic, environment, and distress factors into structures for determining whether 
or not specific deficiencies exist within that problem area. 
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The decision trees are made up of nodes, branches, and conclusions. Nodes 
represent data about the pavement, including distress types and quantities, design 
and materials data, environmental conditions, and traffic. Conclusions about the 
presence or absence of specific deficiencies within the major problem area are 
reached by proceeding down the branches of the tree. Conclusions are represented on 
the decision trees by three-letter codes identifying the major problem area and 
specific conclusion reached ( e.g., STR 4 for the fourth possible conclusion on the 
structural deficiency tree). These codes correspond to one or more sentences of 
text which explain whether or not a particular deficiency exists, and if so, what 
factors were considered in reaching that determination. 

The evaluation decision trees and conclusions for JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP are 
provided in appendixes A2, B2, and C2. 

3,6.3 Critical Distress Levels 

In several of the problem areas, certain quantities of distress and PSR values 
are considered indicative of deficiencies. Default values for these critical 
distress levels are incorporated in EXPEAR. These values are enclosed in brackets 
on the evaluation decismn trees and in the evaluation conclusions shown in 
appendixes A2, B2, and C2. The specific smvey data items which have default 
critical levels are listed for each pavement type in chapters 4, 5, and 6. 

The engineer may modify these default values if desired to reflect his or her 
own experience or agency's policies. In the EXPEAR programs, the capability is 
provided to save the engineer's choices for critical distress levels permanently in 
a disk file, so that they do not have to be modified every time the program is run. 
The default values are always available for use as well. 

3.6.4 Candidate Rehabilitation Techniques 

Each of the evaluation conclusions is accompanied by one or more candidate 
rehabilitation techniques which could be performed to correct that deficiency. 
These are provided for illustrative purposes primarily; they tell the engineer what 
types of repairs are considered appropriate for correcting the stated deficiency, 
independent of any other deficiencies present. 

These techniques are not used at this point to develop rehabilitation 
strategies. As described in chapter 2, if rehabilitation techniques were selected 
for each deficiency independently, the rehabilitation strategy developed would 
probably contain redundant or incompatible techniques, and would therefore be 
infeasible. The actual technique selection process is structured to utilize the 
candidate rehabilitation techniques, but with restrictions applied to prevent 
redundant or incompatible techniques from being included in a single strategy. 

3.7 PREDICTION OF FUTURE CONDITION WITHOUT REHABILITATION 

Performance prediction models are used to project the future condition of the 
pavement for 20 years into the future, to illustrate the consequences of not 
performini rehabilitation in the present year. The performance of the pavement is 
predicted m terms of serviceability and key distress types for the concrete 
pavement type: faulting, cracking, joint deterioration, pumping, and PSR for JRCP 
and JPCP; and punchouts and steel ruptures for CRCP. 
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In order to solve the predictive equations each year for 20 years, it is 
necessary to calculate the number of 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads (ESAl..s) 
accumulated in each lane for each year. This 1s done using the following equation: 

ESAL 

where: 

ESAL 

ADT 

DD 

= 

= 

= 

= 

ADT • DD • ( PTRUCKS / 100 ) • 1F • 365 

current annual ESAL for the project (both lanes, both directions) 

current two-way average daily traffic, from the project 
inventory data 

directional distribution ( distribution of ADT between opposing 
direction lanes (assumed to be 05) 

PTRUCKS = percent trucks, from the project inventory data 

1F = truck factor (ESAI/truck) 
= 1.15 for rigid pavement 

The annual ESAL in each lane is computed from the following equations ( 6): 

outer ESAL = annual ESAL • [ 1.567 - 0.0826 In ( ADT • DD ) ] 

inner ESAL = annual ESAL - outer ESAL 

For each subsequent year, the annual ESAL is increased using the truck traffic 
growth rate from the inventory data. The cumulative ESAL in each fane is then 
computed for each year, starting with the cumulative ESAL from construction to the 
the year of the survey, and adding the annual ESAL computed each year. 

. Since these key distress and serviceability values are inputs into the 
evaluation decision trees, the engineer can use them to "reevaluate" the pavement in 
future years, and identify the years in which they will reach critical levels 
indicative of deficiencies. The system performs this function automatically and 
displays one or more sentences of text describing the deficiencies predicted to 
occur in the future, the years in which they are tri~ered, and the critical levels 
( either the defaults or the engineer's values) of d1suess or serviceability which 
triggered them. 

The performance prediction models for JRCP and JPCP are those developed under 
NCHRP Project 1-19, using data from more than 400 pavement sections in seven 
states.(6) CRCP distresses are predicted from models develored under an Illinois 
DOT study using data from CRCP sections in Illinois.(12) Al of the models are 
"calibrated" to the actual current distress levels, so that future distress levels 
are predicted accurately for future years. The models are given in appendixes A3, 
B3, and C3. 
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The predicted future condition without rehabilitation serves two purposes. For 
~ P<;iVement which d(?~sn'~ nee~ rehabilitation now, the future condi_ti_on predi~tions 
md1cate when rehab1htat1on will be needed, and what type of rehab1htat10n will be · 
required. For a pavement which should be rehabilitated now, the future condition 
predictions illustrate the consequences of delaying rehabilitation. Every year that 
rehabilitation is delayed, the pavement condition worsens and distress quantities 
increase. The resulting increase in the cost of the work must be weighed against 
the discounting effect of deferring the expenditure one or more years. EXPEAR 
version 1.3 possess the capabilities to delay rehabilitation up to 5 years and to 
account for the consequences of delay in its cost analysis. 

3.8 PHYSICAL TESTING RECOMMENDATIONS 

After performing the evaluation and before beginning to develop rehabilitation 
strategies, the engineer may choose to perform physical testing of the pavement. 
Physical testing serves the following two purposes: ( 1) verifying the results of the 
evaluation based on visual condition data, and (2) obtaining quantitative data 
needed to design the rehabilitation. 

EXPEAR was developed to function without being dependent on physical testing 
data, so that lack of availabil1ty of such data would not hinder an engineer's use 
of the system. However, EXPEAR does have the capability to recommend specific types 
of physical testing which would be appropriate for the pavement, based on the 
results of the present condition evaluation. The types of testing which may be 
recommended include nondestructive deflection testing, destructive testing ( coring 
and boring), laboratory testing, and roughness and skid measurement. 

3.8.1 Nondestructive Deflection Testing 

Nondestructive deflection testing (NDT) is recommended to investigate 
structural deficiencies, poor joint load transfer, and loss of slab support. A 
Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) or other NDT device capable of applying dynamic 
loads comparable in magnitude to moving truck wheel loads over a range of load 
levels, i.e., 9000 to 16000 pounds. Specific testing locations ( at slab centers, 
across joints, at comers, etc.) are recommended based on the types of deficiencies 
present. Deflection data also serves as an input to structural analysis and overlay 
design for a pavement in need of a structuraf improvement. 

3.8.2 Destructive Testing and Laboratory Testing 

Destructive testing is recommended when needed to obtain material samples from 
the concrete slab, base, or subgrade to investigate a variety of deficiencies. For 
reasons of safety and efficiency, nondestructive testing and destructive testing 
should be conducted concurrently. 

Critical levels of structural distress ( cracking, comer breaks, punchouts, 
etc.) trigger recommendations for coring to determining the thickness of each of the 
pavement layers and the strength of the concrete ( and stabilized base, if any). 
Coring at jomts is recommended to investigate the extent of significant joint 
deterioration resulting from reactive aggregate, D cracking, infiltration of 
incompressibles, or other causes. When reactive aggregate appears to be the cause 
of the JO int deterioration, petrographic examination of the cores is also 
recommended. Evidence of poor transverse or longitudinal joint construction may 
also trigger a recommendation for coring through representative joints and cracks, 
to determine which joints and cracks are actually working. 
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Boring samples of the base and subgrade should be obtained to investigate 
drainage deficiencies and foundation movement (settlements and heaves). As a 
minimum, the permeability of the base as well as the Atterberg limits and 
classification of the subgrade material should be determined in the laboratory. 
Additional investigation of swelling sub grade soils is also recommended. 

3.8.3 Skid Testing 

Wheelpath rutting caused by studded tires should be quantified by rut depth 
measurements. Skid testing is recommended to investigate other deficiencies such as 
polishing. Testing should be performed with a standard ASTM tire (E 501 or E 524) 
mounted on a locked-wheel trailer. 

Skid testing need not be performed if it has already been determined from the 
results of the nondestructive and destructive testing that the pavement is in need 
of a structural improvement, since overlaying and reconstruction supersede the need 
for a surface friction improvement. 

3.8.4 Roughness Testing 

Roughness measurement is recommended when the pavement exhibits excessive 
faulting, joint deterioration, foundation movement, or low PSR. Response-type 
roughness testing, which produces an overall estimate of roughness in inches per 
mile, is adequate for faulting and low PSR. Profile measurement should be performed 
to locate and measure settlements and heaves. 

As with skid resistance deficiencies, it is not necessary to quantify overall 
roughness if it has already been determined that the pavement has to be 
reconstructed or overlaid. The pavement's profile should still be measured if 
settlements and/or heaves are present, however, since these must be corrected by 
appropriate preoverlay repair. 

3.8.5 Use of Physical Testing Data 

EXPEAR does not require that physical testing be performed, nor does it 
interpret physical testing data or use it in its evaluation of the pavement and 
selection of rehabilitation techniques. It is the engineer's res_ponsibility to 
decide which types of testing may be performed with the equipment, resources, and 
time available. The engineer should use the testing results to assess the 
correctness of EXPEAR's evaluation and to select and design the appropriate 
rehabilitation. The capability to interpret and utilize physical testing data in 
the pavement evaluation and rehabilitation strategy development will be included in 
future improvements to EXPEAR. 

3.9 SELECTION OF MAIN REHABILITATION APPROACH 

On the basis of the evaluation and the physical testing results, the main 
rehabilitation approach (reconstruction, resurfacing, or restoration) must be 
selected for each traffic lane. A decision tree has been developed for each 
pavement type to w,iide the engineer in this decision. The decision tree is 
structured accord mg to the following guidelines: 

• A structural deficiency indicated by substantial load-related distress is 
correctable by either a structural overlay or reconstruction. 
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• 

• 

• 

A structural deficiency indicated by factors of design, traffic, etc., is 
correctable by a structural overlay. 

A durability deficiency indicated by high-severity D cracking or reactive 
aggregate distress is correctable by either a structural overlay (unbonded 
PCC only) or reconstruction. 

In the absence of significant structural or durability deficiencies as 
defined above, all other pavement deficiencies are correctable by 
restoration techniques. 

As described in chapter 2, there are five feasible combinations of the three 
main rehabilitation approaches for two lanes. If the three approaches are numbered 
as follows: 

1. Reconstruction. 

2. Overlay. 

3. Restoration. 

then the five feasible pairs can be identified as: 

1-1 Reconstruct both lanes. 

1-3 Reconstruct outer lane and restore inner lane. 

3-1 Restore outer lane and reconstruct inner lane. 

2-2 Overlay both lanes. 

3-3 Restore both lanes. 

Figure 2 illustrates the decision tree for selecting the appropriate pair. 
This is the general form of the decision tree which is the same for all pavement 
types. For each pavement type, a copy of this decision tree exists on which the 
branches are labeled with specific deficiency codes. For example, for JRCP the 
structural deficiencies which are indicated by substantial load-related distress are 
identified by the codes STR 1 and STR 2, and the appropriate branches for this case 
are labeled as such on the JRCP main rehabilitation approach decision tree. The 
decision trees for JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP are provided in appendixes A4, B4, and C4. 

To allow the engineer some flexibility in selecting rehabilitation approaches, 
the combinations involvin~ reconstructing one lane and restoring the other (1-3 and 
3-1) include the option to 'upgrade" to reconstructing both lanes (1-1), which may 
be considered more convenient. Similarly, when EXPEAR recommends restoration of 
both lanes (3-3) in the absence of serious structural or durability deficiencies, 
the engineer is given the option to override this recommendation and select any of 
the following three combinations instead: reconstruct both lanes (1-1), reconstruct 
the outer lane only (1-3), or overlay both lanes (2-2). The fifth option, to 
reconstruct only the inner lane (3-1 ), is not likely to be warranted except in some 
highly unusual cases ( e.g., urban areas where truck traffic is restricted to the 
inner lane), so this combination is not given as an option to overriding the 
recommendation to restore both lanes. 
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3-1 Restore Outer, Reconstruct Inner 
2-2 Overlay Both Lanes 
3-3 Restore Both Lanes 

Figure 2. Main rehabilitation approach decision tree. 



3.10 DEVEWPMENT OF COMPLETE REHABILITATION STRATEGY 

Once the main rehabilitation approach has been selected, the engineer proceeds 
to develop the complete rehabilitation strategy for the project. This is done by 
interacting with the system to select specific rehabilitation techniques to correct 
deficiencies in each lane and on each shoulder. Which deficiencies need to be 
corrected in a lane is dependent on the rehabilitation approach selected for that 
lane, or in the case of the shoulders, the rehabilitation approach for the adjacent 
lane. 

The selection of rehabilitation techniques is performed in EXPEAR using a set 
of decision trees. There are three detailed decision trees for the traffic lanes: 

1. Decision tree for reconstructing a Jane. 

2. Decision tree for overlaying a lane. 

3. Decision tree for restoring a lane (inner or outer). 

and four detailed decision trees for the shoulders: 

1. Decision tree for shoulder adjacent to reconstructed lane. 

2. Decision tree for AC shoulder adjacent to overlaid lane. 

3. Decision tree for PCC shoulder adjacent to overlaid lane. 

4. Decision tree for shoulder adjacent to restored lane. 

The rehabilitation decision trees are provided in appendixes A4, B4, and C4. 
The decision trees for the traffic lanes consist of nodes for each major problem 
area which must be considered, followed by the specific deficiencies in that problem 
area which, if present, must be corrected by one of the technique choices given. 
Deficiencies are identified by their code numbers to the left of the choices. Not 
all deficiencies within a problem area need to be addressed in all cases; some 
deficiencies are overridden by the main rehabilitation approach. If within a 
problem area being considered, the lane possesses none of the deficiencies listed, 
the engineer proceeds down the tree to the next problem area. Shoulder decision 
trees address the single problem area of shoulder condition, treating AC and PCC 
shoulders separately. 

3.10.1 Traffic Lane Reconstruction 

Reconstruction of a traffic lane eliminates all existing deficiencies in that 
lane, except drainage deficiencies, since drainage is not assumed to be inherently 
included in reconstruction. The drainage improvement options differ by lane, 
depending on the geometry of the pavement cross section. If needed, a drainage 
improvement is selected for the outer lane first. The type of improvement selected 
for the outer lane and the direction that the inner lane slopes (toward the outer 
lane or toward the inner shoulder) dictate the available drainage improvement 
choices for the inner lane. 
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3.10.2 Shoulder Rehabilitation Adjacent to a Reconstructed Lane 

Unless shoulder reconstruction is necessitated by extensive "D" cracking or 
reactive aggregate distress (for PCC shoulders only), shoulder deficiencies can be 
corrected mdividually. However, since reconstructmg the adjacent traffic lane is 
likely to cause damage to the shoulder by construction equipment, the engineer is 
given the option of reconstructing the shoulder with either AC or PCC instead of 
repairing it. 

3.10.3 Traffic Lane Overlay 

This decision tree must be used for both lanes. The engineer must first select 
the type of structural overlay to be placed, given the following choices: 

• Unbonded PCC overlay. 

• Bonded PCC overlay. 

• AC structural overlay. 

• Crack and seat and AC structural overlay (for JRCP and JPCP). 

The type of overlay is restricted to being the same in both lanes, so the 
overlay type selected for the outer lane will automatically be selected for the 
inner lane. In the case of high-severity "D" cracking or reactive aggregate 
distress, the overlay type is restricted to unbonded PCC. Otherwise, the type of 
overlay is the choice of the engineer. 

The engineer proceeds to select rehabilitation techniques to correct other 
deficiencies in each lane. The type of overlay dictates the types of deficiencies 
which must be addressed: some deficiencies are considered to be corrected by 
specific overlay types. All overlay types are considered to correct skid resistance 
deficiencies, so this problem area is not considered in the overlay decision tree. 

In general, the overlay decision tree is conservative in prescribing preoverlay 
repair: all deficiencies which might significantly influence the performance of the 
overlay are required to be corrected by the overlay or by appropriate preoverlay 
repair. AC structural overlays and bonded PCC overlays require the most preoverlay 
repair, followed by crack and seat AC overlays, while unbonded PCC overlays require 
the least preoverlay repair. Furthermore, it ts assumed that the quantity of each 
type of preoverlay repair done matches the quantity of distress present. This is 
important to the prediction of rehabilitation performance which is conducted 
subsequent to rehabilitation strategy development. 

The engineer must go through the overlay decision tree twice, one time for each 
traffic lane, since the Janes will not necessarily have the same deficiencies and 
thus will not have the same preoverlay repair needs. The only technique which must 
be imposed on both lanes is pressure relief joint installation for jointed concrete 
pavements. Pressure relief joints, if needed, should be cut across the full width 
of both traffic lanes to prevent unequal pressures in and differential longitudinal 
movements of the concrete slabs. As with reconstruction, drainage improvement 
selection depends on the direction of slope of the inner lane. 

Note that structural overlay options only are addressed by the overlay 
decision tree; AC nonstructural overlay as a technique for roughness and skid 
resistance improvement is included in the restoration decision tree. 
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3.10.4 Shoulder Rehabilitation Adjacent to an Overlaid Lane 

The shoulders must always be overlaid if the traffic lanes are being overlaid, 
but the type of overlay placed on the shoulder need not be the same as on the 
traffic lanes, nor do the two shoulders need to have the same type of overlay. The 
engineer is given the choice of repairing or reconstructing the shoulder prior to 
overlaying it with asphalt or concrete, except in the case of extensive durability 
distress on a PCC shoulder, for which reconstruction of the shoulder is required. 

3.10.5 Traffic Lane Restoration 

This decision tree addresses all of the same major problem areas as the overlay 
decision tree, with the addition of skid resistance. As with overlays, it is 
assumed that all existing distress is repaired by the techniques selected, i.e., 
that the repair quantities match the distress quantities. 

When both lanes are being restored, this decision tree is used twice. When 
restoring one lane and reconstructing the other, this decision tree is used for the 
lane being restored, and the reconstruction decision tree (specifically, selection 
of drainage improvements for the reconstructed lane) is used for the other lane. 
The appropriate decision trees for the adjacent shoulders are used. 

AC nonstructural overlay is included as a technique in this decision tree for 
correction of certain roughness and skid resistance deficiencies. When a 
nonstructural overlay is selected for one lane, it must be placed in the other lane 
as well. Also, a nonstructural overlay is considered to supersede grinding and 
t?:rooving. Pressure relief joints for jointed concrete pavements must also be 
imposed in both lanes if needed in either lane. When using the decision trees to 
develop a rehabilitation strategy by hand, these restrictions must be kept in mind; 
when using the computer system, these restrictions are imposed automatically. 

3.10.6 Shoulder Rehabilitation Adjacent to a Restored Lane 

As with the other shoulder rehabilitation decision trees, reconstruction is 
required for a PCC shoulder with severe durability distress. For AC shoulders, 
reconstruction with AC or PCC is provided as an option to the engineer in the cases 
of extensive linear cracking and extensive alligator cracking. For all other 
shoulder deficiencies, appropriate repair techniques are selected. When both 
traffic lanes are being restored, this decision tree is used twice, since the two 
shoulders may have different deficiencies and thus need different repairs. 

3.11 PREDICTION OF REHABILITATION STRATEGY PERFORMANCE 

For each type of pavement, regression equations are used to predict the 
performance of the rehabilitation strategy devefoped. As is done in the evaluation 
of the pavement, performance is predicted in terms of key distress types. For 
reconstruction, the key distress types and the models used are the same as in the 
evaluation (from NCHRP Project 1-19, reference 6), although some of the inputs are 
different. 

For AC overlays, the key distress types are rutting and reflective cracking. 
The predictive models for crack and seat AC overlays of jointed concrete pavements 
were developed under this study and are described in detail in volume II of this 
report. Conventional AC overlay reflective cracking models were developed from a 
database of Illinois Interstate highway pavements. Reflective cracking is predicted 
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in two ways: in total feet of reflective cracking per mile, and in feet of 
medium- and high-severity reflective cracking per mile. Total reflective 
cracking is of interest in predicting the time required for cracks to propagate 
through the overlay. Medium- and high-severity reflective cracking, on the other 
hand, more directly determines the life of the overlay, since at some point it will 
require repair. Medium- and high-severity cracks may develop gradually as 
low-seventy cracks deteriorate under traffic, or they may develop quickly at 
locations of deterioration or poor load transfer in the underlying pavement. If all 
existing deficiencies of the pavement are adequately repaired prior to overlay, 
medium- and high-severity cracks should not aI?pear for at least a few years after 
the overlay is placed, and should not reach a cntical level for several years more. 

Note that the only reflection crack control treatment considered is crack and 
seat, since models are not available to predict the influence of other crack 
control treatments on conventional overlay performance. Other treatments, such as 
sawing and sealing joints in the AC overlay, could be incorporated into the system 
in the future when reliable predictive models for them become available. 

Key distresses for bonded and unbonded concrete overlays are faulting, cracking 
and joint deterioration. Most of the models for predicting these distresses were 
developed under this study and are described in detail in volume II of this report. 
Key distresses for restoration are the same as those used in evaluation. Most of 
the models for JRCP and JPCP restoration were develoeed under this study and are 
described in detail in volume I. The CRCP model for failures is the same as that 
used in the evaluation. 

EXPEAR does not perform overlay thickness design or reconstruction design. 
Before the performance of a rehabilitation strategy can be predicted, the engineer 
must provide rehabilitation design details needed by EXPEAR for use in the 
predictive models, such as overlay or reconstructed slab thickness, reinforcement 
size, dowel diameter, joint spacing, etc. 

The predictive models for JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP are given in appendixes AS, B5, 
and C5. The models are used to predict the performance of the rehabilitation, in 
terms of the key distress types, each year for the next 20 years. The critical 
levels of the key distress types ( either default values or values input by the 
engineer) are used to identify the years in which the distresses reach unacceptable 
levels. When using the system manually, the engineer should solve for the age or 
accumulated traffic at which the distress levels become critical, and from this 
determine the life of the rehabilitation. Note that the future distress predictions 
are strongly influenced by the 18-kip ESAL growth rate input by the engineer in the 
project inventory data. 

It must be noted here that most of these predictive models have significant 
limitations and should not be used outside the ranges of data from which they were 
developed. The models should be evaluated for validity with respect to the pavement 
designs and climatic conditions of the State in which the project 1s located. The 
caP.ability to adjust the models to more accurately reflect local conditions, or 
utilize alternate models provided by the engineer, will be included in future 
improvements to EXPEAR. 

3.12 QUANTITY ESTIMATES FOR LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS 

Using the extrapolated distress quantities computed during the evaluation, the 
selected rehabilitation techniques, and a few additional items of information 
provided by the engineer, EXPEAR determines approximate rehabilitation quantities. 
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These are expressed in convenient units (linear feet, square yards, etc.) over the 
total length of the project. This information can be used to evaluate the strategy 
on the basis of life-cycle cost. 

EXPEAR version 1.3 possesses the capability to do life-cycle cost analysis. 
The performance period is determined from the predicted future development of key 
distresses. The first critical level reached deternunes the life of the 
rehabilitation. For example, if an AC overlay is predicted to have excessive 
reflective cracking after 16 xears and excessive rutting after 12 years, the lesser 
of these two, or 12 years, will be taken as the life of the overlay. In the case 
when no critical levels are predicted to be reached within 20 years, the life of the 
rehabilitation is taken as 20 years. The engineer is given the option to override 
the predicted life and enter some other value, up to a maximum of 20 years. The 
output of the cost analysis reports whether the hfe used was the program's 
prediction or a user input. 

The analysis period used in the cost analysis is restricted to be the same as 
the first rehabilitation performance period. Thus it is not possible to include 
subsequent rehabilitation in the strategy in order to fill out a desired analysis 
period. This is largely due to the lack of available predictive models for such 
things as second overlays. It is also not possible to attach a salvage value to a 
strategy with a predicted lives in excess of 20 years. When interpreting the 
results of the cost analyses for several strategies, the engineer must keep in mind 
that the performance periods will in most cases be unequal. These limitations will 
be addressed in future improvements to EXPEAR. 

The engineer must select a value for the discount rate to be used in the 
analysis, as well as unit costs for the various rehabilitation techniques included 
in the strategy. A range for discount rate between 0 and 7 percent, with a default 
value of 3 percent. Default unit costs for all of the rehabilitation techniques are 
also incorporated in EXPEAR. Since each pavement type has about 40 different items 
on its list of rehabilitation techniques, the engineer generally will not want to 
review the entire set of unit costs every time a cost analysis is done. Therefore, 
EXPEAR gives the engineer the option to modify the entire set of costs or to modify 
only the costs for the set of techniques actually included in the strategy currently 
being analyzed. As with the critical distress levels used in evaluation, the 
engineer may save the modified unit costs to a file and retrieve them when needed. 

Rehabilitation techniques, quantities, unit costs, and total costs over the 
length of the project are reported for each traffic lane and shoulder. The total 
cost for all lanes and shoulders is expressed in three ways: present worth, actual 
cost in the year performed, and e9.u1valent annual cost over the life of the 
strategy. In the case when rehabilitation is not delayed, the present worth and 
actual cost are the same. 

The cost analysis included in EXPEAR is a simple and approximate procedure, the 
primary purpose of which is to facilitate rapid generation and comparison of 
rehabilitation alternatives. It should help the engineer identify alternatives 
which are comparable in cost-effectiveness and deserve further investigation, and 
also eliminate alternatives which are clearly not cost-effective. It does not, 
however, take the place of the detailed evaluation and cost analysis which is 
required for preparation of plans, specifications, and bid estimates. It also does 
not consider cost items not directly related to improvement of the pavement, such as 
raising guardrails, maintaining bridge clearances, and correcting side slopes. 
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CHAPfER4 
JRCP EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION 

This chapter provides additional details on the evaluation and rehabilitation 
system which relate specifically to JRCP. The system may be applied to a JRCP 
project by following the steps described for a11 pavement types m chapter 3, 
referring to this chapter for specific details on JRCP, and using the materials 
provided in appendix A These materials consist of the following: 

A-1 
A-2 
A-3 
A-4 
A-5 
A-6 

JRCP Project Survey and Supplemental Information. 
JRCP Evaluation Decision Trees and Conclusions. 
JRCP Evaluation Performance Prediction Models. 
JRCP Rehabilitation Decision Trees. 
JRCP Rehabilitation Performance Prediction Models. 
JRCP Computer Program Operating Instructions. 

The use of the system for JRCP is illustrated with a comprehensive example of 
evaluation and rehabilitation of a JRCP project The project selected for the 
example is a 0.9-mile [1.45 km] section oflnterstate 74 near Urbana, Illinois. 

4.1 JRCP PROJECT SURVEY 

A complete set of survey sheets for JRCP consists of three pages of inventory 
data for the project, one page of project monitoring data, and four pages of 
monitoring data for each sample umt surveyed. A complete set of smvey sheets for 
the 1-74 example are shown in figure 3. Due to the short length of the project, it 
was surveyed as one sample unit. 

4.2 EXTRAPOLATION OF OVERALL PROJECT CONDITION 

4.2.1 Average Per Mile Data Items 

The following JRCP monitoring data items must be extrapolated from the sample 
unit data and expressed as an average quantity per mile: 

Data Item 

Longitudinal cracking 
Longitudinal spalling 
Transverse crack deterioration 

Comer breaks 
Joints with construction cracks 
Settlements 
Heaves 

Full-depth repairs 
Full-depth repair joints 
Transverse joints 
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Extrapolated Quantity 

Feet/mile 
Feet/mile 
Feet/mile 

Number/mile 
Number/mile 
Number/mile 
Number/mile 

Number/mile 
Number/mile 
Number/mile 



PROJECT SURVEY FOR JRCP 

Design Engineer: 

Date of Survey (mo/day/yr): _8__ I _jQ_ 

PROJECT INVENTORY DATA 

I 

Collect the following information about the project to be evaluated 
prior to the actual field survey. 

Project Identification 

Highway Designation (example I-57): 

State: 

Direction of Survey: __ Jf!~Q.,_,.$.._.t'----------

S tarting Milepost: _ ..... , ... S.....,J=i., .... o~o=---------
Ending Milepost: _ ..... f...,8-..-3 ..... ,L..9....JL..O"""--------

Climate 

Climatic Zone (See climatic zone map in "Supplemental 
---L,. wet freeze __ wet-dry freeze 

wet freeze-thaw wet-dry freeze-thaw 
wet nonfreeze __ wet-dry nonfreeze 

Information"): 
dry freeze 
dry freeze-thaw 
dry nonfreeze 

Estimated Annual Temperature Range (degrees Fahrenheit): "8,S 
Mean Annual Precipitation (inches) (See.4cipitation map in 
"Supplemental Infonnation"): "S...-#-

Corps of Engineers Freezing Index (Fahrenheit degree-days) (See 
Freezing Index map in "Supplemental Information"): _ _.2._.$.._.Q..,_ ____ _ 

Slab Construction 

Year Constructed: 

Slab Thickness (inches): 10 

Width of Traffic Lanes (feet): 11-

PCC Modulus of Rupture (28 days, 3rd-point loading)(psi): t,S'O 
Area of Longitudinal Reinforcement (square inches steel/foot) 
(See wire size table in "Supplemental Information"): Q, 11 

Figure 3. Project survey sheets for I-74 example. 
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Transverse and Longitudinal Joints 

Patt;,In of Joint 
~ uniform 

random 

Spacing: 

Transverse joint spacing, if uniform (feet): 
Transverse joint sequence, if random (feet): 

Type of Sealant: 
--JI!!_ liquid (asphalt) 

field-molded (silicone) 
preformed compression (neoprene) 

Average Transverse Joint Sealant Reservoir Dimensions 
Width (inches): Q• I & S" Depth (inches): 

Meth~ Us:d to Form Transverse 
_£ sawing 

inserts 
Unitube inserts 

Joints: 

Transverse Joint Sawed Depth (inches): 

Type of Load Transfer System: 
~ aggregate interlock only 
~ dowels 

other mechanical devices 

100 

2.{0 

If dowels are present, dowel bar diameter (inches): ,. ir 
M ;,d Us:d to 

sawing 
inserts 

Form Longitudinal Joints Between Lanes: 

Longitudinal Joint Sawed or Formed Depth (inches): 

Type of Base Course: 
fine-grained soil only 
cement-treated aggregate 
lean PCC 

_¥dense-graded untreated aggregate 
asphalt-treated aggregate 

___ open-graded drainage layer 

Modulus of Subgrade Reaction on Top of Base (psi/inch) (Seek-value 
correlation chart in "Supplemental Information"): __ I_J_Q ______ _ 

Figure 3. Project smvey sheets for 1-74 example ( continued). 
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Sub grade 

Predominant Subgrade Soil AASHTO Classification (See Unified-AASHTO 
conversion table in "Supplemental Information"): A A, 

Are swelling soils a problem in the area? yes 

If so, were steps taken in construction of the pavement to 
correct the swelling soil problem? ____ yes 

Shoulder 

T~of Shoulder: 
AC 
tied FCC 

Yidth of Shoulders (feet): 

Inner Lane Slope Direction: 
___ toward outer lane 
----It!!!!, toward inner shoulder 

Traffic 

inner JI) 

Estimated Current Through Two-way ADT: Z6, 100 
Percent Commercial Trucks (excluding pickups and panels): 

Total Number of Lanes in Direction of Survey: 

Future 18-kip ESAL Growth Rate (percent per year): 

,/ no 

no 

outer 

11 

Total Accumulated 18-kip Equivalent Single Axle Loads (ESALs) from 
Date of Construction to Date of Survey (millions) (See procedure for 
computing ESALs in AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, 
Appendix D, 1986): 

LANE TWO 
(inner) 

LANE ONE 
(outer) 

13 

Figure 3. Project survey sheets for 1-74 example (continued). 
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PROJECT M:INITORING DATA 

Ride Ouali ty 

Rate the ride quality of the pavement in each lane during a drive over the entire project at the posted speed 

limit. Two or more people should participate in the survey. Obtain ratings for each lane from each person 

and report the average value below. 

D l 2 3 4 5 

+---------+--------+--------+--------+---------+ 
LANE TWO 

(inner) 

Very Poor Poer Fair Good Very Good J,, 

Figure 3. Project sU1Vey sheets for 1-74 example ( continued). 
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LANE ONE 

(outer) 



SAMPLE UNIT H:JNITORING DATA 

Collect the following information for each traffic lane and for both shoulders during an inspection of each 

aample Ul"lit. A length a[ approximately 1000 feet in each mile ia recoamended for each sample unit surveyed. 

lf only one sample imit is to be surveyed on th• project, a length of at least a helf mile is reco!!Jllended. 

The survey may include driving alowly on the shoulder, stopping on the shoulder, and (with extreme caution) 

walk.ins on the shoulder to make me•surements. Hore than one pass over the project will probably be needed 

to obtain all the information requested. Refer to NCBRP Report No. 277 for standard definitions of distress, 

severity, and measurement instructions. 

Sample Unit Identification 

Sample Unit Number: I Starting Hilepoat: ISJ.o Length of Sample Unit (feet) ,~';l: 1:) ) 
Use the tally eheet provided to record information on cracking, ■palling, and full-depth repairs for each slab 

aurveyed. Compute the totals and averages indicated on the tally sheet and record these values below. 

LANE Tw:l LANE ONE 

(inner) (outer) 

Nwnber of deteriorated transverse cracks, H-B only: S-1 s, 
Mean faulting at deteriorated transverse cracks (inches): o.lS' o.zr 
Number of deteriorated transverse joints, M·B including blowups: ,1 ,, 
Hean faulting at transverse joints (inches): O.IJ o,17 
Number of transverse joints: 

,,,-, 
"' 

Hean faulting at full-depth repair joints (inches): 0,00 o.io 
Number of full-depth repair jointa: 0 " Number of full-depth repairs: 0 2. 

Number of corner breaks: 0 0 

Longitudinal Joint 

Total length of longitudinal cracking, H-B only (feet): C, 0 

Total length of longitudinal joint spalling, M-B only (feet): 0 

Figure 3. Project survey sheets for I-74 example ( continued). 
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Cracking et Transverse Joints 

Number of transverse Joints with transverse cracks within 2 feet: 

Foundation Movement 

Number of settlements (H-8 only): 

Number of heaves (H-E only): 

Drainage 

Are longitudinal subdrains present and functional along the sample unit? 

What is the typical height of the pavement surf•ce above the aide ditchline (feet)? 

Do the ditches have standing water or cattails in them? 

Loss of Support 

Extent of visible evidence of pumping or "ater bleeding on 

pavement or shoulder {indicate the highest level o! severity 

occurring in the sample unit): 

Surface Condition 

Method used to texture the pavement surface et construction: 

transverse tining 

~ other 

Is the surface polished smooth in the wheelpaths? 

Is significant studded tire rutting (0.25 inch or more) 

evident in the wheel paths? 

Joint Sealant Condition 

What is the general condition of the transverse joint sealant? 

What is the general condition of the longitudinal Joint sealant? 

Are substantial amowits of incompressible& visible in the transverse joints? 

LANE TWO 
(inner) 

0 

I 
0 

yes 

~ 
yes 

_L N 

L 

H 

H 

IJll'yes 
no 

yes 

.Lno 

L 

~H 
II 

.,.J/l!!yes 

no 

Figure 3. Project swvey sheets for I-74 example ( continued). 
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LANE ONE 

(outer) 

0 

I 

0 

✓ no 

.,, 
no 

N 

L_ L 

H 

H 

tl'yes 
no 

__ yes 

.J/!!!!no 

L 

~ H 

B 

L .,, 
H 

II 

Jl!!!!:yes 
no 



Concrete Durability 

Extent o! "D" cracking at Joints and cracks (indicate highest severity level 

present in ■ ample unit): 

Extent of reactive aggregate distress (indicate highest severity Level 

present in s6!0ple unit): 

E>:tent o! scaling (indicate highest severity level present in sample unit): 

Previous Repair 

If full-depth repairs are present. are they dowelled? 

Axe partial-depth repairs (rigid material only) present at 

most cf the joints? 

Bes diamond grinding been dane? 

Bas grooving been done? 

LJ.NETWO 

(inner) 

..LN 
L 

M 

B 

L..N 
L 
M 

B 

1N 
L 

M 

H 

_ yes 

no 

yes 

.,Lno 

yes 

~o 

_yes 

-¥!'no 

Figure 3. Project survey sheets for I-74 example ( continued). 
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LANE ONE 
{out.er) 

"N L 

M 

B 

LN 
L 
M 

H 

L N 
L 

M 

H 

_ yes 

fl/!.no 

_ yes 

Lno 

?nes 
0 

yes 

.,no 



AC Shoulders (Check all that apply,) 

Alligator cracking 

Linear cracking 

Weathering/ravelling 

Lane/shoulder joint dropof! 

Settlements or heaves along outer •da• 

Blawholes at transverse joints 

Lano/ohouldor joint aealant condition (good• well sealed or 

width • O .10", poor • poorly aoaled and width ~ 0 .10") 

PCC Shoulders (Chock all that apply.) 

Transverse or longitudinal cracking or comer break.a 

1'0" cracki01, or reactive aggregate di1tre11 

Settlements or heaves along outer edge 

Lano/shoulder joint 1oalant condition (good• wall ■ ealed or 

width< 0.10". poor• poorly sealed and width! 0.10") 

IN!IER SIIOULDl:R 

Lnone 
some 

extensive 

none 

some 

--Jll/!extensive 

_Jtlnone 

some 

extensive 

..Lnone 
<l'l 

!l" 

ttlfl' none 

some 

extensive 

none 

~some 

extensive 

__ good 

~poor 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

IOIIIO 

extensive 

none 

acme 

extensive 

sood 

poor 

Figure 3. Project swvey sheets for 1-74 example ( continued). 
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OUTl:R S!!OULDl:R 

none 

60ID8 

__,,,! extensive 

none 

some 

L.. extensive 

L none 

some 

extensive 

_Lnone 
<1" 

__ !1" 

Lnone 

some 

extensive 

none 

...lil!'!.. some 

extensive 

good 
L,poor 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 
some 

extensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

good 

poor 



This is performed using the following equation: 

where: 

( 
n ) valuei • 5280 

Average Per Mile= ~ 
L_. lengthi 

i=l 

n = number of sample units 

1 

n 

valuei = quantity of data item to be averaged in sample unit i 

lengthi = length of sample unit i, feet 

Using this equation, the following extrapolated quantities were computed for 
1-74 for the data items with nonzero values (rounded to the nearest whole number): 

Extrapolated Quantity 
Data Item inner lane outer lane 

Full-depth repairs 
Det. transverse cracks 
Settlements 
Full-depth repair joints 
Transverse joints 

4.2.2 Deteriorated Joints Per Mile 

0/mile 
706 ft/mile [134 m/km] 

I/mile 
0/mile 

53/mile 

2/mile 
760 ft/mile (144 m/km] 

I/mile 
4/mile 

53/mile 

Joint deterioration is also expressed as an extrapolated quantity per mile, but 
since it is a function of the transverse joint spacing, its computation is somewhat 
more difficult. The procedure used in the system is to compute the average 
proportion of joints that are deteriorated, and multiply this times the number of 
Joints per mile. This is performed according to the following equation: 

n 
1 

Jt Det Per Mile = L detjl; ) • • 

where: 

(lengthfjtspace) n 
i=l 

Jt Det Per Mile= average number of deteriorated joints per mile 

det jti = number of deteriorated joints in sample unit i 

lengthi = length of sample unit i, feet 

n = number of sample units 

jtspace = transverse joint spacing, feet 

5280 

jtspace 

Using this equation, 1-74 was computed to have an average of 21 deteriorated 
joints per mile in both the inner and outer lanes. 
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4.2.3 Faulting 

Average faulting at joints, cracks, and full-depth repair joints is computed by 
the engineer and recorded on the survey sheets. The extrapolated number of joints, 
cracks, and full-depth repair joints are computed as described before. From this 
information, the average faulting of any combinations of these items can be computed 
as a weighted average. Total faulting can also be computed as the sum of the 
products of average faulting values and quantities of joints, cracks, and full-depth 
repair joints. The faulting parameters used in the JRCP evaluation decision trees 
are as follows: 

Decision Tree 

Roughness 

Load Transfer 
Load Transfer 
Load Transfer 

Faulting Parameter 

Total faulting, inches/mile 

Average joint faulting, inches 
Average crack faulting, inches 
Average FDR faulting, inches 

Loss of Support 

Drainage 

Weighted average joint and crack faulting, inches 

Weighted average joint and crack faulting, inches 

For 1-74, the following faulting values were computed or obtained from the 
survey: 

Total faulting 
Average joint faulting 
Average crack faulting 
Average FDR faultini 
Weighted average jomt 
crack faulting 

[ 1 in= 2.54 cm, 1 mile = 1.61 km] 

4.2.4 Toggle Values 

Inner Lane 

15.74 in/mile 
0.13 in 
0.15 in 
n/a 

0.14 in 

For JRCP, the following toggle data items must be extrapolated: 

• Pumping. 
• Polished wheelpaths. 
• Studded tire rutting. 
• Incompressibles in transverse joints. 
• Dowelling of existing full-depth repairs. 
• Previously performed grinding. 
• Previously performed grooving. 
• Transverse joint sealant damage. 
• Longitudinal joint sealant damage. 
• D cracking. 
• Reactive aggregate distress. 
• Scaling. 
• Existing partial-depth repairs. 
• Shoulder distresses. · 
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Outer Lane 

30.86 in/mile 
0.27 in 
0.25 in 

0.20 in 

0.26 in 



Extrapolation of toggle data items is performed by converting the toggle values 
given in each sample unit to numerical values ( e.g., none= 1, some= 2, and 
extensive = 3), averaging the numerical values, and rounding off the result to the 
nearest whole number. 

For the 1-74 example, only one sample unit was surveyed (a 100 percent survey 
of the project) so the extrapolated toggle values are the same as those that appear 
on the sample unit monitoring data sheets. 

4.3 EVALUATION OF PRESENT CONDITION 

Evaluation of a JRCP project is conducted using the evaluation decision trees 
developed for the following twelve problem areas: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

Structural adequacy. 
Drainage. 
Foundation movement. 
Durability. 
Skid resistance. 
Roughness. 
Joint construction. 
Transverse joint sealant. 
Load transfer. 
Loss of support. 
Joint detenoration. 
Shoulders. 

As described in chapter 3, certain critical distress and serviceability levels 
are subject to modification by the engineer. The levels which may be modified for 
JRCP and their default values are shown below. 

Distress/Serviceability 

PSR 

Total Faulting 
Average Faulting 
Settlements 
Heaves 

M-H deteriorated joints 
Comer breaks 
M-H transverse crack 
deterioration 

Longitudinal cracking 

Default Critical L!vel 

2.0 for ADT _.:s. 3,000 
2.5 for 3,000 < ADT .:s, 10,000 
3.0 for ADT ~ 10,000 

34 inches per mile 
0.26 inches 
5 per mile 
5 per mile 

27 per mile 
25 per mile 
71 cracks per mile 

500 feet per mile 

[ 1 in = 2.54 cm, I ft = 0.3048 m, 1 mile = 1.61 km ) 
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The evaluation conclusions reached for the I-74 example using the default 
critical distress and PSR levels are shown in fisure 4. The pavement has several 
deficiencies, including large numbers of detenorated transverse cracks and 
deteriorated joints, poor drainage, poor joint sealant condition, and in the outer 
Jane, poor rideability and polished wheelpaths. However, since the extrapolated 
quantity of cracking does not exceed the critical level, the pavement is a candidate 
for restoration as well as for structural improvement. 

The t_ypes of physical testing recommended for the I-74 example include: 
nondestructive deflect10n testing for structural analysis, load transfer, and void 
detection; coring and materials evaluation for structural analysis and drainage 
analysis; profile measurement to identify sources of roughness, and skid testmg. 

4.4 PREDICTION OF FUTURE CONDITION 

The predictive models given in appendix: A3 for pumping, faulting, joint 
deterioration, cracking, and PSR were used to predict the future condition of I-74 
without rehabilitation. The models were calibrated to the existing condition of the 
pavement at the time of the survey (1986). The results are shown in table 1. 

The distress and PSR predictions are used to reevaluate the pavement each year 
for 20 years into the future, and identify the years in which the predicted 
distresses and PSR will reach critical levels. The critical levels used here are 
the same as those used in the evaluation of the pavement's present condition (for 
the 1-74 example, the default values were used). The results are shown in figure 5. 

4.5 REHABILITATION STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT 

One or more rehabilitation strategies can be developed for a JRCP project using 
the decision trees provided in appendix: A4. The procedure for developing a 
rehabilitation strategy is thoroughly described in chapter 3. 

4.5.1 Restoration Alternative 

At the time of the project survey, the 1-74 example project had less than 71 
deteriorated transverse cracks per mile, and it did not have any high-severity "D" 
cracking or reactive aggregate distress. Therefore, EXPEAR permits restoration as 
well as structural improvement options. Since several of the deficiencies which 
must be corrected have more than one rehabilitation technique option associated with 
them, typically more than one strategy alternative can be developed within the 
restoration approach. The techniques making up one such strategy are shown in 
table 2, along with approximate quantities for the techniques. 

The predictive models provided in appendix: A5 are used to predict the 
performance of the rehabilitation strategies developed. The results for the I-74 
example are shown in table 3. 

The results show that about 7 years after restoration, outer lane cracking, 
faulting, and PSR will reach unacceptable levels. The inner Jane is not predicted 
to deteriorate to an unacceptable condition for almost 20 years. 

The rapid deterioration of the outer lane is due primarily to continued 
development of deteriorated cracks and joints and increased faulting. Recall that 
the extrapolated distress quantities for I-74 included 21 deteriorated joints per 
mile, 63 and 57 deteriorated transverse cracks per mile in the outer and inner lanes 
respectively, and 2 undowelled full-depth repatrs per mile in the outer lane. 
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CURRENT PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

LANE 1 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

JOINT CONSTRUCTION: 

The pavement in lane 1 shows no indications of a longitudinal joint construction deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

The pavement in lane 1 shows no indications of a transverse joint construction deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

JOINT SEALANT: 

A transverse joint sealant deficiency is indicated in lane 1 by medium- to high-severity joint sealant damage and 
an inadequate joint sealant reservoir shape factor for the existing sealant type. 

a. reseal transverse join ts 

ROUGHNESS: 

Poor rideability in lane 1 is indicated by an unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's ADT level. 

a. grinding 
b. AC nonstructural overlay 

DURABILITY: 

The pavement in lane 1 shows no indications of significant surface or concrete durability problems. 

a. do nothing 

JOINT DETERIORATION: 

Joint deterioration or other pavement deterioration in lane 1 may be accelerated by water infiltration permitted 
by poor longitudinal joint sealant condition. 

a. reseal longitudinal centerline joint 

Some joint deterioration exists (between 1 and 26 joints per mile) in lane 1, likely due to poor joint sealant 
condition permitting infiltration of water and incompressibles, and large joint movements associated with the long 
joint spacing. 

a. reseal transverse joints, full-depth repair of joints 

Figure 4. Evaluation of present condition for I-74 example. 
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STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCY: 

The pavement in lane 1 exhibits some load-associated distress (between 1 and 70 deteriorated transverse cracks 
per mile) which requires repair but does not indicate a structural deficiency. 

a. full-depth repair of cracks 

SKID RESISTANCE: 

Loss of skid resistance in lane 1 is indicated by polished wheel paths. 

a. grinding 
b. grooving 
c. AC nonstructural overlay 

LOAD TRANSFER: 

Dowels or other mechanical devices present are providing inadequate load transfer in lane 1 at the transverse 
joints, as indicated by mean transverse joint faulting of more than 0.26 inches. 

a. load transfer restoration at joints 
b. do nothing 

No load transfer deficiency is indicated at deteriorated transverse cracks in lane 1. 

a. do nothing 

A potential load transfer deficiency exists at undowelled full-depth repairs in lane 1, but mean full-depth repair 
faulting is not significant. 

a. do nothing 

FOUNDATION MOVEMENT: 

Foundation movement in lane 1, likely due to either frost heave or localized consolidation, is indicated by 
settlements and/or heaves. 

a. reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 
b. reconstruct heaves, slab jack settlements 

LOSS OF SUPPORT: 

Loss of slab support in the lane 1 is indicated by pumping and average faulting of between 0.05 inches and 0.26 
inches. 

a. subseal at joints 

Figure 4. Evaluation of present condition for I-74 example (continued). 
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DRAINAGE: 

A drainage deficiency in lane 1 is indicated by pumping occurring in a wet or wet-dry climate. 

a. install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
b. install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all joints and cracks 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LANE2 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

JOINT CONSTRUCTION: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no inrucations of a transverse joint construction deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

JOINTSEAIANT: 

A transverse joint sealant deficiency is indicated in lane 2 by medium- to high-severity joint sealant damage and 
an inadequate joint sealant reservoir shape factor for the existing sealant type. 

a. reseal transverse joints 

ROUGHNESS: 

Rideability in lane 2 is acceptable. 

a. do nothing 

DURABILI'IT: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no indications of significant surface or concrete durability problems. 

a. do nothing 

JOINT DETERIORATION: 

Some joint deterioration exists (between 1 and 26 joints per mile) in lane 2, likely due to poor joint sealant 
condition permitting infiltration of water and incompressibles, and large joint movements associated with the long 
joint spacing. 

a. reseal transverse joints, full-depth repair of joints 

STRUCfURAL DEFICIENCY: 

The pavement in lane 2 exhibits some load-associated distress (between 1 and 70 deteriorated transverse cracks 
per mile) which requires repair but does not inrucate a structural deficiency. 

a. full-depth repair of cracks 

Figure 4. Evaluation of present condition for I-74 example ( continued). 
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SKID RESISTANCE: 

Loss of skid resistance in lane 2 is indicated by polished wheel paths. 

a. grinding 
b. grooving 
c. AC nonstructural overlay 

LOAD TRANSFER; 

No load transfer deficiency is indicated at transverse joints in Jane 2. 

a. do nothing 

No load transfer deficiency is indicated at deteriorated transverse cracks in lane 2. 

a. do nothing 

No undowelled full-depth repairs are present in lane 2. 

a. do nothing 

FOUNDATION MOVEMENT: 

Foundation movement in lane 2, likely due to either frost heave or localized consolidation, is indicated by 
settlements and/ or heaves. 

a. reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 
b. reconstruct heaves, slab jack settlements 

LOSS OF SUPPORT: 

The pavement in the lane 2 shows no indications of loss of slab support. 

a. do nothing 

DRAINAGE: 

A drainage deficiency in lane 2 is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, absence or poor functioning of 
longitudinal subdrains, a dense-graded aggregate base, an A6 subgrade, and heavy traffic of 0.73 million annual 
18-kip ESAu. 

a. install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

Figure 4. Evaluation of present condition for 1-74 example (continued). 
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·········································································~························ INNER SHOULDER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Deterioration of the inner AC shoulder is indicated by extensive linear cracking. 

a. in-place recycle 
b. patch 
c. reconstruct with AC 
d. reconstruct with PCC 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and inner AC shoulder is indicated by poor lane/shoulder 
joint sealant condition. 

a. reseal lane/shoulder joint 
b. do nothing 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OUTER SHOULDER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Structural deterioration of the outer AC shoulder is indicated by extensive alligator cracking. 

a. in-place recycle 
b. patch 
c. reconstruct with AC 
d. reconstruct with PCC 

Deterioration of the outer AC shoulder is indicated by extensive linear cracking. 

a. in-place recycle 
b. patch 
c. reconstruct with AC 
d. reconstruct with PCC 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and outer AC shoulder is indicated by poor lane/shoulder 
joint sealant condition. 

a. reseal lane/shoulder joint 
b. do nothing 

Figure 4. Evaluation of present condition for 1-74 example (continued). 
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Table 1. Future condition predictions for 1-74 example. 

DISTRESS AND PSR PROJECTIONS FOR LANE 1 

Cumulative Annual Year Pumping Faulting Deter. Transverse PSR 
ESAL ESAL Joints Cracking 

13 .0 0.73 1986 1.0 0.27 21 63 2.6 
13.8 0.76 1987 1.1 0.28 22 70 2.4 
14. 5 0.79 1988 1. 2 0.29 23 78 2.4 
15.4 0.82 1989 1. 3 0.30 24 86 2.4 
16.2 0.85 1990 1.4 0.31 25 96 2.3 
17.1 0.89 1991 1.5 0.32 26 106 2.3 
18.0 0.92 1992 1. 6 0.33 27 117 2.2 
19.0 0.96 1993 1. 7 0.34 28 129 2.2 
20.0 1.00 1994 1.8 0.35 29 143 2.1 
21. 0 1.04 1995 1. 9 0.36 30 158 2.1 
22.1 1.08 1996 2.0 0.38 32 175 2.0 
23.2 1.12 1997 2.1 0.39 33 194 2.0 
24.4 1.17 1998 2.2 0.40 34 215 1.9 
25.6 1. 22 1999 2.3 0.42 36 238 1. 9 
26.9 1. 26 2000 2.4 0.43 37 264 1.8 
28.2 1. 32 2001 2.6 0.45 39 293 1.8 
29.6 1. 37 2002 2.7 0.47 40 326 1.8 
31.0 1.42 2003 2.8 0.49 42 363 1. 7 
32.5 1.48 2004 2.9 0.51 44 405 1. 7 
34.0 1.54 2005 3.0 0.52 45 445 1. 6 

18- kip 18-kip 0 - none Inches Joints Cracks 0-5 
millions millions 1 - low per per 

2 - medium mile mile 
3 - high 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 
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Table 1. Future condition predictions for I-74 example ( continued). 

DISTRESS AND PSR PROJECTIONS FOR u.NE 2 

Cumulative Annual Year Pumping Faulting Deter. Transverse PSR 
ESAL ESAL Joints Cracking 

3.9 0.20 1986 0.0 0.13 21 59 3.1 
4.1 0.21 1987 0.0 0.13 22 60 3.1 
4. 3 0.22 1988 0.1 0.14 23 61 3.1 
4.6 0.23 1989 0.1 0.14 23 62 3.0 
4.8 0.24 1990 0.1 0.14 24 63 3.0 
5.0 0.24 1991 0.2 0.15 25 64 3.0 
5.3 0.25 1992 0.2 0.15 26 65 3.0 
5.6 0.26 1993 0.3 0.16 27 67 2.9 
5.8 0.27 1994 0.3 0.16 28 68 2.9 
6.1 0.29 1995 0.4 0.16 29 70 2.9 
6.4 0.30 1996 0.4 0.17 30 71 2.9 
6.7 0.31 1997 0.4 0.17 31 73 2.8 
7.0 0.32 1998 0.5 0.18 32 75 2.8 
7.4 0.33 1999 0.5 0.18 33 77 2.8 
7.7 0.35 2000 0.6 0.19 34 79 2.8 
8.1 0.36 2001 0.6 0.19 36 81 2.7 
8.5 0.38 2002 0.7 0.20 37 83 2.7 
8.9 0.39 2003 0.7 0.20 38 86 2.7 
9.3 0.41 2004 0,8 0.21 40 89 2.7 
9.7 0.42 2005 0.9 0.21 41 92 2.6 

18,kip 18-kip 0 = none Inches Joints Cracks 0-5 
millions millions 1 = low per per 

2 - medium mile mile 
3 - high 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 
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FUTURE PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LANEl 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ROUGHNESS: 

Poor rideability in lane 1 occurs in 1986 as indicated by an unacceptably low predicted PSR for the pavement's 
ADT level. 

a. grinding 
b. AC nonstructural overlay 

JOINT DETERIORATION: 

Significant joint deterioration in lane 1 occurs in 1992 as indicated by 27 or more deteriorated joints per mile. 

a. full-depth repair at joints 

STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCY: 

Structural deficiency of the pavement in lane 1 occurs in 1988 as indicated by 71 or more deteriorated transverse 
cracks per mile. 

a. full-depth repair of cracks, AC structural overlay 
b. full-depth repair of cracks, crack and seat and AC structural overlay 
c. full-depth repair of cracks, PCC bonded overlay 
d. full-depth repair of cracks, PCC unbonded overlay 
e. reconstruct 

WAD TRANSFER: 

Inadequate load transfer at transverse joints in lane 1 occurs in 1986 as indicated by predicted faulting or 0.26 
inches or more. 

a. load transfer restoration at joints 
b. do nothing 

WSS OF SUPPORT: 

Loss of slab support in lane 1 occurs in 1986 as indicated by predicted faulting greater than 0.26 inches at 
transverse joints. 

a. subseal at joints 

Figure 5. Evaluation of future condition of 1-74 without rehabilitation. 
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············································································~~···················· LANE2 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ROUGHNESS: 

Poor rideability in lane 2 occurs in 1989 as indicated by an unacceptably low predicted PSR for the pavement's 
ADT level 

a. grinding 
b. AC nonstructural overlay 

JOINT DETERIORATION: 

Significant joint deterioration in lane 2 occurs in 1993 as indicated by 27 or more deteriorated joints per mile. 

a. full-depth repair at joints 

STRUCI'URAL DEFICIENCY: 

Structural deficiency of the pavement in lane 2 occurs in 1996 as indicated by 71 or more deteriorated transverse 
cracks per mile. 

a. full-depth repair of cracks, AC structural overlay 
b. full-depth repair of cracks, crack and seat and AC structural overlay 
c. full-depth repair of cracks, PCC bonded overlay 
d. full-depth repair of cracks, PCC unbonded overlay 
e. reconstruct 

WAD TRANSFER: 

No load transfer deficiency at transverse joints in lane 2 occurs based on predicted joint faulting over the next 
20 years. 

WSS OF SUPPORT: 

No loss of slab support in lane 2 occurs based on predicted joint faulting over the next 20 years. 

Figure 5. Evaluation of future condition of 1-74 without rehabilitation (continued). 
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Table 2. Restoration strategy for I-74 example including estimated quantities. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

Seal longitudinal centerline joint 
Full-depth repair of cracks 
Full-depth repair of joints 
Reseal transverse joints 
Subseal at joints and cracks 
AC level-up settlements 
Diamond grinding 
InstalVrepair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

Full-depth repair of cracks 
Full-depth repair of joints 
Reseal transverse joints 
AC level-up settlements 
Diamond grinding 
InstalVrepair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

Reconstruct shoulder with PCC 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

Reconstruct shoulder with PCC 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

4752 feet 
456sq yards 
152sqyards 
342feet 

78 cubic ft of grout 
267 sq yards 

6336 sq yards 
4752 feet 

424sqyards 
152 sq yards 
342 feet 
267 sq yards 

6336 sq yards 
4752 feet 

5280 sq yards 
4752 feet 

3168 sq yards 
4752 feet 

[ 1 ft = 03048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m ] 
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Table 3. Restoration performance prediction for I-74 example. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LANE 1 FOLLOWING RESTORATION 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED : 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE JOINT FDR TRANSVERSE JOINT PUMPING PSR 
ESALs FAULTING FAULTING CRACKING DETERIOR. 

1986 29 13.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.0 4.5 
1987 30 13. 76 0.04 0.05 7 1 0.2 4.1 
1988 31 14.55 0.06 0.08 14 2 0.4 3.9 
1989 32 15.37 0.07 0.10 22 3 0.5 3.7 
1990 33 16.23 0.08 0.12 32 4 0.6 3.5 
1991 34 17 .11 0.10 0.13 41 5 0.7 3.3 
1992 35 18.04 0.11 0.15 52 6 0.8 3.2 
1993 36 19.00 0.12 0.17 63 7 0.9 3.0 
1994 37 20.00 0.12 0.19 76 8 1.0 2.8 
1995 38 21.04 0.13 0.20 89 9 1.1 2.6 
1996 39 22.12 0.14 0.22 104 11 1. 2 2.4 
1997 40 23.24 0.15 0.24 121 12 1. 3 2.2 
1998 41 24.41 0.16 0.26 138 13 1.4 2.1 
1999 42 25.63 0.17 0.27 166 15 1.5 1.8 
2000 43 26.89 0.17 0.29 187 16 1.6 1.6 
2001 44 28.21 0.18 0.31 210 18 1. 7 1.4 
2002 45 29.58 0.19 0.33 235 19 1. 8 1.2 
2003 46 31.00 0.20 0.35 263 21 1. 9 0.9 
2004 47 32.48 0.20 0.36 292 22 2.0 0.7 
2005 48 34.02 0. 21 . 0.38 325 24 2.2 0.4 

18-kip Inches Inches Cracks Joints 0 - none 0-5 
millions per per 1 - low 

mile mile 2 - medium 
3 - high 

NOTE: These projections are escimaces of expecced performance based on 
prediccive models. They should not be taken as exacc values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Joint faulting on the restored pavement in lane 1 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Full-depth repair faulting on the restored pavement in lane l is predicted 
to equal or exceed an unacceptable level of 0.26 inches in 1998. 

Cracking on the restored pavement in lane 1 is predicted co equal or 
exceed an unacceptable level of 71 cracks per mile in 1994. 

Joint deterioration on the restored pavement in lane 1 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Pumping on the restored pavement in lane 1 is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

PSR on the restored pavement in lane 1 is predicted co equal or fall 
below an unacceptable level of 3.0 in 1993. 
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Table 3. Restoration performance prediction for I-74 example (continued). 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR U\NE 2 FOLLOIIING RESTORATION 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DEUYED : 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE JOINT· FDR TRANSVERSE JOINT PUMPING PSR 
ESALs FAULTING FAULTING CRACKING DETERIOR. 

19B6 29 3.90 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.0 4.5 
19B7 30 4.11 0.03 0,03 1 1 0.1 4.2 
1988 31 4.33 0.05 0.05 2 1 0.2 4. l 
1989 32 4.55 0.06 0.06 3 2 0. 2 4.1 
1990 33 4. 79 0.07 0.06 4 3 0.3 4.0 
1991 34 5.03 0.08 0.07 5 4 0.3 3.9 
1992 35 5.29 0.09 0.08 6 5 0.3 3.8 
1993 36 5.55 0.09 0.09 8 6 0.4 3.8 
1994 37 5.83 0.10 0.09 9 7 0.4 3.7 

, 1995 38 6.11 0.11 0.10 11 B 0.5 3.6 
1996 39 6.41 0.11 0.11 12 9 0.5 3.6 
1997 40 6. 72 0.12 0.12 14 10 0.6 3.5 
1998 41 7.04 0.13 0.12 16 11 0.6 3.4 
1999 42 7.37 0.13 0.13 18 12 0.6 3.4 
2000 43 7. 72 0.14 0.14 20 13 0.7 3.3 
2001 44 B.dB 0.14 0.14 22 15 0.7 3.3 

•· 2002 45 8.46 0.15 0.15 25 16 0.8 3.2 
2003 46 B.85 0.15 0.16 27 17 0,8 3.1 
2004 47 9.26 0.16 0.17 30 19 0,9 3.0 
2005 48 9.68 0.16 0.17 33 20 0.9 3.0 

18-kip Inches Inches Cracks Joints 0 - none 0-5 
millions per per 1 - low 

mile mile 2 - medium 
3 - high 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Joint faulting on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Full-depth repair faulting on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Crli.cking on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted to reach 
an'unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Joint deterioration on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted 
to'reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Pumping on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

PSR on the restored pavement in lane 2 is predicted to equal or fall 
below an unacceptable level of 3.0 in 2004. 
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Repairing the joints and cracks and replacing the undowelled full-depth repairs 
results in 86 full-depth repairs per mile being placed in the outer lane, and 78 per 
mile in the inner lane. 

The PSR predictive model for restoration includes a term for total faulting at 
joints, cracks, and full-depth repairs, computed as the sum of the products of the 
numbers of joints, cracks, and full-depth repairs and the average faulting of each, 
the large number of full-depth repairs needed for the restoration strategy 
contributes to a lar~e total faulting value. This along with cracking and joint 
deterioration contnbutes to a rapid loss in serviceability. 

Using the default unit costs in EXPEAR, the predicted life of 7 years, and the 
default discount rate of 3 percent, the equivalent annual cost of this restoration 
strategy over the 0.9-mile l?.roject is $ 56,275. This annual cost should be compared 
with those for other rehabilitation alternatives. Aside from cost-effectiveness, 
the engineer should consider the desired minimum performance period. The 7-year 
life of the restoration alternative may unacceptable. 

4.5.2 AC Structural Overlay Alternative 

Table 4 shows the list of techniques making up an AC overlay rehabilitation 
strategy for I-74. The overlay thickness used for this example was 6 in [15.3 cm]. 
The performance predictions for this strategy are shown in table 5. The results 
show that rutting on this overlay is predicted to reach a critical level of 0.5 in 
[1.27 cm] after about 16 years. However, medium-high reflective cracking is 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level in only 5 years. This is understandable, 
considering the larse number of new full-depth repairs needed, and the poor load 
transfer present at Joints and cracks. The AC overlay alternative has an equivalent 
annual cost of$ 121,048, considerably more than the restoration alternative. 

4.S.3 Unbonded Concrete Overlay Alternative 

An 8-inch (20.3 cm] JRCP overlay was designed, assuming a 1-inch [2.54 cm] AC 
separation layer and a joint spacing of 40 ft (12.2. m]. Table 6 shows the list of 
techniques makin~ up the unbonded PCC overlay rehabilitation strategy for 1-74. The 
performance pred1ctmns for this strategy are shown in table 7. The results show 
that the life of the alternative is controlled by development of cracking, which · 
reaches a critical level in about 15 years. Joint detenoration becomes excessive 
soon afterward. This alternative could be redesigned using a shorter joint spacing 
and higher reinforcement content to reduce joint deterioration and cracking. 

The unhanded overlay alternative has an annual cost of $69,588, considerably 
less than that of the AC overlay alternative. The difference is due to the longer 
life and the elimination of several preoverlay repair techniques that were included 
in the AC overlay strategy. The unbonded overlay costs about 30 percent more than 
the restoration alternative, but its performance period is more than twice as long. 

4.6 REHABILITATION ALTERNATIVE SELECTION 

For this example, other overlay types (bonded PCC or crack and seat) could be 
investigated, as well as reconstruction of one or both lanes. Within each of the 
alternatives, the engineer can vary one or more of the inputs to develop a large 
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Table 4. AC overlay strategy for I-74 example. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

AC structural overlay 
Seal longitudinal centerline joint 
Full-depth repair of joints 
Reseal transverse jomts 
Full-depth repair of cracks 
SubseaI at joints and cracks 
AC level-up settlements 
InstaIVrepair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

AC structural overlay 
Full-depth repair of Joints 
Full-depth repair of cracks 
Reseal transverse joints 
AC level-up settlements 
Insta!Vrepair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Patching 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Patching 

6336 sq yards 
4752 feet 

152sq yards 
342 feet 
456 sq yards 

78 cubic ft of grout 
267 sq yards 

4752 feet 

6336 sq yards 
152 sq yards 
424 sq yards 
342 feet 
267 sq yards 

4752 feet 

5280 sq yards 
1584 sq yards 

3168 sq yards 
950sqyards 

[ 1 ft = 0.3048 m, I sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m ] 
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Table 5. AC overlay performance prediction for I-74 example. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR UNE 1 FOLLOWING AC OVERIAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED : 0 

TOTAL MEDIUM-HIGH 
YEAR AGE CUM REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE RUTTING 

ESALs CRACKING CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 
1987 1 0.76 160 66 0.01 
1988 2 1.55 166 87 0.04 
1989 3 2.37 169 102 0.06 
1990 4 3.23 172 114 0.09 
1991 5 4.11 174 125 0.12 
1992 6 5.04 176 135 0.15 
1993 7 6.00 177 143 0.18 
1994 8 7.00 178 151 0.22 
1995 9 8.04 179 159 0.25 
1996 10 9.12 181 166 0.28 
1997 11 10.24 181 173 0.32 
1998 12 11.41 182 180 0.35 
1999 13 12.63 183 183 0.39 
2000 14 13.89 184 184 0.42 
2001 15 15.21 185 185 0.46 
2002 16 16.58 185 185 0.50 
2003 17 18.00 186 186 0.54 
2004 18 19.48 187 187 0.58 
2005 19 21.02 187 187 0.62 

18-kip Cracks Cracks Inches 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

Summary: 

Total reflective cracking of the AC overlay in lane 1 is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Medium- to high-severity reflective cracking of the AC overlay in 
lane 1 is predicted to equal or exceed an unacceptable level of 125 
cracks per mile in 1991. 

Rutting on the AC overlay in lane 1 is predicted to equal or exceed 
an unacceptable level of 0.50 inches in 2002. 
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Table 5. AC overlay performance prediction for I-74 example ( continued). 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LANE 2 FOLLOWING AC OVERLAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED : 0 

TOTAL MEDIUM-HIGH 
YEAR AGE CUM REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE RUTTING 

ESALs CRACKING CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 
1987 1 0.21 156 52 0.00 
1988 2 0.43 162 68 0.01 
1989 3 0.65 165 79 0.03 
1990 4 0.89 168 89 0.05 
1991 5 1.13 170 97 0.07 
1992 6 1. 39 171 105 0.08 
1993 7 1.65 173 112 0.10 
1994 8 1. 93 174 118 0.12 
1995 9 2. 21 175 124 0.14 
1996 10 2.51 176 130 0.15 
1997 11 2.82 177 135 0.17 
1998 12 3.14 178 140 0.19 
1999 13 3.47 179 145 0.21 
2000 14 3.82 179 150 0. 23 
2001 15 4.18 180 155 0.25 
2002 16 4.56 181 159 0. 27 
2003 17 4.95 181 164 0.29 
2004 18 5.36 182 168 0. 31 
2005 19 5.78 183 172 0.33 

18-kip Cracks Cracks Inches 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

Summary: 

Total reflective cracking of the AC overlay in lane 2 is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Medium- to high-severity reflective cracking of the AC overlay in 
lane 2 is predicted to equal or exceed an unacceptable level of 125 
cracks per mile in 1996. 

Rutting on the AC overlay in lane 2 is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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Table 6. Unbonded PCC overlay strategy for 1-74 example.· 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

Unbonded PCC overlay 
AC level-up settlements 
Install/repair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

Unbonded PCC overlay 
AC level-up settlements 
InstalVrepair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

PCCoverlay 
Patching 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

PCCoverlay 
Patching 

6336 sq yards 
267 sq yards 

4752 feet 

6336 sq yards 
267 sq yards 

4752 feet 

5280 sq yards 
1584 sq yards 

3168 sq yards 
950 sq yards 

[ 1 ft= 0.3048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft= 0.028 cubic m] 
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Table 7. Unbonded PCC overlay performance prediction for 1-74 example. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LANE 1 FOLLOWING UNBONDED PCC OVERLAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE JOINT JOINT. TRANSVERSE 
ESALs FAULTING DETERIORATION CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 
1987 1 0.76 0.02 0 3 
1988 2 1.55 0.02 0 7 
1989 3 2.37 0.03 1 10 
1990 4 3.23 0.03 1 13 
1991 5 4.11 0.03 2 17 
1992 6 5.04 0.04 3 21 
1993 7 6.00 0.04 4 25 
1994 8 7.00 0.04 5 30 
1995 9 8.04 0.04 7 35 
1996 10 9.12 0.04 8 40 
1997 11 10.24 0.05 11 46 
1998 12 11.41 0.05 13 52 
1999 13 12.63 0.05 16 60 
2000 14 13. 89 0.05 19 67 
2001 15 15.21 0.05 22 76 
2002 16 16.58 0.06 25 86 
2003 17 18.00 0.06 29 96 
2004 18 19.48 0.06 33 107 
2005 19 21.02 0.06 38 120 

18-kip Inches Joints Cracks 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Joint faulting on the PCC overlay in lane 1 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Joint deterioration on the PCC overlay in lane 1 is predicted to equal 
or exceed an unacceptable level of 27 joints per mile in 2003. 

Transverse cracking of the PCC overlay is predicted to equal or exceed an 
unacceptable level of 71 cracks per mile in 2001. 
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Table 7. Unbonded PCC overlay performance prediction for 1-74 example (continued). 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LANE 2 FOLLOWING UNBONDED PCC OVERLAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE JOINT JOINT TRANSVERSE 
ESALs FAULTING DETERIORATION CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 
1987 1 0. 21 . 0.01 0 1 
1988 2 0.43 0.01 0 2 
1989 3 0.65 0.02 0 3 
1990 4 0.89 0.02 1 4 
1991 5 1.13 0.02 1 5 
1992 6 1. 39 0.02 2 6 
1993 7 1.65 0.02 3 7 
1994 8 1.93 0.02 4 8 
1995 9 2.21 0.03 6 9 
1996 10 2.51 0.03 7 10 
1997 11 2.82 0.03 9 12 
1998 12 3.14 0.03 11 13 
1999 13 3.47 0.03 13 14 
2000 14 3.82 0.03 15 16 
2001 15 4.18 0.03 18 17 
2002 16 4.56 0.03 21 19 
2003 17 4.95 0.04 24 20 
2004 18 5.36 0.04 28 22 
2005 19 5.78 0.04 32 24 

18-kip Inches Joints Cracks 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Joint faulting on the PCC overlay in lane 2 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Joint deterioration on the PCC overlay in lane 2 is ?redicted to equal 
or exceed an unacceptable level of 27 joints per mile in 2004. 

Transverse cracking of the PCC overlay is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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number of c.andidate rehabilitation strategies. Some of the variations possible 
include the following: 

Rehabilitation Alternative 

AC overlay 

Unbonded PCC overlay 

B~nded PCC overlay 

Crack and seat and AC overlay 

Reconstruct one or both lanes 

Input to VaQ'. 

Thickness 

Thickness 
Joint spacing 
Reinforcement 

Thickness 
Joint spacing 

Thickness 
Cracking pattern 

Thickness 
Base 
Joint spacing 
Dowel diameter 
Etc. 

It must be emphasized again that the responsibility for thickness design and 
joint design to meet structural requirements rests with the engineer. EXPEAR will 
predict the performance of any design input by the engineer in terms of key distress 
types. 

Having developed one or more c.andidate rehabilitation strategies, the engineer 
can then use EXPEAR to compute the life-cycle costs of the strategies and identify 
the most cost-effective strategy. Cost-effectiveness and other factors will 
probably enter into the final selection of the preferred rehabilitation strategy. 
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CHAPTERS 
JPCP EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION 

This chapter provides additional details on the evaluation and rehabilitation 
system which relate specifically to JPCP. The system may be applied to a JPCP 
project by following the steps described for all pavement types in chapter 3, 
referring to this chapter for specific details on JPCP, and usin~ the materials 
provided in appendix B. These materials consist of the followmg: 

B-1 JPCP Project Survey and Supplemental Information 
B-2 JPCP Evaluation Decision Trees and Conclusions 
B-3 JPCP Evaluation Performance Prediction Models 
B-4 JPCP Rehabilitation Decision Trees 
B-5 JPCP Rehabilitation Performance Prediction Models 
B-6 JPCP Computer Program Operating Instructions 

The use of the 5r.stem for JPCP is illustrated with a comprehensive example of 
evaluation and rehabilitation of a JPCP project. The8roject selected for the 
example is a 7.5-mile [12.1 km] section oflnterstate 1 near Tallahassee, Florida. 

5.1 JPCP PROJECT SURVEY 

A complete set of survey sheets for JPCP consists of three pages of inventory 
data for the project, one page of project monitoring data, and four pages of 
monitoring data for each sample unit surveyed. A complete set of survey sheets for 
the 1-10 example is shown in figure 6. Two 500-ft [152.4 m] sample units were 
surveyed on the project. 

5.2 EXTRAPOlATION OF OVERALL PROJECT CONDITION 

5.2.1 Average Per Mile Data Items 

The following JPCP monitoring data items must be extrapolated from the sample 
unit data and expressed as an average quantity per mile: 

Data Item 

Longitudinal cracking 
Longitudinal spalling 
Transverse cracks 

Corner breaks 
Joints with construction cracks 
Settlements 
Heaves 

Full-depth repairs and slab replacements 
Full-depth repair/slab replacement joints 
Transverse joints 
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Extrapolated Quantity 

Feet/mile 
Feet/mile 
Feet/mile 

Number/mile 
Number/mile 
Number/mile 
Number/mile 

Number/mile 
Number/mile 
Number/mile 



PROJECT SURVEY FOR JPCP 

Design Engineer: 11 k D411'ff,.... 
Date of Survey (mo/day/yr):~ / 30 / 86 
PROJECT INVENTORY DATA 

Collect the following information about the project to be evaluated 
prior to the actual field survey. 

Project Identification 

Highway Designation (example 1-57): 

State: Ft.ofl.lOA 
Direction of Survey: 

Starting Milepost: 

Ending Milepost: , .... 1.1 

Climate 

Climatic Zone (See climatic zone map in 'Supplemental 
wet freeze ___ wet-dry freeze 
wet freeze-thaw ___ wet-dry freeze-thaw 

____L. wet nonfreeze ___ wet-dry nonfreeze 

Information"): 
dry freeze 
dry freeze-thaw 
dry nonfreeze 

Estimated Annual Temperature Range (degrees Fahrenheit): 50 
Mean Annual Precipitation (inches) (See pr?~itation map in 
"Supplemental Information"): :a~ 

Corps of Engineers Freezing Index (Fahrenheit degree-daysl (See 
Freezing Index map in "Supplemental Information"): 0 

Average Annual Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit): 

Slab Construction 

Year Constructed: 

Slab Thickness (inches): 

Width of Traffic Lanes (feet): 

PCC Modulus of Rupture (28 days, 3rd-point loading) (psi): f, 50 
.Figure 6. Project smvey sheets for J-10 example. 
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Transverse and Lon&itudinal Joints 

Pattern of Joint Spacing: 
-1lf!.... uniform 

random 

Transverse joint spacing, if uniform (feet): 
Transverse joint sequence, if random (feet): 

Type of Sealant: 
liquid (asphalt) 
field-molded (silicone) 
preformed compression (neoprene) 

Average Transverse Joint SealSnt Reservoir Dimensions 
'Width (inches) : 0 • J Depth (inches) : 

Method Used to Form Transverse Joints: 
__M!! sawing 

inserts 
Unitube inserts 

Transverse Joint Sawed Depth (inches): 

Type of Load Transfer System: 
.:ii!!.. aggregate interlock only 

dowels 
other mechanical devices 

%0 

If dowels are present, dowel bar diameter (inches): 

Meth~d Us:d to Form Longitudinal Joints Between Lanes: 
_., __ sawing 

inserts 

Longitudinal Joint Sawed or Formed Depth (inches): 

Type 

J£ 

of Base Course: 
fine-grained soil only 
cement-treated aggregate 
lean PCC 

dense-graded untreated aggregate 
asphalt-treated aggregate 
open-graded drainage layer 

Modulus of Subgrade Reaction on Top of Base (psi/inch) (Seek-value 
correlation chart in "Supplemental Information"): __ 1,._0_0 _____ _ 

Figur 6 p · e • TOJect survey sheets for 1-10 example ( continued). 
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Subgrade 

Predominant Subgrade Soil AASHTO Classification (See Unified-AASHTO 
conversion table in "Supplemental Information"): A• "I 
Are swelling soils a problem in the area? ____ yes llf' no 

If so, were steps taken in construction of the pavement to 
correct the swelling soil problem? ____ yes ____ no 

Shoulder 

Typ.-,of Shoulder: 
AC 
tied PCC 

Width of Shoulders (feet): 

Traffic 

Lane Slope Direction: 
toward outer lane 
toward inner shoulder 

6 inner _.....;;I_O ____ outer 

Estimated Current Through Two-way ADT: ,.,., 000 

Percent Commercial Trucks (excluding pickups and panels): lfO 

Total Number of Lanes in Direction of Survey: ---~'Z.=-------

Future 18-kip ESAL Growth Rate (percent per year): __ ,_•-"~----

Total Accumulated 18-kip Equivalent Single Axle Loads (ESALs) from 
Date of Construction to Date of Survey (millions) (See procedure for 
computing ESALs in AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, 
Appendix D, 1986): 

LANE TWO 
(inner) 

o.8 

LANE ONE 
(outer) 

Figure 6. Project swvey sheets for I-10 example ( continued). 
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PROJECT H:lNITORING DATA 

Ride Quality 

Rate t.he ride qua1ity oft.he pava::nent in each lane during a drive over the entire project at the posted speed 

limit. Two or more people should participate int.he survey. Obtain ratings for each lane from each parson 

and report the average val~e below. 

0 2 3 5 

+---------+--------+--------+--------+---------+ 
Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good 

UNI::= 
(inner) 

3,8 

Figure 6. Project survey sheets for I-10 example ( continued). 
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SAMPLE UNIT HJNITORING DATA 

Collect the !ollowing ln~ormation !or each traffic lane and for both shoulders during an inspection or each 

sample unit. A lensth of approximately 1000 feet iD each mile is rec0a111ended !or each sample unit surveyed. 

It only one sample unit is to be surveyed on the project, a length of at least a half mile is reccxmended. 

The survey may include driving slowly on the shoulder, &topplns on the shoulder, and (with extreme caution) 

walking on the shoulder to make measurements. More than one pass over the project will probably be needed 

to obtain all the information requested. Refer to NCBRP Report No. 277 for standard definitions of distress, 

severity, and measurement instructions. 

Sample Unit Identification 

Sao,ple Unit Number: I Starting Milepost: Length o! Sample Unit (feet): (00 

Use the tally sheet provided to record information on cracking, spalling, and full-depth repairs for each slab 

surveyed. Ccmpute the totals and averages indicated on the tally &heet and record these values below. 

LANt TWO LANE om; 
(inner) (outer) 

Number of transverse cracks, L·M-H: 0 6 
Hean faulting at transverse cracks (inches): 0 o.os 

Nw:cher of deteriorated transverse joints. H-B including blowups: 0 a 
Mean faulting at transverse joints (inches): 0.10 o.,, 
Number of transverse joint&: ,.~ ,~ 
Hean faulting at full-depth repair and slab replacement joints (inches): o.oo o.oo 
Nwnber of full-depth repair and slab replacement joints (inches): 0 0 

Nwnber of full-depth repairs and slab replacements: 0 0 

Number of comer breaks: 0 I 

Lon8itudinal Joint 

Total length of longitudinal cracking, H-B only (feet): za. 
Total length o! longitudinal joint spalling, H-B only (feet): 0 

Figure 6. Project survey sheets for I-10 example ( continued). 
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Cracking at Transverse Joints 

Number of transverse Joints with transverse erects within 2 feet: 

Foundation Movement 

Number of settlements (M-B only): 

Number of heaves (M-B only): 

Drainage 

Are longitudinal &ubdrains present and functional along the ■ ample w:ait? 

What is the typical height of the pavement surface above the •id• ditchline 

Do the ditches have standing water or cattails in them? 

Loss of Support 

Extent of visible evidence of pumping or water bleeding on 

pavement er shoulder (indicate the highe&t level of severity 

occurring in the aample unit): 

Surface Condition 

Method used to tertura the pavement surface at construction: 

-"lll!!'transverae tining 

other 

Is the surface polished srDOoth in the wheelpat.hs? 

Is significant studded tire rutting C0.25 inch or morel 
evident in the wheel paths? 

Joint Sealant Condition 

What is the general condition of the transverse joint sealant? 

W'nat is the general condition of the longitudinal joint sealant? 

Are substantial amounts o! incompressible& visible in tbe transverse joints? 

(feet)? 

,/ 

Figure 6. Project survey sheets for 1-10 example (continued). 
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LANE IWO 

(inner) 

0 

0 

0 

LANE ONE 

,out.er) 

0 

0 

0 

yes 
.,,,,, 

no 

10 

yes 

LN 
L 

M 

H 

yes 

Lno 

__ yes 

~ no 

--tl!L 
M 

H 

__ yes 

.,'1/f!no 

no 

N 

Jtll!_ L 

M 

H 

__ yes 

Lno 

__ yes 

~o 

e,,J!!_ L 

M 

H .,, 
L 

M 

H 

yes 

¢no 



Concrete Durability 

Ext.ant or "D" craclr.ing at Joints and cracks (indicate highest severity level 

present in 1ampla unit): 

Extent of reactive aggregate distress (indicate highest severity level 

present in sample unit): 

Extent o! ocaling (indicate biah••t ■everlty level present in sample unit): 

Previous Repair 

I! full-depth repairs are present, are they dowelled? 

Are partial-depth repair• (rigid material only) present at 

most of the joints? 

Bas diamond grinding bem dona? 

Has grooving been done? 

Figure 6. Project survey sheets for 1-10 example ( continued). 
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LA!IE THO LANI ONE 
(iMar) (outer) 

_LH _L N 

L L 

M M 

B B 

_£N L N 

L L 

M M 

B B 

__L_ N LH 
L L 

M M 

B B 

_ yes _ yes 

no no 

- ye& _ yes 

Lno Mf!no 

_ yes _ yes 

...Jlf!no .ltif!no 

_ yes _ yes 

.JI! no ~no 



AC Shoulders (Check all that apply.) 

Alligator cracking 

Linear cracking 

Weathering/ravelling 

Lane/shoulder joint d:ropoff 

Settlements or beavea along outer edge 

Blowholes at transverse joints 

Lane/shoulder joint sealant condition (good• well sealed or 

width< 0.10", poor poorly •••led and width! 0.10") 

PCC Shoulders <Check all tbat apply.) 

Transverse or longitudinal cracking or comer breaks 

"D" cracking or reactive aggregate distress 

Settlements or heaves along outer edge 

Lane/shoulder joint sealant condition (good• well sealed or 

width< 0.10", poor• poorly sealed and width! 0.10") 

INNER SBOULDER 

L,none 

some 

extensive 

--fJ/! none 

some 

extensive 

_L none 

•om• 

e:JCt.ensive 

,1none 

<1" 
__ ?l" 

--1/!!!' none 

some 

extemdve 

L none 

801110 

extensive 

good 

...JL. poor 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

•om• 
e.ztensive 

none 

•om• 

extensive 

good 

pocr 

Figure 6. Project smvey sheets for 1-10 example ( continued). 
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OUTER SHOULDER 

Lnone 

some 

extensive 

_Lnone 

some 
extensive 

Lnone 

some 

extenslve
1 

none 

L.<l" 

..1l!!!_none 

some 

extensive 

none 

..JJt!!. ■ome 
e,:tensive 

good 

..JJlf!!.. pocr 

none 

5ome 

extensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

sood 

poor 



SAMPLE UNIT 11:lNITORING DATA 

Collect the following information for each traffic lane and for both 5houlders during an inspection of each 

sample unit. A length of approximately 1000 feet in each mile is recorrmendad for each sample unit surveyed. 

If only one sample unit ia to be surveyed on the project. a length of at least a half mile is recormiended. 

The survey may include driving slowly on the &houlder, &topping on the &boulder, and (with extreme caution) 

walling on the shoulder to make measurements. More than one pass over the project will probably be needed 

to obtain all the information requested. Refer to NCBRP Report No. 277 for standard definitions cf distress, 

severity, and measurement instructions. 

Sample Unit Identification 

Sao,ple Unit Number: Starting Hilepost: 
,s, 

Length of Sample Unit (feet): (00 

Use the tally &heat provided to record information on cracking, spalling, and full-depth 

surveyed. Compute t.he totals and averages indicated on t.he tally sheet and record these 

Numbe'r of transverse cracks, L .. H-B: 

Hean faultina at transverse cracks (inches): 

Number of deteriorated transverse Joints, M-B including blowups: 

Hean faulting at tranavarse joints (inches): 

Number at transverse joints: 

Haan faulting at full-depth r1palr and slab replacement joints (inches): 

Number of full-depth repair and •lab replacement joints (inches): 

Number of full-depth repairs and slab replacements: 

Number of corner breaks: 

Lon5itudinal Joint 

Total length of longitudinal cracking, H-B only (feat): 

Total length of longitudinal Joint spalling, H-B only (feet): 

Figure 6. Project smvey sheets for 1-10 example ( continued). 
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repairs !or each slab 
values below. 

LANE TWO LANE ONt 
(inner) (outer) 

0 , 
0 0, JC" 

0 0 

o.o, o.,. 
IS JC: 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 I 

0 0 

0 



Cracking at Transverse Joints 

Number of transverse Joints with transverse cracks within 2 feet: 

Foundation Movement 

Number of settlements (M-B only): 

Number of heaves (M-B only): 

Drainage 

Are longitudiDal subdraiD& present end functional alon.g the sample unit? 

What is the tyPical height o! the pavement surface above the side ditchline 

Do the ditches have standing water or cattails in them? 

Loss of Support 

Extent of visible evidence of pumping or water bleeding on 

pavement or shoulder (lndlcate the highest level of severity 

occurring in ~he sample W1it): 

Surface Condition 

Method used to texture the pavement surface et construction: 
.,,,, transverse tining 

ct.her 

Is the surface polished smooth in the wheelpaths? 

Is significant studded tire rutting (0.25 inch or more) 

evident in the wheel paths? 

Joint Sealant Condition 

What is the general condition of the transverse joint sealant? 

What ia the general condition of the longit~dinal joint sealant? 

(feet)? 

~ 

Are substantial amounts of incompressibles visible in the transverse joints? 

LJ.NE TWO 

(inner) 

0 

0 

0 

yes 

LJ.NE ONE 

(outer) 

0 

0 

0 

V no 

,o 
yes 

-LN 
L 

M 

B 

__ yes 

_lfl!no 

yes 

_L no 

--11!!!!._ L 

M 

H 

__ yes 

,,,,, no 

no 

N 

L L 

M 

H 

__ yes 

-ll!!'no 

__ yes 

-'11f!no 

,,,,,,, L 
___ M 

____ H 

_,,,L 
___ M 

H 

yes 

~no 

Figure 6. Project survey sheets for 1-10 example ( continued). 
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Cgncrete Durability 

Ezt.ant of "D" cr ■ckina at Joints and cracks (indic ■te highest severity Level 

present in ■ ample unit): 

Esteot of reactive aggregate di&lress (indicate highest severity level 

present in sample unit): 

Ezt.ent of ■calina (indicate highest severity. Level present in sample unit): 

Previous Repair 

If full-depth repairs are present, ore they dowelled? 

Ar• partial-depth repairs (rigid material only) preaent at 

D>st of the Joints? 

Bas diamond grindina bean done? 

Bea grooving been d0t1e? 

Figure 6. Project survey sheets for 1-10 example (continued). 
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LANE Th'O 

(inner) 

L.. N 

L 

H 

B 

_L_N 
L 

M 

B 

..L N 

L 

M 

B 

_ yes 

_no 

_ yes 

Lno 

_ yes 
.,, no 

_ yes 

..llf!!'no 

LANE ONE 

(outer) 

_L N 

L 

M 

B 

L....N 
L 

M 

B 

ti" N 

L 

M 

B 

_ yes 

no 

yes 

,Lno 

_ yes 

.Jtl!"no 

_ yes 

""no 



AC Shoulders (Check all that apply.) 

Alligator cracking 

Linear cracking 

Weathering/ravelling 

Lane/shoulder joint dropoff 

Settlements or heaves along outer edge 

Blowholes at transverse joints 

Lane/shoulder Joint aealant condition (good• well sealed or 

width< 0.10", poor• poorly sealed and width~ 0.10") 

PCC Shoulders (Check all that apply,) 

Transverse or longitudinal cracking or corner break! 

"D" cracking or reactive aggregate distress 

Settlements or heaves along outer edge 

Lane/shoulder joint sealant condition (good• well sealed or 

width< 0.10", poor• poorly &ealed and width? 0.10") 

INNER SHOULDER 

Lnone 
&Ollle 

extensive 

--1fl!!none 

some 

extensive 

_Lnone 

"""'" 
extensive 

_fnone 
<l" 

-- ?,l" 

--111f!'non e 
some 

extensive 

1nona 

acme 

extensive 

good 

...JI!!. poor 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

·-· •:11:tensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

good 

poor 

Figure 6. Project survey sheets for I-10 example ( continued). 
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OUTER SHOULDER 

,.Lnone 

some 

extensive 

✓none 
some 

extensive 

Lnona 

•=• 
extensive 

,,,, none 

<l" 

-- !1'' 

-'1fl!!none 

some 

extensive 

,,,I' none 

some 

eitenalva 

good 

.JI!!!!. poor 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

soma 

extensive 

good 

poor 



This is performed with the following equation: 

where: 

( 
n ) valuei "' 5280 

Average Per Mile= ~ 
L lengthi 

i=l 

n = number of sample units 

1 

n 

valuei = quantity of data item to be averaged in sample unit i 

lengthi = length of sample unit i, feet 

Using this equation, the following extrapolated quantities were computed for 
I-10 for the data items with nonzero values (rounded to the nearest whole number): 

Extrapolated Quantity 
Data Item inner lane outer lane 

Longitudinal cracking 
Corner breaks 
Transverse cracks 
Transverse joints 

5.2.2 Deteriorated Joints Per Mile 

26 ft/mile [4.9 m/km] 
0/mile 

0 ft/mile 
264/mile 

116 ft/mile [22 m/km] 
11/mile 

948 ft/mile [179 m/km] 
264/mile 

Joint deterioration is also expressed as an extrapolated q_uantity per mile, but 
since it is function of the transverse joint spacing, its computatmn is somewhat 
more difficult. The procedure used in the system is to compute the average 
proportion of joints that are deteriorated, and multiply this times the number of 
Joints per mile. This is performed according to the following equation: 

n 
1 

Jt Det Per Mile = L detjt; ) .. • 

where: 

(lengthj/jtspace) n 
i=l 

Jt Det Per Mile= average number of deteriorated joints per mile 

det jti = number of deteriorated joints in sample unit i 

lengthi = length of sample unit i, feet 

n = number of sample units 

jtspace = transverse joint spacing, feet 

5280 

jtspace 

No deteriorated joints were observed in either lane of the two surveyed sample 
units on I-10. 
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5.2.3 Faulting 

Average faulting at joints, cracks, full-depth repair/slab replacement joints is 
computed by the engineer and recorded on the sUivey sheets. The extrapolated number 
of joints, cracks, and full-depth repair/slab replacement joints are computed as 
described before. From this information, the average faulting of any combinations 
of these items can be computed as a weighted average. Total faulting can also be 
computed as the sum of the products of average faulting values and quantities of 
joints, cracks, and full-depth repair joints. The faulting parameters used in the 
JPCP evaluation decision trees are as follows: 

Decision Tree Faulting Parameter_ 

Roughness 

Load Transfer 

Total faulting, inches/mile 

Average joint faulting, inches 
Average crack faulting, inches 
Average FDR faulting, inches 

Loss of Support 

Drainage 

Weighted average joint and crack faulting, inches 

Weighted average joint and crack faulting, inches 

[ 1 in= 2.54 cm, 1 mile = 1.61 km ] 

For I-10, the following faulting values were computed or obtained from the 
survey: 

Inner Lane Outer Lane 

Total faulting, inches/mile 
Average joint faulting, inches 
Average crack faulting, inches 
Average FDR faulting, inches 
Weighted average joint and 
crack faulting, inches 

5.2.4 Toggle Values 

21.12 
0.08 
0.00 
n/a 
0.08 

62.80 
0.19 
0.16 
n/a 
0.18 

For JPCP, the following toggle data items must be extrapolated: 

•- Pumping. 
• Polished wheelpaths. 
• Studded tire rutting. 
• Incompressibles in transverse joints. 
• Dowelling of existing full-depth repairs. 
• Previously performed grinding. 
• Previously performed grooving. 
• Transverse joint sealant damage. 
• Longitudinal joint sealant damage. 
• D cracking. 
• Reactive aggregate distress. 
• Scaling. 
• Existing partial-depth repairs. 
• Shoulder distresses. 
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• 

Extrapolation of toggle data items is performed by converting the toggle values 
given in each sample unit to numerical values (e.g., none= 1, some= 2, and 
extensive = 3), averaging the numerical values, and rounding off the result to the 
nearest whole number. 

5.3 EVALUATION OF PRESENT CONDITION 

Evaluation of a JPCP project is conducted using the evaluation decision trees 
developed for the following twelve problem areas: 

1. Structural adequacy. 
2. Drainage. 
3. Foundation movement. 
4. Durability. 
5. Skid resistance. 
6. Roughness. 
7. Joint construction. 
8. Transverse joint sealant. 
9. Load transfer. 
10. Loss of support. 
11. Joint detenoration. 
12. Shoulders. • 

As described in chapter 3, certain critical distress and serviceability levels 
in the evaluation decision trees are subject to modification by the engineer. The 
levels which may be modified for JPCP and their default values are shown below: 

Distress/Seniiceability 

PSR 
PSR 
PSR 

Total faulting 
Average faulting 
Settlements 
Heaves (for roughness) 

M-H deteriorated joints 
Corner breaks 
Transverse cracks 

Longitudinal cracking 

Default Critical Level 

2.0 for ADT !=. 3,000 
2.5 for 3,000 < ADT !=. 10,000 
3.0 for ADT > 10,000 

46 inches per mile 
0.13 inches 
5 per mile 
5 per mile 

55 per mile 
25 per mile 
67 cracks per mile 

500 feet per mile 

[ 1 in= 2.54 cm, 1 ft= 0.3048 m, 1 mile= 1.61 km] 

The evaluation conclusions reached for the I-10 example using the default 
critical distress and PSR levels are shown in figure 7. The outer lane has a 
substantial amount of distress, including transverse cracks and comer breaks, 
longitudinal cracking, and poor drainage. The inner lane, on the other hand, has 
almost no distress. Since cracking in the outer lane exceeds the critical level, 
the pavement is not a candidate for restoration. Recommended physical testing for 
the 1-10 example includes nondestructive testing for structural analysis, load 
transfer, and void detection; coring and materials evaluation for structural 
analysis and drainage analysis; and coring longitudinal cracks and joints. 
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CURRENT PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LANEl 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

JOINT CONSTRUCTION: 

The pavement in lane 1 shows no indications of a longitudinal joint construction deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

The pavement in lane 1 shows no indications of a transverse joint construction deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

JOINT SEALANT: 

The pavement in lane 1 shows no indications of a joint sealant deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

ROUGHNESS: 

Rideability in lane 1 is acceptable. 

a. do nothing 

DURABU..11Y: 

The pavement in lane 1 shows no indications of significant surface or concrete durability problems. 

a. do nothing 

JOINT DETERIORATION: 

No joint deterioration exists in lane 1. 

a. do nothing 

STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCY: 

The pavement in lane 1 exhibits some load-associated distress (between 1 and 24 comer breaks per mile) which 
requires repair but does not indic.ate a structural deficiency. 

a. full-depth repair of comer breaks 

Structural deficiency of the pavement in lane 1 is indicated by 67 or more transverse cracks per mile. 

a. full-depth repair of cracks, AC structural overlay 
b. full-depth repair of cracks, aaclc and seat and AC structural overlay 
c. full-depth repair of aacks, PCC bonded overlay 
d. full-depth repair of cracks, PCC unbonded overlay 
e. reconstruct 

Figure 7. Evaluation of present condition for 1-10 example. 
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SKID RESISTANCE: 

The pavement in lane 1 shows no indications of loss of skid resistance or hydroplaning potential. 

a do nothing 

LOAD TRANSFER: 

Aggregate interlock is providing inadequate load transfer in lane 1 at the transverse joints, as indicated by mean 
transverse joint faulting of more than 0.13 inches. 

a. load transfer restoration at joints 
b. do nothing 

A load transfer deficiency in lane 1 is indicated at deteriorated transverse cracks by mean crack faulting of more 
than 0.13 inches. 

a. full-depth repair of cracks 
b. load transfer restoration at cracks 

No undowelled full-depth repairs are present in lane 1. 

a. do nothing 

FOUNDATION MOVEMENT: 

The pavement in lane 1 shows no indications of foundation movement. 

a. do nothing 

LOSS OF SUPPORT: 

Loss of slab support in the lane 1 is indicated by the presence of comer breaks. 

a subseal at joints 

Loss of slab support in the lane 1 is indicated by faulting greater than 0.13 inches at joints and cracks. 

a subseal at joints 

DRAINAGE: 

A drainage deficiency in lane 1 is indicated by pumping occurring in a wet or wet-dry climate. 

a. install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
b. install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all joints and cracks 

Figure 7. Evaluation of present condition for I-10 example (continued). 
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·······························································································~·· 
LANE2 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

JOINT CONSTRUCTION: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no indication.s of a tran.sverse joint con.struction deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

JOINT SEALANT: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no indication.s of a joint sealant deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

ROUGHNESS: 

Rideability in lane 2 is acceptable. 

a. do nothing 

DURABILITY: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no indication.s of significant surface or concrete durability problems. 

a. do nothing 

JOINT DETERIORATION: 

No joint deterioration exists in lane 2. 

a. do nothing 

STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCY: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no indication.s of structural deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

SKID RESISTANCE: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no indications of loss of skid resistance or hydroplaning potential. 

a. do nothing 

LOAD TRANSFER: 

No load transfer deficiency is indicated at transverse joints in lane 2. 

a. do nothing 

No undowelled full-depth repairs are present in lane 2. 

a. do nothing 

Figure 7. Evaluation of present condition for 1-10 example (continued). 
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FOUNDATION MOVEMENT: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no indications of foundation movement. 

a. do nothing 

WSS OF SUPPORT: 

The pavement in the lane 2 shows no indications of loss of slab support. 

a. do nothing 

DRAINAGE: 

For the pavement's current traffic !eve~ no significant drainage deficiency is indicated in lane 2. 

a. do nothing 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INNER SHOULDER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and inner AC shoulder 
is indicated by poor lane/shoulder joint sealant condition. 

a. reseal lane/ shoulder joint 
b. do nothing 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OUTER SHOULDER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and outer AC shoulder is indicated by poor lane/shoulder 
joint sealant condition. 

a. reseal lane/ shoulder joint 
b. do nothing 

Figure 7. Evaluation of present condition for 1-10 example (continued). 
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5.4 PREDICTION OF FUTURE CONDITION 

The predictive models provided in appendix B3 for pumping, faulting, joint 
deteriorat10n, cracking, and PSR were used to predict the future condition of 1-10 
without rehabilitation. The models were calibrated to the existing condition of the 
pavement at the time of the survey ( 1986). The results are shown in table 8. 

The distress and PSR predictions are used to reevaluate the pavement each year 
for 20 years into the future, and identify the years in which the predicted 
distresses and PSR will reach critical levels. The critical levels used here are 
the same as those used in the evaluation of the pavement's present condition (for 
the 1-10 example, the default values were used). The results are shown in figure 8. 

5.5 REHABILITATION STRATEGY DEVEWPMENT 

One or more rehabilitation strategies can be developed for a JPCP project using 
the decision trees provided in appendix B4. The outer Jane of the 1-10 example 
project has a sufficient amount of cracking to require a structural improvement. 
Thus, four overlay options (AC structural, crack and seat and AC structural, PCC 
bonded, or PCC unbonded) can be investigated for this project, as well as two 
reconstruction options (reconstruct both lanes, or reconstructing the outer lane and 
restoring the inner lane). The first five of these options were investigated for 
the 1-10 example. Thou~h reconstruction of both lanes is an option permitted by the 
EXPEAR program, the mner Jane is in very good condition and reconstructing would 
probably not be a very cost-effective improvement. 

5.5.1 AC Structural Overlay Alternative 

The rehabilitation techniques and associated quantities making up an AC 
structural overlay rehabilitation alternative for I-10 are given in table 9. An 
appropriate overlay thickness which will satisfy structural requirements must be 
selected by the engineer. Table 10 illustrates the predicted performance for an 
overlay thickness of 4 in [10.2 cm]. 

The l'redicted life of the AC structural overlay is very short. Medium- to 
high-seventy reflective cracking is predicted to reach a critical level in just 4 
years. This 1s understandable, considering the short joint spacing and the large 
number of full-depth repairs required as part of the preoverlay repair. The overlay 
thickness could be increased to extend the time before critical levels of reflective 
cracking are reached, but the time to reach a critical level of rutting would 
probably decrease as a result Overall, it does not appear that a satisfactory 
performance period can be obtained from a conventmnal AC overlay for the 1-10 
example project. The equivalent annual cost computed by EXPEAR for the 7.5-mile 
project length is $ 891,646. 

5.5.2 Crack and Seat and AC Structural Overlay Alternative 

Another available alternative is cracking and seating the pavement prior to 
placing an AC overlay. The rehabilitation techniques and associated quantities 
making up a crack and seat and AC structural overlay rehabilitation alternative for 
I-10 are given in table 11. 

Again, an appropriate overlay thickness which will satisfy structural 
requirements must be selected by the engineer. Table 12 illustrates the predicted 
performance for an overlay thickness of 4 in [10.2 cm], a seating roller weight of 
50 tons [45400 kg), and a cracking pattern of 6 ft by 6 h [1.8 m by 1.8 m]. 
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Table 8. Future condition predictions for 1-10 example. 

DISTRESS AND PSR PROJECTIONS FOR l.ANE 1 WITHOUT REHABILITATION 

Cumulative Annual Year Pumping Faulting Deter. Transverse PSR 
ESAL ESAL Joints Cracking 

5.6 0.85 1986 1.0 0.19 0 79 3.1 
6.5 0. 91 1987 1.1 0.19 0 80 3.0 
7.5 0.98 1988 1.2 0.19 0 81 3.0 
8.5 1.05 1989 1. 3 0.19 0 82 2.9 
9.7 1.12 1990 1.4 0.20 0 83 2.9 

10.9 1.20 1991 1.5 0.20 0 85 2.8 
12.1 1. 28 1992 1.6 0.20 0 86 2.7 
13.5 1. 37 1993 1.6 0.20 0 88 2.6 
15.0 1.47 1994 1. 7 0.20 0 90 2.6 
16.6 · 1.57 1995 1.8 0.20 0 93 2.5 
18.2 1.68 1996 1.9 0.20 0 96 2.4 
20.0 1.80 1997 2.0 0.20 0 100 2.3 
22.0 1. 92 1998 2.1 0.20 0 105 2.2 
24.0 2.06 1999 2.2 0.21 0 111 2.1 
26.2 2.20 2000 2.3 0.21 0 119 1. 9 
28.6 2.36 2001 2.4 0.21 0 128 1. 8 
31.1 2.52 2002 2.5 0. 21 0 139 1.7 
33 .8 2.70 2003 2.6 0.21 0 152 1.5 
36.7 2.89 2004 2.8 0.21 0 169 1.4 
39.8 3.09 2005 2.9 0.21 0 189 1. 2 

18-kip 18-kip 0 - none Inches Joints Cracks 0-5 
millions millions 1 - low per per 

2 - medium mile mile 
3 - high 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 
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Table 8. Future condition predictions for 1-10 example ( continued). 

DISTRESS AND PSR PROJECTIONS FOR UNE 2 ~ITHOUT REHABILITATION 

Cumulative Annual Year PUlllping Faulting Deter. Transverse PSR 
ESAL ESAL Joints Cracking 

0.8 0.15 1986 0.0 0.08 0 0 3.8 
1.0 0.16 1987 0.0 0.08 0 0 3.8 
1.1 0.17 1988 0.1 0.08 0 1 3.8 
1. 3 0.19 1989 0.1 0.08 0 1 3.7 
1.5 0.20 1990 0. 2 0.08 0 1 3.7 
1. 7 0.21 1991 0.2 0.09 0 1 3.7 
2.0 0.23 1992 0.3 0.09 0 2 3.7 
2.2 0.25 1993 0.3 0.09 0 2 3.6 
2.5 0.26 1994 0.4 0.09 0 2 3.6 
2.8 0.28 1995 0.4 0.09 0 3 3.6 
3.1 0.30 1996 0. 5 0.09 0 3 3.5 
3.4 0.32 1997 0.5 0.09 0 3 3.5 
3.7 0. 34 1998 0.6 0.09 0 4 3.5 
4.1 0.37 1999 0.6 0.09 0 4 3.4 
4.5 0.39 2000 0. 7 0.09 0 4 3.4 
4.9 0.42 2001 0. 7 0.09 0 5 3.4 
5.4 0.45 2002 0. 8 0.09 0 5 3.3 
5.8 0.48 2003 0.8 0.10 0 5 3.3 
6.4 0.52 2004 0.9 0.10 0 6 3.2 
6.9 0.55 2005 0.9 0.10 0 6 3.2 

18-kip 18-kip 0 - none Inches Joints Cracks 0-5 
millions millions 1 - low per per 

2 - medium mile mile 
3 - high 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 
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FUTURE PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LANE 1 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ROUGHNESS: 

Poor rideability in lane 1 occurs in 1987 as indicated by an unacceptably low predicted PSR for the pavement's 
ADT level 

a. grinding 
b. AC nonstructural overlay 

JOINT DETERIORATION: 

No significant joint deterioration in lane 1 occurs over the next 20 years. 

STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCY: 

Structural deficiency of the pavement in lane 1 occurs in 1986 as indicated by 67 or more transverse cracks per 
mile. 

a. full-depth repair of cracks, AC structural overlay 
b. full-depth repair of cracks, crack and seat and AC structural overlay 
c. full-depth repair of cracks, PCC bonded overlay 
d. full-depth repair of cracks, PCC unbonded overlay 
e. reconstruct 

LOAD TRANSFER: 

Inadequate load transfer at transverse joints in lane 1 occurs in 1986 as indicated by predicted faulting of 0.13 
inches or more. 

a. load transfer restoration at joints 
b. do nothing 

LOSS OF SUPPORT: 

Loss of slab support in lane 1 occurs in 1986 as indicated by predicted faulting greater than 0.13 inches at 
transverse joints. 

a. subseal at joints 

Figure 8. Evaluation of future condition of 1-10 without rehabilitation. 
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···················································································•·*••·········· LANEl 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ROUGHNESS: 

Rideability in lane 2 is acceptable based on ADT and PSR levels predicted over the next 20 years. 

JOINT DETERIORATION: 

No significant joint deterioration in lane 2 occurs over the next 20 years. 

STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCY: 

No structural deficiency in lane 2 occurs based on predicted transverse cracking over the next 20 years. 

LOAD TRANSFER: 

No load transfer deficiency at transverse joints in lane 2 occurs based on predicted joint faulting over the next 
20 years. 

LOSS OF SUPPORT: 

No loss of slab support in lane 2 occurs based on predicted joint faulting over the next 20 years. 

Figure 8. Evaluation of future condition of 1-10 without rehabilitation ( continued). 
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Table 9. AC structural overlay strategy for 1-10 example. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

AC structural overlay 
Full-depth repair of comer breaks 
Full-depth repair of cracks 
Load transfer restoration at joints 
Subseal at cracks 
InstalVrepair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

AC structural overlay 

Complete RehabiJitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

52941 sq yards 
635 sq yards 

4765 sq yards 
993 joints 

1489 cubic ft of grout 
39706 feet 

52941 sq yards 

44117 sq yards 
39706 feet 

26470 sq yards 
39706 feet 

[ 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m ] 
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Table 10. AC overlay perlormance prediction for 1-10 example. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LANE 1 FOLLOWING AC OVERLAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED: 0 

TOTAL MEDIUM-HIGH 
YEAR AGE CUM REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE RUTTING 

ESALs CRACKING CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 
1987 1 0.91 167 76 0.00 
1988 2 1.89 173 100 0.00 
1989 3 2.94 176 118 0.02 
1990 4 4.06 179 133 0.05 
1991 5 5.26 181 146 0.08 
1992 6 6.54 183 157 0.12 
1993 7 7.91 185 168 0.16 
1994 8 9.38 186 178 0.20 
1995 9 10.95 187 187 0.24 
1996 10 12.64 189 189 0.29 
1997 11 14.43 190 190 0.34 
1998 12 16.36 191 191 0. 39 
1999 13 18.42 191 191 0.44 
2000 14 20.62 192 192 0.49 
2001 15 22.98 193 193 0. 55 
2002 16 25.50 194 194 0.61 
2003 17 28.20 195 195 0.68 
2004 18 31.09 195 195 0. 74 
2005 19 34.18 196 196 0.82 

18-kip Cracks Cracks Inches 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

Swnmary: 

Total reflective cracking of the AC overlay in lane 1 is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Medium- to high-severity reflective cracking of the AC overlay in 
lane 1 is predicted to equal or exceed an unacceptable level of 125 
cracks per mile in 1990. 

Rutting on the AC overlay in lane 1 is predicted to equal or exceed 
an unacceptable level of 0.50 inches in 2001. 
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Table 10. AC overlay performance prediction for 1-10 example ( continued). 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR UNE 2 FOLLOWING AC OVERLAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED: 0 

TOTAL MEDIUM-HIGH 
YEAR AGE CUM REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE RUTTING 

ESALs CRACKING CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 
1987 1 0.16 161 55 0.00 
1988 2 0.34 167 72 0.00 
1989 3 0.53 171 85 0.00 
1990 4 0.73 173 95 0.00 
1991 5 0.94 175 105 0.00 
1992 6 1.17 177 113 0.02 
1993 7 1.41 179 121 0.04 
1994 8 1.68 180 128 0.05 
1995 9 1.96 181 135 0.07 
1996 10 2.26 182 142 0.09 
1997 11 2.58 183 148 0.11 
1998 12 2.92 184 154 0.13 
1999 13 3.29 185 160 0.15 
2000 14 3.68 186 166 0.17 
2001 15 4.11 187 172 0.19 
2002 16 4. 56 188 177 0.21 
2003 17 5.04 188 183 0.23 
2004 18 5.56 189 189 0.25 
2005 19 6.11 190 190 0.28 

18-kip Cracks Cracks Inches 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

Summary: 

Total reflective cracking of the AC overlay in lane 2 is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Medium- to high-severity reflective cracking of the AC overlay in 
lane 2 is predicted to equal or exceed an unacceptable level of 125 
cracks per mile in 1994. 

Rutting on the AC overlay in lane 2 is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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Table 11. Crack and seat strategy for 1-10 example. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

Crack and seat and AC structural overlay 
Load transfer restoration at joints 
Full-depth repair of cracks 
Full-depth repair of corner breaks 
Install/repair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

Crack and seat and AC structural overlay 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

[ 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m ] 
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52941 sq yards 
993 joints 

4765 sq yards 
635 sq yards 

39706 feet 

52941 sq yards 

44117 sq yards 
39706 feet 

26470 sq yards 
39706 feet 



Table 12. Crack and seat performance prediction for I-10 example. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR IANE 1 FOLLOWING CRACK & SEAT 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DEIAYED: 0 

TOTAL MEDIUM-HIGH 
YEAR AGE CUM REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE RUTTING 

ESALs CRACKING CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 
1987 1 0.91 88 17 0.00 
1988 2 1. 89 92 18 0.00 
1989 3 2.94 98 20 0.02 
1990 4 4.06 107 23 0.05 
1991 5 5.26 119 27 0.08 
1992 6 6.54 134 31 0.12 
1993 7 7.91 153 37 0.16 
1994 8 9.38 177 44 0.20 
1995 9 10.95 205 52 0.24 
1996 10 12.64 238 62 0.29 
1997 11 14.43 276 74 0.34 
1998 12 16.36 321 88 0.39 
1999 13 18.42 372 103 0.44 
2000 14 20.62 431 121 0.49 
2001 15 22.98 498 141 0.55 
2002 16 25.50 573 163 0.61 
2003 17 28.20 658 189 0.68 
2004 18 31.09 754 218 0.74 
2005 19 34.18 861 250 0.82 

18-kip Cracks Cracks Inches 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

Summary: 

Total relfective cracking of the AC overlay in lane 1 is 
predicted to equal or exceed an unacceptable level of 350 cracks 
per mile in 1999. 

Medium- to high-severity reflective cracking of the AC overlay in 
lane 1 is predicted to equal or exceed an unacceptable level of 125 
cracks per mile in 2001. 

Rutting on the AC overlay in lane l is predicted to equal or exceed 
an unacceptable level of 0.50 inches in 2001. 
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Table 12. Crack and seat performance prediction for 1-10 example ( continued). 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR UNE 2 FOLLOWING CRACK & SEAT 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DEI.AYED : 0 

YEAR 

1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 

AGE 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

CUM 
ESALs 

0.00 
0.16 
0.34 
0.53 
0.73 
0.94 
1.17 
1.41 
1.68 
1.96 
2.26 
2.58 
2.92 
3.29 
3.68 
4.11 
4.56 
5.04 
5.56 
6.11 

18-kip 
millions 

TOTAL MEDIUM-HIGH 
REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE RUTTING 

CRACKING CRACKING 

0 0 0. 00 
87 17 0.00 
88 17 0.00 
89 18 0.00 
91 18 0.00 
93 19 0.00 
96 20 0.02 
99 21 0.04 

103 22 0.05 
108 23 0.07 
114 25 0.09 
121 27 0.11 
129 30 0.13 
138 32 0.15 
149 36 0.17 
161 39 0.19 
174 43 0.21 
189 48 0.23 
206 53 0.25 
225 59 0.28 

Cracks 
per mile 

Cracks 
per mile 

Inches 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

Summary: 

Total reflective cracking of the AC overlay in lane 2 is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Medium- to high-severity reflective cracking of the AC overlay in 
lane 2 is not predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the 
next twenty years. 

Rutting on the AC overlay in lane 2 is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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Cracking and seating is predicted to improve the performance of an AC structural 
overlay on this pavement. Medium- to high-severity reflective cracking is predicted 
to reach a critical level in 13 years. Total reflective cracking and rutting both 
become critical after 15 years. The equivalent annual cost of the crack and seat 
alternative is $332,245, only about a third of the conventional AC overlay cost, due 
to the longer life and the elimination of some preoverlay repair techniques. 

S.S.3 Bonded Concrete Overlay Alternative 

The list of techniques and associated quantities which would be included in-a 
bonded concrete overlay rehabilitation alternative for 1-10 are given in table 13. 
An appropriate overlay thickness which will satisfy structural requirements must be 
selected by the en&ineer. Table 14 illustrates the predicted performance for a JPCP 
bonded overlay thickness of3 in [12.7 cm]. Other overlay thicknesses could be 
investigated as well. 

The bonded overlay alternative is predicted to perform very well. Almost no 
distress is predicted in the overlay through the 20 years of the analysis. However, 
extensive preoverlay repair is required. The equivalent annual cost for the 
unbondecf overlay is $ 480,052. 

S.S.4 Unbonded Concrete Overlay AlternaUve 

The list of techniques and associated quantities which would be included in an 
unbonded concrete overlay rehabilitation alternative for I-10 are given in table 15. 
Table 16 illustrates the predicted performance for a 9-inch [22.9 cm] JPCP unbonded 
overlay with a 1-inch [2.54 cm] AC separation layer, a 15-foot r 4.6 ml joint 
spacini, and 1.25-inch [3.175 cm) dowel bars in the overlay. These parameters could 
be vaned by the engineer to produce different alternatives with different costs and 
predicted hves. 

The unbonded overlay is also predicted to provide at least 20 years of good 
performance. Despite the substantially greater thickness of concrete, the 
elimination of some preoverlay repair techniques brings the cost of this alternative 
($ 392,806) below that of the bonded overlay. 

S.S.S Reconstruct/Restore Alternative 

The last alternative investigated for the 1-10 example is reconstruction of the 
outer lane. This alternative seems intuitively to be very appropriate for this 
project, since there is significant structural damage in the outer lane ( cracking 
and corner breaks), but almost no distress in the mner lane. 

The list of techniques and associated quantities which would be included in a 
reconstruct/restore rehabilitation alternative for 1-10 is given in table 17. Note 
that no rehabilitation work is required in the inner lane for this strategy. 

Table 18 illustrates the predicted performance for a 12-inch f30.5 cm] JPCP 
reconstructed outer lane, with a 20-foot ( 6.1 m) joint spacing, a stabilized base 
with a k-value of 200 pci [5.5 kwcubic m ], 1.25-mch r3.175 cm] dowel bars, and a 
PCC modulus of rupture of 650 psi (45 kg/sq cm]. This particular alternative has a 
predicted life of 19 years, and an equivalent annual cost of$ 158,115, the lowest 
of any of the alternatives examined for this example project. 
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Table 13. Bonded PCC overlay strategy for 1-10 example. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

Bonded PCC overlay 
Full-depth repair of comer breaks 
Full-depth repair of cracks 
Load transfer restoration at joints 
Subseal at cracks 
lnstalVrepair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

Bonded PCC overlay 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

PCCoverlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

PCCoverlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

52941 sq yards 
635 sq yards 

4765 sq yards 
993 joints 

1489 cubic ft of grout 
39706 feet 

52941 sq yards 

44117 sq yards 
39706 feet 

264 70 sq yards 
39706feet 

[ 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m ] 
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Table 14. Bonded PCC overlay performance prediction for 1-10 example. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR l.ANE 1 FOLLOWING BONDED PCC OVERIAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DEIAYED: 0 

YEAR 

1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 

AGE 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

CUMUIATIVE 
ESALs 

0.00 
0.91 
1. 89 
2.94 
4.06 
5.26 
6.54 
7.91 
9.38 

10.95 
12.64 
14.43 
16.36 
18.42 
20.62 
22.98 
25.50 
28.20 
31.09 
34.18 

18-kip 
millions 

JOINT 
FAULTING 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

Inches 

JOINT 
DETERIORATION 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Joints 
per mile 

TRANSVERSE 
CRACKING 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Cracks 
per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Joint faulting on the PCC overlay in lane 1 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Joint deterioration on the PCC overlay in lane 1 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Transverse cracking of the PCC overlay is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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Table 14. Bonded PCC overlay performance prediction for 1-10 example ( continued). 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR UNE 2 FOLLOWING BONDED PCC OVERIAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED : 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE JOINT JO!NT TRANSVERSE 
ESALs FAULTING DETERIORATION CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 
1987 1 0.16 0.00 0 0 
1988 2 0.34 0.00 0 0 
1989 3 0.53 0.00 0 0 
1990 4 0. 73 0.00 0 0 
1991 5 0.94 0.00 0 1 
1992 6 1.17 0.00 0 1 
1993 7 1.41 0.00 0 1 
1994 8 1. 68 0.00 0 1 
1995 9 1. 96 0.00 0 1 
1996 10 2.26 0.00 0 1 
1997 11 2.58 0.00 0 1 
1998 12 2.92 0.00 0 1 
1999 13 3.29 0.00 0 1 
2000 14 3.68 0.00 0 1 
2001 15 4.11 0.00 0 1 
2002 16 4.56 0.00 0 1 
2003 17 5.04 0.00 0 1 
2004 18 5.56 0.00 0 2 
2005 19 6.11 0.00 0 2 

18-kip Inches Joints Cracks 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Joint faulting on the PCC overlay in lane 2 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Joint deterioration on the PCC overlay in lane 2 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Transverse cracking of the PCC overlay is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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Table 15. Unbonded PCC overlay strategy for 1-10 example. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Lane 1: 

Unbonded PCC overlay 
Install/repair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Lane 2: 

Unbonded PCC overlay 

52941 sq yards 
39706feet 

52941 sq yards 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

PCCoverlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

PCCoverlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

-44117 sq yards 
39706 feet 

26470 sq yards 
39706 feet 

[ 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m] 
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Table 16. Unbonded PCC overlay performance prediction for 1-10 example. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LANE 1 FOLLOWING UNBONDED PCC OVERUY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION ~ILL BE DELAYED: 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE JOINT · JOINT TRANSVERSE 
ESALs FAULTING DETERIORATION CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 
1987 1 0.91 0.02 0 2 
1988 2 1.89 0.02 0 3 
1989 3 2.94 0.03 0 4 
1990 4 4.06 0.03 0 5 
1991 5 5.26 0.04 0 5 
1992 6 6.54 0.04 0 6 
1993 7 7.91 0.04 0 7 
1994 8 9.38 0.05 0 7 
1995 9 10.95 0.05 0 8 
1996 10 12.64 0.05 0 9 
1997 11 14.43 0.05 0 10 
1998 12 16.36 0.06 0 12 
1999 13 18.42 0.06 0 13 
2000 14 20.62 0.06 0 15 
2001 15 22.98 0.06 0 17 
2002 16 25.50 0.07 0 20 
2003 17 28.20 0.07 0 23 
2004 18 31.09 0.07 0 27 
2005 19 34.18 0.08 0 32 

18-kip Inches Joints Cracks 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Joint faulting on the PCC overlay in lane 1 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Joint deterioration on the PCC overlay in lane l is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Transverse cracking of the PCC overlay is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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Table 16. Unbonded PCC overlay performance prediction for 1-10 example ( continued. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LANE 2 FOLLOWING UNBONDED PCC OVERLAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED: 0 

YEAR AGE CUMUIATIVE JOINT JOINT TRANSVERSE 
ESALs FAULTING DETERIORATION CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 
1987 1 0.16 0.01 0 1 
1988 2 0.34 0.01 0 1 
1989 3 0.53 0.01 0 2 
1990 4 0. 73 0.02 0 2 
1991 5 0.94 0.02 0 2 
1992 6 1.17 0.02 0 2 
1993 7 1.41 0.02 0 3 
1994 8 1. 68 0.02 0 3 
1995 9 1.96 0.02 0 3 
1996 10 2.26 0.03 0 3 
1997 11 2.58 0.03 0 4 
1998 12 2.92 0.03 0 4 
1999 13 3.29 0.03 0 4 
2000 14 3.68 0.03 0 4 
2001 15 4.11 0.03 0 5 
2002 16 4.56 0.03 0 5 
2003 17 5.04 0.04 0 5 
2004 18 5.56 0.04 0 5 
2005 19 6.11 0.04 0 6 

18-kip Inches Joints Cracks 
millions per mile per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Joint faulting on the PCC overlay in lane 2 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Joint deterioration on the PCC overlay in lane 2 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Transverse cracking of the PCC overlay is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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Table 17. Reconstruct/restore strategy for 1-10 example. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

Reconstruction 
Install/repair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

[no rehabilitation required] 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

52941 sq yards 
39706 feet 

39706 feet 

39706 feet 

[ 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m ] 
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Table 18. Reconstruct/restore performance prediction for I-10 example 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR UNE l FOLLOWING RECONSTRUCTION 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION YIU. BE DELAYED : 0 

YEAR AGE CUMUIATIVE 
ESALs 

1986 0 
1987 1 
1988 2 
1989 3 
1990 4 
1991 5 
1992 6 
1993 7 
1994 B 
1995 9 
1996 10 
1997 11 
1998 12 
1999 13 
2000 14 
2001 15 
2002 16 
2003 17 
2004 1B 
2005 19 

0.00 
0.91 
1. 89 
2. 94 
4.06 
5.26 
6.54 
7.91 
9.38 

10.95 
12.64 
14.43 
16.36 
18.42 
20.62 
22.98 
2S.50 
28.20 
31.09 
34.18 

JOINT TRANSVERSE JOINT 
FAULTING CRACKING DETERIORATION 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0 
l 
l 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

PUMPING 

0.0 
0.2 
0.2 
0.3 
0.3 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.9 

PSR 

4.5 
4.1 
4.1 
4. l 
4.1 
4.1 
4.0 
4.0 
3.9 
3.9 
3.8 
3.B 
3.7 
3.6 
3.5 
3.4 
3.3 
3.2 
3.1 
3.0 

18-kip Inches 
millions 

Cracks 
per mile 

Joints 
per mile 

O - none 0-5 
1 - low 
2 - medium 
3 - high 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Joint faulting on the reconstructed pavement in lane 1 is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next tventy years. 

Transverse cracking of the reconstructed pavement in lane 1 is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Joint deterioration on the reconstructed pavement in lane l is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Pumping on the reconstructed pavement in lane 1 is not predicted to 
reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

PSR on the reconstructed pavement in lane 1 is predicted to equal or 
exceed an unacceptable level of 3.00 in 2005. 
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Table 18. ReconstrucVrcstorc performance prediction for 1-10 example (continued). 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR 1.ANE 2 FOLI.DYING RESTORATION 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED : 0 

YEAR ACE CUMULATIVE JOINT FDR TRANSVERSE JOINT PUMPING PSR 
ESALs FAULTING FAULTING CRACKING DETERIOR. 

1986 12 0.80 0.08 0.00 0 0 0.0 4.1 
1987 l3 0.96 0.08 0.00 0 0 0.3 4.1 
1988 14 1.14 0.08 0.00 1 0 0.4 4.1 
1989 15 1. 33 0.08 0.00 1 0 0.5 4.1 
1990 16 1. 53 0.09 0.00 1 0 0.5 4.1 
1991 17 1. 74 0.09 0.00 1 0 0.6 4.1 
1992 18 1. 97 0.09 0.00 2 0 0.7 4.1 
1993 19 2.21 0.09 0.00 2 0 0.7 4.1 
1994 20 2.48 0.09 0.00 2 0 0.8 4.1 
1995 21 2.76 0.09 0.00 3 0 0.8 4.1 
1996 22 3.06 0.09 0.00 3 0 0.9 4.1 
1997 23 3.38 0.09 0.00 3 0 0.9 4.1 
1998 24 3. 72 0.09 0.00 4 0 1.0 4.1 
1999 25 4.09 0.09 0.00 4 0 1.1 4.1 
2000 26 4.48 0.10 0.00 4 0 1.1 4.0 
2001 27 4.91 0.10 0.00 5 0 1.2 4.0 
2002 28 5.36 0.10 0.00 5 0 1. 2 4.0 
2003 29 5.84 0.10 0.00 5 0 1. 3 4.0 
2004 30 6.36 0.10 0.00 6 0 1. 3 4.0 
2005 31 6.91 0.10 0.00 6 0 1.4 4.0 

18-kip Inches Inches Cracks Joints 0 - none 0-5 
millions per per 1 - low 

mile mile 2 - medium 
3 - high 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY:. 

Joint faulting on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Full-depth repair faulting on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not 
predicted to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Cracking on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Joint deterioration on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

Pumping on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 

PSR on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted to reach an 
unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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5.6 REHABILITATION ALTERNATIVE SELECTION 

Within each of the alternatives, the engineer can vary one or more of the inputs 
to develop a large number of candidate rehabilitation strategies. Some of the 
variations possi61e include the following: 

Rehabilitation Alternative 

AC overlay 

Unbonded PCC overlay 

Bonded PCC overlay 

Crack and seat and AC overlay 

Reconstruct one or both lanes 

Input to Vao: 

Thickness 

Thickness 
Joint spacing 
Reinforcement 

Thickness 
Joint spacing 

Thickness 
Cracking pattern 

Thickness 
Base 
Joint spacing 
Dowel diameter 
Etc. 

It must be emphasized again that the responsibility for thickness design and 
joint design to meet structural requirements rests with the engineer. EXPEAR will 
predict the performance of any design input by the engineer in terms of key distress 
types. 

Having developed one or more candidate rehabilitation strate~ies, the engineer 
can then use EXPEAR to compute the life-cycle costs of the strategies and identify 
the most cost-effective strategy. Cost-effectiveness and other factors will 
probably enter into the fmal selection of the preferred rehabilitation strategy. 
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CHAPI'ER6 
CRCP EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION 

This chapter provides additional details on the evaluation and rehabilitation 
system which relate specifically to CRCP. The system may be applied to a CRCP 
project by following the steps described for all pavement types in chapter 3, 
referring to this chapter for specific details on CRCP, and using the materials 
provided in appendix C. These materials consist of the following: 

C-1 CRCP Project Survey and Supplemental Information 
C-2 CRCP Evaluation Decision Trees and Conclusions 
C-3 CRCP Evaluation Performance Prediction Models 
C-4 CRCP Rehabilitation Decision Trees 
C-5 CRCP Rehabilitation Performance Prediction Models 
C-6 CRCP Computer Program Operating Instructions 

The use of the 5r.stem for CRCP is illustrated with a comprehensive example of 
evaluation and rehabilitation of a CRCP project. The project selected for the 
example is a 5.2-mile [8.4 km] section of Interstate 57 near Champaign, Illinois. 

6.1 CRCP PROJECT SURVEY 

A complete set of survey sheets for CRCP consists of three pages of inventory 
data for the project, one page of project monitoring data, and three pages of 
monitoring data for each sample umt surveyed. A complete set of swvey sheets for 
the I-57 example are shown in figure 9. Two 0.5-mile [0.8 km] sample units were 
surveyed on the project. 

6.2 EXTRAPOLATION OF OVERALL PROJECT CONDITION 

6.2.1 Average Per Mile Data Items 

The following CRCP monitoring data items are extrapolated from the sample unit 
data and expressed as an average quantity per mile: . . 

Data Item 

Deteriorated transverse cracks 
Full-depth repairs 
Deteriorated full-depth repairs 
Punchouts 
Deteriorated construction joints 

Longitudinal cracking 
Longitudinal joint spalling 

Settlements 
Heaves 

D crack spalling (M-H ) 
Reactive aggegate spalling (M-H) 
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Extrapolated Quantity 

Number/mile 
Number/mile 
Number/mile 
Number/mile 
Number/mile 

Feet/mile 
Feet/mile 

Number/mile 
Number/mile 

Number spalled areas/mile 
Number spalled areas/mile 



PROJECT SURVEY FOR CRCP 

Design Engineer: 

Date of Survey (mo/day/yr): ..J.1- I 

PROJECT INVENTORY DATA 

I 86 

Collect the following information about the project to be evaluated 
prior to the actual field survey. 

Project Identification 

Highway Designation (example I-57): 

State: 

Direction of Survey: soc.,tl, 

Starting Milepost: 'ZJ.J, i "7 

Ending Milepost: 

Climate 

Climatic Zone (See climatic zone map in "Supplemental Information"): 
-1!!!!!._ wet freeze __ wet-dry freeze dry freeze 

wet freeze-thaw __ wet-dry freeze-thaw dry freeze-thaw 
wet nonfreeze __ wet-dry nonfreeze dry nonfreeze 

Estimated Annual Temperature Range (degrees Fahrenheit): 68,( 
Mean Annual Precipitation (inches) (See precipitation map in 
"Supplemental Information"): ______ 3~'~------------

Corps of Engineers Freezing Index (Fahrenheit degree-days) (See 
Freezing Index map in "Supplemental Information"): 1{0 

Construction 

Year Constructed: lq tJ] 

Slab Thickness (inches): ___ 8 ____ _ 
Width of Traffic Lanes (feet): 

PCC Modulus of Rupture (28 days, 3rd-point loading) (psi): 6 ~Q 

Amount of Longitudinal Steel (percent of slab cross-sectional area) 
(See wire size table in "Supplemental Information"): 0. 61 

Figure 9. Project sUIVey sheets for 1-57 example. 
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Longitudinal Joints 

Method Used to Form Longitudinal Joints Between Lanes: 
....Jt!..... sawing 

inserts 

Longitudinal Joint Sawed or Formed Depth (inches): z.. 

Type of Base Course: 
fine-grained soil only 
cement-treated aggregate 
lean PGG 

~dense-graded untreated aggregate 
asphalt-treated aggregate 

___ open-graded drainage layer 

Modulus of Subgrade Reaction on Top of Base (psi/inch) {Seek-value 
correlation chart in "Supplemental Information"): -~'~:1~0-"------

Subgrade 

Predominant Subgrade Soil MSHTO Classification (See Unified-MSHTO 
conversion table in "Supplemental Information"): A• C, 

Are swelling soils a problem in your area? ____ yes 

If so, were steps taken in construction of the pavement to 
correct the swelling soil problem? ____ yes ____ no 

Shoulder 

Type of Shoulder: 
~ AG 

tied PCC 

Width of Shoulders (feet): 

Inner Lane Slope Direction: 
~ toward outer lane 

toward inner shoulder 

Traffic 

6 

Estimated Current Through Two-way ADT: 

inner outer 

lb,SOO 

Percent Commercial Trucks (excluding pickups and panels): -=Z~O ___ _ 

Total Number of Lanes in Direction of Survey: 

Future Truck Traffic VolU111e Growth Rate 
(percent increase per year): 

'Z, 

Figure 9. Project smvey sheets for 1-57 example ( continued). 
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Total Accumulated 18-kip Equivalent Single Axle Loads (ESALs) from 
Date of Construction to Date of Survey (millions) (See procedure for 
computing ESALs in AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, 
Appendix D, 1986): 

LANE TWO 
(inner) 

o., 
LANE ONE 

(outer) 

8,0 

Figure 9. Project survey sheets for I-57 example ( continued). 
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PROJECT KlNITORING DATA 

Ride Quality 

Rate the ride quality of the pavammt in each lane duriD& a drive over the entire project at the posted speed 

limit, TW0 or more people ahould perticipate in the survey. Obtain ratin&• for each lane from each person 

and report the average value below. 

0 l 2 3 5 

+---------+--------+--------+--------+---------+ 
Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good 

Terminal Treatments 

LANE Tn'O 

(inner) 

3.5' 

LANE ONE 

(out.er) 

Z,8 

Stop at the beginning and end of the project where the pavement abuts different pavement types, and also at 

each brid&e which the pavet:nent abuts within the pr0Ject 1 and observe the condition oft.he terminal 

treatments present. 

Number of deteriorated anchor lug terminal treatments 

(i.e., H-H roughness due to rotatiou of anchor lugs): 

Number o! expansion joint terminal treatments 

which are completely closed: 

0 

0 

Figure 9. Project survey sheets for 1-57 example (continued). 
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SAMPLE UNIT H:ltlI lORING DATA 

Collect the following infozmotion for each traffic lane and for both shoulders during an inspection of each sample 

unit. A length of approximately one holf mile is rec011111ended for each SIIIJPle unit surveyed. The survey may include 

driving slowly on the shoulder. stopping a,, the shoulder, and (with extreme caution) walking on the shoulder to make 

measurements. Hore Uum one pass aver the project. will probably be needed to obtain all the information requested. 

Refer to NCHRP Report No. 277 for standard definitions of distress, severity, and measurement instructions_ 

Sample Unit Identification 

Sample Unit NUllll:>er: I Starting Hilepoet: JJo. '1 Length of Sample 

Failures {sf-.. is, too) 

Number of deteriorated trarusverse cracks. H-H only: 

NIJl!lbor of full-depth repairs: 

NWllber of deteriorated full-depth repaire, M-!I only: 

Nwnber of punchouts: 

NIJl!lber of deteriorated construction Joints (11-EI only): 

Longitudinal Joint 

Total length of Longitudinal c,acking, M-!I only (feet): 

Total length of longitudinal joint ■palling, M-!I only (feet): 

llhat i• the general condition of the Longitudinal joint sealant? 

Transverse Crack Spacing 

Unit (feet): Zf>lf O ) 
to.s ,.,., ,, 

LANE TWO 
( inner) 

I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

LANE ONE 
(01,;1ter > 

'4 
13 , 
,o 
0 

0 

0 
____ L 

____ H 

w'H 

Select a ■ action of tbe pavement aeveral hundred feet l.oDg for date.rmining the transverse crack spacing. 

Measure the eectian ri tb II tmeel and count t.he nwaher of transverse cracks observed. 

Length of aection: 

Number of transverse cracks: 

Figure 9. Project survey sheets for 1-57 example ( continued). 
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Foundation Movement. 

lfumher of settlements CH-B only): 

Numer of heaves (H-11 only): 

prainage 

LANE no 
(inner) 

0 

0 

LANE ONE 
(outer) 

0 

0 

Aie lonaitudinal suhdrains present and functional along the sample unit.?. ✓ _____ yes _____ no 

What lo the typical height of the pavement aurface above the side ditchline (feet)? 

Do the ditches have standing water or cattails in than? 

Eztent. of visible evidence ot pmiping or water bleeding on 

pavement or ah01.1lder C illdi cate the highest 1.,.,el of ■everi ty 

ocwrring ill the aample unit): 

Surface Condition 

Met.hod used to texture the pwanent surface at construction: 

transverse tining 

__l,J!!!. other 

Ia tho aurface polished !mDOth in the wheelpaths? 

Ia significant atudded tire rutting (0.25 inch or more) 

.,.,idmt ill tho wheel pat.ha? 

Concrete Durability 

Numer of· ai:eas ■palled (H-11 only) due to "D" cracti<13: 

lfumher of ai:eas apalled (M-11 only) due to reactive aggre1ate diatresa: 

Extent of scaling (indicate highest severity level preaent): 

Previous Repair 

Bas diamond grinding been done? 

Bas groovlna been done? 

✓ 

Figure 9. Project survey sheets for 1-57 example (continued). 
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✓N 
L 

H 

H 

yes 

....Jtl!!'no 

yes 

.J/!!no 

0 

0 

.,,,,, N 

L 

H 

B 

_ yes 

~a 

_ yes 

,Lno 

8 
no 

N 

L 

__L.M 
H 

ti" yes 

no 

__ yes 

.Jl!!'!..no 

0 

0 
.,,,,, 

N 

L 

M 

H 

yes 

lf!!!!no 

_ yes 

Jtl!! no 



AC Shoulders (Chock all that apply.) 

Alligator cracking 

Linear cracking 

Weathering/ravelling 

Lana/shoulder joint dropoff 

Settlemants or heaves along outer edge 

Blowholes at transverse joints 

Lane/shoulder joint sealant condition (good• well aealed or 

width< 0.10", poor• poorly sealed and width! 0.10") 

FCC Shoulders (Check all that apply.) 

Transverse or longitudinal cracking or corner breaks 

"D" cracking or reactive aasresate diatre11 

Settlemanta or heaves along outer edge 

Lone/ohouldar joint sealant condition (good• well sealed or 

width < 0 .10", poor • poorly ■ealed and width ! 0 .10") 

INNER SHOULDER 

Lnone 
•=• 
ext.ensive 

Lnone 
some 

extensive 

none 

iji' SOlllB 

extensive 

_fnone 
<1"' 

-- ?:1" 

,Lnone 
some 

extensive 

none 

_!JI!! socce 

e,ctensive 

__ good 

wJl'poor 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

good 

poor 

Figure 9. Project suivey sheets for 1-57 example ( continued). 
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OUTER SHOULDER 

L none 

some 

extensive 

none 

L some 

extensive 

none 

Lsome 

extensive 

L none 

<l" 

?l" 

fl"" none 

some 

e-xt.ensive 

none 

wl" some 

extensive 

__ good 

.J/l!!!poor 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

some 
extensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

good 

poor 



SAMPLE UNIT HJNITORING DATA 

Collect the following information for each traffic lane and for both shoulders during an inspection of each sample 

unit. A length of approximately one half mile is recom:nended !or each sample unit surveyed. The survey may include 

driving slowly on the shoulder, stopping on the shoulder. and (with extreme caution) walking on the shoulder to make 

measurements. More than one pass over the project will probably be needed to obtain all the information requested. 

Refer to NCBRP Report No. 277 !or standard definitions oL distress, severity, and measurement instructions. 

Sample Unit Identification 

Sample Unit Number: Starting Milepost: ZJI 
Failures 

Number of deteriorated transverse cracks. H-B only: 

Number of full-depth repairs: 

Number of deteriorated full-depth repairs, M-B only: 

Number of punchouts; 

Nlll!lber of deteriorated construction joints (M-B only): 

Longitudinal Joint 

Total length of longitudinal cracking, M-B only (feet): 

Total length of longitudinal joint spelling, H-B only (!eet): 

What is the general condition of the longitudinal joint sealant? 

Transverse Crack Spacing 

Length o! Sample Unit (!eetl 'Z '" 0 
to. S' ,... ; l1) 

LANE TWO LANt ONt 
(inner) (outer) 

0 3 

' I 

I 0 

0 
., 

0 0 

0 0 

0 
L 

____ M 

...., H 

Select a aection o! the pavement several hundred feet long for determinins the transverse crack spacing, 

Measure the section with a wheel and count the number or transverse cracks observed. 

Length of section: 

Number of transverse creeks: 

Figure 9. Project smvey sheets for 1-57 example ( continued). 
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Foundation Hovoment 

Number of settlemen~s (H-B only): 

Number of beeves (H-B oalyl: 

Drainage 

Are longitudinal subdrains present and functional alc,ng the sample unit? 

LANE TW'.l 

(inner) 

0 
0 

_..;,/::... __ yes 

llbat is tho typical height of the pavement surface above the side ditcbline (feet)? 

Do the ditches beve st,mding water or cattails in tba? 

Extent of visible avidonce of ~l.ng or water bleedl.na on 

pavement or ahoulder (indicate tbe highest level of aeverity 

occurring in tbe ■ample unit): 

Surface Condition 

Method used to texture the pava::aaot aur!ace at construction: 

__ tr11nsverse tinl.na 

.JI!!.... other 

Is the surface polished amoot:.b in tho wheelpatbd 

Is significant studded tire rutting (0.25 inch or more) 

evident in the wheal pat.h&? 

Concrete Durability 

Number of areas spalled (M-B only) due to "D" cracking: 

Humber of areaa spelled (H-8 only) due to reactive aggregate distress: 

Extent of acaling (indicate highest aeverity level present): 

Previous Repair 

Bas dit1110nd grinding bean done? 

Bas grooving been done? 

ti" --~--yes 

.,,,, N 

L 

M 

B 

__ yes 

L.._ no 

yes 

~no 

0 

0 

~ N 

yes 

~no 

yes 

~no 

L 

M 

B 

Figure 9. Project smvey sheets for 1-57 example ( continued). 
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LANE ONE 

(outer) 

0 

0 

no 

8 
no 

.,,, 
N 

L 

M 

H 

JJI!.. yes 

no 

yes 

~ no 

0 

0 
,,,, 

_ yes 

.,,, no 

yes 

~ no 

N 

L 

M 

H 



AC Shoulders (Cleek all that apply.) 

Alligator cracking 

Linear cractlns 

Weathering(ravelling 

Lane/ohoulder Joint dropof! 

Sett.La:nents or heaves along out.er edge 

Bl.or.,moles at t.ransverse joints 

Lane/shoulder Joint aealant condition (good • well oealed or 

width c 0.10". poor• poorly eaaled and width?. 0.10") 

PCC Shoulders (Check all that apply.) 

Transverse or longitudinal cra~ting or comer breaks 

"D" cracking or reactive aggregate dietress 

Settla:cent.s or heaves along outer edge 

Lane/shoulder Joint sealant condition (good • well sealed or 

width < 0 .10", poor • poorly aealed and width ,:: 0 .10") 

INNER SBOULD!R 

✓no~e 
801118 

e:1:tensive 

✓none 
some 

extensive 

_Lnone 

some 

extensive 

....Jl!'none 
<I" 

-- ?1" 

.---none 

some 
extensive 

none 

JI!!! some 

extensive 

__ good 

~poor 

none 

some 

extensive 

none ·-e.z:t.ensive 

none 

some 

ext.enslve 

good 

poor 

Figure 9. Project smvey sheets for 1-57 example (continued). 
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OUT!R SHOULDER 

.;' none 

some 

extensive 

none 
,,,,, some 

ext.en:sive 

flll" none 

some 

extensive 

~none 

<l" 

?:1" 

f111"none 

some 

ext.ensi ve 

none 

.,,,,, some 

extensive 

__ good 

fpoor 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

none 

some 

extensive 

good 

poor 



This is performed with the following equation: 

( 

n value· • 5280 ) 
AveragePerMile= ~ -

1 
-L lengthi 

i=l 

1 . -
n 

where: n = number of sample units 

valuei = quantity of data item to be averaged in sample unit i 

lengthi = length of sample unit i, feet 

Using this equation, the following extrapolated quantities were computed for 1-57 
for the data items with nonzero values (rounded to the nearest whole number): 

Extrapolated Quantity 
Data Item 

Punchouts 
Deteriorated transverse cracks 
Full-depth repairs 
Deteriorated full-depth repairs 
Transverse crack spacing 

6.2.2 Toggle Values 

inner lane 

0 /mile 
1 / mile 
l / mile 
1 /mile 
10.2 ft[3. l m] 

outer lane 

14/mile 
7 /mile 
14/mile 
3/mile 
10.2 ft [3.1 m] 

For CRCP, the following toggle data items must be extrapolated: 

• 
• • • • • • • 

Pumping . 

Polished wheelpaths . 
Studded tire rutting . 
Previously performed grinding . 
Previously performed grooving . 
Loniitudmal joint sealant damage . 
Scahng . 
Shoulder distresses . 

Extrapolation of toggle data items is performed by converting the toggle values 
given in each sample unit to numerical values ( e.g., none = 1, some = 2, and 
extensive = 3), averaging the numerical values, and rounding off the result to the 
nearest whole number. 

6.3 EVALUATION OF PRESENT CONDITION 

Evaluation of a CRCP project is conducted using the evaluation decision trees 
developed for the following nine problem areas: 

1. Structural adequacy. 
2. Drainage. 
3. Foundation movement. 
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4. Durability. 
5. Skid resistance. 
6. Roughness. 
7. Longitudinal joint construction and sealant condition .. 
8. Construction joints and terminal treatments. 
9. Shoulders. 

As described in chapter 3, certain critical distress and serviceability levels 
in the evaluation decision trees are subject to modification by the engineer. The 
levels which may be modified for CRCP and their default values are shown below. The 
evaluation conclusions reached for for the 1-57 example using the default critical 
distress and PSR levels are shown in figure 10. 

Types of physical testing recommended for 1-57 include nondestructive testing 
for structural analysis, crack load transfer, and void detection; and coring and 
materials evaluation for structural analysis. Roughness and skid resistance 
deficiencies were noted in the evaluation, but since the pavement requires a 
structural improvement, roughness and skid measurement are not warranted. 

Distress/Serviceability 

PSR 

Settlements 
Heaves 

Default Critical Level 

2.0 for ADT ~ 3,000 
2.5 for 3,000 < ADT ~ 10,000 
3.0 for ADT > 10,000 

5 per mile 
5 per mile 

Failures (punchouts, full-depth repairs, 
and detenorated transverse cracks) 10 per mile 
Longitudinal cracking 500 feet per mile 

[ 1 in= 2.54 cm, 1 ft= 0.3048 m, 1 mile = 1.61 km ] 

6.4 PREDICTION OF FUTURE CONDITION 

The predictive model given in appendix C3 for CRCP failures (punchouts, 
deteriorated transverse cracks, and full-depth repairs) was used to predict the 
future condition ofl-57 without rehabilitation. The model was calibrated to the 
existing condition of the pavement at the time of the survey (1986). The results 
for 1-57 are shown in tabfe 19. 

The future predictions are used to reevaluate the pavement each year for 20 
years into the future, and identify the years in which the predicted number of 
failures will reach a critical level. The critical level used here is the same as 
that used in the evaluation of the pavement's present condition (for the 1-57 
example, the default values were used). The results are shown in figure 11. 

6.5 REHABILITATION STRATEGY DEVEWPMENT 

One or more rehabilitation strategies can be developed for a CRCP project using 
the decision trees provided in appendix C4. The procedure for developing a 
rehabilitation strategy is thoroughly described in chapter 3. 
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Figure 10. Evaluation of present condition for 1-57 example. 

CURRENT PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LANE! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

CONSTRUCTION JOINTS AND TERMINAL TREATMENTS: 

No construction joint or terminal treatment deficiency is indicated in lane 1. 

a. do oothing 

LONGITUDINAL JOINT CONSTRUCTION AND SEALANT CONDmON: 

Pavement deterioration in laoe 1 may be accelerated by water infiltration permitted by poor loogitudinal joint 
sealaot condition. 

a. reseal longitudinal joint 

The pavement in lane 1 shows oo indications of a longitudinal joint construction deficiency. 

a. do nothing 

ROUGHNESS: 

Poor rideability in lane 1 is indicated by 10 or more punchouts aod/or deteriorated transverse cracks and/or 
full-depth repairs and/or deteriorated construction joints per mile, and ao unacceptably low PSR for the 
pavement's ADT level. 

a. full-depth repair of slab failures 
b. non-structural overlay 

DURABILITI': 

The pavement in laoe 1 shows no indications of significant surface or concrete durability problems. 

a. do oothing 

STRUC'IURAL DEFICIENCY: 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated in lane 1 by 10 or more punchouts and/or deteriorated 
transverse cracks aod/or full-depth repairs aod/or deteriorated construction joints per mile. 

a. full-depth repair of slab failures, AC structural overlay 
b. full-depth repair of slab failures, PCC bonded overlay 
c. full-depth repair of slab failures, PCC unbonded overlay 
c. reconstruct 
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Figure 10. Evaluation of present condition for 1-57 example (continued). 

SKID RESISTANCE: 

Loss of skid resistance in lane 1 is indicated by polished wheel paths. 

a. grooving 
b. AC nonstructural overlay 

FOUNDATION MOVEMENT: 

A potential for frost heave is indicated by a mean Freezing Index greater than 0. 

a. do nothing 

DRAINAGE: 

A drainage deficiency is indicated in lane 1 by medium- to high-severity pumping occurring in a wet or wet-dry 
climate. 

a. install or repair longitudinal subdrains, subseal 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LANE2 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

CONSTRUCTION JOINI'S AND TERMINAL TREATMENTS: 

No construction joint or terminal treatment deficiency is indicated in lane 2. 

a. do nothing 

ROUGHNESS: 

Rideability in lane 2 is acceptable. 

a. do nothing 

DURABlLilY: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no indications of significant surface or concrete durability problems. 

a. do nothing 
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Figure 10. Evaluation of present condition for 1-57 example ( continued). 

STRUcruRAL DEFICIENCY: 

A potential structural deficiency of the pavement in lane 2 is indicated by between 1 and 9 punchouts and/or 
deteriorated transverse cracks and/or full-depth repairs and/or deteriorated construction joints per mile. 

a full-depth repair of slab failures 

A potential structural deficiency of the pavement in lane 2, in the form of a high probability for transverse crack 
deterioration, is indicated by an average transverse crack spacing of more than 10.0 feet. 

a do nothing 

SKID RESISTANCE: 

The method used to texture the original pavement surface may contribute to loss of skid resistance in lane 2 in 
the future. 

a do nothing 

FOUNDATION MOVEMENT: 

A potential for frost heave is indicated by a mean Freezing Index greater than 0. 

a. do nothing 

DRAINAGE: 

The pavement in lane 2 shows no indications of a drainage deficiency. 

a do nothing 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INNER SHOULDER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and inner AC shoulder is indicated by poor lane/shoulder 
joint sealant condition. 

a reseal lane/shoulder joint 
b. do nothing 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OUTER SHOULDER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and outer AC shoulder is indicated by poor lane/shoulder 
joint sealant condition. 

a. reseal lane/shoulder joint 
b. do nothing 
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Table 19. Future condition predictions for 1-57 example. 

TOTAL FAILURE PROJECTIONS FOR UNE 1 

Cumulative Annual Year Total 
ESAL ESAL Failures 

8.0 0.57 1986 35 
8.6 0.60 1987 36 
9.2 0.63 1988 37 
9.9 0.66 1989 38 

10.6 0.69 1990 39 
11. 3 0.73 1991 40 
12.1 0.76 1992 41 
12.9 0.80 1993 43 
13.7 0.84 1994 45 
14.6 0.88 1995 47 
15.5 0. 93 1996 49 
16.5 0.97 1997 51 
17.5 1.02 1998 54 
18.6 1.07 1999 57 
19.7 1.13 2000 61 
20.9 1.18 2001 64 
22.1 1.24 2002 69 
23.4 1.31 2003 73 
24.8 1.37 2004 78 
26.3 1.44 2005 84 

18-kip 18-kip per mile 
millions millions 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 
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Table 19. Future condition predictions for 1-57 example ( continued). 

TOTAL FAILURE PROJECTIONS FOR LANE 2 

Cumulative Annual Year Total 
ESAL ESAL Failures 

0.9 0.12 1986 2 
1.0 0.13 1987 2 
1.2 0.14 1988 2 
1.3 0.14 1989 2 
1.5 0.15 1990 2 
1.6 0.16 1991 2 
1. 8 0.17 1992 2 
2.0 0.17 1993 2 
2.1 0.18 1994 2 
2.3 0.19 1995 2 
2.5 0.20 1996 2 
2.7 0.21 1997 3 
3.0 0.22 1998 3 
3.2 0.23 1999 3 
3.4 0.24 2000 3 
3.7 0.26 2001 3 
4.0 0.27 2002 3 
4.2 0.28 2003 3 
4.5 0.30 2004 4 
4.9 0.31 2005 4 

18-kip 18-kip per mile 
millions millions 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 
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Figure 11. Evaluation of future condition of 1-57 without rehabilitation. 

FUTURE PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

·······················································~••········································ LANEl 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCY: 

An excessive number of failures in lane 1 occurs in 1986. 

a. full-depth repair of slab failures, AC structural overlay 
b. full-depth repair of slab failures, PCC bonded overlay 
c. full-depth repair of slab failures, PCC unhanded overlay 
d. reconstruct lane 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LANE2 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCY: 

Lane 2 is not predicted to produce an excessive number of failures over the next 20 years. 
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The evaluation results show that the outer lane of the 1-57 example project 
currently has a sufficient number of failures per mile to indicate a structural 
deficiency, thus requiring a structural improvement. The inner lane does not 
exhibit a structural deficiency, and could probably perform well without a 
structural improvement for several more years. Therefore, the following types of 
rehabilitation strategies are feasible for this project: 

• AC structural overlay. 

• PCC bonded overlay. 

• PCC unbonded overlay. 

• Reconstruct outer lane, restore inner lane. 

• Reconstruct both lanes. 

The AC structural overlay, PCC bonded overlay, and reconstruct/restore options 
were investigated for the 1-57 example. 

The predictive models provided in appendix C5 are used to predict the 
performance of the rehabilitation strategies developed. These models include 
rutting of AC overlays, reflection crack deterioration of AC overlays and failures 
of bonded PCC overlays. 

6.5.1 AC Structural Overlay Alternative 

The rehabilitation techniques and associated quantities making up an AC 
structural overlay rehabilitation alternative for I-57 are given in table 20. An 
appropriate overlay thickness which will satisfy structural requirements must be 
sefected by the engineer. Table 21 illustrates the predicted performance for an 
overlay thickness of 4 inches [10.2 cm]. 

Reflection cracking is predicted to develop at about the same rate in both 
lanes, but rutting develops almost twice as fast in the outer lane as in the inner 
lane. Rutting is predicted to reach a critical level of0.50 in r1.27 cm] in the 
outer lane in 18 years. The equivalent annual cost over the :S.2-mile project length 
is$ 134,909. 

6.5.2 Bonded Concrete Overlay Alternative 

The list of techniques and associated quantities which would be included in a 
bonded concrete overlay rehabilitation alternative for I-57 are given in table 22. 
Table 23 illustrates the predicted performance for a bonded PCC overlay thickness of 
4 in [10.2 cm]. Other overlay thicknesses could be investigated as well. 

The bonded PCC overlay alternative is predicted to perform well. The predicted 
number of faiures (punchouts, full-depth repairs and deteriorated transverse cracks) 
is predicted to reach a critical level in about 18 years. The equivalent annual 
cost of this strategy is $ 249,930. 
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Table 20. AC structural overlay strategy for I-57 example. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

Full-depth repair of failures 
AC structuraf overlay 
Reseal longitudinal Joint 
InstalVrepair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

Full-depth repair of failures 
AC structural overlay 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

995 sq yards 
36467 sq yards 
27350 feet 
27350 feet 

83 sq yards 
36467 sq yards 

30389 sq yards 
27350 feet 

18234 sq yards 
27350 feet 

[ 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m ] 
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Table 21. AC overlay performance prediction for I-57 example. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR U\NE 1 FOLLOWING AC OVERLAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED : 0 

MEDIUM-HIGH 
YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE REFLECTIVE RUTTING 

ESALs CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0 0.00 
1987 1 0.60 0 0.01 
1988 2 1.23 1 0.03 
1989 3 1.88 1 0.06 
1990 4 2.58 2 0.08 
1991 5 3.30 2 0.11 
1992 6 4.07 3 0.14 
1993 7 4.87 3 0.17 
1994 8 5.71 3 0.19 
1995 9 6.59 4 0.22 
1996 10 7.52 4 0.25 
1997 11 8.49 5 0.29 
1998 12 9.52 5 0.32 
1999 13 10.59 6 0.35 
2000 14 11. 72 6 0.38 
2001 15 12.90 6 0.42 
2002 16 14.14 7 0.46 
2003 17 15.45 7 0.49 
2004 18 16.82 8 0.53 
2005 19 18.26 8 0.57 

18-kip Number Inches 
millions per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Deteriorated reflective cracking of the AC overlay in lane 
1 is not predicted to reach an unacceptable level 
within the next twenty years. 

Rutting on the AC overlay in lane 1 is predicted to equal or exceed 
an unacceptable level of 0.50 inches in 2004. 
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Table 21. AC overlay performance prediction for 1-57 example ( continued). 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR L\NE 2 FOLLOWING AC OVERLAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL ~E DELAYED : 0 

MEDIUM-HIGH 
YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE REFLECTIVE RUTTING 

ESALs CRACKING 

1986 0 0.00 0 0.00 
1987 1 0.13 0 0.00 
1988 2 0.27 1 0.01 
1989 3 0.41 1 0.03 
1990 4 0.56 2 0.05 
1991 5 0. 71 2 0.06 
1992 6 0. 88 3. 0.08 
1993 7 1.05 3 0.09 
1994 8 1.24 3 0.11 
1995 9 1.43 4 0.12 
1996 10 1.63 4 0.14 
1997 11 1.84 5 0.16 
1998 12 2.06 5 0.17 
1999 13 2.29 6 0.19 
2000 14 2.54 6 0.21 
2001 15 2. 79 6 0.23 
2002 16 3.06 7 0.24 
2003 17 3.34 7 0.26 
2004 18 3.64 8 0.28 
2005 19 3.95 8 0.30 

18-kip Number Inches 
millions per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Deteriorated reflective cracking of the AC overlay in lane 
2 is not predicted to reach an unacceptable level 
within the next twenty years. 

Rutting on the AC overlay in lane 2 is not predicted to reach 
an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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Table 22. Bonded concrete overlay strategy for I-57 example. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

Full-depth repair of failures 
Bonded PCC overlay 
Reseal longitudinal joint 
InstalVrepair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

Full-depth repair of failures 
Bonded PCC overlay 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

995 sq yards 
36467 sq yards 
27350 feet 
27350 feet 

83sq yards 
36467 sq yards 

30389 sq yards 
27350 feet 

18234 sq yards 
27350 feet 

[ 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m ] 
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Table 23. Bonded concrete overlay performance prediction for 1-57 example. 

PREDICTED PREFORMANCE FOR LANE 1 FOLLOWING BONDED PCC OVERLAY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED : 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE FAILURES 
ESALs 

1986 0 0.00 0 
1987 1 0.60 0 
1988 2 1.23 0 
1989 3 1.88 0 
1990 4 2.58 0 
1991 5 3.30 0 
1992 6 4.07 1 
1993 7 4.87 1 
1994 8 5. 71 1 
1995 9 6.59 2 

1996 10 7.52 2 
1997 11 8.49 3 
1998 12 9.52 3 
1999 13 10.59 4 
2000 14 11. 72 5 
2001 15 12.90 6 
2002 16 14.14 7 
2003 17 15 .45 9 
2004 18 16.82 10 
2005 19 18.26 12 

18-kip number 
millions per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 
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Table 23. Bonded concrete overlay performance prediction for 1-57 example (continued). 

PREDICTED PREFORMANCE FOR l.ANE 2 FOLLOWING BONDED FCC OVER.UY 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DElAYED : 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE FAILURES 
ESALs 

1986 0 0.00 0 
1987 1 0.13 0 
1988 2 0.27 0 
1989 3 0.41 0 
1990 4 0.56 0 
1991 5 0. 71 0 
1992 6 0.88 0 
1993 7 1.05 0 
1994 8 1.24 0 
1995 9 1.43 0 
1996 10 1.63 0 
1997 11 1.84 0 
1998 12 2.06 0 
1999 13 2.29 0 
2000 14 2.54 0 
2001 15 2.79 0 
2002 16 3.06 0 
2003 17 3.34 0 
2004 18 3.64 0 
2005 19 3.95 1 

18-kip number 
millions per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 
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6.5.3 Reconstruct/Restore Alternative 

The last alternative investigated for the I-57 example was reconstruction of the 
outer lane. This alternative seems intuitively to be very appropriate for this 
project, since there is significant structural damage in the outer lane (punchouts and 
deteriorated transverse cracks), but almost none of this type of deterioration in the 
inner lane. 

The list of techniques and associated quantities which would be included in a 
reconstruct/restore rehabilitation alternative for 1-57 are given in table 24. Note 
that very little rehabilitation work is required in the inner lane for this strategy. 
Table 25 illustrates the predicted performance for a 9-inch [22.9 cm] CRCP 
reconstructed outer lane, with 0.60 percent reinforcement, a stabilized base with an 
effective k value of 200 pci [5.5 kg/cubic cm], and deformed rebars. All of these 
parameters could be varied by the engineer to produce different alternatives with 
different costs and predicted lives. 

This alternative design performs well for most of the prediction period. In the 
reconstructed outer lane, failures per mile are predicted to reach a critical level in 
18 years. The restored inner lane 1s not expected to develop a critical number of 
failures within the next 20 years. The equivalent annual cost of this alternative is 
$ 114,485, substantially less than the bonded overlay cost and even less than the AC 
overlay cost. 

6.6 REHABILITATION ALTERNATIVE SELECTION 

The engineer could investigate several variations to the three basic options 
illustrated in this example, by changing one or more of the rehabilitation design 
parameters. The other two available options, unbonded concrete overlay and 
reconstruction of both lanes, could also be investigated. 

It must be emphasized again that the responsibility for thickness design and 
reinforcement design to meet structural requirements rests with the engineer. The 
system will predict the performance of any design input by the engineer in terms of key 
distress types. 

-
Having developed one or more candidate rehabilitation strategies, the engineer 

could then use EXP EAR to compute the life-cycle costs of the strategies and identify 
the most cost-effective strategy. Cost-effectiveness and other factors will probably 
enter into the final selection of the preferred rehabilitation strategy. 
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Table 24. Reconstruct/restore strategy for 1-57 example. 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Lane: 

Reconstruction 
Install/repair longitudinal subdrains 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Lane: 

Full-depth repair of slab failures 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Outer Shoulder: 

Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Complete Rehabilitation Strategy for Inner Shoulder: 

Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

36467 sq yards 
27350feet 

•83 sq yards 

27350feet 

27350feet 

[ 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 sq yard = 1.2 sq m, 1 cubic ft = 0.028 cubic m ] 
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Table 25. Reconstruct/restore performance prediction for 1-57 example. 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LANE 1 FOLLOWING RECONSTRUCTION 

YEAR(S} REHABILITATION WILL BE DE1AYED : 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE FAILURES 
ESALs 

1986 0 0.00 0 
1987 1 0.60 0 
1988 2 1.23 0 
1989 3 l.88 0 
1990 4 2.58 0 
1991 5 3.30 0 
1992 6 4.07 1 
1993 7 4.87 1 
1994 8 5. 71 1 
1995 9 6.59 2 
1996 10 7.52 2 
1997 11 8.49 3 
1998 12 9.52 3 
1999 13 10.59 4 
2000 14 11. 72 5 
2001 15 12.90 6 
2002 16 14.14 7 
2003 17 15.45 8 
2004 18 16.82 10 
2005 19 18.26 12 

18-kip number 
millions per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Total failures on the reconstructed pavement in lane 1 are predicted 
to equal or exceed an unacceptable level of 10 failures per mile in 2004. 
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Table 25. Reconstruct/restore performance prediction for 1-57 example (continued). 

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LANE 2 FOLLOWING RESTORATION 

YEAR(S) REHABILITATION WILL BE DELAYED 0 

YEAR AGE CUMULATIVE FAILURES 
ESALs 

1986 23 0.90 0 
1987 24 1.03 0 
1988 25 1.17 0 
1989 26 1. 31 0 
1990 27 1.46 0 
1991 28 1.61 0 
1992 29 1. 78 0 
1993 30 1. 95 0 
1994 31 2.14 0 
1995 32 2.33 0 
1996 33 2.53 1 
1997 34 2.74 1 
1998 35 2.96 1 
1999 36 3.19 1 
2000 37 3.44 1 
2001 38 3.69 1 
2002 39 3.96 1 
2003 40 4.24 1 
2004 41 4.54 2 
2005 42 4.85 2 

18-kip number 
millions per mile 

NOTE: These projections are estimates of expected performance based on 
predictive models. They should not be taken as exact values, but 
instead as relative indicators of performance. 

SUMMARY: 

Total failures on the restored pavement in lane 2 is not predicted 
to reach an unacceptable level within the next twenty years. 
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CHAYfER7 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A practical and comprehensive system to assist practicing engineers in the · 
evaluation and rehabilitation of conventional concrete pavements (JPCP, JRCP and 
CRCP) has been developed. This was accomplished usmg a new and innovative approach 
that combines human expert knowledge and analytical techniques into a user-friendly 
personal computer program. 

7.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation is a complex engineering 
problem which defies traditional analytical solutions, due to the large number of 
interacting factors involved, and the lack of adequate analytical models to solve 
all ( or even most) aspects of the problem. 

Successful concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation currently relies 
heavily on the knowledge and experience of experts in the pavement field for 
diagnosis of the causes of distress and selection of feasible rehabilitation 
tecfiniques which cost-effectively correct the deterioration. 

Concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation is an ideal subject for a 
knowledge-based system application, by which human expertise is compiled, 
formalized, and applied to evaluation and rehabilitation of specific concrete 
pavement projects. 

A knowledge-based system for concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation 
must incorporate not only the rules but also the reasonin~ processes used by experts 
in order to reach conclusions about the pavement's condition in an efficient 
manner. The use of decision trees was found to adequately represent factual 
knowledge and reasoning processes and was easy to understand, examine and revise. 

An evaluation procedure based on identifying mechanisms of deterioration rather 
than merely categorizmg types of distress provides a better understanding of the 
causes of distress and the most appropriate rehabilitation techniques. 

The selection of rehabilitation techniques and strategies can be effectively 
accomplished using a knowledge-based system. 

The inclusion of analytical techniq_ues in the form of prediction models was 
essential for the system to perform as desued. This permits the prediction of 
future pavement life of the existing pavement with no rehabilitation or with 
selected rehabilitation techniques. The combining of the human knowledge base 
with analytical techniques helps to provide workable solutions for the evaluation 
and rehabilitation of concrete pavements. 

A knowledge-based system for concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation 
has been developed to the stage of a demonstration prototype. The system provided 
reasonable results in a few example applications, but has not been fully tested over 
a wide ranie of conditions. More than 30 months of professional person-effort was 
expended m the development of the system to this stage. The results achieved thus 
far demonstrate that the approach used shows great promise in assisting the 
practicing engineer in the difficult job of pavement evaluation and rehabilitation. 
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Extensive field testing, including review by State DOT personnel and case 
studies on concrete pavement projects throu$hout the United States, is needed to 
increase the quality, efficiency, speed and reliability of the system to the level 
of a research prototype. Each subtopic addressed by the system could be the subject 
of a major research study ( e.g., subdrainage evaluat10n, loss of support evaluation, 
load transfer restoration needs). Further work in developing the system is 
continuing. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The following are some key items that need further development: 

Life-cycle cost analysis. The capability to compare rehabilitation 
strategy alternatives on the basis of life-cycle costs greatly increases the 
usefulness of the system. Ideally, the cost analysis should address unegual 
performance periods of different alternatives and should consider additional 
costs that cannot now be computed by the program (bridge clearance, guardrail 
replacement, side slope improvements, traffic control, user costs, etc.). A 
first step toward providing this capability is the addition of a simple 
life-cycf e cost computation routine in EXPEAR 13. 

Delay of rehabilitation. The latest version of EXPEAR, 1.3, includes the 
capability to delay rehabilitation up to 5 years. Where appropriate, distress 
quantities are increased for each year of delay, using the predictive models 
where available or a constant factor ( e.g., 5 percent per year) where models 
are not available. 

Improved predictive models. Many models were utilized to predict the 
future performance of the existing pavement without rehabilitation and the 
performance of the rehabilitated pavement. Most of these models have 
significant limitations, and are not applicable nationwide over the range of 
climatic zones. The development of improved models is a necessity to improve 
the validity of the system. These may best be developed for individual States 
or regions of the country (e.g., the southeastern United States). Eventually, 
relia61e models will be provided by the SHRP/L TPP program. Existing models are 
most deficient in predicting the effect of retrofit subcfrainage on performance 
of the rehabilitated pavement. In EXPEAR 1.3, some models have already been 
improved over those used in the original version of EXP EAR. 

Other rehabilitation techniques. The system does not yet consider some 
existing concrete pavement rehabilitation techniques for which performance 
prediction models are not available. Some key techniques which are not 
included are AC overlays with fabrics or interlayers, AC overlays with sawed 
and sealed joints, CRCP overlays, and reconstructed pavements with drainage 
layers. 

Physical testing recommendations. The importance of physical testing to 
concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation design is addressed to a 
limited extent in the current system. However, the improvement of the physical 
testing recommendations, and the incorporation of physical testing results 
directly into the evaluation procedure and the development of rehabilitation 
strategies remain among the most urgently needed improvements. 
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• Extension of the system to existing AC overlaid concrete pavements. The 
system currently is restricted to pavements in their first performance period. 
Many concrete pavements exist that have been overlaid with AC already and are 
in need offurther rehabilitation. Work on this addition to the system is 
currently underway. 

• Extension of the system to other pavement geometries, i.e., pavements with 
only one or more than two lanes in each direction. This would make the system 
more applicable to the variety of concrete pavements throughout the United 
States. 
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Design Engineer: 

APPENDIX Al 

PROJECT SURVEY FOR JRCP 

Date of Survey (mo/day/yr): I I 

PROJECT INVENTORY DATA 

Collect the following information about the project to be evaluated 
prior to the actual field survey. 

Project Identification 

Highway Designation (example I-57): 

State: 

Direction of Survey: 

Starting Milepost: 

Ending Milepost: 

Climate 

Climatic Zone (See climatic zone map in "Supplemental 
wet freeze wet-dry freeze 
wet freeze-thaw wet-dry freeze-thaw 
wet nonfreeze ___ wet-dry nonfreeze 

Information"): 
dry freeze 
dry freeze- thaw 
dry nonfreeze 

Estimated Annual Temperature Range (degrees Fahrenheit): 

Mean Annual Precipitation (inches) (See precipitation map in 
"Supplemental Information"): 

Corps of Engineers Freezing Index (Fahrenheit degree-days) (See 
Freezing Index map in "Supplemental Information"): 

Slab Construction 

Year Constructed: 

Slab Thickness (inches): 

Width of Traffic Lanes (feet): 

PCC Modulus of Rupture (28 days, 3rd-point loading)(psi): 

Area of Longitudinal Reinforcement (square inches steel/foot) 
(See wire size table in "Supplemental Information"): 
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Transverse and Longitudinal Joints 

Pattern of Joint Spacing: 
unifom 
random 

Transverse joint spacing, if uniform (feet): 
Transverse joint sequence, if random (feet): 

Type of Sealant: 
liquid (asphalt) 
field-molded (silicone) 
preformed compression (neoprene) 

Average Transverse Joint Sealant Reservoir Dimensions 
Width (inches):_______ Depth (inches): 

Method Used to Form Transverse Joints: 
___ sawing 

inserts 
Unitube inserts 

Transverse Joint Sawed Depth (inches): 

Type of Load Transfer System: 
aggregate interlock only 
dowels 
other mechanical devices 

If dowels are present, dowel bar diameter (inches): 

Method Used to Form Longitudinal Joints Between Lanes: 
sawing 
inserts 

Longitudinal Joint Sawed or Formed Depth (inches): 

Type of Base Course: 
fine-grained soil only 
cement-treated aggregate 
lean PCC 

dense-graded untreated aggregate 
asphalt-treated aggregate 
open-graded drainage layer 

Modulus of Subgrade Reaction on Top of Base (psi/inch) (Seek-value 
correlation chart in "Supplemental Information"): 
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Subgrade 

Predominant Subgrade Soil AASHTO Classification (See Unified-AASHTO 
conversion table in "Supplemental Information"): 

Are swelling soils a problem in the area? yes 

If so, were steps taken in construction of the pavement to 

no 

correct the swelling soil problem? ____ yes ____ no 

Shoulder 

Type of Shoulder: 
AC 
tied PCC 

Width of Shoulders (feet): 

Inner Lane Slope Direction: 
toward outer lane 
toward inner shoulder 

Traffic 

Estimated Current Through Two-way ADT: 

inner 

Percent Commercial Trucks (excluding pickups and panels): 

Total Number of Lanes in Direction of Survey: 

Future 18-kip ESAL Growth Rate (percent per year): 

outer 

Total Accumulated 18-kip Equivalent Single Axle Loads (ESALs) from 
Date of Construction to Date of Survey (millions) (See procedure for 
computing ESALs in AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, 
Appendix D, 1986): 

UNE TWO 
(inner) 
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PROJECT MONITORING DATA 

Ride Ouali ty 

Rate the ride quality of the pavement in each lane during a drive over the entire project at the pos~ed &peed 

limit. Two or more people should participate in the survey. Obtain ratings for each lane from each person 

and report the average value below. 

Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good 
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SAMPLE UNIT H:lNITORING DATA 

Collect the following information for each traffic lane and for both shoulders during an inspection of each 

sample unit. A length of approximately 1000 feet in each mile is recom::t1ended for each sample unit surveyed. 

If only one sample 1.mit is to be surveyed on the project, a lensth of at least a half mile is recormiended. 

The survey may include driving slowly on the shoulder, stopping on the shoulder, and (with extreme caution) 

walking on the shoulder to make measurements. Hore than oue pass over the project will probably be needed 

to obtain all the information requested. Refer to NCBRP Report No. 277 for standard definitions of distress, 

severity, and measurement instructions. 

Sample Unit Identification 

Sample Unit Number: Starting Milepost: Length of Sample Unit (feet): 

Use the tally sheet provided to record information on erackiDg. spalling, and full-depth repairs for each slab 

&urveyed. Compute the totals and averages indicated on the tally sheet and record these values below. 

Number of deteriorated transverse cracks, M-B only: 

Mean faulting at deteriorated transverse cracks (inches): 

Number or deteriorated transverse joints, M-8 including blowups: 

Mean faultin& at transverse joints (inches): 

Number of transverse joints: 

Hean faulting at full-depth repair joints (inches): 

Number of full-depth repair joints: 

Number of full-depth repairs: 

Number of comer breaks: 

Longitudinal Joint 

Total length of longitudinal cracking, H-B only (feet): 

Total length of longitudinal joint spalling, H-B only (feet): 
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Cracking at Transverse Joints 

Number of transverse joints wit.h transverse cracks within 2 feet: 

Foundation Movement 

Number of settlements (M-B only): 

Number of heaves (M-B only): 

Drainage 

Are longitudinal aubd.rains present mid functional along the sample unit? 

What is the typical height of the pavement surface above the side ditcbline (feet)? 

Do the ditches have stsnding water or cattails in them? 

Lo:1111 of Support 

Extent of visible evidence of pumpin& or water bleeding en 

pavement or aboulder (indicate the highest Leval of aaverity 

occurrina in the sample unit); 

Surface Condition 

Hat.hod used to texture t.he pavement ■urface at construction: 

transverse tining 

ot.ber 

Ia the aurface polished smooth in the wbeelpatbs7 

Ia •i&J>ificant atudded tire rutting (0.25 inchbr 1110re) 
'-, evident in tho wheel paths? 

Joint Sealant Condition 

What is t.be seneral condition of the transverse joint sealarit? 

What is the aeneral condition of the longitudinal joint sealant? 

Aze &ubs~antial amoW1ts of incompres&ibles visible in the transverse joints? 
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I.AIIE TWO 

(inner) 

LANE ONE 

(o~ter) 

yes ______ no 

yes ______ no 

N 

L 

M 

H 

__ yes 

no 

yes 

no 

L 

M 

B 

yes 

no 

N 

L 

H 

H 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

___ L 

____ M 

___ H 

L 
____ M 

H 

yes 

no 



Concrete Durability 

Extent of "0" cracking at joints and cracks (indicate highest severity level 

present ic sample unit): 

Extent of reactive aggregate distress (indicate hishest severity level 

present in sample unit): 

E.xtent of scaling (indicate highest severity level present in sm:nple Wlit); 

Previous Repair 

If full-depth repairs are present, are they dowelled? 

Are partial-depth repairs (rigid material only) present at 

most of the joints? 

Bas diamond grinding been done? 

Bas grooving been done? 
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LANE T\o/0 

( inner) 

N 

L 

M 

B 

N 

L 

M 

B 

N 

L 

M 

B 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

LANE ONE 

{outer) 

N 

L 

M 

B 

N 

L 

M 

B 

N 

L 

M 

ff 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 



N:. Shoulders (Check all that apply.) 

Alligat.or crackina 

Linear cractin& 

Weatharin&/ravollin& 

Lane/shoulder Joint dropoff 

Settlement■ or heaves along outer edge 

BLowholee at tran■versa joln~s 

Lane/shoulder Joint a•alant condition (good• well ■ ealad or 

width< 0.10", poor• poorly sealed and width! 0.10") 

PCC Shoulder• (Check all that apply.) 

Transverse or longitudinal cracking or comer breaks 

"D" cracking or reactive aggregate diet.reaa 

Settlements or heaves along outer edge 

Lalla/shoulder joint aealant condition (good• well sealed or 

width< 0.10", poor• poorly sealed and width? 0.10") 
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INNE:R SHOULDER OUTER SHOULDtR 

none none 

soc,e some 

extensive extensive 

none none 

same some 

extensive extensive 

none none 

some some 

extensive extensive 

none none 

<l'" <l" 

__ ?l" !l" 

none none 

aome some 

extensive extensive 

none none 

some some 

extensive extensive 

good good 

poor poo:r 

none none 

101110 some 

e%tensive extensive 

none none 

aome some 

extensive ext.ensive 

none none 

some some 

extensive extensive 

good good 

poor poor 



r' 
J:,
J:,-

Moisture Zones: 

I wet 
II wet-dry 

III dry 

Temperature Zones: 

A freeze 
B freeze-thaw 
C nonfreeze 

Climatic Zone Map of the United States. Source: "A Pavement Moisture-Accelerated Distress 
(MAD) Identification System," FHWA/RD-81/079-80, 1981. 
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WIRE SIZES, WEIGHTS ANO STEEL AREAS PER FT. OF WIDTH 

Croa Sectional Ar111, Sci- In. Ptr Lin. Ft. 
Wi19 Sin Number Nominal Nomin .. 

C.nlff ta C.ntar Sp1~n9 Di1m1t1r, Weight Smaath Oefarmed 
lnch■s Lbt./Lin. Ft. r 3" 4" 6" ... 10" 1Z" 

'N31 031 Q.628 1.0S4 1.86 1.24 .93 .62 ,46S .372 .lt 
W30 030 0.618 1.020 1.80 1.20 .90 .&O .45 .JS .JO 
W28 02B 0.597 .952 1.68 1.12 .84 .56 .42 .336 .28 
W26 026 0.575 .934 1.56 1.04 .78 .52 .39 .312 .26 
W24 D24 0.553 .818 1.44 .98 .72 .48 .38 .288 .24 
W22 022 0.529 .741 1.32 .88 .&& .44 .ll .264 .22 
W20 020 · 0.504 .680 1.20 .80 .60 .40 .JO .24 .20 
W18 D18 0.478 .612 1.08 .72 .54 .36 .27 .216 .18 
WI& 016 Q.451 .544 .96 .64 .48 .32 .24 ,192 .16 
Wl4 014 0.422 .476 .84 .58 .42 .28 .21 .168 .14 
W12 012 0.390 .408 .72 .48 .JS .24 .18 .144 .12 
W11 D11 0.374 .374 .66 .44 .JJ .22 .165 .132 .11 
W10.5 0.366 .357 .&3 .42 .315 .21 .157 .126 • 105 
W10 010 0.]56 .34D .60 .40 .JO .20 .15 .12 .1 D 
W9.5 0.348 .J2l .57 .JI .285 .19 .142 .114 .095 
W9 09 0.338 .306 .54 .36 .27 .18 .135 .108 .09 
WB.5 0.329 .289 .51 .34 .255 .17 .127 .1D2 .DBS 
W8 08 0.319 .272 .48 .32 .24 .18 .12 .096 .OB 
W7.5 0.309 .255 .45 .JO .225 .15 .112 .09 .075 
W7 D7 0.298 .2JS .42 .28 .21 .14 .105 .D84 .D7 

W6.5 0.288 .221 .J9 .26 .195 .13 .D97 .D78 .06S 
W6 06 0.276 .204 .JG .24 .18 .12 .09 .072 .06 
W5.5 0.264 .187 .J] .22 .165 . 11 .082 .066 .055 
ws D5 0.252 .170 .JO .20 .15 .. , 0 .D75 .D6 .05 
W4.S 1).240 .151 .27 .18 .135 .09 .067 .D54 .D45 

W4 04 0.225 .13& .24 .16 .IZ .08 .D6 .. 048 .04 

NOTE; Wire 1i1•• o,lt., th•n rho• liarftl •ho"" '"rt b11 produt:rd orotnttrd ,,.. Qu.,,,,tv r«1u,rrd ,, sullir,-•n• to iun,,V m.,,ul•cN,. 

Area of Reinforcement (Square Inches of Steel/Foot), Source: ConcretP 
Reinforcing Steel Institute. 
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Subgrade K-value Correlation to Soil Classifications and Bearing 
Values. Source: "Thickness Design for Concrete Highway and 
Street Pavements", Portland Cement Association 
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BASE TYPE 

• fine-grained soil only: use k-value of subgrade soil 

• dense-graded aggregate 

Subgrade 
k-value, Subbase Thickness, in 
(psi/in) 4 6 9 12 

-------·-------------------------------------------
50 65 75 85 110 

100 130 140 160 190 

200 220 230 270 320 

300 320 330 370 430 

• cement or asphalt treated aggregate, lean concrete 

Subgrade 
k-value, 
(psi/in) 

50 

100 

200 

4 

170 

280 

470 

Subbase Thickness, in 
6 8 10 

230 

400 

640 

310 

520 

830 

390 

640 

k-value on top of base course (directly beneath PCC slab) 
Source: "Thickness Design for Concrete Highway and Street 
Pavements," Portland Cement Association 
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APPENDIXA2 

EVALUATION DECISION TREES AND CONCLUSIONS FOR JRCP 

Major Problem Areas for JRCP 

1. Structural Adequacy 

2. Drainage 

3. Foundation Movement 

4. Durability 

5. Skid Resistance 

6. Roughness 

7. Joint Construction 

8. Joint Sealant 

9. Load Transfer 

10. Loss of Support 

11. Joint Deterioration 

12. Shoulder 
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Structural Adequacy 

STRl 

STR2 

STR3 

STR4 

STR5 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by [ 25 ] or 
more comer breaks per_ mile. 

full-depth repair of comer breaks, AC structural overlay 
full-depth repair of comer breaks, crack and seat and 
AC structural overlay 
full-depth repair of comer breaks, PCC bonded overlay 
full-depth repair of corner breaks, PCC unbonded overlay 
reconstruct 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by [ 850 ] or 
more feet of deteriorated transverse cracks per mile. 

full-depth repair of cracks, AC structural overlay 
full-depth repair of cracks, crack and seat and 
AC structural overlay 
full-depth repair of cracks, PCC bonded overlay 
full-depth repair of cracks, PCC unbonded overlay 
reconstruct 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by 
significantly more transverse crack deterioration than in the 
next inner lane. 

full-depth repair of cracks, AC structural overlay 
full-depth repair of cracks, crack and seat and 
AC structural overlay 
full-depth repair of cracks, PCC bonded overlay 
full-depth repair of cracks, PCC unbonded overlay 
reconstruct 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by a wet or 
wet-dry climate, a slab thickness of (x) inches, and (y) million 
annual 18-kip ESALl. 

l~~ c) 
d) 

AC structural overlay 
crack and seat and AC structural overlay 
PCC bonded overlay 
PCC unbonded overlay 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by a dry 
climate, a slab thickness of (x) inches, and (y) million annual 
18-kip ESALs. 

AC structural overlay 
crack and seat and AC structural overlay 
PCC bonded overlay 
PCC unbonded overlay 

Note: Values in brackets [ ] are defauli critical levels. User may 
modify these values. 
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STR6 

STR7 

STR8 

The pavement exhibits some load-associated distress (between 1 
and L 24] comer breaks per mile) which requires repair but 
does not indicate a structural deficiency. 

(a) full-depth repair of corner breaks 

The pavement shows no indications of structural deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

The~avement exhibits some load-associated distress (between 1 
and 849 ] feet of deteriorated transverse cracks per mile) 
whic requires repair but does not indicate a structural 
deficiency. 

(a) full-depth repair of cracks 
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Drainage 

DRNl 

DRN2 

DRN3 

DRN4 

DRNS 

DRN6 

DRN7 

A drainage deficien9' is indicated by pumping occurring 
in a wet or wet-dry climate. 

(ab) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
( ) install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 

joints and cracks 

An intermittent drainage deficiency is indicated by 
high-severity pumping occurring in a dry climate. 

install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 
joints and cracks 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by faulting greater 
than [ 0.26 ] inches occurring in a wet or wet-dry climate. 

install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 
joints and cracks 

A. drainage deficiency is indicated by faulting greater 
than [ 0.26 ] inches occurring in a dry climate. 

install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 
joints and cracks 

An intermittent drainage deficiency is indicated by faulting 
greater than [ 0.26] inches and low- or medium-severity pumping 
occurring in a dry climate. 

install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 
joints and cracks 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, and a 
fine-grained soil base. 

( a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a 
dense-graded untreated aggregate base, an (x) subgrade, standing 
water in the ditches and/or an madequate ditch depth, and heavy 
traffic of (y) million annual 18-kip ESAI..s. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
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DRN8 

DRN9 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a 
dense-graded untreated aggregate base, an (x) subgrade, and 
heavy traffic of (y) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated b:y a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a (x) 
base, an (y) subgrade, standing water in the ditches and/or an 
inadequate ditch depth, and heavy traffic of (z) million annual 
18-kip ESAu. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

DRN 10 A drainage deficiency is indicated b:y a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a (x) 
base, an (v) subgrade, and heavy traffic of (z) million annual 
18-kip ESAu. 

DRNll 

DRN12 

DRN13 

DRN14 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a dry climate, absence or 
poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a fine-grained soil 
base, and heavy traffic of (x) million annual 18-kip ESAu. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a dry climate, absence or 
poor functionini of longitudinal subdrains, a (x) base, an (y) 
subgrade, standmg water in the ditches and/or an inadequate 
ditch depth, and heavy traffic of (z) million annual 18-kip 
ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

The pavement shows no indications of a drainage deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

For the pavement's current traffic level, no significant 
drainage deficiency is indicated. 

(a) do nothing 
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JRCP FOUNDATION MOVEMENT 

M-H SETTLEMENTS AND HEAVES 

FREEZING INDEX 

0 

FON 1 

SWEWNG SOIL AREA 

yes 

CORRECTIVE MEASURES TAKEN 
AT CONSTRUCTION 

yes no 
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Foundation Movement 

FDNl 

FDN2 

FDN3 

FDN4 

FONS 

FDN6 

FDN7 

A potential for frost heave is indicated by a mean Freezing 
Index greater than 0. 

(a) do nothing 

Foundation movement, likely due to either frost heave or 
localized consolidation, is indicated by settlements and/or 
heaves. 

reconstruct heave areas, AC level-up settled areas 
reconstruct heave areas, slab jack settled areas 

The pavement shows no indications of foundation movement. 

(a) do nothing 

Foundation movement, likely due to localized consolidation, is 
indicated by settlements and/or heaves. 

reconstruct heave areas, AC level-up settled areas 
reconstruct heave areas, slab jack settled areas 

A potential for foundation movement exists, since the pavement 
is m a swelling soils area and no measures were taken during 
construction to control soil swelling. 

(a) do nothing 

Foundation movement, likely due to either localized 
consolidation or unsuccessful construction measures to control 
swelling, is indicated by settlements and/or heaves. 

reconstruct heave areas, AC level-up settled areas 
reconstruct heave areas, slab jack settled areas 

Foundation movement, likely due to either localized 
consolidation or lack of construction measures to control 
swelling, is indicated by settlements and/or heaves. 

reconstruct heave areas, AC level-up settled areas 
reconstruct heave areas, slab jack settled areas 
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JRCP DURABILITY DEFICIENCY 

•o• CRACKING 

OUR 1 

REACTIVE AGGREGATE DISTRESS 

OUR 3 

SCALING 
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Durability 

DURl 

DUR2 

DUR3 

DUR4 

DUR5 

DUR6 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by low- to 
medium-severity "D" cracking. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints, reseal transverse joints 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by high-severity 
"D" cracking. 

unbonded PCC overlay 
reconstruct 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by low- to 
medium-severity reactive aggregate distress. 

( a) full-depth repair of joints, reseal transverse joints 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by high-severity 
reactive aggregate distress. 

unbonded PCC overlay 
reconstruct 

Poor durability of the concrete surface is indicated by 
high-severity scaling . 

. do nothing 
AC nonstructural OL 

The pavement show no indications of significant surface or 
concrete durability deficiencies. 

(a) do nothing 
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JRCP SKID RESISTANCE DEFICIENCY 

POLISHED WHEELPATHS 

STUDDED TIRE 
RUmNG 

STUDDED TIRE 
RUTTING 

ORIGINAL SURFACE 
TEXTURE 
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GRINDING OR 
GROOVING 



Skid Resistance 

SKDl 

SKD2 

SKD3 

SKD4 

SKD5 

SKD6 

Loss of skid resistance and fotential for hydroplaning are 
indicated by polished whee paths and studded tire rutting of 
0.25 inches or more. 

grinding 
AC nonstructural OL 

Loss of skid resistance is indicated by polished wheel paths. 

grooving 
grinding 
AC nonstructural OL 

Loss of skid resistance and potential for hydroplaning are 
indicated by studded tire rutting of 0.25 inches or more. 

grinding 
AC nonstructural OL 

The pavement shows no indications of loss of skid resistance or 
hydroplaning potential. 

(a) do nothing 

The method used to texture the original pavement surface may 
contribute to loss of skid resistance in the future. 

(a) do nothing 

Adequate skid resistance is indicated by surface restoration 
(grinding or grooving) having been performed on the pavement. 

(a) do nothing 
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JRCP ROUGHNESS DEFICIENCY 

TWO-WAY ADT 

TOTAL FAULTING 

< [ 34 ] inches/mile ~ [ 34 ] inches/mile 

SETTLEMENTS 

< [ 5 ] /mile ~ [ 5 ] /mile 

HEAVES 

< [ 5 ] /mile ~ [ 5 ] /mile 

DETERIORATED JOINTS 

< [ 27 ] /mile 
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Roughness 

RGHI 

RGH2 

RGH3 

RGH4 

RGHS 

RGH6 

Rideability is acceptable. 

(a) do nothing 

Poor rideability is indicated by total faulting of more than 
[ 34] inches per mile at joints, cracks, and full-depth repairs 
(if present), and an unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's ADT 
level. 

(ba) grinding 
( ) AC nonstructural OL 

Poor rideability is indicated by ( S ] or more settlements per 
mile and an unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's ADT level. 

AC level-up settlements 
slab jack settlements 

Poor rideability is indicated by [ S ] or more heaves and an 
unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's ADT level. 

(a) reconstruct heaves 

Poor rideability is indicated by [ 27 ] or more deteriorated 
joints per mile and an unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's 
ADTfevel. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Poor rideability is indicated by an unacceptably low PSR for the 
pavement's ADT level. 

grinding 
AC nonstructural OL 
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Joint Construction Deficiency 

JTCl 

JTC2 

JTC3 

JTC4 

JTCS 

JTC6 

JTC7 

JTC8 

JTC9 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency is indicated by 
longitudinal jomt spalling. 

(a) partial-depth repair of longitudinal joint 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due to an 
inadequate depth of saw cut, is indicated by longitudinal 
cracking. 

seal longitudinal cracks 
stitch longitudinal cracks 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due to late 
sawing, is indicated by longitudinal cracking. 

seal longitudinal cracks 
stitch longitudinal cracks 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due to 
inadequate depth of plastic insert placement, is indicated by 
longitudinal cracking. 

seal longitudinal cracks 
stitch longitudinal cracks 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due to the 
use of plastic inserts, is indicated by longitudinal cracking. 

seal longitudinal cracks 
stitch longitudinal cracks 

The pavement shows no indications of a longitudinal joint 
construction deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to the 
use ofUnitubes, is indicated by partial-depth repairs at most 
of the transverse joints. 

(a) do nothing 

A potential transverse joint construction deficiency is 
indicated by the use of Unitubes, which may cause transverse 
joint spalling in the future. 

(a) do nothing 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to the 
use ofUnitubes, is indicated by [ 27] or more deteriorated 
transverse joints per mile. 

(a) partial-depth repair 
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JTCIO 

JTCll 

JTC12 

JTC13 

JTC14 

The pavement shows no indications of a transverse joint 
construction deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to an 
inadequate depth of saw cut, is indicated by transverse cracking 
within 2 feet of transverse joints. 

seal cracks near transverse joints 
load transfer restoration at cracks near transverse 
joints, seal cracks at transverse joints 

A transverse ~oint construction deficiency, likely due late 
sawing, is indicated by transverse cracking within 2 feet of 
transverse joints. 

seal cracks near transverse joints 
load transfer restoration at cracks near transverse 
joints, seal cracks at transverse joints 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to 
inadequate depth of placement of plastic inserts, is indicated 
by transverse cracking within 2 feet of transverse joints. 

seal cracks near transverse joints 
load transfer restoration at cracks near transverse 
joints, seal cracks at transverse joints 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to use of 
plastic inserts, is indicated by transverse cracking within 2 
feet of transverse joints. 

seal cracks near transverse joints 
load transfer restoration at cracks near transverse 
joints, seal cracks at transverse joints 
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JRCP JOINT SEALANT DEFICIENCY 

uphal-t 01" 
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(1) Joint sealant reservoir width Is adequnte If• 
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Joint Sealant 

JTS2 

J1S3 

JTS4 

JTSS 

JTS6 

The pavement shows no indications of a joint sealant deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

Although the existing sealant is in good condition, a transverse 
joint sealant deficiency is indicated by an inadequate joint 
sealant reservoir shape factor for the existing sealant tyPe. 
This is likely to hinder the performance of the sealant m the 
future. 

do nothing 
reseal transverse joints 

Although the existing sealant is in good condition, a transverse 
joint sealant deficiency is indicated by an inadequate joint 
sealant reservoir width for the existing sealant tyPe, This is 
likely to hinder the performance of the sealant m the future. 

do nothing 
reseal transverse joints 

A transverse joint sealant deficiency is indicated by medium- to 
high-severity joint sealant damage. 

(a) reseal transverse joints 

A transverse joint sealant deficiency is indicated by medium- to 
high-severity joint sealant damage and an inadequate joint 
sealant reservoir shape factor for the existing sealant type. 

(a) reseal transverse joints 

A transverse joint sealant deficiency is indicated by medium- to 
high-severity joint sealant damage and an inadequate joint 
sealant reservoir width for the existing sealant type. 

(a) reseal transverse joints 
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JRCP LOAD TRANSFER DEFICIENCY 

JOINT LOAD TRANSFER SYSTEM 

aggregate interlock dowels or other 

JOINT FAUL TING JOINT FAUL TING 

< [ 0.26n] < [ 0.26"] 

DETERIORATED TRANSVERSE CRACKS, M-H 

$ 100 ft/mile > 100 ft/mile 

CRACK FAUL TING 
< [ 0.26"] > [ 0.26n] 

UNDOWELLED FULL-DEPTH REPAIRS 
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< 0 

FULL-DEPTH REPAIR 
FAULTING 



Load Transfer Deficiency 

LDTI 

LDT2 

LDT3 

LDT4 

LDTS 

LDT6 

LDT7 

LDT8 

Aggregate interlock is providing inadequate load transfer at the 
transverse joints, as indicated by mean transverse joint 
faulting of more than [ 0.26 ] inches. 

(a) load transfer restoration at joints 

Dowels or other mechanical devices present are providing 
inadequate load transfer at the transverse joints, as indicated 
by mean transverse joint faulting of more than [ 0.26 ] inches. 

load transfer restoration at joints 
do nothing 

No load transfer deficiency is indicated at deteriorated 
transverse cracks. 

(a) do nothing 

A load transfer deficiency at deteriorated transverse cracks is 
indicated by mean crack faulting of more than [ 0.26 ] inches. 

full-depth repair of cracks 
load transfer restoration at cracks 

No undowelled full-depth repairs are present. 

(a) do nothing 

A potential load transfer deficiency exists at undowelled 
full-depth repairs, but mean full-depth repair faulting is not 
significant. 

(a) do nothing 

A load transfer deficiency is indicated at undowelled full-depth 
repairs by mean full-depth repair faulting of more than [ 0.26 ] 
inches. 

(a) replace undowelled full-depth repairs with dowelled 
fufl-depth repairs 

No load transfer deficiency is indicated at transverse joints. 

(a) do nothing 
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JRCP LOSS OF SUPPORT 

CORNER BREAKS 

< 5/mlle 
LOS 1 

PUMPING 

LOS 2 

FAULTING FAULTING 

< o.os· 

LOS 3 
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Loss of Support 

LOSl 

LOS2 

LOS3 

LOS4 

LOSS 

Loss of slab support is indicated by 5 or more comer breaks per 
mile. 

(a) subseal at joints and cracks 

Loss of slab support is indicated by medium- to high-severity 
pumping. 

(a) subseal at joints and cracks 

Loss of slab support is indicated by average faulting greater 
than [ 0.26 ] inches at joints and cracks. 

(a) subseal at joints and cracks 

Loss of slab support is indicated by pumping and average 
faulting of between [ 0.05] inches and [ 0.26] inches at 
joints and cracks. 

(a) subseal at joints and cracks 

The pavement shows no indications of loss of slab support. 

(a) do nothing 
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Joint Deterioration 

JDTl 

JDT2 

JDT3 

JDT4 

JDTS 

JDT6 

JDT7 

JDT8 

JDT9 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts and the presence of reactive 
aggregate. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint formini inserts, the presence of reactive 
aggregate, and large Joint movements associated with the long 
joint spacing. 

(ba) pressure relief joints, partial-depth repair of joints 
( ) pressure relief Joints, full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts. · 

partial-depth repair of joints 
full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts and large joint movements 
associated with the long joint spacing. 

partial-depth repair of joints 
full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the presence of 
reactive aggregate. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the presence of 
reactive aggregate and large joint movements associated with the 
long joint spacing. 

(a) pressure relief joints, full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to poor joint 
sealant condition permitting infiltration of incompressibles. 

(a) reseal transverse joints, full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, but its cause is unknown. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to poor joint 
sealant condition permittini infiltration of water and 
incompressibles, and large Joint movements associated with the 
long joint spacing. 

(a) reseal transverse joints, full-depth repair of joints 
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JDTIO 

JDTll 

JDT12 

JDT13 

JDT14 

JDT15 

JDT16 

JDT17 

JDT18 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to large joint 
movements associated with the long joint spacing. 

(a). full-depth repair of joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unituhe joint forming inserts and the presence of reactive 
aggregate. 

unhanded PCC overlay 
reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unituhe joint forming inserts. 

partial-depth repair of joints 
full-depth repair of joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the presence 
of reactive aggregate. 

unhonded PCC overlay 
reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the presence 
of reactive aggregate and large joint movements associated with 
the long joint spacing. 

(a) 

(h) 

full-depth repair of joints, pressure relief joints, 
unhanded PCC overlay 
reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to poor joint 
sealant condition permitting infiltration of water and 
incompressihles. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints, reseal transverse joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists but its cause is unknown. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to poor joint 
sealant condition permittin~ infiltration of water and 
incompressihles, and large Joint movements associated with the 
long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints, reseal transverse joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to large joint 
movements associated with the long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 
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JDT19 

JDT20 

JDT21 

JDT22 

JDT23 

JDT24 

JDT25 

JDT26 

JDT27 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts and "D" cracking weakening the 
concrete at the joints. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts, "D" cracking weakenin$ the 
concrete at the joints, and large joint movement associated with 
the long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to "D" cracking 
weakening the concrete at the joints. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to "D" cracking 
weakening the concrete at the joints, and large joint movements 
associated with the long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts and "D" cracking weakening the 
concrete at the joints. 

unbonded PCC overlay 
reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to "D" cracking 
weakening the concrete at the joints. 

unbonded PCC overlay 
reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to "D" cracking 
weakening the concrete at the joints, and large joint movements 
associated with the long joint spacing. 

unbonded PCC overlay 
reconstruct 

No joint deterioration exists. 

(a) do nothing 

Joint deterioration or other pavement deterioration may be 
accelerated by water infiltration permitted by poor longitudinal 
joint sealant condition. 

(a) reseal longitudinal centerline joint 
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none,acme none,eorne 

-o• CRAa<ING OR REACTIVE AOOREGA 'I[ DISlRESS 

none,aome 

none,eorne 

none,IOl'l'le 
SHOULDER DEFICIENCY 

LANE 



Shoulder 

SHDl 

SHD2 

SHD3 

SHD4 

SHD5 

SHD6 

SHD7 

SHDS 

SHD9 

Structural deterioration of the AC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive alligator cracking. 

in-place recycle 
patch 
reconstruct with AC 
reconstruct with PCC 

Deterioration of the AC shoulder is indicated by extensive 
linear cracking. 

in-place recycle 
patch 
reconstruct with AC 
reconstruct with PCC 

Deterioration of the AC shoulder surface is indicated by 
extensive weathering and/or raveling. 

(a) chip seal 

A dropoff of 1 inch or more along the AC lane/shoulder joint 
constitutes a safety hazard. 

(a) leveling wedge 

Foundation movement beneath the AC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive settlements and/or heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 

Pumping has resulted in extensive blowhole formation in the AC 
shoulder. 

(a) patch blowholes 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and AC 
shoulder is indicated by poor lane/shoulder joint condition. 

reseal lane/shoulder joint 
do nothing 

The AC shoulder shows no indications of significant 
deterioration. 

(a) do nothing 

Structural deterioration of the PCC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive cracking and/or comer breaks. 

full-depth repair 
reconstruct with AC 
reconstruct with PCC 
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SHD IO 

SHDll 

SHD12 

SHD13 

Poor durability of the PCC shoulder is indicated by extensive 
"D" cracking or reactive aggregate distress. 

reconstruct with AC 
reconstruct with PCC 

Foundation movement beneath the PCC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive settlements and/or heaves along the outer edge. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and PCC 
shoulder is indicated by poor lane/shoulder joint condition. 

reseal lane/shoulder joint 
do nothing 

The PCC shoulder shows no indications of significant 
deterioration. 

(a) do nothing 
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APPENDIX A3 

EVALUATION PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS FOR JRCP 

Distress Types 

1. Faulting 
2. Cracking 
3. Joint Deterioration 
4. Pumping 
5. PSR 
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Faulting 

where: 

FAULT - { ESALo. 473l * [ -3.8536 - 1.5355 SOILCRS 

+ 197.124 (THICK* DOWEL2 ·0)-l· 7842 + 0.00024 FI 

+ 0.09858 JTSPACE + 0.24115 PUMP2·0) / 100) +FLTCALIB 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
since construction, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- O, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- l, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

DOWEL - diameter of dowels, in 
(0.1 if no dowel bars used) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of pavement, ft 

PUMP - pumping severity (from pumping model) (Note: PUMP can be 
any value between O and 3, e.g. 2.2) 
0, if no pumping 

- 1, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 
- 3, if high severity 

FLTCALIB - calibration of model to existing faulting 

- actual faulting (in) measured during survey - FAULT 
predicted for present year by above model 

- actual faulting - I ESALo. 473 l [ -3.8536 - 1.5355 SOILCRS 

+ 197.124 (THICK* DOWEL2·0)- 1 · 7842 + 0.00024 FI 

+ 0.09858 JTSPACE + 0.24115 PUMP2·0) / 100 l 

R2 - 0.69 
n - 384 

SEE - 0.06 in [0.15 cm] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - I ESAL0, 897 [ 7130.0 JTSPACE / (ASTEEL * THICKS.O) ] 

+ ESALO.lO (2.281 PUMPS.O) 

+ ESAL2 · 16 [ 1.81 / (BASETYPE + l)] 

+ AGE1 · 3 [0.0036 (FI+ l)0· 36 ] } + CRKCALIB 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of medium- and high-severity deteriorated 
cracks, ft/mile 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads since 
construction, millions 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of pavement, ft 

ASTEEL - area of reinforcing steel in pavement, square in/foot width 
of slab 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

PUMP - pumping severity (from pumping model) 
- 0, if no pumping 
- 1, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 
- 3, if high severity 

BASETYPE - type of base under PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (cement, asphalt, etc.) 

AGE - time since construction, years 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

CRKCALIB - calibration of model to existing cracking 

- actual cracking (M-H cracks, ft/mile) measured during survy 
- CRACKS predicted for present year by above model 

- actual cracking - { ESAL0· 897 [ 7130.0 JTSPACE 

/ (ASTEEL * THICKS.O) ) + ESALO.lO (2.281 PUMPS.O) 

+ ESAL2 · 16 [ 1.81 / (BASETYPE + 1)) 

+ AGE1 · 3 [0.0036 (FI+ l)0, 36 J } 

R2 • 0.41 
n • 314 

SEE• 280 ft/mile 53 m/km] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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Joint Deterioration 

where: 

DETJT _ AGE0.756 * 2.4367 DCRACK * 2.744 REACTAGG 

+ AGE2 · 1521 ESALO.l4l 9 [ 0.05202 + 0.0000254 FI 

+ 0.01109 TJSD - (0.003384 *Kl* JTSPACE) 

- (0.0006446 * K2 * JTSPACE) ] + DETJTCALIB 

DETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints, 
number/mile 

AGE - time since construction, years 

DCRACK - D cracking severity 
- 0, if none 
- 1, if low, medium, or high severity 

REACTAGG - reactive aggregate distress severity 
- 0, if none 
- 1, if low, medium, or high severity 

ESAL ~ accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
since construction, millions 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

TJSD - transverse joint sealant damage 
- 0, if none or low severity 
- 1, if medium or high severity 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of pavement, ft 

Kl - 1, if JTSPACE - 27 ft [8.2 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is not - 27 ft (8.2 m] 

K2 - 1, if JTSPACE - 39 to 100 ft (11.9 to 30.5 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is less than 39 ft (11.9 m] 

DETJTCALIB - calibration of model to existing joint deterioration 

- actual joint deterioration (M-H deteriorated joints/mile) 
measured during survey - DETJT predicted for present year 
by above model 

- actual joint deterioration - AGE0. 7S6 * 2.4367 DCRACK 

* 2.744 REACTAGG + AGE2 · 1521 ESALO.l4l 9 0.05202 

+ 0.0000254 FI+ 0.01109 TJSD - (0.003384 *Kl* JTSPACE) 

+ (0.0006446 *K2 * JTSPACE) 
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R2 - 0.61 
n - 319 

SEE - 15 joints/mile (9 joints/km] 

Source: NGHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Do not use model outside of specified ranges for JTSPACE 
(27 ft (8.2 m] or 39 to 100 ft (11.9 to 30.5 m)). 
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Pumping 

where: 

PUMP - ESAL0· 670 [ -22.82 + (26102.2 / THICKS.O) 

- 0.129 DRAIN - 0.118 S0ILCRS + 13.224 SUMPREC0.0395 

+ 6.834 (FI+ 1)0.00805 ] 

PUMP - pumping severity (PUMP can be any value between 0 and 3) 
- 0, if no pumping 
- 1, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 
- 3, if high severity 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads since 
construction, millions 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

DRAIN - longitudinal subdrains 
- 0, if no subdrains present or present but not functional 
- 1, if subdrains present and functional 

S0ILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

SUMPREC - average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.57 
n - 481 

SEE - 0.52 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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where: 

PSR - 4.5 - ESAL0· 424 ( -0.00188 + 14.417 RATio3 · 58 

+ 0.0399 PUMP+ 0.0021528 JTSPACE + 0.1146 DCRACK 

+ 0.05903 REACTAGG + 0.00004156 FI 

+ 0.00163 SUMPREC - 0.070535 BASETYPE) 

PSR - Present Serviceability Rating 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [BO kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
since construction, millions 

RATIO - Westergaard's edge stress/PCC slab modulus of rupture (see 
following page to calculate Westergaard's edge stress) 

PUMP - pumping severity (from pumping model) 
- 0, if none or low severity ( ~ 1) 
- 1, if medium or high severity(> 1) 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of pavement, ft 

DCRACK - D cracking severity 
- 0, if none 
- 1, if low, medium, or high severity 

REACTAGG - reactive aggregate distress severity 
- 0, if none 
- 1, if low, medium, or high severity 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

SUMPREC - average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

BASETYPE - type of base under PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (cement, asphalt, etc.) 

R2 - 0.78 
n - 377 

SEE - 0.30 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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Calculation of Westergaard's Edge Stress: 

L - (4200000 * THICK3 ·0) / 12 * (1 - 0.2 2·0) * KEFF ]0· 25 

B - 1.6 (6.4) 2 + THICK2 J0. 5 · 0.675 THICK 

Stress - (0.572 * 9000 / THICK2·0) * [4 log10 (L/B) + 0.359] 

where: 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

KEFF - effective k value beneath PCC slab, psi/in 

4,200,000 - assumed elastic modulus of FCC slab, psi 

0.20 - assumed Poisson's ratio of FCC slab 

6.4 - assumed wheel load radius, in 

Note: 1 in - 2.54 cm 
1 psi - 6.9 kPa 

1 psi/cm - 2.71 kPa/cm 
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APPENDIX A4 

REHABILITATION STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT DECISION TREES 
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I , 

I-' 
\rJ 
0 

Main Rehabilitation Aproach for JRCP 

1-1 

PICK OVERLAY OR 
RECONSTRUCTION 

INNER •o• CRACK 
OR REACT AGG. 

1-3 1-1 

* 

• Option to go to 1-1 provided 

OUTER LANE 
STR 

2-2 

PICK OVERL.A Y OR 
RECONSTRUCTION 

INNER LANE 
STR 

2-2 

OUTER •o• CRACK 
OR REACT AGG. 

INNER OR OUlER 
•o• CRACKING OR 
REACTIVE AGG. 

RECONSTRUCTION 

1-1 2-2 

1-1 Reconstruct Both Lanes 

.. Option to go to 1-1, 1-3, or 2-2 provided 
1-3 Reconstruct Outer, Restore Inner 
3-1 Restore Outer, Reconstruct Inner 
2-2 Overlay Both Lones 
3-3 Restore Both Lanes 



I-' 

"' I-' 

Reconstruction of A JRCP Lane 

la r 

OUTER LANE 
DRAINAGE REPAIR 

1-12 

OUTER LANE 
ORN 

Install re air subdralns 
Install/repair subdralns, 
construct dralna e la er 

.---------. . 
OUlER SHOULDER 

INNER LANE 
DRAINAGE 

1-12 
INNER LANE 

SLOPE DIRECTION 

INNER SHOULDER 

• See decision tree for shoulder rehabllltatlon 
adjacent to reconstructed lane. 

OUTER LANE 
DRAINAGE REPAIR 



,... 
"" N 

Rehabilitation of Shoulder Adjacent to Reconstructed Lane 

AC SHOULDER 

1,2 

.3 seal 

4 levelin 

reconstruct 
5 heaves, level-up 

settlements 

6 atch blowholes 

7 

9 

11 

12 

reconstruct 
heavs, level-up 

settlements 

reconstruct w 
reconstruct w PCC 



Overlaying A JRCP Lane 
INNER OR OUlER 

JTD 

UNBONDED PCC OL 1-10, 12, 15-22,26,27 

UNBONDED PCC OL 

INNER OR OUlER 
OUR 

1,3,5,6 

OL TYPE 

bonded AC structural 
crock and seat and 

AC structural OL 
PCC OL OL 

•• DO JTD THROUGH RGH FOR EACH LANE ** 

1,5.B,10 TD 
16, 18-22 ,..__ __ J __ __, 

2 FULL-DEPTH REPAIR 

pressure 

3,4,12 full-de 
pressure relief joints 

air 

6 

pressure relief joints, 
7,9,15,17 

full-de th 

full-depth repair, 
reseal transverse · lnts 

27 reseal Ion 
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27 reseal 

• 

JTD 

• must be done 
In both lanes 



unbonded PCC AC structural, bonded PCC crack and seat 

1,3 full-depth repair 

seal · ints & cracks 

LDT 

1 load transfer rest. joints 

2 
load transfer rest. joints 

do nothing 

4 full-depth repair cracks 

7 replace undowelled FDR 

JTC 

partial depth repair 
1 of Ion it. CL ·oint 

2
_

5 
seal longit. cracks 
stifen Ion it. cracks 

9 

seal crocks at · ints 
11-14 seal cracks at joints, 

load trans rest. cracks 

LOS 

1-4 subseal · ints and cracks 

JTS 

reseal transverse • ints 
2•3 do nothing 

4-6 reseal transverse joints 
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LDT 

1 load transfer rest. joints 

2 
load transfer rest. joints 

do nothing 

4 full-depth repair cracks 

7 replace undowelled FDR 

JTC 

9 partial depth repair 

11- seal cracks at · in ts 
14 seal cracks at join ts, 

load trans rest. cracks 

JTS 

reseal transverse · ints 
2•3 do nothing 



unbonded PCC AC structural bonded PCC seat 

FON FON 

AC OL 
2,4, reconstruct heaves, 2,4, reconstruct heaves, 
6, 7 AC level-u settlements 6, 7 AC level-u settlements 

RGH 

4 reconstruct heaves 

bonded PCC OL 
2,4, reconstruct heaves 
6,7 slob ock settlement 

RGH 

bonded PCC OL 
3 slab ock settlement 

4 reconstruct heaves 

OUTER LANE 
DRN 

1-12 Install/repair subdrains 

OUTER SHD • 
NNER ORN 

FON 

reconstruct heaves, 
AC level-u settlements 

RGH 

4 reconstruct heaves 

• see decision tree for 
rehabllltatlng shoulder 
adjacent to overlaid lone 

1 -12 install/repair subdralns 
1-12 

install/repair subdrolns 

INNER SHO • 
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AC Shoulder Rehobilito. tion Adjo.cent to Overlo.id Lo.ne, 

AC SHOULDER 

pvt PCC OL pvt PCC OL 
rec L 1--------. '""P"""'C"""'C,.......o-v-er..,.I a---, 
rec OL AC overla 
rec OL 1------

0L 1-------1 
t----:'--=~-=-t 

pvt AC OL .--,.-=------,----. 
AC overla 

L 
pvt ·Ac OL 

rec AC OL ----
re , AC OL ----
re , AC OL 

4 !level wedgel 
l 

reconstruct heaves 
5 AC level-up 

settlements 
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PCC Shoulder Reho.bilita tion AdJo.cent to Overlaid Lane 

9,11,12 10 13 

pvt PCC OL pvt PCC OL pvt PCC OL 

rec , PCC DL --
rec CC AC DL t-----1 

re C, AC Ol t-----1 

re PCC OL 

rec. w CC, PCC OL 
rec.w AC, PCC OL 
rec.w CC AC Ol 
rec. w AC, AC OL 

,-------, 
PCC overla 
AC overlo 

pvt AC ..,..O_L _ ___._ __ __, 
AC overla 

re air, AC OL 
pvt AC OL 

...--.,..--4-----, 

pvt A,_C_O_L_....._ _ __, 
rec. w CC AC OL 

9 

11 

rec.w CC AC OL 1-----1 

rec , AC Ol. i-------1 

re • AC OL 

reconstruct heaves 
AC level-up 
settlements 

Notes: Pvt PCC OL = bonded PCC OL, unbonded PCC OL 
Pvt AC OL == AC structural OL, AC nonstructural OL, 

crack and seat and AC structural OL 



RESTORATION OF JRCP IANE 

JTD 

1,5,8,10 
full-depth repair 16-18-22 

pressure relief joints • 
2 full-de th repair 

pressure relief joints 
partial-depth repair 

3,4,12 

• pressure relief join ts 
6 

full-depth re air 

7,9 full-depth repair 

15, 17 reseal transverse · ints 

27 reseal Ion it. CL ·oints 

DUR 

1,3 
seal ·oin ts & cracks 

full-depth repair 

5 AC nonstructural OL • 

LDT 

1 load transfer rest. "oin ts 

2 
do nothin 

4 
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• Note: must be done 
in both lanes If 
needed in either lane 



JTC 

partial depth repair 
1 of Ion it. CL ·otnt 

2
_

5 
seal longit. crocks 
stifen Ion it. cracks 

9 

seal cracks at oints 
11-14 seal cracks at Join ts, 

load trans rest. cracks 

LOS 

1 -4 subseal ints and cracks 

JTS 

reseal transverse lnts 
2•3 do nothing 

4-6 reseal transverse joints 

2,4, 
6,7 

FON 

reconstruct heaves, 
AC level-u settlements 
reconstruct heaves, 
slobJack settlements 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1,3 

2 

RGH 

AC OL 

settlements 
ettlement 

reconstruct heaves 

full-d 

AC 

AC 

AC 

SKD 

nonstructural 

OUTER LANE 
ORN 

OL 

OL 

OL 

install re air subdrains 
, -5 install/repair subdrains, 

seal all · ints and cracks 

6-12 install/repair subdrains 
,__ __ _._ __ _,, . 

OUTER SHD 

INNER LANE 
SLOPE DIRECTION 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

* see decision tree for 
rehabilitating shoulder 
adjacent to restored lane 

** do in both lanes 

1-12 install/repair subdrains install/repair subdrains 1-12 ,__ _____ _ 
do nothin 

INNER SHD • 
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• 

N 
0 ..... 

Shoulder Rehabilitation Adjacent to Restored Lane 

AC SHOULDER 

chip seal 

leveling wedge 

reconstruct heaves 
level-up 

settlements 

patch blowholes 

reconstruct heaves 
level-up 

settlements 

PCC SHOULDER 

10 

reconstruct w / AC 
reconstruct w CC 

seal 1/s "oint---~ 



APPENDIX AS 

REHABILITATION PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS FOR JRCP 

Rehabilitation 

Reconstruction 

Bonded FCC OL 

Unbonded PCG OL 

AG Structural OL, 

AC Nonstructural OL 

Crack and Seat and AC Structural OL 

Restoration 
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Distress Type 

Faulting 
Cracking 
Joint Deterioration 
Pumping 
PSR 

Faulting 
Joint Deterioration 
Cracking 

Faulting 
Joint Deterioration 
Cracking 

Reflective Cracking 
Total 
Medium-High Severity 

Rutting 

Reflective Cracking 
Total 
Medium-High Severity 

Rutting 

Joint Faulting 
lJith Grinding 
Without Grinding 

Cracking 
Joint Deterioration 
FDR Faulting 
Pumping 
PSR 



Reconstruction Performance Prediction Models 

Faulting 

where: 

FAULT ESALo. 473 l * [ -3.8536 - 1.5355 SOILCRS 

+ 197.124 (THICK* DOWEL2 ·0)- 1 · 7842 + 0.00024 FI 

+ 0.09858 JTSPACE + 0.24115 PUMP2 ·0 * PCCSH / 100 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting after reconstruction, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after reconstruction, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if existing subgrade is fine grained (A4 to A7) and no 

drainage layer placed beneath reconstructed PCC slab 
- 1, if existing subgrade is coarse grained (Al to A3) or 

drainage layer is placed beneath reconstructed PCC slab 

THICK - thickness of reconstructed PCC slab, in 

DOWEL - diameter of dowels in reconstructed pavement, in 
(0 if no dowel bars used) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of reconstructed pavement, ft 

PUMP - pumping severity after reconstruction (from pumping model) 
0, if no pumping 

- 1, if low severity 
2, if medium severity 

- 3, if high severity 

PCCSH - new or existing tied PCC shoulders 
- 1.0, if not present 
- 0.5, if present (based upon JPCP model) 

R2 - 0.69 
n - 384 

SEE - 0.06 in [0.15 cm] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Dowel spacing in reconstructed pavement assumed to 12 
in [30.5 cm]. 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - ESAL0· 897 [ 7130.0 JTSPACE / (ASTEEL * THICKS.O) ] 

+ ESALO.lO (2.281 PUMPS.O) 

where: 

+ ESAL2 · 16 [ 1.81 / (BASETYPE + l)] 

+ AGE1 · 3 [0.0036 (FI+ l)0· 36 J 

CRACKS - total length of medium- and high-severity deteriorated 
cracks after reconstruction, ft/mile 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after reconstruction, millions 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of reconstructed pavement, ft 

ASTEEL area of reinforcing steel in reconstructed pavement, square 
in/foot width of slab 

THICK - thickness of reconstructed PCC slab, in 

PUMP pumping severity after reconstruction (from pumping model) 
0, if no pumping 

- 1, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 

3, if high severity 

BASETYPE type of base under reconstructed PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (cement, asphalt, etc.) 

AGE time since reconstruction, years 

FI mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.41 
n - 314 

SEE - 280 ft/mile [53 m/km) 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 



Joint Deterioration 

where: 

DETJT - AGE2 · 152 l ESALO.l4 l 9 [ 0.05202 + 0.0000254 FI 

+ 0.01109 TJSD - (0.003384 *Kl* JTSPACE) 

- (0.0006446 * K2 * JTSPACE) ] 

DETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after reconstruction, number/mile 

AGE - time since reconstruction, years 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after reconstruction, millions 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

TJSD - transverse joint sealant damage 
- 0, if transverse joint sealant will be maintained well over 

the design period 
- 1, if transverse joint sealant will not be maintained well 

over the design period 

JTSPACE transverse joint spacing of reconstructed pavement, ft 

Kl - 1, if JTSPACE - 27 ft [8.2 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is not - 27 ft (8.2 m] 

K2 - 1, if JTSPACE - 39 to 100 ft (11.9 to 30.5 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is less than 39 ft (11.9 m] 

a2 0.61 
n - 319 

SEE - 15 joints/mile [9 joints/km] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Notes: Do not use model outside of specified ranges for JTSPACE 
(27 ft (8.2 m] or 39 to 100 ft (11.9 to 30.5 m]). 

Original model contains additional terms for D cracking and 
reactive aggregate distress. These terms have been omitted 
since it is assumed the reconstructed pavement will not 
contain D cracking or reactive aggregates. 
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Pumping 

where: 

PUMP - ESAL0 · 670 [ -22.82 + (26102.2 / THICK5 · 0 ) 

- 0.129 DRAIN - 0.118 SOILCRS + 13.224 SUMPRECo.o39s 

+ 6.834 (FI+ 1)0.00805 l 

PUMP pumping severity after reconstruction 
- 0, if no pumping 

1, if low severity 
2, if medium severity 

- 3, if high severity 

ESAL accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after reconstruction, millions 

THICK - thickness of reconstructed PCC slab, in 

DRAIN~ new or existing longitudinal subdrains or drainage layer 
- 0, if no subdrains present or present but not functional, 

and no drainage layer or subdrains placed under 
reconstructed PCC slab 

- 1, if subdrains present and functional, or drainage layer 
or subdrains placed beneath reconstructed PCC slab 

SOILCRS subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if existing subgrade is fine grained (A4 to A7) and no 

drainage layer placed beneath reconstructed PCC slab 
1, if existing subgrade is coarse grained (Al to A3) or 
drainage layer is placed beneath reconstructed PCC slab 

SUMPREC average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 0.57 
n - 481 

SEE - 0.52 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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where: 

PSR - 4.5 - ESAL0· 424 ( -0.00188 + 14.417 RATI03 · 58 

+ 0.0399 PUMP+ 0.0021528 JTSPACE + 0.00004156 FI 

+ 0.00163 SUMPREC - 0.070535 BASETYPE) 

PSR - Present Serviceability Rating after reconstruction 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after reconstruction, millions 

RATIO - Westergaard's edge stress/reconstructed PCC slab modulus of 
rupture (see following page to calculate Westergaard's edge 
stress) 

PUMP pumping severity after reconstruction (from pumping model) 
- 0, if none or low severity ( S 1) 

l, if medium or high severity (>1) 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of reconstructed pavement, ft 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

SUMPREC - average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

BASETYPE - type of base under reconstructed PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (cement, asphalt, etc.) 

R2 0.78 
n - 377 

SEE - 0.30 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Original model contains additional terms for D cracking and 
reactive aggregate distress. These terms have been omitted 
since it is assumed the reconstructed pavement will not 
contain D cracking or reactive aggregates. 
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Calculation of Westergaard's Edge Stress: 

L • (4200000 * THICK3 ·0) / 12 * (1 - 0.2 2 ·0) * KEFF J0· 25 

B - 1.6 (6.4) 2 + THIGK2 ]0. 5 - 0.675 THICK 

Stress - (0.572 * 9000 / THIGK2 ·0) * [4 log10 (L/B) + 0.359) 

where: 

THICK - thickness of reconstructed PGG slab, in 

KEFF - effective k value beneath reconstructed PGC slab, psi/in 

4,200,000 - assumed elastic modulus of reconstructed PGG slab, psi 

0.20 - assumed Poisson's ratio of reconstructed PCC slab 

6.4 assumed wheel load radius, in 

Note: 1 in - 2.54 cm 
1 psi• 6.9 kPa 

1 psi/in• 2.71 kPa/cm 
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BONDED PCC OVERLAY PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

Faulting 

where: 

FAULT_ 0.0015897 ESAL0.233 [ -10.942 - 30.657 BASETYPE 

+ 0.0005652 (FI+ 1) 2 · 299 

+ 33.322 (DOWEL+ l)"o.a477 ] / 100 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting after overlay, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

BASETYPE - type of base under original PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (cement, asphalt, etc.) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

DOWEL - diameter of dowels in original PCC slab, in 
(0 if no dowel bars used) 

R2 - 0.54 
n - 27 

SEE - 0.02 in [0.05 cm) 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 

Note: Dowel spacing in original pavement assumed to 12 
inches. 
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Joint Deterioration 

where: 

DETJT - AGE2 · 1521 ESALO.l4l 9 ( 0.05202 + 0.0000254 FI 

+ 0.01109 TJSD - (0.003384 *Kl* JTSPACE) 

- (0.0006446 *K2 * JTSPACE) ] 

DETJT •medium-to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after overlay, number/mile 

AGE• time since overlay, years 

ESAL • accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

FI• mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

TJSD • transverse joint sealant damage 
• 0, if transverse joint sealant will be maintained well over 

the design period 
- 1, if transverse joint sealant will not be maintained well 

over the design period 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of overlay, ft (assumed to have 
same joint spacing as original pavement) 

Kl - 1, if JTSPACE - 27 ft [8.2 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is not - 27 ft (8.2 m] 

K2 - 1, if JTSPACE - 39 to 100 ft [11.9 to 30.5 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is less than 39 ft [11.9 m] 

R2 - 0.61 
n - 319 

SEE - 15 joints/mile [9 joints/km] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Notes: Do not use model outside of specified ranges for JTSPACE 
(27 ft [8.2 m) or 39 to 100 ft [11.9 to 30.5 m]). 

Original model contains additional terms for D cracking and 
reactive aggregate distress. These terms have been omitted 
since it is assumed the overlay will not contain D cracking 
or reactive aggregates. 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - 11.328 ESAL0.07546 (21.426 [ AGE (FI+ 1) / 1000 ]0· 66876 J 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of medium- and high-severity deteriorated cracks 
after overlay, ft/mile 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads after 
overlay, millions 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.75 
n - 13 

SEE - 326 ft/mile [61.7 m/km] 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 
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UNBONDED PCC OVERIAY PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

Faulting 

where: 

FAULT - 0.28615 ESAL0· 39654 [ 0.0987 (DOWEL+ l)-0. 5l083 ] 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting after overlay, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads after 
overlay, millions 

DOWEL - diameter of dowels in overlay, in 
(0 if no dowel bars used) 

R2 - 0.51 
n - 23 

SEE - 0.02 in (0.05 cm] 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 

Note: Dowel spacing in overlay assumed to 12 in [30.5 cm]. 
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Joint Deterioration 

where: 

DETJT - AGE2 · 1521 ESALO.l4 l 9 [ 0.05202 + 0.0000254 FI 

+ 0.01109 TJSD - (0.003384 *Kl* JTSPACE) 

- (0.0006446 *K2 * JTSPACE) ] 

DETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after overlay, number/mile 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

TJSD - transverse joint sealant damage 
- 0, if transverse joint sealant will be maintained well over 

the design period 
- 1, if transverse joint sealant will not be maintained well 

over the design period 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of overlay, ft 

Kl l, if JTSPACE - 27 ft [8.2 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is not - 27 ft [8.2 m] 

K2 - 1, if JTSPACE - 39 to 100 ft [11.9 to 30.5 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is less than 39 ft (11.9 m] 

R2 0.61 
n 319 

SEE - 15 joints/mile (9 joints/km] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Notes: Do not use model outside of specified ranges for JTSPACE 
(27 ft [8.2 m] or 39 to 100 ft (11.9 to 30.5 m]). 

Original model contains additional terms for D cracking and 
reactive aggregate distress. These terms have been omitted 
since it is assumed the overlay will not contain D cracking 
or reactive aggregates. 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - ESAL0· 897 [ 7130.0 JTSPACE / (ASTEEL ·* THICKS.O) 

+ ESAL2 · 16 [ 1.81 / (BASETYPE + 1)) 

+ AGE1 · 3 [0.0036 (FI+ l)0· 36 J 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of medium- and high-severity deteriorated 
cracks after overlay, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of overlay, ft 

ASTEEL - area of reinforcing steel in overlay, square inches/foot 
width of slab 

THICK - thickness of overlay, in 

BASETYPE - type of base under overlay 
- l, since layer beneath overlay is original pavement 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

a2 - o.41 
n - 314 

SEE - 280 ft/mile [53 mjkm] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Original model contains an additional term for pumping. 
This term was ommitted since no pumping was observed on the 
unbonded overlay sections surveyed. 
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AC STRUCTURAL AND NONSTRUCTURAL OVERLAY PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

Reflective Cracking (All Severities) 

CRACKS - 10.745 * AGEO.) * ESALO.Ol87 * THICK-0.064 

* [ (PATCHES/ 8.8) + 1 1°· 293 - 1 l * 8.8 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of low-, medium-, and high-severity reflective 
transverse cracks after overlay, ft/mile 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

THICK - thickness of overlay, in 

PATCHES - full-depth repairs existing or placed on original pavement 
prior to overlay, number/mile, computed as follows: 

M-H deteriorated transverse cracks/mile 
+ M-H deteriorated joints/mile 
+ corner breaks/mile 
+ existing full-depth repairs/mile 

R2 - 0.27 
n - 50 

SEE - 0.40 

Source: Development of Illinois Pavement Feedback System, on-going 
study being conducted for the Illinois Department of 
Transportation. Data from Illinois Interstate highways. 
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Reflective Cracking {Medium and High Severity) 

MHCRACKS - 2.8594 *(AGE* ESAL)O.l9258 * OLTHICK-0, 2ll63 

* (PATCHES/ 8.8)0· 61169 ] * 8.8 

where: 

MHCRACKS - total length of medium- and high-severity reflective 
transverse cracks after overlay, ft/mile 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

THICK - thickness of overlay, in 

PATCHES - full-depth repairs existing or placed on original pavement 
prior to overlay, number/mile, computed as follows: 

M-H deteriorated transverse cracks/mile 
+ M-H deteriorated joints/mile 
+ corner breaks/mile 
+ existing full-depth repairs/mile 

R2 - 0.83 
n - 50 

SEE 0.30 

Source: Development of Illinois Pavement Feedback System, on-going 
study being conducted for the Illinois Department of 
Transportation. Data from Illinois Interstate highways. 
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Rutting 

where: 

RUT= 0.084807 + 0.019208 ESAL + 0.012512 AGE+ 0.001199 PTRUCKS 

- 0.004177 PRECIP + 0.0002798 (FI/ THICK)+ 0.006447 ZONE 

RUT average wheelpath rutting, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

AGE 

PTRUCKS 

time since overlay, years 

percent trucks in average daily traffic 

PRECIP = annnual precipitation, in 

FI 

THICK 

ZONE 

mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

overlay thickness, in 

climatic zone 

-5.9531 + 0.14263 ANNTEMP - 0.12123 PRECIP + 0.1955 MRANGE 

where: 

ANNTEMP 

MRANGE 

average annual temperature, degrees Fahrenheit 

average monthly temperature range, degrees 
Fahrenheit 

R2 0.71 
n 101 

SEE 0.06 in [0.15 cm) 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 

Notes: ZONE must be in the range of 0.5 to 9.5 (1 to 9 preferable) 
to produce realistic values for rutting. Values outside 
this range represent combinations of climatic inputs which 
are not within the realm of possible occurrence. 

This rutting model represents a linear approximation of a 
nonlinear phenomenon. For some combinations of the 
variables, the model may give negative values, which should 
be interpreted as zeroes. 
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CRACK AND SEAT AND AC STRUCTURAL OVERU.Y PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

All-Severity Transverse Cracking 

TCRACKS - [ -271. 76 + 0.2719 FI + 3.91 THICK+ 2.833 SRW - 21.55 WDT 

- 2.327 JTSPACE + 13.66 LEN+ 4.828 AREA+ 2.706 ESAL*AGE 

+ 0.941 ANNTEMP + 7.457 TRANGE] * 5.28 
where: 

TCRACKS - total length of low-medium-high severity transverse cracks 
after overlay, ft/mile (includes all transverse cracks in 
AC overlay from any cause) 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of original pavement, ft 

SRW - seating roller weight, tons 

WDT - mean width of cracked pieces (across traffic lane), ft 

LEN - mean length of cracked pieces (along traffic lane), ft 

AREA - area of cracked s.ection (length * width), square ft 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay in traffic lane, millions 

AGE - age of AC overlay, years 

ANNTEMP - mean annual temperature, degrees Fahrenheit 

TRANGE - mean monthly temperature range, degrees Fahrenheit 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.57 
n - 100 

SEE - 903 ft/mile ft [171 m/km] 

Source: Revised model based upon.database developed in "Overlay 
Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2. 
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Medium- and High-Severity Transverse Cracking 

MHCRACKS - [ 298.82 + 0.0378 FI - 21.29 THICK· 0.572 SRW · 38.54 WOT+ 

0.59 JTSPACE - 18.48 LEN+ 7.89 AREA+ 0.815 ESAL*AGE + 

1.65 ANNTEMP - 5.28 TRANGE] * 5.28 

where: 

MHCRACKS - total length of medium- and high-severity transverse cracks 
after overlay, ft/mile 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of original pavement, ft 

SRW seating roller weight, tons 

WOT - mean width of cracked pieces (across traffic lane), ft 

LEN - mean length of cracked pieces (along traffic lane), ft 

AREA - area of cracked section (length* width), square ft 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads after 
overlay in traffic lane, millions 

AGE - age of AC overlay, years 

ANNTEMP - mean annual temperature, degrees Fahrenheit 

TRANGE - mean monthly temperature range, degrees Fahrenheit 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.79 
n - 100 

SEE - 317 ft/mile (60 mjkm] 

Source: Revised model based upon database developed in "Overlay 
Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2. 

This model represents a linear approximation of the nonlinear 
progression of medium- to high-severity reflective cracks 
from low-severity reflective cracks. 
For some combinations of the variables, the model may give 
negative values, which should be interpreted as zeroes (i.e., 
cracking has not yet progressed to the medium severity 
level). 
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Rutting 

where: 

RUT - 0.084807 + 0.019208 ESAL + 0.012512 AGE+ 0.001199 PTRUCKS 

- 0.004177 PRECIP + 0.0002798 (FI/ THICK)+ 0.006447 ZONE 

RUT average wheelpath rutting, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

PTRUCKS - percent trucks in average daily traffic 

PRECIP - annnual precipitation, in 

FI• mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

THICK - overlay thickness, in 

ZONE - climatic zone (same as for reflective cracking) 

R2 0.71 
n 101 

SEE - 0.06 in [0.15 cm) 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 

Notes: ZONE must be in the range of 0.5 to 9.5 (1 to 9 preferable) 
to produce realistic values for rutting. Values outside 
this range represent combinations of climatic inputs which 
are not within the realm of possible occurrence. 

This rutting model represents a linear approximation of a 
nonlinear phenomenon. For some combinations of the 
variables, the model may give negative values, which should 
be interpreted as zeroes. 
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RESTORATION PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

Joint Faulting (With Grinding) 

where: 

FAULT - -5.62 (ESAL + AGE)o. 54 

* [ 5.85 *(DRAIN+ SOILCRS + l)0.0529 

- (3.8 * 10- 9) *(FI/ 100) 6 · 29 

+ 0.484 (THICK+ PCCSH)o. 335 + 0.1554 BASETYPE 

- 7.163 JTSPACEO.Ol37 + 0.1136 LDTR] / 100 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting after restoration, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after restoration, millions 

AGE - time since restoration, years 

DRAIN - new or existing longitudinal subdrains 
- 0, if no subdrains present or present but not functional 
- 1, if subdrains present and functional 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- l, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

THICK - thickness of FCC slab, in 

PCCSH - new or existing tied FCC shoulder 
- 0, if not present 
- 1, if present 

BASETYPE - type of base under PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (cement, asphalt, etc.) 

JTSFACE - transverse joint spacing of pavement, ft 

LDTR - load transfer restoration done by retrofitting dowel bars 
- 0, if not done 
- l, if done 

R2 - 0.38 
n - 114 

SEE - 0.03 in [0.08 cm] 

Source: "Repair Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 1 

Note: Joint faulting - 0.00 in immediately after grinding. 
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Joint Faulting (Without Grinding) 

where: 

FAULT - [ ( ESALo. 473 l [ -3.8536 - 1.5355 SOILCRS 

+ 197.124 (THICK* DOWEL2 ·0)- 1 · 7842 + 0.00024 FI 

+ 0.09858 JTSPACE + 0.24115 PUMP2 ·0] / 100 l + FLTCALIB 

* SHDF * LDTRF * DRNF 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting after restoration, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
since construction, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

DOWEL - diameter of dowels in FCC slab, in 
(0 if no dowel bars used) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of reconstructed pavement, ft 

PUMP - pumping severity after restoration (from pumping model) 
- 0, if no pumping 

1, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 
- 3, if high severity 

FLTCALIB - calibration of model co existing faulting 

- actual faulting (inches) measured during survey - FAULT 
predicted for present year by above model 

- actual faulting - ( ESALo. 473l [ -3.8536 - 1.5355 SOILCRS 

+ 197.124 (THICK* DOWEL2 ·0)-l· 7842 + 0.00024 FI 

+ 0.09858 JTSPACE + 0.24115 PUMP2·0] / 100 J 

SHDF - new or existing tied PCC shoulder 
- 0.90, if present 
- 1.00, if not present 

LDTF - load transfer restoration done 
0.83, if done 

- 1.00, if not done 
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DRNF - new or existing longitudinal subdrains 
0.69, if present and functional 
1.00, if not present or not functional 

R2 - 0.69 
n - 384 

SEE - 0.06 in (0.15 cm) 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Initial joint faulting - existing joint faulting measured 
during survey if grinding not done during restoration. 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - ESAL0· 897 ( 7130.0 JTSPACE / (ASTEEL * THICKS.O) ] 

+ ESALO.lO (2.281 PUMPS.O) 

+ ESAL2 ·16 [ 1.81 / (BASETYPE + 1)1 

+ AGE1 · 3 (0.0036 (FI+ 1) 0 · 36 1 + CRI<CALIB 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of medium- and high-severity deteriorated 
cracks after restoration, ft/mile 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads since 
construction, millions 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of PCC slab, ft 

ASTEEL - area of reinforcing steel in PCC slab, square in/foot width 
of slab 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

PUMP - pumping severity after restoration (from pumping model) 
- 0, if no pumping 
- 1, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 
- 3, if high severity 

BASETYPE - type of base under PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (cement, asphalt, etc.) 

AGE - time since construction, years 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

CRI<CALIB - calibration of model to existing cracking 

- actual cracking (M-H cracks, feet/mile) measured during 
survey - CRACKS predicted for present year by above model 

- actual cracking - ( ESAL0· 897 [ 7130.0 JTSPACE 

/ (ASTEEL * THICKS.O) l + ESALO.lO (2.281 PUMPS.O) 

+ ESAL2 ·16 [ 1.81 / (BASETYPE + 1)1 

+ AGE1 · 3 (0.0036 (FI+ l)0. 36 1 } 
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R2 • 0.41 
n • 314 

SEE• 280 ft/mile [53 m/km) 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Initial cracking after restoration• 0 ft/mile, assuming all 
medium- to high-severity cracks are full-depth repaired 
during restoration. Cracking after restoration continues at 
same rate as before. 
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Joint Deterioration 

where: 

DETJT - AGE0· 756 * 2.4367 DCRACK * 2.744 REACTAGG 

+ AGE2 · 152l ESALO.l4l 9 ( 0.05202 + 0.0000254 FI 

+ 0.01109 TJSD - (0.003384 *Kl* JTSPACE) 

- (0.0006446 *K2 * JTSPACE) ) + DETJTCALIB 

DETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after restoration, number/mile 

AGE time since construction, years 

DCRACK - D cracking severity before restoration 
- 0, if none 
- 1, if low, medium, or high severity 

REACTAGG reactive aggregate distress severity before restoration 

ESAL 

- 0, if none 
1, if low, medium, or high severity 

accumulated 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads since 
construction, millions 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

TJSD - transverse joint sealant damage 

JTSPACE 

- 0, if existing transverse joint sealant damage is none or 
low severity or if transverse joints are resealed during 
restoration 

- 1, if transverse joint sealant damage is medium or high 
severity and transverse joints are not resealed during 
restoration 

transverse joint spacing of reconstructed pavement, ft 

Kl - l, if JTSPACE - 27 ft (8.2 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is not - 27 ft [8.2 m) 

K2 - l, if JTSPACE - 39 to 100 ft [11.9 to 30.5 m) 
0, if JTSPACE is less than 39 ft [11.9 m) 
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DETJTCALIB - calibration of model to existing joint deterioration 

- actual joint deterioration (M-H deteriorated joints/mile) 
measured during survey - DETJT predicted for present year 
by above model 

- actual joint deterioration - ( AGE0 •756 * 2.4367 DCRACK 

* 2.744 REACTAGG 

+ AGE2 · 1521 ESALO.l4 l 9 [ 0.05202 + 0.0000254 FI 

+ 0.01109 TJSD - (0.003384 *Kl* JTSPACE) 

+ (0.0006446 *K2 * JTSPACE) ] l 

where: 

TJSD - existing transverse joint sealant damage before 
restoration 

R2 - 0.61 
n - 319 

- 0, if existing transverse joint sealant damage is 
none or low severity 

- 1, if transverse joint sealant damage is medium 
or high severity 

SEE - 15 joints/mile [9 jointsjlan] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Notes: Do not use model outside of specified ranges for JTSPACE 
(27 ft (8.2 m] or 39 to 100 ft (11.9 to 30.5 m]). 

Initial number of deteriorated joints - 0 per mile, 
assuming all medium- to high-severity joint deterioration 
is full-depth repaired during restoration. 
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Full-Depth Repair Faulting 

FDRFAULT ~ (NEWFDR * NEWFDRFAULT) + (EXISTFDR + EXFDRFAULT) 

/ (NEWFDR + EXISTFDR) 

where: 

FDRFAULT = weighted average faulting at new and existing full-depth 
repair joints since restoration, in 

NEWFDR - full-depth repairs placed during restoration, number/mile 

NEWFDRFAULT = average faulting at new full-depth repair joints since 
restoration, in 

ESALo. 74 * ( 0.0364 - 0.292 BASETYPE) 

+ 0.275 (AGE* FI )O.Ol9 - 0.283 

where: 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle 
loads since restoration, millions 

BASETYPE - type of base under PGG slab 
- 0, if granular 
- 1, if stabilized (asphalt, cement, etc.) 

AGE - time since restoration, years 

FI mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

EXISTFDR = number of existing full-depth repairs before restoration, 
number/mile 

EXFDRFAULT - average faulting at existing full-depth repair joints since 
restoration, in 

- FDRESALo. 74 * ( 0.0364 • 0.292 BASETYPE) 

+ 0.275 ( FDRAGE * FI )O.Ol9 - 0.283 

where: 

FDRESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle 
loads since placement of existing FDRs, millions 

BASETYPE type of base under PGG slab 
= 0, if granular 

1, if stabilized (asphalt, cement, etc.) 

FDRAGE - time since placement of existing FDRs, years 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 
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R2 - 0.41 
n - 113 

SEE 0.048 in [0.122 cm) 

Source: "Repair Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 1 

Notes: Initial faulting of new full-depth repairs - 0 inches, 
assuming full-depth repairs are constructed and finished to 
match existing pavement profile. 

If grinding is done or if existing full-depth repairs are 
replaced during restoration, then initial faulting of 
existing full-depth repair joints - 0 inches. 

If grinding is not done and existing full-depth repairs are 
not replaced during restoration, then initial faulting of 
existing full-depth repair joints - faulting measured 
during survey. 

Backcalculation of Cumulative ESALs in Existing Full-Depth Repairs: 

If FORAGE is provided by user: 

FDRESAL - 10 ** I 

- 0.275 

log10 [ actual FDR faulting 

FORAGE* FI )O.Ol9 + 0.283 ) 

0.033364 - 0.292 BASETYPE ] J/0.74 
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Pumping 

where: 

PUMP - ESAL0, 6?0 [ -22.82 + (26102.2 / THICKS.O) 

0.129 DRAIN - 0.118 SOILCRS + 13.224 SUMPRECo.o 39s 

+ 6.834 (FI+ 1)0.00805 l 

PUMP• pumping severity after restoration 
0, no pumping 

- 1, low severity 
2, medium severity 

- 3, high severity 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads 
since construction, millions 

THICK= thickness of PCC slab, in 

DRAIN= new or existing longitudinal subdrains 
- 0, if no subdrains present or present but not functional 
- 1, if subdrains present and functional 

SOILCRS = subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

SUMPREC - average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.57 
n ~ 481 

SEE= 0.52 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Initial pumping - 0, assuming existing pumping is corrected 
by subsealing and/or subdrainage during restoration. 
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where: 

PSR - 4.5 - 0.068 TFAULT - 0.00032 CRACKS - 0.0052 DETJT 

PSR - Present Serviceability Rating after restoration (0 to 5 
scale) 

TFAULT - total faulting at joints, cracks, and full-depth repairs, 
in/mile (to calculate see below) 

CRACKS - medium- to high-severity transverse cracks after 
restoration, ft/mile (from cracking model) 

DETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after restoration, number/mile (from joint deterioration 
model) 

R2 - 0.73 
n 389 

SEE 0.33 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 database for JRCP. 

Calculation of Total Faulting for PSR Model: 

TFAULT -

where: 

JTSPACE 

(5280/JTSPACE) - EXISTDETJT] * JTFAULT 

+ ( NE'WFDR * NE~FDRFLT) 

+ ( EXISTFDR * EXISTFDRFLT) 

transverse joint spacing of pavement, ft 

EXISTDETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated joints before 
restoration, number/mile 

JTFAULT - average transverse joint faulting after restoration, inches 
(from applicable joint faulting model, with or without 
grinding) 
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NEWFDR - full-depth repairs placed during restoration, number/mile 

- EXISTDETJT +CRACKS+ CORBRKS 

where: 

EXISTDETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated joints 
before restoration, number/mile 

CRACKS - medium- to high-severity transverse cracks 
before restoration, number/mile 

CORBRKS - corner breaks before restoration, 
number/mile 

NEWFDRFLT - average faulting at full-depth repair joints after 
restoration, in (from full-depth repair faulting model) 

EXISTFDR existing full-d~pth repairs before restoration, number/mile 

EXISTFDRFLT - average faulting at existing full-depth repair joints after 
restoration, in (from full-depth repair faulting model). 

Notes: For purposes of computing PSR, only one joint per 
full-depth repair is counted and multiplied times mean 
full-depth repair faulting, since full-depth repair joints 
are sufficiently close to represent one noticeable fault to 
the user. 

Initial faulting of new full-depth repairs - 0 in, assuming 
full-depth repairs are constructed and finished to match 
existing pavement profile. 

If grinding is done or if existing full-depth repairs are 
replaced during restoration, then initial faulting of 
existing full-depth repair joints - 0 in. 

If grinding is not done and existing full-depth repairs are 
not replaced during restoration, then initial faulting of 
existing full-depth repair joints - faulting measured 
during survey . 

• 
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AppendixA6 

User's Guide for 

EXPEAR 

Expert System for Concrete Pavement 

Evaluation and Rehabilitation 
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EXP EAR EXPERT SYSTEM FOR CONCRETE PAVEMENT EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION 

CAPABILITIES AND APPLICATIONS 

The EXpert system for Pavement Evaluation And 
Rehabilitation (EXP EAR) was originally developed by 
the University of Illinois for the Federal Highway 
Administration and is currently being further 
developed for the Illinois Department of 
Transportation. EXPEAR is an advisory system to 
assist the practicing engineerin evaluating a specific 
pavement section and selecting rehabilitation 
alternatives. 

An EXP EAR program currently exists for each of three 
pavement types: JPCP, JRCP, and CACP. Programs 
for AC-overlaid pavements and other AC pavements 
are under development The current version of the 
system is EXPEAR 1.3, which indudesthe capabilities 
to delay rehabilitation for up to 5 years and to perform 
life-cycle cost analysis of rehabilitation alternatives. 

INPUTS 

Project-levelevaluation using EXPEAA begins with the 
collection of some basic design, construction, traffic, 
and climate data for the project in question, and a 
visual condition survey. Back in the office, the design 
and condition data are entered into EXP EAR by the 
engineer using a full-screen editor. The program 
extrapolates the overall condition of the project from 
the distress data for one or more sample units. 

ENGINEERING LOGIC 

EXP EAR evaluates the project in several key problem 
areas related to specific aspects of perfonnance for 
that pavement type. For example, the problem are as 
for JPCP and JRCP are: structural adequacy, 
roughness, drainage, joint deterioration, foundation 
movement. skid resistance, joint sealant condition, 
joint construction, concrete durability, load transfer, 
loss of support, and shoulders. The evaluation is 
perfonned using decision trees which compare the 
pavement's condition to predefined critical levels for 
key design and distress variables. EXPEAA produces 
a summary of the deficiencies found, and by 
interacting with the engineer, fonnulates a 
rehabilitation strategy which will correct all of the 
deficiencies. The major rehabilitation options are: 
reconstruction of both lanes, reconstruction of the 
outer lane and restoration of the inner lane, bonded or 
unbonded PCC overlay, AC overlay, crack and seat 
and AC overlay, and restoration. Appropriate repair 
techniques for the shoulders which are compatible 
with the mainline pavement rehabilitation strategy are 
also selected. 

PERFORMANCE PREDICTION AND COST ANALYSIS 

A large number of predictive models for concrete 
pavementperfonnance with and without rehabilitation are 
incorporated into EXPEAA. Some of the models were 
developed from national databases of new construction 
and rehabilitation projects, while others were developed 
using data from Illinois pavements. The models allow the 
engineerto predict the perfonnance of the rehabilitation 
strategy developed. This infonnation is then used, along 
with rehabilitation unit costs (either default values built into 
the program or values provided by the engineer) to 
compute the cost of the strategy over the predicted life. 

OUlPUTS 

EXPEAR produces a summary of the project's data file, 
the evaluation results, recommendations for physical 
testing, predictions of the pavement's future condition 
without rehabilitation, and rehabilitation techniques, 
performance predictions, and cost calculations for as 
many rehabilitation strategies as the engineerwishes to 
investigate. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this research effort was to develop a 
practical and comprehensive system to assist 
practicing engineers In evaluating concrete highway 
pavements, identifying types of deterioration present 
and determining their causes, selecting rehabilitation 
techniques which will effectively correct existing 
deterioration and prevent its recurrence, combining 
individual rehabilitation techniques into feasible 
rehabilitation strategies, and predicting the 
performance of rehabilitation strategy alternatives. 

EXPEAR is intendedfor use by state highway 
engineers in project-level rehabilitation planning and 
design for high-type (i.e., Interstate) conventional 
concrete pavements (JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP). 
EXPEAR does not perform thickness or joint design, 
the engineer must use existing design procedures to 
determine these details. 

EXP EAR has been developed in the form of a 
knowledge-based expert system, which simulates a 
consultation between the engineer and an expert in 
concrete pavements. EXP EAR uses informationabout 
the pavement provided by the engineerto guide him 
or her through evaluation of a pavement's present 
condition and development of one or more feasible 
rehabilitation strategies. The procedure was 
developed through extensive interviewing of 

authorities on concrete pavement performance. In 
addition, predictive models are included to show Mure 
pavement performance with and without rehabilitation. 

Evaluation of a pavement and development of 
feasible rehabilitation alternatives is performed according 
to the following steps: 

1. Project data collection. 
2. Extrapolation of overall project condition. 
3. Evaluation of present condition. 
4. Prediction of future condition without 

rehabilitation. 
5. Recommendationsfor physical testing. 
6. Selection of main rehabilitation approach. 
7. Development of detailed rehabilitation strategy. 
8. Prediction of rehabilitation strategy performance. 
9. Cost analysis. 

1 O. Selection of preferred rehabilitation strategy. 

A computer program has beendevelopedfor each 
of the three pavement types addressed. The programs 
operate on any IBM-compatible personal computer. Use 
of the programs is highly recommended due to the 
complexity of the manual procedure. 

2.0 PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

Data Collection and Entry 

The engineer collects key inventory and 
monitoring data for the project. Inventory data, which 
should be available from office records, includes 
designtraffic, materials, soils and climate. Monitoring 
data Includes distress, drainage characteristics, 
rideability,and otheritemscollectedduringa field visit 
to the project. Monitoring data is collected by sample 
unit; a sufficient number of sample units distributed 
throughout the projects's length should be surveyed 
to obtain an accurate representation of the project's 
condition. 

It is recommended that a team of two 
engineersperform the project survey together. They 
should drive over the entire length of the project and 
rate the present serviceability in each lane. They 
should also note the number and location of 
settlements and heaves. They should then return to 
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the start of the project and perform the distress survey by 
sample unit. It is convenient to start sample units at 
mileposts. 

The pavement distress identification manual 
provided in NCHRP Report No. 277 should be used for 
reference. It provides standard definitions for distresses 
by type, severity, and unit of measurement. It also 
provides photographs of distressesto assistthe engineers 
in rating their severity. The engineers must also measure 
faulting at joints, cracks, and full-depth repair joints. 

In the office, the data are entered into a personal 
computer using a full-screen editor. The format of the 
data entry screens is very similarto that of the field survey 
sheets. The editor provides function keys for moving 
forward and backward through the data items and 
screens. The editor will provide screens for inventory data 
(one set for each sample unit, up to a maximum of ten). 



Extrapolation of Overall Project Condition 

Using the project length and lengths of the 
sample units, EXPEAR extrapolates from the sample 
unit distress data to compute the overall average 
condition of the project. The project is then evaluated 
on the basis of this average condition. 

Evaluation of Present Condition 

EXPEAR utilizes a set of decision trees to 
analyze all of the data and develop a specific detailed 
evaluation in several major problem areas, including 
roughness, structural adequacy, joint deterioration, 
foundation movement, skid resistance, construction 
deficiencies, drainage, loss of support, joint sealant 
condition, concrete durability, and shouldercondition. 
From the evaluation, a set of evaluation conclusions 
is produced for each traffic lane and each shoulder. 

Prediction of Future Condition Without 
Rehabilitation 

Based on the current traffic level (annual 18-
kip ESAL) and the anticipated ESAL growth rate, the 
future condition of the pavement without rehabilitation 

is predicted. Faulting, cracking, joint deterioration, 
pumping, and present serviceability rating are projected 
for jointed pavements (and punchouts for CRCP) and the 
years in which they will become serious problems are 
identified. The predictive models used are calibrated to 
the existing condition of the pavement at the time of the 
survey. 

Physical Testing Recommendations 

The initial data collectiondoesnot require physical 
testing. Based upon the available infonnation, the 
program identifies types of physical testing needed to 
verify the evaluationrecommendalionsand to provide data 
needed for rehabilitation design. Testing may include 
nondestructivedeflectiontestin g,coring/material sampling 
and laboratory testing, and roughness and hiction 
measurement. Types of deficiencieswhich may warrant 
physical testing include structural inadequacy, poor 
rideability,poor surface friction, poor drainage conditions, 
poor concrete durability ("O"rackingor reactive aggregate 
distress), foundation movement (due to swelling soil or 
frost heave), loss of load transfer at joints, loss of slab 
support, joint deterioration, and evidence of poor joint 
construction. 

3.0 PAVEMENT REHABILITATION 

Selection of Main Rehabilitation Approach 

Based upon the evaluation results, the system 
interacts with the engineer to select the most 
appropriate main rehabilitation approach for each 
traffic lane and shoulder. These include all 4R 
options: reconstruction (including recycling), 
resurfacing (with concrete or asphalt), or restoration. 
The major factors in detenniningwhethera pavement 
needs reconstruction, resurfacing, or merely 
restoration are the extent of structural distress (e.g., 
cracking and comer breaks) and the extent of 
deterioration due to poor concrete durability ("O" 
cracking or reactive aggregate distress). 

Oevelopmentof Detailed Rehabilitation Strategy 

Once an approach is selected for each traffic 
lane and shoulder, the engineerproceeds to develop 
the detailed rehabilitation alternative by selecting a 
feasible set of individual rehabilitation techniques to 
correct the deficiencies present. This may include 
such items as subdrainage,shoulderrepair, full-depth 
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repairs, joint resealing, etc. This is perfonned for each 
traffic lane and shoulder by interaction with the system. 
The system displays each of the evaluation conclusions 
reached earlier and recommendsone or more appropriate 
rehabilitationtechniques. A set of decision trees has been 
developedto guide the rehabilitationstrategydevelopment 
process for traffic lanes and for adjacent shoulders. 
Where more than one choice exists for an appropriate 
techniqueto repair a specificdistress,the system presents 
the engineerwith the choice to make. 

Computation of Rehabilitation Quantities 

EXPEAR computes needed quantities for the 
rehabilitationtechniquesselectedbased on the data in the 
project survey and additional information rovided by the 
engineer. In general, the program assumes that 100 
percent repair will be performed; that is, that the quantity 
of a certain type of distress to be repaired is equal to the 
quantity of that distress observed during the field survey. 

If the rehabilitation work is being delayed, the 
quantities are increased where appropriate for each year 



the user are necessary; EXP EAR will detect what type 
of monitor is available and whether or not a math chip 
is present. 

Each of the three EXPEAR versions (for the 
three pavement types: JPCP, JRCP, and CRCP) is 
distributed on a set of two 360 K, 5.25-inch floppy 
disks. One disk contains the executable program 
(EXPEAR.EXE) and the other disk contains several 
other files needed to run EXP EAR. 

One other note about the disk files: several of 
the file names (EXPEAR.EXE, DISPLAYS.REC, 
STNDRD.DAT, etc.) are common to the programs for 
all three pavementtypes (JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP), so 
if you want to run the programs for different pavement 
types, keep them on separate disks! If you copy 
them to a hard disk, place them in different 
directories. 

Running EXP EAR 

After the EXPEAR title screen and a few 
screens of introductory information, the system 
displays the main menu, which has four options: 

1. ENTER OR EDIT PROJECT DATA 
2. CONDUCT PROJECT EVALUATION 
3. DEVELOP REHABILITATION STRATEGY 
4. aurr, RETURN TO DOS 

Enter or Edit Project Data 

When this option is selected, a menu will 
appear to ask whether you want to create a new data 
file or edit an existing file. A new data file is created 
by modifying the STNDRD.DATfile. If an existing data 
file is to be modified, the program will ask for the 
name of the data file without the .DAT extension. 

A full-screen data editor is incorporated into 
the system for data entry and editing. Function keys 
for moving through the data items and screens are 
defined at the bottom of the screen. Some data items 
are defined as "toggle variables,• meaning that you 
can toggle through the available values (such as low, 
medium, high) using the tab key. The editor will tell 
you which data items are toggle variables. When you 
are finished editing the file, SHIFT-10 will exit the 
editor. This command does not however, save the file 
on disk. The program will prompt you to save the file 
before continuing. 

Conduct Project Evaluation 

When this option is selected,the program asks for 
the name of the data file to be evaluated. It also asks 
whether you want to use the default critical distress levels 
incorporated in the program, or use your own values. 
These may be selected each time you run the program, or 
may be saved to disk and retrieved when needed. The 
program will prompt you for a file name for your critical 
distress values and save it with a .CVL extension. 
Whether using your own values or the default values, you 
must select critical distress levels before proceeding with 
the evaluation. 

The evaluation runs very quickly. When it is done, 
EXPEAR will display the results of the evaluation, which 
consists of evaluation conclusions for the traffic lanes and 
shoulders, predicted performance without rehabilitation, 
and physical testing recommendations. 

EXPEAR will ask if you want to print the data 
summary file and the projectevaluationsummaryfile. You 
may print these from the program, or exit to DOS and 
print the output files with .REP and .TXT extensions. 

Develop Rehabilitation Strategy 

When this option is selected, EXPEAR interacts 
with you to select the main rehabilitation approach 
(reconstruct. overlay, or restore) and the specific 
rehabilitation techniques needed to correct the 
deficiencies identified in the evaluation. EXPEAR 
recommends appropriate rehabilitation approaches and 
techniques and gives you the option to choose whenever 
more than one appropriate technique exists. EXPEAR 
does not have the capability to permit you to enter options 
other than the ones given. When the rehabilitation 
strategy has been developed, it will be displayed along 
with approximate quantities On some instances additional 
information must be provided for computing quantities, 
such as size of full-depth repairs). You may print the 
strategy and quantities out from the program, or exit to 
DOS and print the output file with the .STS extension. 

After a strategy has been developed, a menu 
appears with the following options: 

1. REVISE REHABILITATION STRATEGY 
2. PREDICT REHABILITATION PERFORMANCE 
3. PERFORM LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS 
4. RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
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The second option will predict the 
performance of the rehabilitation strategy developed, 
using predictive models for key distresses. EXPEAR 
may prompt you for additional information needed, 
such as thickness of overlay. After the program 
finishes computing the predicted performance, it will 
display the predictions. You may print these out from 
the program or exit to DOS and print the output file 
with the .RHB extension. 

Only after a rehabilitation strategy has been 
developed and its performance predicted can a cost 
analysis of the strategy be performed. EXPEAR will 
prompt you for a discount rate and delay to be used 
in the program, and will also ask you to select unit 
cost values for the rehabilitation techniques. You 
may use the default unit costs provided, or (in the 
same manner as for the critical distress levels), save 
a file containing your own set of unit costs to disk (the 
extensionwifl be .UCC), and retrieve it when needed. 

The program computes the present costs over 
the project length for the rehabilitation strategy analyzed. 
The results are displayed on the screen and may be 
printed from the program or from DOS (the extension is 
.LCCJ. 

Each set of EXPEAR disks includes an example 
data file for that pavement type. The example files for the 
three programs are: 

JRCP: 174183, on 1-74 near Urbana, Illinois 
JPCP: I10191,on l-10nearTallahassee,Florida 
CRCP: 157230, on 1-57 near Champaign, Illinois 

Comments, questions, or suggestion for 
improvements to EXPEAR or this User's Guide are very 
welcome. Please direct them to Ms. Kathleen T. Hall or 
Dr. Michael I. Darter at the University of Illinois. The 
addresses and phone numbers are given in the 
introductory screens of the EXPEAR programs. 
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Design Engineer: 

APPENDIX Bl 

PROJECT SURVEY FOR JPCP 

Date of Survey (mo/day/yr): I __ I 

PROJECT INVENTORY DATA 

Collect the following information about the project to be evaluated 
prior to the actual field survey. 

Project Identification 

Highway Designation (example 1-57): 

State: 

Direction of Survey: 

Starting Milepost: 

Ending Milepost: 

Climate 

Climatic Zone (See climatic zone map in "Supplemental 
wet freeze ___ wet-dry freeze 
wet freeze-thaw ___ wet-dry freeze-thaw 
wet nonfreeze ___ wet-dry nonfreeze 

Information"): 
dry freeze 
dry freeze-thaw 
dry nonfreeze 

Estimated Annual Temperature Range (degrees Fahrenheit): 

Mean Armual Precipitation (inches) (See precipitation map in 
"Supplemental Information"): 

Corps of Engineers Freezing Index (Fahrenheit degree-days) (See 
Freezing Index map in "Supplemental Information"): 

Average Armual Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit): 

Slab Construction 

Year Constructed: 

Slab Thickness (inches): 

Width of Traffic Lanes (feet): 

PCC Modulus of Rupture (28 days, 3rd-point loading)(psi): 
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Transverse and Longitudinal Joints 

Pattern of Joint Spacing: 
uniform 
random 

Transverse joint spacing, if uniform (feet): 
Transverse joint sequence, if random (feet): 

Type of Sealant: 
liquid (asphalt) 
field-molded (silicone) 
preformed compression (neoprene) 

Average Transverse Joint Sealant Reservoir Dimensions 
Width (inches): _______ Depth (inches): 

Method Used to Form Transverse Joints: 
sawing 
inserts 
Unitube inserts 

Transverse Joint Sawed Depth (inches): 

Type of Load Transfer System: 
aggregate interlock only 
dowels 
other mechanical devices 

If dowels are present, dowel bar diameter (inches): 

Method Used to Form Longitudinal Joints Between Lanes: 
sawing 
inserts 

Longitudinal Joint Sawed or Formed Depth (inches): 

Type of Base Course: 
fine-grained soil only 
cement-treated aggregate 
lean PCC 

dense-graded untreated aggregate 
asphalt-treated aggregate 
open-graded drainage layer 

Modulus of Subgrade Reaction on Top of Base (psi/inch) (Seek-value 
correlation chart in "Supplemental Information"): 
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Subgrade 

Predominant Subgrade Soil AASHTO Classification (See Unified-AASHTO 
conversion table in "Supplemental Information"): 

Are swelling soils a problem in the area? ____ yes ____ no 

If so, were steps taken in construction of the pavement to 
correct the swelling soil problem? ____ yes ____ no 

Shoulder 

Type of Shoulder: 
AC 
tied PCC 

Width of Shoulders (feet): _______ inner _______ outer 

Inner Lane Slope Direction: 
toward outer lane 
toward inner shoulder 

Traffic 

Estimated Current Through Two-way ADT: 

Percent Commercial Trucks (excluding pickups and panels): 

Total Number of Lanes in Direction of Survey: 

Future 18-kip ESAL Growth Rate (percent per ye~r): 

Total Accumulated 18-kip Equivalent Single Axle Loads (ESALs) from 
Date of Construction to Date of Survey (millions) (See procedure for 
computing ESALs in AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, 
Appendix D, 1986): 

LANE TYO 
(inner) 
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LANE ONE 
(outer) 



PROJECT ltJKITORING DATA 

Ride Quality 

Rote t.bo ride quality of: t.b• ~t in each lone durina • drive over t.he ... ur■ project at t.be po■t.ed •peed 

limit. Two or more people abould participate in the aurvey. Obtain ratlna■ !or aacb laDa from each paraon 

811d report Ule average value he low. 

0 1 2 3 4 s 
+----------+-------➔--------+-------➔----~---➔ 
Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good 
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LAJll!:n«) 

Uaner) 

URE 0IIE 

(outer) 



SAHPLE UNIT H:)!IITORl!G DATA 

Collect the foll..-ing in[o:rmat.icm for each t.raffic lane and for both shoulders during an inspect.ion of each 

■ample unit. A length of appranmataly 1000 feet in each mile ia rec01111181lde<I for each ample unit ■urveyed. 

H only =• saq,le unit is to be aurveye<I on the project, a length of et least a balf mile i ■ reccamended. 

The ■urvey may include driving al.owly an tbe ■boulder, stopping on tbe aboulder, and (with extreme caution) 

walking an the aboulder to make meuurememta. Hore thm one pass over the project. will probably be needed 

to obtain all the information requested. Refer to IMClllU' Report Ila. 277 for atendard definitiona of distress, 

severity. end measur""""'t wtructim,a. 

Semple Unit Identification 

Saq,le Unit lhmber: Starting Milepost: Length of Semple Unit (feet): 

Uae the tally abeet provided to record information ,on cracking, apalling, 1111d full-depth repairs for each a lab 

surveyed. Comp.,t.e tbe total.JI md averages indicated on tb• tally abeet and record tbaso values below. 

Number of transverse crack.a, L~-B: 

Hean !milting at tranavane creoka (inches): 

!lumber of deteriorated tranaverae Joint.a, H--H including blowups: 

Hean faulting at tnn■varae Joint■ ( incbn): 

NUl!bar of tr ■navene joint■: 

Hean faulting at full-depth repair and alab replacement Joint■ ( lncbea): 

llumbar of full-depth repair m,d ■lab replacement joint■ (inches): 

Number of full-depth repairs 811d alab replac«uents: 

Nuni>ar of corner breaks: 

Longitudinal Joint 

Total length of longitudinal cracking, H-B only (feet): 

Total length of longitudinal Joint apalling, H-B only (feet.): 
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u.llE'IW 

(ianer) 

LAllE ON! 

(outer) 



Craeking at Transverse Joints 

thmber or transverse joints with transverse cracks wJthin 2 feet: 

Foundation Movement 

lhmlber of ■ettlemonts CH-B only): 

Rud>er of heaves (H-B only): 

Drainage 

Ar• l..cmgitudlllal. ouhdralna presaDt and functional along th• ■GPl• unit? 

LANE no 
(irmer) 

LAIIEal!: 

(O\lter) 

_____ yea _____ no 

What i• the typical height of the pavement ■urface above the ■ida ditcbline (!eet)? 

Do the ditches have standing water or cattaila in th-? 

Loss of Support 

Extent of Visihle evidence of p.,mping or water bleeding on 

pavemez,t or shoulder ( indicate the hlahest level of .sevad ty 

occurr Ing in the a 1111ple unit l : 

Surface Condition 

Method used to texture t.be pavement surface at cmat.ructlon: 
__ UClSVUH tining 

other 

Ia the aur!ac• polished smooth in the wbeelpath.s 7 

Ia al.&nJ.ficant studded tire rutting (0.25 inch or more) 

evident in the tdlool paths! 

Joint Sealant Collditton 

\iliat ia the general condition of t.be t.ramiverae Joint sealant? 

lf:iat is the 5eneral condition of the longitudi.,..l joint ■ealant? 

Ar• substantial aounts of inccmpressibles visible in the transverse Joints? 
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_____ yes _____ no 

R 

L 

H 
B 

__ yes 

DO 

__ yes 

no 

L 

H 

e 

__ yes 

no 

R 

L 

H 

B 

__ yes 

l>O 

__ yes 

DO 

___ L 
___ H 
___ e 

____ L 

____ H 

____ e 

-- yes 
no 



Conerete Durability 

Extent of "D" cracking at joints and craclcs (indicate highest severity level 

present in sample unit); 

D:teot of reactive aggregate distress (indicate highest severity l8Yel 

present in sm,plo unit): 

Ext.ant. of scaling (indicate highest severity Leval present ln sample unit): 

Previous Repair 

It full-depth repairs are preaaot, are t.bey dowelled? 

Are partial-depth repairs (rigid material cml.y) preamt at 

a.>at of tba Jainta? 

Baa dlmiand srlndlng been done? 

Bas srooving been done? 
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LAIIE nD 

(inner) 

II 

L 

H 

e 

R 

L 

H 

e 

II 

L 

H 

e 

- yea 
DO 

- yea 
110 

_,. .. 
DO 

- ,. .. 
11D 

LAIIE al!: 

(outer) 

II 

L 

H 

e 

II 

L 

H 

e 

II 

L 

H 

e 

__ yes 

no 

_,. .. 
no 

-- yes 
no 

_,. .. 
DO 



N:. Shoulders (C,eck all that apply. l 

Alli11tor cracking 

Llneor crackina 

Weatber1.n&/ravalling 

L111e/1houldor Joint dropof( 

Settlement.a or beaves along outer edge 

BlOMhol•• at t.rmsvarae Joints 

L1111/1boulder Joint oeal.ant ccmdition (good • well sealed or 

widtb c O .10", poor • poorly Haled and widtb ::, 0 .10" l 

l'CC Shoulders (Cbect all that apply.) 

IrlllSv■r■ e or lOD1i tudinal cracklag or comer bruko 

.. D .. cracking or reactive q,gresate di■treae 

Sattlemact.& or beavea along outer edge 

Lane/shoulder Joint ■ealant condition (good • well sealed or 

width < 0 .10", poor • poorly sealed and widtb ::, 0 .10" ) 
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INNER SIIOUlDER OUTER SBJULDER 

none none 

oomo some 

utenalve extensive 

none 110118 

some some 
azt.enalve ut.enslve 

non• mme 

some aomo 
extensive u:tensive 

DODO none 

<1" cl" 

__ ::,1· __ ?1"" 

none -· oome acme 

utenatve ut..enalve 

none nano 

some ..... 
atenaive ertenaive 

-- good -- good 

-- poor 
__ poor 

none 110110 

some IOIIIO 

extenaive extensive 

none none - ·-a:tensive extensive 

none none 

oomo ..... 
extemive utensive 

-- good -- good 

-- poor -- poor 



Climatic Zone Hap of the United States. Source: 
(HAD) Identification System," FHWA/RD-81/079-80, 

Moisture Zones: 

I 
II 

III 

wet 
wet-dry 
dry 

Temperature Zones: 

A freeze 
B freeze-thaw 
C non freeze 

"A Pavement Moisture-Accelerated Distress 
1981. 
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(S) C. E.wa,nes. ·eorretation Between R v1111.1e and 1< Value.· unpubl•Slled report. Poruand Cement AS'Soc:1ation. fioc.ky- M0vnta,n~Not1hwt-st 

Region. Qc.\obet 1971 (best•f1t correlabon will'I couec:1,on 1or s.aturat1on1. 
(61 ~ T. A. MiCl<Uebrc,oll.s and G. E. &e-nram. •Soil Tes1s lor Oesu~n of Runway Pa~emen1s.- Highway Research Board Procee<11n1s ol tnt r~nrr• 

1tcond .Annu.!11 Meering, 19-42. Vot 22.. page 15'2. 

Subgrade K-value Correlation to Soil Classificdtions and Bearing 
Values. Source: "Thickness Design for Concrete Highway and 
Street Pavements", Portland Ceu1.ent Association 

Preceding page blank 
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BASE TYPE 

• fine-grained soil only: use k-value of subgrade soil 

• dense-graded aggregate 

Subgrade 
k-value, Subbase Thickness, in 
(psi/in) 4 6 9 12 

--------------------------------------------------
50 65 75 85 110 

100 130 140 160 190 

200 220 230 270 320 

300 320 330 370 430 

• cement or asphalt treated aggregate, lean concrete 

Subgrade 
k-value, 
(psi/in) 

50 

100 

200 

4 

170 

280 

470 

Subbase Thickness, in 
6 8 10 

230 

400 

640 

310 

520 

830 

390 

640 

k-value on top of base course (directly beneath PGC slab) 
Source: "Thickness Design for Concrete Highway and Street 
Pavements," Portland Cement Association 
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APPENDIX B2 

EVALUATION DECISION TREES AND CONCLUSIONS FOR JPGP 

Major Problem Areas for JPCP 

1. Structural Adequacy 

2. Drainage 

3. Foundation Movement 

4. Durability 

5. Skid Resistance 

6. Roughness 

7. Joint Construction 

8. Joint Sealant 

9. Load Transfer 

10. Loss of Support 

11. Joint Deterioration 

12. Shoulder 
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Structural Adequacy 

STR l 

STR 2 

STR 3 

STR 4 

STR 5 

Note: 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by [ 25) or 
more corner breaks per mile. 

(a) full-depth repair of corner breaks, AC structural overlay 
(b) full-depth repair of corner breaks, crack and seat and 

AC structural overlay 
(c) full-depth repair of corner breaks, PCC bonded overlay 
(d) full-depth repair of corner breaks, PCC unbonded overlay 
(e) reconstruct 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by [ 800] or 
more feet of deteriorated transverse cracks per mile. 

(a) full-depth repair of cracks, AC structural overlay 
{b) full-depth repair of cracks, crack and seat and 

AC structural overlay 
(c) full-depth repair of cracks, PCC bonded overlay 
(d) full-depth repair of cracks, PCC unbonded overlay 
(e) reconstruct 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by 
significantly more transverse crack deterioration than in the 
next inner lane. 

(a) full-depth repair of cracks, AC structural overlay 
(b) full-depth repair of cracks, crack and seat and 

AC structural overlay 
(c) full-depth repair of cracks, PCC bonded overlay 
(d) full-depth repair of cracks, PCC unbonded overlay 
(e) reconstruct 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by a wet or 
wet-dry climate, a slab thickness of {x) inches, and (y) million 
annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) AC structural overlay 
(b) crack and seat and AC structural overlay 
(c) PCC bonded overlay 
(d) PCC unbonded overlay 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by a dry 
climate, a slab thickness of (x) inches, and (y) million annual 
18-kip ESALs. 

(a) AC structural overlay 
(b) crack and seat and AC structural overlay 
(c) PCC bonded overlay 
(d) PCC unhanded overlay 

Values in brackets [ ) are default critical levels. User may 
modify these values. 
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STR 6 

STR 7 

STR 8 

The pavement exhibits some load-associated distress (between 1 
and ( 24 J corner breaks per mile) which requires repair but 
_does not indicate a structural deficiency. 

(a) full-depth repair of corner breaks 

The pavement shows no indications of structural deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

The pavement exhibits some load-associated distress (between 1 
and ( 799] feet of deteriorated transverse cracks per mile) 
which requires repair but does not indicate a structural 
deficiency. 

(a) full-depth repair of cracks 
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Drainage 

ORN 1 

DRN 2 

DRN 3 

DRN 4 

ORN 5 

DRN 6 

DRN 7 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by pumping occurring 
in a wet or wet-dry climate. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
(b) install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 

joints and cracks 

An intermittent drainage deficiency is indicated by 
high-severity pumping occurring in a dry climate. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
(b) install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 

joints and cracks 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by faulting greater 
than [ 0.13) inches occurring in a wet or wet-dry climate. 

(a) ins~all or repair longitudinal subdrains 
(b) install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 

joints and cracks 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by faulting greater 
than [ 0.13) inches occurring in a dry climate. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
(b) install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 

joints and cracks 

An intermittent drainage deficiency is indicated by faulting 
greater than ( 0.13) inches and low- or medium-severity pumping 
occurring in a dry climate. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
(b) install or repair longitudinal subdrains, seal all 

joints and cracks 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, and a 
fine-grained soil base. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a 
dense-graded untreated aggregate base, an (x) subgrade, standing 
water in the ditches and/or an inadequate ditch depth, and heavy 
traffic of (y) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
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DRN 8 

DRN 9 

DRN 10 

DRN 11 

DRN 12 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a 
dense-graded untreated aggregate base, an (x) subgrade, and 
heavy traffic of (y) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a (x) 
base, an (y) subgrade, standing water in the ditches and/or an 
inadequate ditch depth, and heavy traffic of (z) million annual 
18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a (x) 
base, an (y) subgrade, and heavy traffic of (z) million annual 
18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a dry climate, absence or 
poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a fine-grained soil 
base, and heavy traffic of (x) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a dry climate, absence or 
poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a (x) base, an (y) 
subgrade, standing water in the ditches and/or an inadequate 
ditch depth, and heavy traffic of (z) million annual 18-kip 
ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

DRN 13 The pavement shows no indications of a drainage deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

DRN 14 For the pavement's current traffic level, no significant 
drainage deficiency is indicated. 

(a) do nothing 
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JPCP FOUNDATION MOVEMENT 

M-H SETil.EMENlS ANO HEAVES 

0 

FON 1 

SWEWNG SOIL AREA 

yes 

CORRECTIVE MEASURES TAKEN 
AT CONSTRUCTION 

yes no 
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SWEWNG SOIL AREA 

yes no 

CORRECTIVE MEASURES TAKEN 
AT CONSTRUCTION 

yes no 

FON 7 



Foundation Movement 

FON 1 

FON 2 

FON 3 

FON 4 

FON 5 

FON 6 

FON 7 

A potential for frost heave is indicated by a mean Freezing 
Index greater than 0. 

(a) do nothing 

Foundation movement, likely due to either frost heave or 
localized consolidation, is indicated by settlements and/or 
heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heave areas, AC level-up settled areas 
(b) reconstruct heave areas, slab jack settled areas 

The pavement shows no indications of foundation movement. 

(a) do nothing 

Foundation movement, likely due to localized consolidation, is 
indicated by settlements and/or heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heave areas, AC level-up settled areas 
(b) reconstruct heave areas, slab jack settled areas 

A potential for foundation movement exists, since the pavement 
is in a swelling soils area and no measures were taken during 
construction to control soil swelling. 

(a) do nothing 

Foundation movement, likely due to either localized 
consolidation ore unsuccessful construction measures to control 
swelling, is indicated by settlements and/or heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heave areas, AC level-up settled areas 
(b) reconstruct heave areas, slab jack settled areas 

Foundation movement, likely due to either localized 
consolidation or lack of construction measures to control 
swelling, is indicated by settlements and/or heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heave areas, AC level-up settled areas 
(b) reconstruct heave areas, slab jack settled areas 
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JPCP DURABILITY DEFICIENCY 

DUR 1 

REACTIVE AGGREGATE DISlRESS 

L.M 

DUR 3 

SCALING 
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Durability 

DUR l 

DUR 2 

DUR 3 

DUR 4 

DUR 5 

DUR 6 

Poor durability of the ~oncrete is indicated by low- to 
medium-severity •o• cracking. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints, reseal transverse joints 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by high-severity 
"D" cracking. 

(a) unbonded PCC overlay 
(b) reconstruct 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by low- to 
medium-severity reactive aggregate distress. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints, reseal transverse joints 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by high-severity 
reactive aggregate distress. 

(a) unbonded PCC overlay 
(b) reconstruct 

Poor durability of the concrete surface is indicated by 
high-severity scaling. 

(a) do nothing 
(b) AC nonstructural OL 

The pavement show no indications of significant surface or 
concrete durability deficiencies. 

(a) do nothing 
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JPCP SKID RESISTANCE DEFICIENCY 

POLISHED WHEELPATHS 

STUDDED TIRE 
RUTTING 
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RUTTING 

ORIGINAL SURFACE 
E 

GRINDING OR 
GROOVING 



Skid Resistance 

SKD l 

SKD 2 

SKD 3 

SKD 4 

SKD 5 

SKD 6 

Loss of skid resistance and potential for hydroplaning are 
indicated by polished wheel paths and studded tire rutting of 
0.25 inches or more. 

(a) grinding 
(b) AC nonstructural OL 

Loss of skid resistance is indicated by polished wheel paths. 

(a) grooving 
(b) grinding 
(c) AC nonstructural OL 

Loss of skid resistance and potential for hydroplaning are 
indicated by studded tire rutting of 0.25 inches or more. 

(a) grinding 
(b) AC nonstructural OL 

The pavement shows no indications of loss of skid resistance or 
hydroplaning potential. 

(a) do nothing 

The method used to texture the original pavement surface may 
contribute to loss of skid resistance in the future. 

(a) do nothing 

Adequate skid resistance is indicated by surface restoration 
(grinding or grooving) having been performed on the pavement. 

(a) oo nothing 
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JPCP ROUGHNESS DEFICIENCY 

TWO-WAY ADT 

TOTAL FAULTING 

< [ 46 ] Inches/mile ~ [ 46 ] inches/mile 

SETTLEMENTS 

< [ 5 ] /mile ~ [ 5 ] /mile 

HEAVES 

< [ 5 ] /mfle ~ [ 5 ] /mile 

DETERIORA lED JOINTS 

< [ 55 ] /mile ~ [ 55 J /mile 
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Roughness 

RGH 1 

RGH 2 

RGH 3 

RGH 4 

RGH 5 

RGH 6 

Rideability is acceptable. 

(a) do nothing 

Poor rideability is indicated by total faulting of more than 
[ 46 ) inches per mile at joints, cracks, and full-depth repairs 
(if present), and an unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's ADT 
level. 

(a) grinding 
(b) AC nonstructural OL 

Poor rideability is indicated by [ 5 ] or more settlements per 
mile and an unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's ADT level. 

(a) AC level-up settlements 
(b) slab jack settlements 

Poor rideability is indicated by [ 5) or more heaves and an 
unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's ADT level. 

(a) reconstruct heaves 

Poor rideability is indicated by [ 55 ) or more deteriorated 
joints per mile and an unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's 
ADT level. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Poor rideability is indicated by an unacceptably low PSR for the 
pavement's ADT level. 

(a) grinding 
(b) AC nonstructural OL 
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JPCP JOINT CONSTRUCTION DEFICIENCY 
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Joint Construction Deficiency 

JTC 1 

JTC 2 

JTC 3 

JTC 4 

JTC 5 

JTC 6 

JTC 7 

JTC 8 

JTC 9 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency is indicated by 
longitudinal joint spalling. 

(a) partial-depth repair of longitudinal joint 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due to an 
inadequate depth of saw cut, is indicated by longitudinal 
cracking. 

(a) seal longitudinal cracks 
(b) stitch longitudinal cracks 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due to late 
sawing, is indicated by longitudinal cracking. 

(a) seal longitudinal cracks 
(b) stitch longitudinal cracks 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due to 
inadequate depth of plastic insert placement, is indicated by 
longitudinal cracking. 

(a) seal longitudinal cracks 
(b) stitch longitudinal cracks 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due to the 
use of plastic inserts, is indicated by longitudinal cracking. 

(a) seal longitudinal cracks 
(b) stitch longitudinal cracks 

The pavement shows no indications of a longitudinal joint 
construction deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to the 
use of Unitubes, is indicated by partial-depth repairs at most 
of the transverse joints. 

(a) do nothing 

A potential transverse joint construction deficiency is 
indicated by the use of Unitubes, which may cause transverse 
joint spalling in the future. 

(a) do nothing 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to the 
use of Unitubes, is indicated by [ 55 ] or more deteriorated 
transverse joints per mile. 

(a) partial-depth repair 
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JTC 10 

JTC 11 

JTC 12 

JTC 13 

JTC 14 

The pavement shows no indications of a transverse joint 
construction deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to an 
inadequate depth of saw cut, is indicated by transverse cracking 
within 2 feet of transverse joints. 

(a) seal cracks near transverse joints 
(b) load transfer restoration at cracks near transverse 

joints, seal cracks at transverse joints 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due late 
sawing, is indicated by transverse cracking within 2 feet of 
transverse joints. 

(a) seal cracks near transverse joints 
(b) load transfer restoration at cracks near transverse 

joints, seal cracks at transverse joints 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to 
inadequate depth of placement of plastic inserts, is indicated 
by transverse cracking within 2 feet of transverse joints. 

(a) seal cracks near transverse joints 
(b) load transfer restoration at cracks near transverse 

joints, seal cracks at transverse joints 

A transverse joint construction deficiency, likely due to use of 
plastic inserts, is indicated by transverse cracking within 2 
feet of transverse joints. 

(a) seal cracks near transverse joints 
(b) load transfer restoration at cracks near transverse 

joints, seal cracks at transverse joints 
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JPCP JOINT SEALANT DEFICIENCY 
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Joint Sealant 

JTS 1 

JTS 2 

JTS 3 

JTS 4 

JTS 5 

JTS 6 

The pavement ~hows no indications of a joint sealant deficiency. 

(a) do noth~ng 

Although the existing sealant is in good condition, a transverse 
joint sealant deficiency is indicated by an inadequate joint 
sealant reservoir shape factor for the existing sealant type. 
This is likely to hinder the performance of the sealant in the 
future. 

(a) do nothing 
(b) reseal transverse joints 

Although the existing sealant is in good condition, a transverse 
joint sealant deficiency is indicated by an inadequate joint 
sealant reservoir width for the existing sealant type. This is 
likely to hinder the performance of the sealant in the future. 

(a) do nothing 
(b) reseal transverse joints 

A transverse joint sealant deficiency is indicated by medium- to 
high-severity joint sealant damage. 

(a) reseal transverse joints 

A transverse joint sealant deficiency is indicated by medium- to 
high-severity joint sealant damage and an inadequate joint 
sealant reservoir shape factor for the existing sealant type. 

(a) reseal transverse joints 

A transverse joint sealant deficiency is indicated by medium- to 
high-severity joint sealant damage and an inadequate joint 
sealant reservoir width for the existing sealant type. 

(a) reseal transverse joints 
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JPCP LOAD TRANSFER DEFICIENCY 

JOINT LOAD TRANSFER SYSTEM 

aggregate interlock dowels or other 

JOINT FAUL TING JOINT FAULTING 

< [ 0.13"] <(0.13"] 

DETERIORATED TRANSVERSE CRACKS, M-H 

$ 100 ft/mile > 100 ft/mile 

CRACK FAUL TING 

< [0.13"] > [ 0.13"] 

UNDOWELLED FULL-DEPTH REPAIRS 
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Load Transfer Deficiency 

LDT 1 

LDT 2 

LDT 3 

LDT 4 

LDT 5 

LDT 6 

LDT 7 

LDT 8 

Aggregate interlock is providing inadequate load transfer at the 
transverse joints, as indicated by mean transverse joint 
faulting of more than [ 0.13] inches. 

(a) load transfer restoration at joints 

Dowels or other mechanical devices present are providing 
inadequate load transfer at the transverse joints, as indicated 
by mean transverse joint faulting of more than [ 0.13 ) inches. 

(a) load transfer restoration at joints 
(b) do nothing 

No load transfer deficiency is indicated at deteriorated 
transverse cracks. 

(a) do nothing 

A load transfer deficiency at deteriorated transverse cracks is 
indicated by mean crack faulting of more than [ 0.13 ) inches. 

(a) full-depth repair of cracks 
(b) load transfer restoration at cracks 

No undowelled full-depth repairs are present. 

(a) do nothing 

A potential load transfer deficiency exists at undowelled 
full-depth repairs, but mean full-depth repair faulting is not 
significant. 

(a) _do nothing 

A load transfer deficiency is indicated at undowelled full-depth 
repairs by mean full-depth repair faulting of more than [ 0.13) 
inches. 

(a) replace undowelled full-depth repairs with dowelled 
full-depth repairs 

No load transfer deficiency is indicated at transverse joints. 

(a) do nothing 
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JPCP LOSS OF SUPPORT 

CORNER BREAKS 

< 5/mlle 
LOS 1 

PUMPING 

LOS 2 

FAULTING FAULTING 

< o.os· 
[ 0.1.,..] 

LOS 5 LOS 4 LOS 3 
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Loss of Support 

LOS 1 

LOS 2 

LOS 3 

LOS 4 

LOS 5 

Loss of slab support is indicated by 5 or more corner breaks per 
mile. 

(a) subseal at joints and cracks 

Loss of slab support is indicated by medium- to high-severity 
pumping. 

(a) subseal at joints and cracks 

Loss of slab support is indicated by average faulting greater 
than [ 0.13] inches at joints and cracks. 

(a) subseal at joints and cracks 

Loss of slab support is indicated by pumping and average 
faulting of between [ 0.05] inches and [ 0.13] inches at 
joints and cracks. 

(a) subseal at joints and cracks 

The pavement shows no indications of loss of slab support. 

(a) do nothing 
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Joint Deterioration 

JDT 1 

JDT 2 

JDT 3 

JDT 4 

JDT 5 

JDT 6 

JDT 7 

JDT 8 

JDT 9 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts and the presence of reactive 
aggregate. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts, the presence of reactive 
aggregate, and large joint movements associated with the long 
joint spacing. 

(a) pressure relief joints, partial-depth repair of joints 
(b) pressure relief joints, full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts. 

(a) partial-depth repair of joints 
(b) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts and large joint movements 
associated with the long joint spacing. 

(a) partial-depth repair of joints 
(b) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the presence of 
reactive aggregate. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the presence of 
reactive aggregate and large joint movements associated with the 
long joint spacing. 

(a) pressure relief joints, full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to poor joint 
sealant condition permitting infiltration of incompressibles. 

(a) reseal transverse joints, full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, but its cause is unknown. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to poor joint 
sealant condition permitting infiltration of water and 
incompressibles, and large joint movements associated with the 
long joint spacing. 

(a) reseal transverse joints, full-depth repair of joints 
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JDT 10 Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to large joint 
movements associated with the long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

JDT 11 · Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts and the presence of reactive 
aggregate. 

JDT 12 

JDT 13 

JDT 14 

JDT 15 

JDT 16 

JDT 17 

JDT 18 

(a) unbonded PCC overlay 
(b) reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts. 

(a) partial-depth repair of joints 
(b) full-depth repair of joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the presence 
of reactive aggregate. 

(a) unbonded PCC overlay 
(b) reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the presence 
of reactive aggregate and large joint movements associated with 
the long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints, pressure relief joints, 
unbonded PCC overlay 

(b) reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to poor joint 
sealant condition permitting infiltration of water and 
incompressibles. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints, reseal transverse joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists but its cause is unknown. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to poor joint 
sealant condition permitting infiltration of water and 
incompressibles, and large joint movements associated with the 
long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints, reseal transverse joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to large joint 
movements associated with the long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 
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JDT 19 

JDT 20 

JDT 21 

JDT 22 

JOT 23 

JDT 24 

JDT 25 

JDT 26 

JDT 27 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts and "D" cracking weakening the 
concrete at the joints. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts, "D" cracking weakening the 
concrete at the joints, and large joint movement associated with 
the long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to "D" cracking 
weakening the concrete at the joints. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Some joint deterioration exists, likely due to "D" cracking 
weakening the concrete at the joints, and large joint movements 
associated with the long joint spacing. 

(a) full-depth repair of joints 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to the use of 
Unitube joint forming inserts and "D" cracking weakening the 
concrete at the joints. 

(a) unbonded PCC overlay 
(b) reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to "D" cracking 
weakening the concrete at the joints. 

(a) unbonded PCC overlay 
(b) reconstruct 

Extensive joint deterioration exists, likely due to "D" cracking 
weakening the concrete at the joints, and large joint movements 
associated with the long joint spacing. 

(a) unbonded PCC overlay 
(b) reconstruct 

No joint deterioration exists. 

(a) do nothing 

Joint deterioration or other pavement deterioration may be 
accelerated by water infiltration permitted by poor longitudinal 
joint sealant condition. 

(a) reseal longitudinal centerline joint 
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N 
(J:, 
0 

LANE 

none.tom• 

none,aome 

none,aome 

none,aane 

none,aome 

none,aome 

SHOULDER DEFICIENCY 



Shoulder 

SHD 1 

SHD 2 

SHD 3 

SHD 4 

SHD 5 

SHD 6 

SHD 7 

SHD 8 

SHD 9 

Structural deterioration of the AC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive alligator cracking. 

(a) in-place recycle 
(b) patch 
(c) reconstruct with AC 
(d) reconstruct with PCC 

Deterioration of the AC shoulder is indicated by extensive 
linear cracking. 

(a) in-place recycle 
(b) patch 
(c) reconstruct with AC 
(d) reconstruct with PCC 

Deterioration of the AC shoulder surface is indicated by 
extensive weathering and/or raveling. 

(a) chip seal 

A dropoff of 1 inch or more along the AC lane/shoulder joint 
constitutes a safety hazard. 

(a) leveling wedge 

Foundation movement beneath the AC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive settlements and/or heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 

Pumping has resulted fn extensive blowhole formation in the AC 
shoulder. 

(a) patch blowholes 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and AC 
shoulder is indicated by poor lane/shoulder joint condition. 

(a) reseal lane/shoulder joint 
(b) do nothing 

The AC shoulder shows no indications of significant 
deterioration. 

(a) do nothing 

Structural deterioration of the FCC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive cracking and/or corner breaks. 

(a) full-depth repair 
(b) reconstruct with AC 
(c) reconstruct with PCC 
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SHD 10 

SHD 11 

SHD 12 

SHD 13 

Poor durability of the PCC shoulder is indicated by extensive 
no• cracking or reactive aggregate distress. 

(a) reconstruct with AC 
(b) reconstruct with PCC 

Foundation movement beneath the PCC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive settlements and/or heaves along the outer edge. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 

Excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and PCC 
shoulder is indicated by poor lane/shoulder joint condition. 

(a) reseal lane/shoulder joint 
(b) do nothing 

The PCC shoulder shows no indications of significant 
deterioration. 

(a) do nothing 
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APPENDIX B3 

EVALUATION PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS FOR JPCP 

Distress Types 

1. Faulting 
2. Cracking 
3. Joint Deterioration 
4. Pumping 
5. PSR 
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Faulting 

where: 

FAULT - ESALO.l44 * [ -0.2980 + 0.2671/THICK0· 3184 

- 0.0285 BASETYPE + 0.00406 (FI+ l)0. 3598 

- 0.0462 PCCSH + 0.2384 (PUMP+ l)O.Ol09 

- 0.0340 DOWEL2 · 0587 ] / 100} +FLTCALIB 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
since construction, millions 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

BASETYPE • type of base under PCC slab 
• 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (asphalt, cement, etc.) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

PCCSH • existing tied PCC shoulders 
- 0, if not present 
- 1, if present 

PUMP• pumping severity (from pumping model) (Note: PUMP can be 
any value between O and 3, e.g. 2.2) 

- 0, if no pumping 
- 1, if low severity 
• 2, if medium severity 
• 3, if high severity 

DOWEL• diameter of dowels, in 
(0 if no dowel bars used) 

FLTCALIB - calibration of model to existing faulting 

actual faulting (in) measured during survey - FAULT 
predicted for present year by above model 

• actual faulting - ( ESALO.l44 * [ -0.2980 

+ 0.2671/THICKO.JlB4 - 0.0285 BASETYPE 

+ 0.00406 (FI+ l)0· 3598 - 0.0462 PCCSH 

+ 0.2384 (PUMP+ l)O.Ol09 - 0.0340 DOWEL2 ·0SS] ]/ 100 J 

R2 - 0.79 
n ~ 259 

SEE - 0.02 in (0.05 cm] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - ESAL2 · 755 [ 3092.4 (1 - SOILCRS) RATIO lO.O ] 

+ ESALO.S (1.233 TRANGE2 ·0 RATIO 2 -868 ) 

+ ESAL2 ·416 (0.2296 FI 1 · 53 RATI07 · 31 ) l + CRKCALIB 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of cracking of all sev~rities, ft/mile 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
since construction, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

RATIO - Westergaard's edge stress/FCC modulus of rupture (see 
following page to calculate Westergaard's edge stress) 

TRANGE - Annual temperature range, degrees Fahrenheit 

Fl - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

CRKCALIB - calibration of model to existing cracking 

- actual cracking (M-H cracks, ft/mile) measured during 
survey - CRACKS predicted for present year by above model 

- actual cracking - { ESAL2 · 755 [ 3092.4 (1 - SOILCRS) 

RATIO lO.O] + ESALO.S (1.233 TRANGE2 ·0 

RATIO 2 · 868 ) + ESAL2 · 416 (0.2296 FI1 · 53 RATio7 · 31 )J 

R2 - 0.69 
n - 303 

SEE - 176 ft/mile [33.3 m/km] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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Calculation of Westergaard's Edge Stress: 

L - (4200000 * THICK3 · 0) / 12 * (1 · 0.2 2 · 0) * KEFF ]0· 25 

B - 1.6 (6.4) 2 + THICK2 ]0. 5 · 0.675 THICK 

Stress - (0.572 * 9000 / THICKZ.O) * [4 log10 (L/B) + 0.359] 

where: 

THICK - thickness of FCC slab, in 

KEFF - effective k value beneath FCC slab, psi/in 

4,200,000 assumed elastic modulus of PCC slab, psi 

0.20 - assumed Poisson's ratio of PCC slab 

6.4 assumed wheel load radius, in 

Note: 1 in - 2.54 cm 
1 psi - 6.9 kFa 

1 psi/in - 2.71 kFa/cm 
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Joint Deterioration 

where: 

DETJT _ [ AGEl.695 ( 0.9754 DUR) 

+ AGE2 · 841 (0.01247 UNITUBE) 

+ AGEJ.OJS (0.001346 INC0MP) ] + DETJTCALIB 

DETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints, 
number/mile 

AGE - time since construction, years 

DUR - D cracking or reactive aggregate distress 
- 0, if none 
- l, if low, medium, or high severity 

UNITUBE - Unitube joint forming inserts 
- 0, if not present 
- l, if present 

INC0MP - incompressibles in transverse joints 
- 0, if no incompressibles observed 
- l, if incompressibles observed 

DETJTCALIB - calibration of model to existing joint deterioration 

- actual joint deterioration (M-H deteriorated joints/mile) 
measured during survey - DETJT predicted for present year 
by above model 

- actual joint deterioration -

+ AGE2 · 841 (0.01247 UNITUBE) 

+ AGEJ.OJS (0.001346 INC0MP) 

R2 - 0.59 
n - 252 

SEE - 16 joints/mile [10 joints/km] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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Pumping 

where: 

PUMP - ESALo. 443 [ -1.479 + 0,255 (1 - SOILCRS) 

+ 0.0605 SUMPREC0. 5 + 52.65/THICK1 · 747 

+ 0.0002269 F11 · 205 

PUMP• pumping severity (PUMP can be any value between O and 3) 
- 0, if no pumping 
- l, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 
- 3, if high severity 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
since construction, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

SUMPREC - average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

THICK• thickness of PCC slab, in 

Fl - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 • 0.68 
n - 289 

SEE - 0.42 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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PSR 

PSR - 4.5 - 1.486 ESALO.l467 

+ 0.4963 ESAL 0 -265 RATro·0 .s 

- 0.01082 ESAL0· 644 AGEO.S 2S (SUMPREC0· 91/AVGMTl.O]) 

where: 

PSR - Present Serviceability Rating 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads since 
construction, millions 

RATIO - Westergaard's edge stress/FCC slab modulus of rupture 

AGE - time since construction, years 

SUMPREC - average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

AVMT - average monthly temperature,° C [ (°F - 32) / 1.8] 

R2 - 0.69 
n - 316 

SEE - 0.25 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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APPENDIX B4 

REHABILITATION STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT DECISION TREES 
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N 
I.O 
I-' 

Main Rehabilitation Approach for JPCP 

1-1 

PICK OVERLAY OR 
RECONSTRUCTION 

INNER LANE 
STR 

INNER "D" CRACK 
OR REACT AGG. 

2-2 

1-3 1-1 
• 

• Option to go to 1-1 provided 

OUTER LANE 
STR 

2-2 

PICK OVERLAY OR 
RECONSTRUCTION 

INNER LANE 
STR 

2-2 INNER OR OUTER 
•o• CRACKING OR 
REACTIVE AGG. 

OR REACT AGG. RECONSTRUCTION 

1-1 Reconstruct Both Lones 

•• Option to go to 1-1, 1-3, or 2-2 provlded 
1-3 Reconstruct Outer, Restore Inner 
3-1 Restore Outer, Reconstruct Inner 
2-2 Overlay Both Lones 
3-3 Restore Both Lones 



Reconstruction of A JPCP Lane 

lo er 

OUTER LANE 
DRAINAGE REPAIR 

1-12 

OUTER LANE 
ORN 

Install re air subdrains 
Install/repair subdrolns, 

.------'------, . 
OUTER SHOULDER 

INNER LANE 
DRAINAGE 

1-12 
INNER LANE 

SLOPE DIRECTION 

• See decision tree for shoulder rehobllltatlon 
adjacent to reconstructed lane. 

OUTER LANE 
DRAINAGE REPAIR 

Donothin 



N 

'° w 

Rehabilitation of Shoulder Adjacent to Reconstructed Lane 

l,2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

AC SHOULDER 

1-7 

reconstr 

repair 

recycle 
patch 

seal 

levelin 

reconstruct 

heov level-up 

settlements 

etch blowholes 

reconstruct w 
reconstruct w /PCC 

do nothing 

9 

11 

12 

reconstruct 
heavs, level-up 

settlements 

seal L S ·ort 



Overlaying A JPCP Lane 
INNER OR OUlER 

JTO 
11, 13, 14,23-25 

UNBONDED PCC OL 1-10, 12, 15-22,26,27 

UNBONDED PCC OL 

INNER OR OUlER 
OUR 

1,3,5,6 

PICK OL TYPE 

bonded AC structural 
PCC OL OL 

crack and seat and 
C structural OL 

** DO JTD THROUGH RGH FOR EACH LANE "'* 

1,5,8,10 
16, 18-22---J..,..TD __ __ 

pressure relief joints • 
3,4,12 full-de air 

pressure relief joints 
air 

6 
ir 

air 

pressure relief Joints, • 
7

•
9

•
15

'
17 

full-de th 

full-depth repair, 
reseal transverse lnts 
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• must be donQ 
In both lanes 



unbonded PCC AC structural, bonded PCC crack and seat 

DUR 

1,3 full-depth repair 

seal ·oints & cracks 

LDT 

1 load transfer rest. joints 

2 
load transfer rest. joints 

do nothing 

4 full-depth repair cracks 

7 replace undowelled FDR 

JTC 

partial depth repair 
1 of Ion it. CL ·oint 

2
_

5 
seal longit. cracks 
stifen Ion it. cracks 

9 

seal crocks at ·oints 
11-14 seal crocks at joints, 

load trans rest. crocks 

LOS 

1-4 subseal · ints and cracks 

2,3 

JTS 

reseal transverse · ints 
do nothing 

LDT 

1 load transfer rest. joints 

2 
load transfer resl joints 

do nothing 

4 full-depth repair cracks 

7 replace undowelled FDR 

JTC 

9 partial depth repair 

11 _ seal cracks at · ints 
14 seal cracks at joints, 

load trans rest. cracks 

2,3 

JTS 

reseal transverse · ints 
do nothing 

4-6 reseal transverse joints 4,6 
~----+-------''----' 
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unbonded PCC AC structural bonded PCC 

FON 

AC OL 
2,4, reconstruct heaves, 2,4, reconstruct heaves, 
6, 7 AC level-u settlements 6, 7 AC level-u settlements 

3 

4 

RGH 

AC level-u settlements 

reconstruct heaves 

bonded PCC OL 
2,4, reconstruct heaves 
6,7 slob ack settlement 

3 

3 

4 

RGH 

AC OL 
settlements 

bonded PCC OL 
slob ock settlement 

reconstruct heaves 

OUTER LANE 
ORN 

1-12 install/repair subdralns 

OUTER SHD • 

1-12 Install/repair subdralns 

INNER SHD * 
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3 

4 

crack a d seat 

FDN 

reconstruct heaves, 
AC level-u settlements 

RGH 

AC level-u · settlements 

reconstruct heaves 

• see decision tree for 
rehabilitating shoulder 
adjacent to overlaid lane 



AC Shoulder Reho.bllito tion AdJo.cent to Overlo.ici Lo.ne. 

AC SHOULDER 

pvt PCC OL pvt PCC 0 
rec L 1--------, P 

I__,;;....;;....~~;;;...,,,_+ 

rec , PCC OL AC overl 
rec C AC OL 1---------1 

C AC OL i---------1 

PCC OL 
ir, AC OL 

pvt AC OL 

rec C AC OL 1----------1 
re AC, AC Oli----------1 
re , AC OL 

4 !level wedge! 
I 

reconstruct heaves 
5 AC level-up 

settlements 

6 atch blowholes 

7 reseal I 
don 
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AC overlc 



N 

"' (X) 

PCC Shoulder Reho.bilito. t,on Adjo.cent to Dverlo.ld Lane 

10 13 

pvt PCC OL pvt PCC OL pvt PCC OL 

rec , PCC OL 1--

rec CC AC OL 1---4 

r~,.. w AC, AC OL 1---4 

re air, PCC OL 

rec. w CC, PCC OL 
rec.w AC, PCC OL 
rec.w CC AC OL 

. rec.w /AG, AC OL 
pvt AC OL .------'----, 

,------...... 
PCC overla 
AC overla 

pvt !4-C 01. ___ ~-
AC overla 

re air, AC OL 
pvt AC OL ~-----

rec. w PCC AC OL 
rec.w AC, AC OL 

9 

11 

rec. w CC AC OL 1---4 

reconstruct heaves 
AC level-up 
settlements 

Notes: Pvt PCC OL = bonded PCC OL, unbonded PCC OL 
Pvt AC OL = AC structural OL, AC nonstructural OL, 

crock and seat and AC structural OL 



RESTORATION OF JPCP LANE 

JTD 

1,5,8,10 
full-depth repair 16-18-22 

• pressure relief joints 

2 full-de th re air 
pressure relief joints 

air 

3,4,12 full-depth repair 
artiol-depth re air 

• 
6 

pressure relief joints 
full-depth re air 

7,9 full-depth repair 
15, 17 reseal transverse · ints 

27 reseal Ion it. CL olnts 

DUR 

full-depth repair 
1, 3 I . sea oints & cracks 

5 AC nonstructural OL * 

LDT 

1 load transfer rest. oints 

2 
do nothin 

4 
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In both lanes If 
needed In either lone 



partial depth repair 
of Ion it. CL olnt 

seal Ion it. cracks 2-5---~---stlfen longit. cracks 

9 

seal cracks at oints 
11-14 seal crocks at joints, 

load trans rest. cracks 

LOS 

1-4 subseal lnts and cracks 

JTS 

reseal transverse lnts 
2•3 do nothing 

4-6 reseal transverse joints 

2,4, 
6,7 

FON 

reconstruct heaves, 
AC level-u settlements 
reconstruct heaves, 
slabjack settlements 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1,3 

2 

RGH 

AC OL 

settlements 
ettlement 

reconstruct heaves 

AC 

AC 

AC 

SKD 

OUTER LANE 
ORN 

OL 

OL 

OL 

install re air subdrains 
1-5 install/repair subdrains, 

seal all · ints and cracks 

6-12 install/repair subdrains 

in ----

.----:0:-:-U~TE~R---::-,SH'""D=-, • 

INNER LANE 
SLOPE DIRECTION 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

* see decision tree for 
rehabilitating shoulder 
adjacent to restored lane 

** do in both lanes 

1-12 install/repair subdrains install/repair subdralns 1-121---....;_-=---------l 
do nothin 
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I . 

I.,.) 

0 
N 

Shoulder Rehabilitation Adjacent to Restored Lane 

recycle 
, reconstruct w AC 
reconstruct w PCC 

patch 

chip seal 

leveling wedge 

reconstruct heaves 

level-up 
settlements 

patch blowholes 

do nothing 

--~--~ 
reconstruct heaves 

level-up 

settlements 

PCC SHOULDER 

ID 

reconstruct w/AC 

reconstruct w /P~C 

seal I s "ointt------' 



APPENDIX BS 

REHABILITATION PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS FOR JPCP 

Rehabilitation 

Reconstruction 

Bonded PCC OL 

Unhanded PCC OL 

AC Structural OL, 
AC Nonstructural OL 

Crack and Seat and AC Structural OL 

Restoration 

303 

Distress Type 

Faulting 
Cracking 
Joint Deterioration 
Pumping 
PSR 

Faulting 
Joint Deterioration 
Cracking 

Faulting 
Joint Deterioration 
Cracking 

Reflective Cracking 
Total 
Medium-High Severity 

Rutting 

Reflective Cracking 
Total 
Medium-High Severity 

Rutting 

Joint Faulting 
With Grinding 
Without Grinding 

Cracking 
Joint Deterioration 
FDR Faulting 
Pumping 
PSR 



Reconstruction Performance Prediction Models 

Faulting 

where: 

FAULT - ESALO.l44 * [ -0.2980 + 0.2671/THICK0. 3lB4 

- 0.0285 BASETYPE + 0.00406 (FI+ l)0. 3598 

- 0.0462 PCCSH + 0.2384 (PUMP+ l)O.Ol09 

- 0.0340 DOWEL2 · 0587 ] / 100 

FAULT mean transverse joint faulting after reconstruction, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after reconstruction, millions 

THICK thickness of reconstructed PCC slab, in 

BASETYPE - type of base under reconstructed PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
• l, if stabilized base (asphalt, cement, etc.) 

FI mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

PCCSH - new or existing tied PCC shoulders 
- 0, if not present 
• 1, if present 

PUMP pumping severity after reconstruction (from pumping model) 
0, if no pumping 
l, if low severity 

• 2, if medium severity 
• 3, if high severity 

DOWEL - diameter of dowels in reconstructed pavement, in 
(0 if no dowel bars used) 

R2 0.79 
n • 259 

SEE - 0.02 in [0.05 cm] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Dowel spacing in reconstructed pavement assumed to be 12 
in [30.5 cm]. 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - ( ESAL2 · 755 ( 3092.4 (1 - SOILCRS) RATIO lO.O) 

+ ESAL0. 5 (1.233 TRANGE2·0 RATIO 2 · 868 ) 

+ ESAL2 ·416 (0.2296 FI1 · 53 RATio7 · 31 ) J + CRKCALIB 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of cracking of all severities after 
reconstruction, ft/mile 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads 
after reconstruction, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

RATIO - Westergaard's edge stress/PCC modulus of rupture (see below 
to calculate Westergaard's edge stress) 

TRANGE - Annual temperature range, degrees Fahrenheit 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.69 
n - 303 

SEE - 176 ft/mile (33.3 mjk:m) 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Calculation of Westergaard's Edge Stress: 

L - (4200000 * THICK3·0) / 12 * (1 - 0.22 ·0) * KEFF J0· 25 

B - 1.6 (6.4) 2 + THICK2 ]o. 5 - 0.675 THICK 

Stress - (0.572 * 9000 / THICK2 ·0) * [4 log10 (L/B) + 0.359] 

where: 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

KEFF - effective k value beneath PCC slab, psi/in 

4,200,000 - assumed elastic modulus of PCC slab, psi 

0.20 - assumed Poisson's ratio of PCC slab 

6.4 assumed wheel load radius, in 
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Note: 1 in - 2.54 cm 
1 psi - 6.9 kPa 

1 psi/in - 2.71 kPa/cm 

Joint Deterioration 

where: 

DETJT - AGE2 · 841 (0.01247 UNITIJBE) 

+ AGE3.o3s (0.001346 INCOMP) ) + DETJTCALIB 

DETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after reconstruction, number/mile 

AGE time since reconstruction, years 

UNITIJBE - Unitube joint forming inserts 

INCOMP 

DETJTCALIB 

- 0, if not present 
1, if present 

incompressibles in transverse joints 
0, if no incompressibles observed 
1, if incompressibles observed 

calibration of model to existing joint deterioration 

actual joint deterioration (M-H deteriorated joints/mile) 
measured during survey - DETJT predicted for present year 
by above model 

- actual joint deterioration -

+ AGE2 · 841 (0.01247 UNITIJBE) 

+ AGE3 .o3s (0.001346 INCOMP) 

AGEl.695 ( 0.9754 DUR) 

R2 - 0.59 
n - 252 

SEE - 16 joints/mile (10 joints/lan) 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Original model contains additional terms for D cracking and 
reactive aggregate distress. These terms have been omitted 
since it is assumed the reconstructed pavement will not 
contain D cracking or reactive aggregates. 
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Pumping 

where: 

PUMP - ESALo. 443 [ -1.479 + 0.255 (1 - SOILCRS) 

+ 0.0605 SUMPREC0. 5 + 52.65/THICK1 · 747 

+ 0.0002269 FI1 · 205 

PUMP pumping severity after reconstruction (PUMP can be any 
value between O and 3) 

- 0, if no pumping 
- 1, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 
- 3, if high severity 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads after 
reconstruction, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 

- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

SUMPREC average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

THICK - thickness of reconstructed PCC slab, in 

Fl - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.68 
n - 289 

SEE - 0.42 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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where: 

PSR - 4.5 - 1.486 ESALO.l4&7 

+ 0.4963 ESAL 0 -265 RATI0-0. 5 

- 0.01082 ESAL0· 644 AGE0· 525 {SUMPREC0· 91/AVGMTl.O]) 

PSR - Present Serviceability Rating after reconstruction 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads after 
reconstruction, millions 

RATIO - Westergaard's edge stress/FCC slab modulus of rupture 

AGE - time since reconstruction, years 

SUMPREC - average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

AVMT - average monthly temperature,° C [ {°F - 32) / 1.8] 

R2 - 0.69 
n - 316 

SEE - 0.25 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Calculation of Westergaard's Edge Stress: 

L - (4200000 * THICK3 ·0) / 12 * (1 - 0.2 2 ·0) * KEFF ]0· 25 

B - 1.6 (6.4) 2 + THICK2 ]o. 5 - 0.675 THICK 

Stress - (0.572 * 9000 / THICK2 ·0) * [4 log10 (L/B) + 0.359] 

where: 

THICK - thickness of reconstructed PCC slab, in 

KEFF - effective k value beneath reconstructed PCC slab, psi/in 

4,200,000 assumed elastic modulus of reconstructed PCC slab, psi 

0.20 - assumed Poisson's ratio of reconstructed PCC slab 

6.4 assumed wheel load radius, in 

Note: 1 in - 2.54 cm 
1 psi - 6.9 kPa 

1 psi/in - 2.71 kPa/cm 
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BONDED PCC OVERLAY PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

Faulting 

where: 

FAULT - 0.0015897 ESAL0· 233 [ -10.942 - 30.657 BASETYPE 

+ 0.0005652 (FI+ 1) 2 · 299 

+ 33.322 (DOWEL+ 1)"0 •8477 ] / 100 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting after overlay, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads after 
overlay, millions 

BASETYPE - type of base under original PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (cement, asphalt, etc.) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

DOWEL - diameter of dowels in original PCC slab, in 
(0 if no dowel bars used) 

R2 - 0.54 
n - 27 

SEE - 0.02 in (0.05 cm] 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 

Note: Dowel spacing in original pavement assumed to 12 
in [ 30 . 5 cm] . 
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Joint Deterioration 

where: 

DETJT - AGE2 · 1521 ESALO.l4l 9 [ 0.05202 + 0.0000254 FI 

+ 0.01109 TJSD - (0.003384 *Kl* JTSPACE) 

- (0.0006446 *K2 * JTSPACE) ) 

DETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after overlay, number/mile 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

TJSD - transverse joint sealant damage 
- 0, if transverse joint sealant will be maintained well over 

the design period 
- 1, if transverse joint sealant will not be maintained well 

over the design period 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of overlay, feet (assumed to have 
same joint spacing as original pavement) 

Kl - 1, if JTSPACE - 27 ft [8.2 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is not - 27 ft (8.2 m] 

K2 - 1, if JTSPACE - 39 to 100 ft [11.9 to 30.5 m] 
0, if JTSPACE is less than 39 ft [11.9 to 30.5 m] 

R2 - 0.61 
n - 319 

SEE - 15 joints/mile [9 joints/km] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Notes: Do not use model outside of specified ranges for JTSPACE 
(27 ft (8.2 m) or 39 to 100 ft (11.9 to 30.5 m)). 

Original model contains additional terms for D cracking and 
reactive aggregate distress. These terms have been omitted 
since it is assumed the overlay will not contain D cracking 
or, reactive aggregates. 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - 11.328 ESAL0.07546 {21.426 [ AGE (FI+ 1) / 1000 1°· 66876 1 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of medium- and high-severity deteriorated cracks 
after overlay, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads after 
overlay, millions 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.75 
n - 13 

SEE - 326 ft/mile (61.7 m/km] 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 
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UNBONDED PCC OVERUY PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

Faulting 

where: 

FAULT - 0.28615 ESAL0· 39654 [ 0.0987 (DOWEL+ l)-0. 5l08J ] 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting after overlay, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads after 
overlay, millions 

DOWEL - diameter of dowels in overlay, in 
(0 if no dowel bars used) 

R2 - 0.51 
n - 23 

SEE - 0.02 in [0.05 cm] 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 

Note: Dowel spacing in overlay assumed to 12 in [30.5 cm]. 
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Joint Deterioration 

DETJT -

where: 

DETJT 

AGE2 · 841 (0.01247 UNITUBE) 

+ AGEJ.OJB (0.001346 INC0MP) 

medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after overlay, number/mile 

AGE 

UNITUBE 

time since overlay, years 

Unitube joint forming inserts 
0, if not present 
1, if present 

INC0MP incompressibles in existing transverse joints 
0, if no incompressibles observed 
l, if incompressibles observed 

R2 0.59 
n 252 

SEE 16 joints/mile (10 joints/km) 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Note: Original model contains additional terms for D cracking and 
reactive aggregate distress. These terms have been omitted 
since it is assumed the overlay will not contain D cracking 
or reactive aggregates. 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - ESAL2 · 755 [ 3092.4 (1 - SOILCRS) RATIO lO.O 

+ ESALO.S (1.233 TRANGE2 ·0 RATIO 2 · 868 ) 

+ ESAL2 · 416 (0.2296 FI1 · 53 RATI07 · 31 ) 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of cracking of all severities after overlay, 
ft/mile 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

RATIO - Westergaard's edge stress/PCC modulus of rupture (see below 
to calculate Westergaard's edge stress) 

TRANGE - Annual temperature range, degrees Fahrenheit 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.69 
n - 303 

SEE - 176 ft/mile [33.3 m/km) 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 

Calculation of Westergaard's Edge Stress: 

L - (4200000 * THICK3·0) / 12 * (1 - 0.22 ·0) * KEFF ]0· 25 

B - 1.6 (6.4) 2 + THICK2 ]o. 5 - 0.675 THICK 

Stress - (0.572 * 9000 / THICK2·0) * [4 log10 (L/B) + 0.359] 

where: 

THICK - thickness of PCC overlay slab, in 

KEFF - effective k value on top of existing PCC slab, psi/in 
(500 psi/in recommended) 

4,200,000 - assumed elastic modulus of PCC overlay slab, psi 

0.20 - assumed Poisson's ratio of PCC overlay slab 

6.4 - assumed wheel load radius, in 
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Note: 1 in 2.54 cm 
1 psi - 6.9 kPa 

1 psi/cm - 2.71 kPa/cm 

AC STRUCTURAL AND NONSTRUCTURAL OVERLAY PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

Reflective Cracking (All Severities) 

CRACKS - 10.745 * AGE0. 3 * ESALO.Ol87 * THICK-0.064 

* [ (PATCHES/ 8.8) + 1 ]0· 293 - 1) * 8.8 

where: 

CRACKS total length of low-, medium-, and high-severity reflective 
transverse cracks after overlay, ft/mile 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

THICK - thickness of overlay, in 

PATCHES - full-depth repairs existing or placed on original pavement 
prior to overlay, number/mile, computed as follows: 

M-H deteriorated transverse cracks/mile 
+ M-H deteriorated joints/mile 
+ corner breaks/mile 
+ existing full-depth repairs/mile 

R2 - 0.27 
n - 50 

SEE - 0.40 

Source: Development of Illinois Pavement Feedback System, on-going 
study being conducted for the Illinois Department of 
Transportation. Data from Illinois Interstate highways. 
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Reflective Cracking (Medium and High Severity) 

MHCRACKS - 2.8594 *(AGE* ESAL)0· 19258 * OLTHicK·0. 21163 

* (PATCHES/ 8.8)0· 61169 ] * 8.8 

where: 

MHCRACKS total length of medium- and high-severity reflective 
transverse cracks after overlay, ft/mile 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay, millions 

THICK - thickness of overlay, in 

PATCHES - full-depth repairs existing or placed on original pavement 
prior to overlay, number/mile, computed as follows: 

M-H deteriorated transverse cracks/mile 
+ M-H deteriorated joints/mile 
+ corner breaks/mile 
+ existing full-depth repairs/mile 

R2 - 0.83 
n 50 

SEE - 0.30 

Source: Development of Illinois Pavement Feedback System, on-going 
study being conducted for the Illinois Department of 
Transportation. Data from Illinois Interstate highways. 
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Rutting 

where: 

RUT - 0.084807 + 0.019208 ESAL + 0.012512 AGE+ 0.001199 PTRUCKS 

- 0.004177 PRECIP + 0.002798 (FI/ THICK)+ 0.006447 ZONE 

RUT - average wheelpath rutting, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads after 
overlay, millions 

AGE - time since overlay, years 

PTRUCKS - percent trucks in average daily traffic 

PRECIP - annnual precipitation, in 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

THICK - overlay thickness, in 

ZONE climatic zone 

- -5.9531 + 0.14263 ANNTEMP - 0.12123 PRECIP + 0.1955 TRANGE 

where: 

ANNTEMP 

TRANGE 

R2 - 0.71 
n 101 

average annual temperature, degrees Fahrenheit 

average monthly temperature range, degrees 
Fahrenheit 

SEE 0.06 in (0.15 cm] 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 

Notes: ZONE must be in the range of 0.5 to 9.5 (1 to 9 preferable) 
to produce realistic values for rutting. Values outside 
this range represent combinations of climatic inputs which 
are not within the realm of possible occurrence. 

This rutting model represents a linear approximation of a 
nonlinear phenomenon. For some combinations of the 
variables, the model may give negative values, which should 
be interpreted as zeroes. 
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CRACK AND SEAT AND AC STRUCTURAL OVERLAY PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

All-Severity Transverse Cracking 

TCRACKS - [ -271. 76 + 0. 2719 FI + 3. 91 THICK + 2. 833 SRW - 21. 55 \IDT 

2.327 JTSPACE + 13.66 LEN+ 4.828 AREA+ 2.706 ESAL*AGE 

+ 0.941 ANNTEMP + 7.457 TRANGE] * 5.28 
where: 

TCRACKS - total length of low-medium-high severity transverse cracks 
after overlay, ft/mile (includes all transverse cracks in 
AC overlay from any cause) 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of original pavement, ft 

SRW - seating roller weight, tons 

\IDT - mean width of cracked pieces (across traffic lane), ft 

LEN - mean length of cracked pieces (along traffic lane), ft 

AREA - area of cracked section (length* width), square ft 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
after overlay in traffic lane, millions 

AGE - age of AC overlay, years 

ANNTEMP - mean annual temperature, degrees Fahrenheit 

TRANGE ~ mean monthly temperature range, degrees Fahrenheit 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.57 
n - 100 

SEE - 903 ft/mile ft (171 m/km] 

Source: Revised model based upon database developed in "Overlay 
Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2. 
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Medium- and High-Severity Transverse Cracking 

MHCRACKS - [ 298.82 + 0.0378 FI - 21.29 THICK - 0.572 SRW - 38.54 WOT+ 

0.59 JTSPACE - 18.48 LEN+ 7.89 AREA+ 0.815 ESAL*AGE + 

1.65 ANNTEMP - 5.28 TRANCE]* 5.28 

where: 

MHCRACKS total length of medium- and high-severity transverse cracks 
after overlay, ft/mile 

THICK thickness of PCC slab, in 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of original pavement, ft 

SRW seating roller weight, tons 

WDT mean width of cracked pieces (across traffic lane), ft 

LEN - mean length of cracked pieces (along traffic lane), ft 

AREA - area of cracked section (length* width), square ft 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads after 
overlay in traffic lane, millions 

AGE - age of AC overlay, years 

ANNTEMP 

TRANGE 

mean annual temperature, degrees Fahrenheit 

mean monthly temperature range, degrees Fahrenheit 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.79 
n 100 

SEE - 317 ft/mile [60 m/km] 

Source: Revised model based upon database developed in "Overlay 
Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2. 

This model represents a linear approximation of the nonlinear 
progression of medium- to high-severity reflective cracks 
from low-severity reflective cracks. 
For some combinations of the variables, the model may give 
negative values, which should be interpreted as zeroes (i.e., 
cracking has not yet progressed to the medium severity 
level). 
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Rutting 

where: 

RUT - 0.084807 + 0.019208 ESAL + 0.012512 AGE+ 0.001199 PTRUCKS 

- 0.004177 PRECIP + 0.002798 (FI/ THICK)+ 0.006447 ZONE 

RUT - average wheelpath rutting, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads after 
overlay, millions 

AGE 

PTRUCKS 

time since overlay, years 

percent trucks in average daily traffic 

PRECIP - annnual precipitation, in 

FI mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

THICK - overlay thickness, in 

ZONE climatic zone (same as for reflective cracking) 

R2 - 0.71 
n - 101 

SEE - 0.06 in [0.15 cm] 

Source: "Overlay Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 2 

Notes: ZONE must be in the range of 0.5 to 9.5 (1 to 9 preferable) 
to produce realistic values for rutting. Values outside 
this range represent combinations of climatic inputs which 
are not within the realm of possible occurrence. 

This rutting model represents a linear approximation of a 
nonlinear phenomenon. For some combinations of the 
variables, the model may give negative values, which should 
be interpreted as zeroes. 
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RESTORATION PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS 

Joint Faulting (With Grinding) 

where: 

FAULT - -5.62 (ESAL + AGE)o. 54 

* [ 5.85 *(DRAIN+ SOILCRS + l)0.0529 

- (3.8 * 10- 9) *(Fl/ 190) 6 · 29 

+ 0.484 (THICK+ PCCSH)o. 335 + 0.1554 BASETYPE 

- 7.163 JTSPACEO.Ol37 + 0.1136 LDTR] / 100 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting after restoration, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip [BO kN) equivalent single-axle loads 
after restoration, millions 

AGE - time since restoration, years 

DRAIN - new or existing longitudinal subdrains 
- 0, if no subdrains present or present but not functional 
- 1, if subdrains present and functional 

SOILCRS subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

FI mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

PCCSH new or existing tied PCC shoulder 
0, if not present 

- 1, if present 

BASETYPE - type of base under PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- 1, if stabilized base (cement, asphalt, etc.) 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of pavement, ft 

LDTR - load transfer restoration done by retrofitting dowel bars 
- 0, if not done 
- 1, if done 

R2 - 0.38 
n - 114 

SEE 0.03 in (0.08 cm) 

Source: "Repair Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 1 

Note: Joint faulting - 0.00 in immediately after grinding. 
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Joint Faulting (Without Grinding) 

where: 

FAULT - ESALO.l44 * [ -0.2980 + 0.2671/THICK0. 3l 84 

- 0.0285 BASETYPE + 0.00406 (FI+ l)0.3598 

- 0.0462 PCCSH + 0.2384 (PUMP+ l)O.Ol09 

- 0.0340 DOWEL2 · 0587 ] / 100 l + FLTCALIB 

FAULT - mean transverse joint faulting after restoration, in 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads after 
restoration, millions 

THICK - thickness of PCC slab, in 

BASETYPE - type of base under PCC slab 
- 0, if granular base 
- l, if stabilized base (asphalt, cement, etc.) 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

PCCSH - new existing tied PCC shoulders 
- 0, if not present 
- l, if present 

PUMP - pumping severity after restoration (from pumping model) 
- 0, if no pumping 
- l, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 
- 3, if high severity 

DOWEL - diameter of dowels in pavement, in 
(0 if no dowel bars used) 

FLTCALIB - calibration of model to existing faulting 

- actual faulting (in) measured during survey - FAULT 
predicted for present year by above model 

- actual faulting - ( ESAL0· 144 * [ -0.2980 

+ 0.2671/THICK0· 3184 • 0.0285 BASETYPE 

+ 0.00406 (FI+ l)0· 3598 - 0.0462 PCCSH 

+ 0.2384 (PUMP+ l)O.Ol09 - 0.0340 DOWEL2 •0587 ]/ 100 l 

R2 - 0.79 
n - 259 

SEE - 0.02 in [0.05 cm] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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Cracking 

CRACKS - { ESAL2 · 755 [ 3092.4 (1 - SOILCRS) RATIOlO.O 

+ ESALO.S (1.233 TRANGE2 ·0 RATro2 · 868 ) 

+ ESAL2 ·416 (0.2296 FI1 · 53 RATio7 · 31 ) J + CRKCALIB 

where: 

CRACKS - total length of cracking of all severities after 
restoraation, ft/mile 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip equivalent single-axle loads after 
restoration, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
- 0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
- 1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

RATIO - Westergaard's edge stress/FCC modulus of rupture (see 
following page to calculate Westergaard's edge stress) 

TRANGE - Annual temperature range, degrees Fahrenheit 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

CRKCALIB - calibration of model to existing cracking 

- actual cracking (M-H cracks, ft/mile) measured during survey 
- CRACKS predicted for present year by above model 

- actual cracking - { ESAL2 -755 

* [ 3092.4 (1 - SOILCRS) RATiolO.O] 

+ ESALO.S (1.233 TRANGEZ.O RATI02 · 868 ) 

+ ESAL2 ·416 (0.2296 FI1 · 53 RATI07 · 31 ) J 

R2 - 0.69 
n - 303 

SEE• 176 ft/mile (33.3 mjkm) 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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Calculation of Westergaard's Edge Stress· 

L - (4200000 * THICK3 ·0) / 12 * (1 - 0.2 2 •0) * KEFF ]O.Z5 

B - 1.6 (6.4) 2 + THICK2 )0. 5 - 0.675 THICK 

Stress - (0.572 * 9000 / THICK2 · 0 ) * [4 log10 (L/B) + 0.359) 

where: 

THICK• thickness of PCC slab, in 

KEFF - effective k value beneath PCC slab, psi/in 

4,200,000 assumed elastic modulus of PCC slab, psi 

0.20 - assumed Poisson's ratio of PCC slab 

6.4 - assumed wheel load radius, in 

Note: 1 in - 2.54 cm 
1 psi - 6.9 kPa 

1 psi/cm - 2.71 kPa/cm 
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Joint Deterioration 

where: 

DETJT - AGEl.695 ( 0.9754 DUR) 

DETJT 

+ AGE2 · 841 (0.01247 UNITUBE) 

+ AGEJ.OJB (0.001346 INCOMP) ) + DETJTCALIB 

medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after restoration, number/mile 

AGE - time since restoration, years 

DUR - D cracking or reactive aggregate distress severity before 
restoration 

- 0, if none 
- l, if low, medium, or high severity 

UNITUBE - Unitube joint forming inserts 
- 0, if not present 
- 1, if present 

INCOMP - incompressibles in transverse joints before restoration 
- 0, if no incompressibles observed 
- l, if incompressibles observed 

DETJTCALIB - calibration of model to existing joint deterioration 

- actual joint deterioration (M-H deteriorated joints/mile) 
measured during survey - DETJT predicted for present year 
by above model 

- actual joint deterioration -

+ AGE2 · 841 (0.01247 UNITUBE) 

+ AGEJ.OJB (0.001346 INCOMP) 

R2 0.59 
TI - 252 

SEE - 16 joints/mile [10 joints/km] 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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Full-Depth Repair Faulting 

FDRFAULT - (NEWFDR * NEw'FDRFAULT) + (EXISTFDR + EXFDRFAULT) 

/ (NEw'FDR + EXISTFDR) 

where: 

FDRFAULT • weighted average faulting at new and existing full-depth 
repair joints since restoration, in 

NEw'FDR - full-depth repairs placed during restoration, number/mile 

NEWFDRFAULT • average faulting at new full-depth repair joints since 
restoration, in 

where: 

- ESALo. 74 * ( 0.0364 - 0.292 BASETYPE 

+ 0.275 (AGE* FI )O.Ol9 - 0.283 

ESAL • accumulated 18-kip [80 kN] equivalent single-axle 
loads since restoration, millions 

BASETYPE - type of base under PGC slab 
• 0, if granular 
• 1, if stabilized (asphalt, cement, etc.) 

AGE - time since restoration, years 

FI• mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

EXISTFDR - number of existing full-depth repairs before restoration, 
number/mile 

EXFDRFAULT - average faulting at existing full-depth repair joints since 
restoration, in 

- FDRESALo. 74 * ( 0.0364 - 0.292 BASETYPE) 

+ 0.275 (FORAGE* FI )O.Ol9 - 0.283 

where: 

FDRESAL • accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle 
loads since time of placement of existing 
full-depth repairs, millions 

BASETYPE - type of base under PCG slab 
• 0, if granular 
• 1, if stabilized (asphalt, cement, etc.) 
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FORAGE - time since placement of existing full-depth 
repairs, years 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

R2 - 0.41 
n - 113 

SEE - 0.048 in (0.122 cm] 

Source: "Repair Rehabilitation Techniques," Volume 1 

Notes: Initial faulting of new full-depth repairs O in, assuming 
full-depth repairs are constructed and finished to match 
existing pavement profile. 

If grinding is done or if existing full-depth repairs are 
replaced during restoration, then initial faulting of 
existing full-depth repair joints - 0 in. 

If grinding is not done and existing full-depth repairs are 
not replaced during restoration, then initial faulting of 
existing full-depth repair joints - faulting measured 
during survey. 

Backcalculation of Cumulative ESALs on Existing Full-Depth Repairs: 

if FORAGE is provided by user: 

FDRESAL - 10 * * ( {log10 [actual FDR faulting 

- 0.275 (FORAGE* Fl)O.Ol9 + 0.283 

- loglO ( 0.0364 - 0.292 BASETYPE] l / 0.74) 
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Pumping 

where: 

PUMP - ESALo. 443 [ -1.479 + 0.255 (1 - SOILCRS) 

+ 0.0605 SUMPRECo. 5 + 52.65/THIGKl. 747 

+ 0.0002269 FI 1 · 205 * DRNF 

PUMP - pumping severity after restoration 
- 0, if no pumping 
- 1, if low severity 
- 2, if medium severity 
- 3, if high severity 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN] equivalent single-axle loads 
since restoration, millions 

SOILCRS - subgrade soil classification 
0, if fine grained (A4 to A7) 
1, if coarse grained (Al to A3) 

SUMPREG - average annual precipitation, cm ( - 2.54 * inches) 

THICK - thickness of PGG slab, in 

FI - mean Freezing Index, Fahrenheit degree-days 

DRNF - drainage factor applied to pumping increase after 
restoration 

- 0.75, if new or existing longitudinal subdrains present 
1.00, if no subdrains present 

a2 - fl.68 
n - 289 

SEE - 0.42 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 (6) 
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where: 

PSR - 4.5 - 0.0177 TFAULT - 0.0001263 CRACKS - 0.005414 DETJT 

PSR - Present Serviceability Rating after restoration (0 to 5 
scale) 

TFAULT - total faulting at joints, cracks, and full-depth repairs, 
in/mile (to calculate see below) 

CRACKS - transverse cracks (all severities) after restoration, 
ft/mile (from cracking model) 

DETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated transverse joints 
after restoration, number/mile (from joint deterioration 
model) 

R2 ~ 0.73 
n - 389 

SEE 0.33 

Source: NCHRP 1-19 database for JRCP. 

Calculation of Total Faulting for PSR Model: 

TFAULT -

where: 

(5280/JTSPACE) - EXISTDETJT] * JTFAULT 

+ ( NEWFDR * NEWFDRFLT) 

+ ( EXISTFDR * EXISTFDRFLT) 

JTSPACE - transverse joint spacing of pavement, ft 

EXISTDETJT medium- to high-severity deteriorated joints before 
restoration, number/mile 

JTFAULT ~ average transverse joint faulting after restoration, in 
(from applicable joint faulting model, with or without 
grinding) 
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NEWFDR full-depth repairs placed during restoration, number/mile 

- EXISTDETJT +CRACKS+ CORBRKS 

where: 

EXISTDETJT - medium- to high-severity deteriorated joints 
before restoration, number/mile 

CRACKS - transverse cracks (all severities) before 
restoration, number/mile 

CORBRKS corner breaks before restoration, 
number/mile 

NEWFDRFLT - average faulting at full-depth repair joints after 
restoration, in (from full-depth repair faulting model) 

EXISTFDR - existing full-depth repairs before restoration, number/mile 

EXISTFDRFLT - average faulting at existing full-depth repair joints after 
restoration, in (from full-depth repair faulting model). 

Notes: For purposes of computing PSR, only one joint per 
full-depth repair is counted and multiplied times mean 
full-depth repair faulting, since full-depth repair joints 
are sufficiently close to represent one noticeable fault to 
the user. 

Initial faulting of new full-depth repairs - 0 in, assuming 
full-depth repairs are constructed and finished to match 
existing pavement profile. 

If grinding is done or if existing full-depth repairs are 
replaced during restoration, then initial faulting of 
existing full-depth repair joints - 0 in. 

If grinding is not done and existing full-depth repairs are 
not replaced during restoration, then initial faulting of 
existing full-depth repair joints - faulting measured 
during survey. 
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APPENDIX B6 

EIPF.Rl' SYSTEM FOR fAVEKKNT ~AllJATION AND gEHABIUTATION (EXPF.AR) 

JPCP Computer Prograa Operating Instructions 

INTRODUCTION 

EXPEAR (Expert System for favement Evaluation ~nd Rehabilitation) has 
been developed to assist the design engineer in the evaluation and 
rehabilitation of jointed plain concrete pavement (JPCP). The program is 
documented in "Rehabilitation Of Concrete Pavements, Volume III - Concrete 
Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation System.• Report No. FHWA/RD-88/073, 
Federal Highway Administration, 1987. Similar programs are also available 
for jointed reinforced and continuously reinforced concrete pavements. 

LDIITATIONS 

The EXPEAR program is based primarily on engineering judgement and 
predictive deterioration models. EXPEAR Version 1.0 has been tested on a 
few projects for which it performed in a reasonable manner. However, the 
program will require much more extensive field testing and improvements 
before it can be used routinely. It will likely require "customizing" to 
the specific conditions, needs and policies of individual highway agencies 
(such as different rehabilitation alternatives and the substitution of 
predictive models developed by the agency). 

The EXPEAR program is designed for the specific pavement geometry of 
two traffic lanes in the same direction with paved shoulders on each side 
(a typical two-lane one-directional highway). It can also be used for 
two-directional traffic by treating the opposing lanes as "outer" and 
"inner" lanes and entering appropriate traffic data for each. Pavements 
containing three or more lanes in one direction can be considered first 
through an analysis of the outer two lanes only, and then rerunning EXPEAR 
for the other lane(s) to determine feasible rehabilitation alternatives. 
The results would then have to be combined manually. EXPEAR does not 
consider non-pavement related items such as guard rail, signs, and 
clearances. 

EXPEAR has been programmed in Pascal using Borland International's 
Turbo Pascal. It will operate on any IBM-compatible personal computer with 
256 K memory. 

USING EXPF.AR FOR EVAIDATION 

Evaluation is based on inventory and monitoring data collected by 
engineers and technicians. Inventory data is collected from office records 
and includes design, construction, traffic, climate and other data. 
Monitoring data is collected during a field survey of the project. Up to 
10 sample units of any length may be surveyed; at least 500 ft [152 m] in 
each mile (1.6 km) is recommended. 
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After returning to the office, the inventory and monitoring data are 
entered into a data file using a full-screen data editor provided with the 
system. The overall condition of the pavement over the length of the 
project is extrapolated by EXPEAR from the sample unit monitoring data. 

EXPEAR uses the inventory data and extrapolated monitoring data to 
evaluate the current condition of the pavement in twelve major problem 
areas. In addition, it uses the NCHRP Project 1-19 (6) predictive models 
calibrated to existing project conditions to project future transverse 
cracking, joint faulting, pumping, joint deterioratiort, and PSR. 

Physical testing is recommended by EXPEAR to verify the evaluation 
conclusions reached using the pavement visual survey and inventory data. 

EXPEAR will operate on any IBM-compatible personal computer with 256 K 
memory. A math coprocessor, while not essential to the program's 
operation, will increase its execution speed. The program may be run on 
the floppy disk provided; however, it is recommended that the program be 
copied to and run on a hard disk when available. This will increase the 
execution speed and also provide adequate storage for the output files 
generated by EXPEAR. If EXPEAR is run using a floppy disk, different 
project output files should be transfered to other disks to provide for 
adequate storage. If this is not done, the floppy disk being used will 
fill up with various EXPEAR output files and the program will abort during 
a run. 

To start the system, place the EXPEAR disk in the disk drive and type 
EXPEAR. A title screen and three screens of introductory information will 
appear. Press any key to continue. 

The following choices are presented on the main menu screen: 

1. ENTER OR EDIT DATA 
2. CONDUCT PROJECT EVAilJATION 
3. DEVELOP REHABIUTATION STRATEGY 
4. QUIT, RETURN TO DOS 

DATA ENTERING ACTIVITIES 

If you select 1, a figure will appear on the screen to illustrate the 
pavement geometry for the program you are using (in this case, two lanes of 
JRCP with paved shoulders). Then the data entry menu will appear: 

1. CREATE NEIJ DATA FILE 
2 . EDIT OLD DATA FILE 
3. CONDUCT PROJECT EVAWATION 
4. RETURN TO KAIN MENU 

1. CREATE NEY DATA FILE: The data editing program will default to a set 
of standard data that is only intended as an example. The user may enter 
data from the project under consideration. It is recommended that project 
files have the same name, such as "110191," where this refers to I-10, 
beginning at milepost 191 for ease in identification. Extensions will be 
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added by EXPEAR for output files. The file name (e.g., 110191) will 
continually be requested during the evaluation and rehabilitation process. 

2. EDIT Ol.D DATA FILE: The system prompts for the name of an existing 
data file and enters that file into the data editing program. Data files 
have .DAT extensions. The program will instruct the user to omit the 
.DAT when entering the file name in response to this prompt. 

3. CONDUCT PROJECT EVALUATION: The user may go directly to evaluation of 
the current data file without returning to the main menu. EXPEAR will 
prompt for the name of the data file to be run. 

4. RETURN TO MAIN MENU: Return to main menu. 

The data editing program presents the data items in much the same way 
that they appear on the actual survey sheets. All of the commands needed 
for editing the data are shown on the bottom of the screen. The system 
provides screens for as many sample units as requested (up to 10). 

When the editing of the data has been completed, type Shift-FlO to exit 
the data editing program. The engineer will then be presented with the 
following menu: 

1. SAVE EDITED FILE 
2. GO TO DOS (SAVE DATA FIRST) 
3. EDIT ANOTHER DATA SET 
4. RUN TIIIS DATA (SAVE DATA FIRST) 

l. SAVE EDITED FILE: The user is prompted for a file name under which to 
save the input data. If the name of a file that already exists is entered, 
the user will be asked if is desired to write over the existing file. Use 
the same name as before (e.g., 110191) and EXPEAR will provide .DAT 
extension. 

2. GO TO DOS: Exits the system and returns to DOS. The data entered is 
not saved by this command. 

3. EDIT ANOTHER DATA SET: Takes the user to the data entry menu. The 
data entered is not saved by this command. 

4. RUN A SET OF DATA EXPEAR begins the evaluation of the current data 
file. 

IMPORTANT: ONLY OPTION 1 SAVES TIIE EDITED DATA. THE DATA SET MOST 
RECENTLY EDITED IS THE CURRENT DATA SET. 

PROJECT EVAllJATION ACTIVITIES 

Through either the main menu or the data entry menus, the user can 
conduct an evaluation of a project. The system will prompt for the name of 
the file that is desired to run. Before EXPEAR begins the evaluation it 
will present the following menu: 
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1. SPECIFY CRITICAL VAUJES FOR DISTRESSES 
2. RF.AD IN CRITICAL VAUJES FROM DISK FILE 
3. CONDUCT PROJECT EVALDATION 
4. RETURN TO KAIN MENU 

The program will not begin evaluation before critical values for 
distress have been selected. Critical values represent decision levels in 
the pavement evaluation decision trees {e.g., a PSR of 3.0 could be 
selected as a level, below which the pavement is considered as too rough 
for continued usage, and rehabilitation must be performed). Option 1 will 
allow the user to select the default values provided, or select other 
values to save in a file for future use. The system will prompt for a name 
for the critical values file {e.g., use the same name 110191), and EXPEAR 
will give it a .CVL extension. You may retreive these values later using 
Option 2. 

Option 3 will begin the project evaluation. After the program has run, 
the first evaluation display will consist of an evaluation conclusion for 
lane 1 (the outer lane) relating to one of the twelve major problem areas, 
along with one or more recommended rehabilitation techniques (for 
informational purposes only at this point). Press any key when ready to 
see the next display and continue on through all lanes and shoulders. 

The complete evaluation consists of the following sets of displays: 

1. Evaluation conclusions reflecting the present condition of each 
traffic lane and shoulder. 

2. Projections of future pumping, faulting, cracking, joint 
deterioration and PSR for each of the traffic lanes (each lane in 
turn, 10 years at a time). 

3. Evaluation conclusions which summarize the present and future 
condition of the pavement based on the above two outputs. 

IMPORTANT: Do not attempt to escape from the system without going 
through all the evaluation displays.· Doing so may permanently damage the 
display file. You can go through the displays very rapidly if you wish.by 
holding down the space bar. 

After viewing all of the displays, the system will ask if the user 
wants to print the summary file. Enter •y• to print out the project data 
and evaluation displays or •n• to return to the main menu. The print 
program is set to run on an IBM ProPrinter (or equivalent), but should work 
on similar IBM or EPSON printers as well. If the summary file will not 
print on your printer, exit to DOS and print the project's .REP file for 
the project survey inputs, and the .TXT file for the evaluation 
conclusions; 
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USING EXPEAR FOR SELECTING REHABILITATION STRATEGIES 

EXPEAR considers the following rehabilitation strategies: 

1. Restoration both lanes 
2. Overlay both lanes 
3. Reconstruct outer lane, restore inner lane 
4. Reconstruct both lanes 

One or more of these alternatives will be recommended, based upon the 
pavement evaluation. The engineer normally chooses that rehabilitation 
strategy and then proceeds to develop the details. This is done through a 
series of choices for repairing or preventing various types of 
deterioration that exist in the pavement. 

EXPEAR takes the engineer through each traffic lane and shoulder to 
select rehabilitation techniques to repair and prevent further 
deterioration. 

The program then requests some additional inputs, such as: 

Do you want the quantities for the repairs you selected? 
What will be the length of the full-depth repairs? 
What is the average length of settlements on the project? 
What is the thickness of the overlay? 
What is the transverse joint spacing for the reconstructed 
traffic lane? 

EXPEAR will then output the list of rehabilitation techniques and 
estimated quantities for the overall project. This is done for each 
traffic lane and shoulder. The program will then ask if the user wants the 
rehabilitation techniques printed out. 

The program then goes on to the next step: 

1. REVISE REHABILITATION STRATEGY 
2. PREDICT REHABILITATION PERFORMANCE 
3. RETURN TO DATA ERTB.Y/PROJECT EVAllJATION 
4. QUIT, RETURN TO DOS 

If the engineer does not like the selection of rehabilitation techniques 
for the given strategy, No. 1 can be selected and return to revise the 
rehabilitation strategy. Normally, the engineer will go on to No.2 to 
predict the performance of the selected rehabilitation strategy. 

If full-depth repairs exist, EXPEAR will ask "how many years ago were 
the existing full-depth repairs placed?" This is requested to estimate the 
number of 18-kip ESAL that have passed over the repairs so that their 
future performance can be estimated. 

The predicted deterioration for each traffic lane is then output for 
each key type of deterioration for which there are predictive models. 
These models were developed from performance data from inservice 
rehabilitated concrete pavements. 
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EX.PEAR then asks if the user wants to print out the rehabilitation 
predictions. The program then interpretates the predictions, and informs 
the user the estimated year in which critical deterioration will develop. 
This information is used to estimate the practical service life of the 
rehabiltation strategy. 

If the engineer wishes to develop another alternative rehabilitation 
strategy, he/she would then return to the rehabilitation menu and repeat 
the above sequence of steps. 

EXPF.AR.COH 
FORHREP.CHN 
PROCDATA.CHN 
PRINTOOT.CHN 
PREDLIFE.CHN 
DISPIAYS.REC 

STANDRD. DAT 

110191.REP 

110191.DAT 

110191.TXT 

110191.STS 

110191.RST 

110191.RHB 

110191.RSD 

EXPEAR FILES 

Binary files containing the EXPEAR code. 

The default data set to modify to enter data for a new 
project 

The project survey file for an example project, I-74 
in Illinois at milepost 183 

A binary file containing the saved data for the 
example project 

The evaluation text for the example project 

Rehabilitation techniques (and quantities, if 
requested) making up a strategy 

Binary file containing rehabilitation strategy 
techniques 

Future performance predictions for a rehabilitation 
strategy 

Binary file containing rehabilitation development 
information 

If any difficulty is experienced in the operation of EXPEAR, try 
running it on another personal computer. EX.PEAR may not be compatible with 
some computer configurations. If the program will not operate 
successfully, or any questions arise, please contact one of the following: 

Kathleen T. Hall 

Michael I. Darter 

(217) 333-5966 

(217) 333-6253 

208 North Romine St. 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 
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Expert System for Concrete Pavement 
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EXP EAR EXPERT SYSTEM FOR CONCRETE PAVEMENT EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION 

CAPABILITIES AND APPLICATIONS 

The EXpert system for Pavement Evaluation And 
Rehabilitation (EXPEAR) was originally developed by 
the University of Illinois for the Federal Highway 
Administration and is currently being further 
developed for the Illinois Department of 
Transportation. EXPEAR is an advisory system to 
assist the practicing engineer in evaluating a specific 
pavement section and selecting rehabilitation 
alternatives. 

An EXP EAR program currently exists for each of three 
pavementtypes: JPCP, JRCP, and CRCP. Programs 
for AC-overlaid pavements and other AC pavements 
are under development. The current version of the 
system is EXPEAR 1.3, which includes the capabilities 
to delay rehabilitationfor up to 5 years and to perform 
life-cycle cost analysis of rehabilitation alternatives. 

INPUTS 

Project-levelevaluationusing EXPEAR begins with the 
collection of some basic design, construction, traffic, 
and climate data for the project in question, and a 
visual condition survey. Back in the office, the design 
and condition data are entered into EXPEAR by the 
engineer using a full-screen editor. The program 
extrapolates the overall condition of the project from 
the distress data for one or more sample units. 

ENGINEERING LOGIC 

EXP EAR evaluates the project in several key problem 
areas related to specific aspects of performance for 
that pavement type. For example, the problem areas 
for JPCP and JRCP are: structural adequacy, 
roughness, drainage, joint deterioration, foundation 
movement, skid resistance, joint sealant condition, 
joint construction, concrete durability, load transfer, 
loss of support, and shoulders. The evaluation is 
perfonned using decision trees which compare the 
pavement's condition to predefined critical levels for 
key design and distress variables. EXP EAR produces 
a summary of the deficiencies found, and by 
interacting with the engineer, formulates a 
rehabilitation strategy which will correct all of the 
deficiencies. The major rehabilitation options are: 
reconstruction of both lanes, reconstruction of the 
outer lane and restoration of the inner lane, bonded or 
unbonded PCC overlay, AC overlay, crack and seat 
and AC overlay, and restoration. Appropriate repair 
techniques for the shoulders which are compatible 
with the mainline pavement rehabilitationstrategy are 
also selected. 
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION AND COST ANALYSIS 

A large number of predictive models for concrete 
pavementperfonnancewith and without rehabilitation are 
incorporated into EXPEAR. Some of the models were 
developed from national databases of new construction 
and rehabilitation projects, while others were developed 
using data from Illinois pavements. Toe models allow the 
engineerto predict the perfonnance of the rehabilitation 
strategy developed. This infonnation is then used, along 
with rehabilitation unit costs (either default values built into 
the program or values provided by the engineer) to 
compute the cost of the strategy over the predicted life. 

OUTPUTS 

EXPEAR produces a summary of the project's data file, 
the evaluation results, recommendations for physical 
testing, predictions of the pavement's future condition 
without rehabilitation, and rehabilitation techniques, 
performance predictions, and cost calculations for as 
many rehabilitation strategies as the engineer wishes to 
investigate. 

REFERENCES AND FURTHER INFORMATION 

Referenceson EXPEAR: 

Hall, K T., M. I. Darter, S. H. Carpenter, and J. M. Connor, 
•concrete Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation 
System, "Rehabilitation of Concrete Pavements, Volume3, 
Federal Highway Administration Report No. FHWNRD-
88/073, April 1989. 

Hall, K T., J. M. Connor, M. I. Darter, and S. H. Carpenter, 
"Developmentof an Expert System for Concrete Pavement 
Evaluation and Rehabilitation,Proceedings.Second North 
AmericanConferenceon Managing Pavements,Volume3, 
November 1987. 

Questions or comments about EXP EAR: 

Dr. Michael I. Darter 
1212 Newmark CE Lab 
205 North Mathews 
Urbana, IL 61801 

(217) 333-6253 

Kathleen T. Hall 
1206 Newmark CE Lab 
205 North Mathews 
Urbana, IL 61801 

(217) 333-5966 



1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this research effort was to develop a 
practical and comprehensive system to assist 
practicing engineers in evaluating concrete highway 
pavements, identifying types of deterioration present 
and determining their causes, selecting rehabilitation 
techniques which will effectively correct existing 
deterioration and prevent its recurrence, combining 
individual rehabilitation techniques into feasible 
rehabilitation strategies, and predicting the 
performance of rehabilitation strategy alternatives. 

EXP EAR is intendedfor use by state highway 
engineers in project-level rehabilitation planning and 
design for high-type (i.e., Interstate) conventional 
concrete pavements (JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP). 
EXPEAR does not perform thickness or joint design, 
the engineer must use existing design procedures to 
determine these details. 

EXP EAR has been developed in the form of a 
knowledge-based expert system, which simulates a 
consultation between the engineer and an expert in 
concrete pavements. EXP EAR uses information about 
the pavement provided by the engineerto guide him 
or her through evaluation of a pavement's present 
condition and development of one or more feasible 
rehabilitation strategies. The procedure was 
developed through extensive interviewing of 

authorities on concrete pavement performance. In 
addition, predictive models are included to show future 
pavement performance with and without rehabilitation. 

Evaluation of a pavement and development of 
feasible rehabilitation alternatives is performed according 
to the following steps: 

1. Project data collection. 
2. Extrapolation of overall project condition. 
3. Evaluation of present condition. 
4. Prediction of future condition without 

rehabilitation. 
5. Recommendationsfor physical testing. 
6. Selection of main rehabilitation approach. 
7. Development of detailed rehabilitation strategy. 
8. Prediction of rehabilitation strategy performance. 
9. Cost analysis. 

1 O. Selection of preferred rehabilitation strategy. 

A computerprogram has been developedfor each 
of the three pavement types addressed. The programs 
operate on any IBM-compatible personal computer. Use 
of the programs is highly recommended due to the 
complexity of the manual procedure. 

2.0 PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

Data Collection and Entry 

The engineer collects key inventory and 
monitoring data for the project. Inventory data, which 
should be available from office records, includes 
designtraffic, materials,soilsand climate. Monitoring 
data includes distress, drainage characteristics, 
ride ability, and other items collected during a field visit 
to the project. Monitoring data is collected by sample 
unit; a sufficient number of sample units distributed 
throughout the projects's length should be surveyed 
to obtain an accurate representation of the project's 
condition. 

It is recommended that a team of two 
engineersperform the project survey together. They 
should drive over the entire length of the project and 
rate the present serviceability in each lane. They 
should also note the number and location of 
settlements and heaves. They should then return to 

the start of the project and perform the distress survey by 
sample unit. It is convenient to start sample units at 
mileposts. 

The pavement distress identification manual 
provided in NCHRP Report No. 277 should be used for 
reference. It provides standard definitions for distresses 
by type, severity, and unit of measurement. It also 
provides photographs of distressesto assist the engineers 
in rating their severity. The engineersmust also measure 
faulting at joints, cracks, and full-depth repair joints. 

In the office, the data are entered into a personal 
computer using a full-screen editor. The format of the 
data entry screens is very similar to that of the field survey 
sheets. The editor provides function keys for moving 
forward and backward through the data items and 
screens. The editor will provide screens for inventory data 
(one set for each sample unit, up to a maximum of ten). 
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Extrapolation of Overall Project Condition 

Using the project length and lengths of the 
sample units, EXPEAR extrapolates from the sample 
unit distress data to compute the overall average 
condition of the project. The project is then evaluated 
on the basis of this average condition. 

Evaluation of Present Condition 

EXPEAR utilizes a set of decision trees to 
analyze all of the data and develop a specific detailed 
evaluation in several major problem areas, including 
roughness, structural adequacy, joint deterioration, 
foundation movement, skid resistance, construction 
deficiencies, drainage, loss of support, joint sealant 
condition, concrete durability, and shouldercondition. 
From the evaluation, a set of evaluation conclusions 
is produced for each traffic lane and each shoulder. 

Prediction of Future Condition Without 
Rehabilitation 

Based on the current traffic level (annual 18-
kip ESAL) and the anticipated ESAL growth rate, the 
future condition of the pavement without rehabilitation 

is predicted. Faulting, cracking, joint deterioration, 
pumping, and present serviceability rating are projected 
for jointed pavements (and punchouts for CRCP) and the 
years in which they will become serious problems are 
identified. The predictive models used are calibrated to 
the existing condition of the pavement at the time of the 
survey. 

Physical Testing Recommendations 

The initial data collection does not requirephysical 
testing. Based upon the available information, the 
program identifies types of physical testing needed to 
verify the evaluationrecommendationsand to provide data 
needed for rehabilitation design, Testing may include 
nondestructivedeflectiontesting,coring/material sampling 
and laboratory testing, and roughness and friction 
measurement. Types of deficiencieswhich may warrant 
physical testing include structural inadequacy, poor 
rideability,poor surface friction, poor drainage conditions, 
poor concrete durability ("D"rackingor reactive aggregate 
distress), foundation movement (due to swelling soil or 
frost heave), loss of load transfer at joints, loss of slab 
support, joint deterioration, and evidence of poor joint 
construction. 

3.0 PAVEMENT REHABILITATION 

Selection of Main Rehabilitation Approach 

Based upon the evaluation results, the system 
interacts with the engineer to select the most 
appropriate main rehabilitation approach for each 
traffic lane and shoulder. These include all 4R 
options: reconstruction (including recycling), 
resurfacing (with concrete or asphalt), or restoration. 
The major factors in determiningwhethera pavement 
needs reconstruction, resurfacing, or merely 
restoration are the extent of structural distress (e.g., 
cracking and corner breaks) and the extent of 
deterioration due to poor concrete durability ("D" 
cracking or reactive aggregate distress). 

Development of Detailed Rehabilitation Strategy 

Once an approach is selectedfor each traffic 
lane and shoulder, the engineerproceeds to develop 
the detailed rehabilitation alternative by selecting a 
feasible set of individual rehabilitation techniques to 
correct the deficiencies present. This may include 
such items as subdrainage,shoulderrepair, full-depth 

repairs, joint resealing, etc. This is performed for each 
traffic lane and shoulder by interaction with the system. 
The system displays each of the evaluation conclusions 
reached earlier and recommendsone or more appropriate 
rehabilitation techniques. A set of decision trees has been 
developedto guidetherehabilitalionstrategydevelopment 
process for traffic ,-@nes and for adjacent shoulders. 
Where more than one choice exists for an appropriate 
techniqueto repair a specific distress, the system presents 
the engineerwith the choice to make. 

Computation of Rehabilitation Quantities 

EXPEAR computes needed quantities for the 
rehabilitationtechniquesselectedbased on the data in the 
project survey and additional information rovided by the 
engineer. In general, the program assumes that 100 
percent repair will be performed; that is, that the quantity 
of a certain type of distress to be repaired is equal to the 
quantity of that distress observed during the field survey. 

If the rehabilitation work is being delayed, the 
quantities are increased where appropriate for each year 
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the user are necessary; EXP EAR will detect what type 
of monitor is available and whether or not a math chip 
is present. 

Each of the three EXPEAR versions (for the 
three pavement types: JPCP, JRCP, and CRCP) is 
distributed on a set of two 360 K, 5.25-inch floppy 
disks. One disk contains the executable program 
(EXPEAR.EXE) and the other disk contains several 
other files needed to run EXPEAR. 

One other note about the disk files: several of 
the file names (EXPEAR.EXE, DISPLAYS.REC, 
STNDRD.DAT, etc.) are common to the programs for 
all threepavementtypes (JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP), so 
if you want to run the programs for different pavement 
types, keep them on separate disks! If you copy 
them to a hard disk, place them in different 
directories. 

Running EXPEAR 

After the EXPEAR title screen and a few 
screens of introductory information, the system 
displays the main menu, which has four options: 

1. ENTER OR EDIT PROJECT DATA 
2. CONDUCT PROJECT EVALUATION 
3. DEVELOP REHABILITATION STRATEGY 
4. QUIT, RETURN TO DOS 

Enter or Edit Project Data 

When this option is selected, a menu will 
appear to ask whether you want to create a new data 
file or edit an existing file. A new data file is created 
by modifying the STNDRD.DATfile. If an existing data 
file is to be modified, the program will ask for the 
name of the data file without the .DAT extension. 

A full-screen data editor is incorporated into 
the system for data entry and editing. Function keys 
for moving through the data items and screens are 
defined at the bottom of the screen. Some data items 
are defined as "toggle variables," meaning that you 
can toggle through the available values (such as low, 
medium, high) using the tab key. The editor will tell 
you which data items are toggle variables. When you 
are finished editing the file, SHIFT-10 will exit the 
editor. This command does not however, save the file 
on disk. The program will prompt you to save the file 
before continuing. 

Conduct Project Evaluation 

When this option is selected,the program asks for 
the name of the data file to be evaluated. It also asks 
whether you want to use the default critical distress levels 
incorporated in the program, or use your own values. 
These may be selected each time you run the program, or 
may be saved to disk and retrieved when needed. The 
program will prompt you for a file name for your critical 
distress values and save it with a .CVL extension. 
Whether using your own values or the default values, you 
must select critical distress levels before proceeding with 
the evaluation. 

The evaluation runs very quickly. When it is done, 
EXPEAR will display the results of the evaluation, which 
consists of evaluation conclusions for the traffic lanes and 
shoulders, predicted performance without rehabilitation, 
and physical testing recommendations. 

EXPEAR will ask if you want to print the data 
summary file and the project evaluation summary file. You 
may print these from the program, or exit to DOS and 
print the output files with .REP and .TXT extensions. 

Develop Rehabilitation Strategy 

When this option is selected, EXPEAR interacts 
with you to select the main rehabilitation approach 
(reconstruct, overlay, or restore) and the specific 
rehabilitation techniques needed to correct the 
deficiencies identified in the evaluation. EXPEAR 
recommends appropriate rehabilitation approaches and 
techniques and gives you the option to choose whenever 
more than one appropriate technique exists. EXPEAR 
does not have the capability to permit you to enter options 
other than the ones given. When the rehabilitation 
strategy has been developed, ii will be displayed along 
with approximate quantities (in some instances additional 
information must be provided for computing quantities, 
such as size of full-depth repairs). You may print the 
strategy and quantities out from the program, or exit to 
DOS and print the output file with the .STS extension. 

After a strategy has been developed, a menu 
appears with the following options: 

1. REVISE REHABILITATION STRATEGY 
2. PREDICT REHABILITATION PERFORMANCE 
3. PERFORM LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS 
4. RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
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The second option will predict the 
performance of the rehabilitation strategy developed, 
using predictive models for key distresses. EXPEAR 
may prompt you for additional information needed, 
such as thickness of overlay. After the program 
finishes co,nputing the predicted performance, it will 
display the predictions. You may print these out from 
the program or exit to DOS and print the output file 
with the .RHB extension. 

Only after a rehabilitation strategy has been 
developed and its performance predicted can a cost 
analysis of the strategy be performed. EXPEAA will 
prompt you for a discount rate and delay to be used 
in the program, and will also ask you to select unit 
cost values for the rehabilitation techniques. You 
may use the default unit costs provided, or (in the 
same manner as for the critical distress levels), save 
a file containing your own set of unit costs to disk (the 
extension will be .UCC), and retrieve it when needed. 
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The program computes the present costs over 
the project length for the rehabilitation strategy analyzed. 
The results are displayed on the screen and may be 
printed from the program or from DOS (the extension is 
.LCC). 

Each set of EXP EAR disks includes an example 
data file for that pavement type. The example files for the 
three programs are: 

JRCP: 174183, on 1-74 near Urbana, Illinois 
JPCP: I10191,on 1-10 nearTallahassee,Florida 
CRCP: 157230, on 1-57 near Champaign, Illinois 

Comments, questions, or suggestion for 
improvements to EXP EAR or this User's Guide are very 
welcome. Please direct them to Ms. Kathleen T. Hall or 
Dr. Michael I. Darter at the University of Illinois. The 
addresses and phone numbers are given in the 
introductory screens of the EXP EAR programs. 



APPENDIX Cl 

PROJECT SURVEY FOR CRCP 

Design Engineer: 

Date of Survey (mo/day/yr): __ / 

PROJECT INVENTORY DATA 

I 

Collect the following information about the project to be evaluated 
prior to the actual field survey. 

Project Identification 

Highway Designation (example I-57): 

State: 

Direction of Survey: 

Starting Milepost: 

Ending Milepost: 

Climate 

Climatic Zone (See climatic zone map in "Supplemental 
wet freeze ___ wet-dry freeze 
wet freeze-thaw ___ wet-dry freeze-thaw 
wet nonfreeze ___ wet-dry nonfreeze 

Information"): 
dry freeze 
dry freeze-thaw 
dry nonfreeze 

Estimated Annual Temperature Range (degrees Fahrenheit): 

Mean Annual Precipitation (inches) (See precipitation map in 
"Supplemental Information"): 

Corps of Engineers Freezing Index (Fahrenheit degree-days) (See 
Freezing Index map in "Supplemental Information"): 

Construction 

Year Constructed: 

Slab Thickness (inches): 

Width of Traffic Lanes (feet): 

PCC Modulus of Rupture (28 days, 3rd-point loading)(psi): 

Amount of Longitudinal Steel (percent of slab cross-sectional area) 
(See wire size table in "Supplemental Information"): 
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Longitudinal Joints 

Method Used to Form Longitudinal Joints Between Lanes: 
sawing 
inserts 

Longitudinal Joint Sawed or Formed Depth (inches): 

Base 

Type of Base Course: 
fine-grained soil only 
cement-treated aggregate 
lean PCC 

dense-graded untreated aggregate 
asphalt-treated aggregate 
open-graded drainage layer 

Modulus of Subgrade Reaction on Top of Base (psi/inch) (Seek-value 
correlation chart in "Supplemental Information"): 

Subgrade 

Predominant Subgrade Soil AASHTO Classification (See Unified-AASHTO 
conversion table in "Supplemental Information"): 

Are swelling soils a problem in your area? yes no 

If so, were steps taken in construction of the pavement to 
correct the swelling soil problem? ____ yes 

Shoulder 

Type of Shoulder: 
AC 
tied PCC 

Width of Shoulders (feet): inner 

Traffic 

Estimated Current Through Two-way ADT: 

Percent Commercial Trucks (excluding pickups and panels): 

Total Number of Lanes in Direction of Survey: 

Future Truck Traffic Volume Growth Rate 
(percent increase per year): 
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____ no 

outer 



Total Accumulated 18-kip Equivalent Single Axle Loads (ESALs) from 
Date of Construction to Date of Survey (millions) (See procedure for 
computing ESALs in MSHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, 
Appendix D, 1986): 

LANE nm 
(inner) 
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l.ANE ONE 
(outer) 



PROJECT K>HITORING DATA 

RJde Quality 

Rate the ride quality of the pav•ent in each lane during a drive over the ontire project at the posted speed 

limit. r..o or more people should participate in the survey. Obtain ratings for each lane from each parson 

and report the average value below. 

0 2 3 4 5 

+---------+--------+--------+--------+---------+ 
Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good 

Terminal Treatments 

LANE n,:, 

(im,er) 
LANE OllE 

(outer) 

Stop at the begim,ing and end of the project where the pavement abuts different pavement types, and also at 

each bri~e ,.l,ich the pavement abuts within tho project, and observe the condition of the terminal 

treatments present. 

Humher of deteriorated anchor lui1 terminal treatments 

(i.e .. H-8 roughness due to rotation of anchor lugs): 

Number of expansion joint terminal treatments 

which are completely closed: 
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SAl1PI.:E UNIT tt:lNITORING DATA 

Collect the following information for each traffic lane and for both shoulders during an inspection or each 

■ample unit. A length of approzimately one half mile io recommended for each oample unit ourveyed. 

The au.rvey may inclu.de driving ■ lowly on the shoulder, atopplng on the shoulder, and (with extreme caution) 

walking on the shoulder to IDU• mea■u.rementa. Hore than one paas over the project will probably be needed 

to obtain all the information requested. Refer to NCBRP Report No. 277 for standard de!lnitiona of diatreaa, 

severity, and mea■~rement inatructiona. 

Sample Unit Identification 

Sample Unit Humber: Starting Milepoot: 

Failures 

Number of deteriorated transverse cracku. H-H only: 

Number of full-depth repairs: 

Number of deteriorated full-depth repairs, M-B only: 

NUlllber of puncbouts: 

NUlllber of deteriorated construction joints (M-B only): 

Longitudinal Joint 

Total length of longitudinal cracking, H-B only (feet): 

Total lengtb of longitudinal Joint opalling, M-B only (foot): 

Hhat is the gene;ol condition of tho longitudinal Joint sealant? 

Transverse Crack Spacing 

Length of Sample Unit (feet): 

LANE :M:l 

(inner) 

LANE ONE 

(outer) 

___ L 
___ M 

___ e 

Select a section of the pavement several hundred feet lens for determining tbe tranavorae crack spacing. 

Measure the section with a wheel and count the number of transverse cracks observed. 

Length of &eetion: 

Number of transverse cracks: 



Foundation Movement 

Number of settlements (M-B only): 

Number of heaves (M-H only): 

Drainage 

Are longitudinal subdrains present and functional along the sample unit? 

LAIIE TWO 

(inner) 

LANE 01/E 

(outer) 

_____ yes ______ no 

What ia the typical height of the pavement surface above the side ditchline (feet)? 

Do the ditches have standing water or cattails in them? 

Extent of visible evidence of pumping or water bleeding on 

pavement or shoulder (indicate the highest level or severity 

occurring in the sample unit): 

Surface Condition 

Method used to textu..re the pavement surface et cons~ruction: 

transverse tining 

other 

Is the auzface polished smooth in the wbeelpaths? 

Is Si!niflcant studded tire rutting (0.25 inch or more) 

evident in the wheel paths? 

Concrete Durahillty 

Number of areas &palled (M-B only) due to "D·· crocking: 

Number of areas spalled (M-B or.ily) due to reactive aggregate distress: 

Extent of scaling (indicate highest severity level present): 

Previous Repair 

Bas diamond grinding been done? 

Bas grooving been done? 
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_____ yes 

N 

L 

M 

B 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

N 

L 

H 

B 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

N 

L 

M 

B 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

__ yes 

no 

N 

L 

M 

B 

yes 

no 



AC Shoulders (Check all that apply,) 

Alligator cracking 

Linear cracking 

Weathering/ravelling 

Lane/shoulder joint dropoff 

Settlements or heaves along outer edge 

Blowholes at transverse joints 

Lane/shoulder joint sealant condition (good c well sealed or 

tridth < 0.10", poor.., poorly sealed and width?, 0.10") 

PCC Shoulders (Check all that apply,) 

Transverse or longitudinal cracking or corner breaks 

''0" cracking or reactive aggregate die.tress 

Settleu:ients or heaves along outer edge 

Lane/shoulder joint sealant condition (good c well sealed or 

"idth < 0.10", poor• poorly oealed and width::; 0.10") 
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INNER SHOULDER OUTER SHOULDER 

none none 

some some 

extensive extensive 

none none 

some some 

extensive extensive 

none none 

SOClle &00>8 

extensive extensive 

none none 

<l" <l" 

-- !l" .::,l" 

none none 

some some 

extensive extensive 

none none 

sor:ne some 

extensive extensive 

good good 

poor poor 

none none 

some some 

extensive extensive 

none none 

some some 

extensive extensive 

none none 

some some 

ext.ensive extensive 

good good 

poor poor 



..., 
V, 

0 

Moisture Zones: 

I wet 
II wet-dry 

III dry 

Temperature Zones: 

A freeze 
B freeze-thaw 
C nonfreeze 

Climatic Zone Map of the United States. Source: "A Pavement Moisture-Accelerated Distress 
(MAD) Identification System," FHWA/RD-81/079-80, 1981. 
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WIRE SIZES, WEIGHTS AND STEEL AREAS PER FT. OF WIDTH 

Croa S«tion■ I Ar111, Sii. In. l'tr Lin. Ft. 
Wire Size Numbnr Nominal Nominal 

C.ni.r ta Centu Spacing Diam,tar. Weight Smooth 

'NJl 
WJO 
W28 
W26 
W24 

W22 
W20 
WU 
W16 
Wl4 

W12 
W11 
W10.5 
W10 
W9.5 

W9 
WB.5 
W8 
W7.5 
W7 

W6.5 
W6 
WS.5 
W5 
W4.5 

W4 

D ■ lormed 
lnchu LbsJLin. Ft. r j' 4" 6" I" 10" 12" 

031 0.628 1.054 1.86 1.24 .93 .62 .465 .372 .Jl 
030 0.61 B 1.020 1.80 1.20 .90 .60 .45 .36 .JO 
D28 0.597 .952 1.68 1.12 .84 .56 .42 .336 .2B 
026 0.575 .934 1.56 1.04 ,78 .52 .39 .312 .26 
024 0.553 .818 1.44 .98 .72 .48 .38 .288 .24 
022 0.529 .748 1.32 .BS .66 .44 .33 .264 .22 
D20 · 0.504 .680 1.20 .80 .60 .40 .JO .24 .20 
D18 0.478 .612 1.08 .72 .54 .36 .27 .216 .1 B 
D16 0.451 .544 .98 .64 .4B .32 .24 .192 .16 
D14 0.422 .476 .84 .56 .42 .2B .21 .168 .14 
D12 D.390 .40B .72 .48 .38 .24 .18 .144 .1 Z 
D11 0.374 .374 .66 .44 .33 .22 .165 .1JZ .11 

0.366 .357 .63 .42 .315 .21 .157 .126 .105 
010 D.356 .J40 .60 .40 .JO .20 .15 .12 .10 

0.348 .JZ3 .57 .JS .285 .19 .142 .114 .095 
D9 O.JJ8 .306 .54 .36 .27 .18 .1J5 .108 .09 

0.J29 .289 .51 .J4 .255 .17 .127 .102 .085 
DB D.319 .272 .48 .JZ .24 .18 .12 .096 .OB 

0.309 .255 .45 .JO .225 .15 .112 .09 .075 
D7 0.298 .238 .42 .2B .21 .14 • I 05 .084 .07 

0.288 .221 .39 .26 .195 . I l .097 .078 .065 
06 0.276 .204 .36 .24 .18 .12 .09 .072 .06 

0.264 . 187 .JJ .22 .165 .11 .082 .066 .D55 
D5 0.252 .170 .JO .20 .15 .-ID .075 .06 .05 

•J.240 .153 .27 .18 .135 .09 .067 .054 .045 
D4 11.225 .1J6 .24 .16 .12 .08 .06 .048 .04 

Area of reinforcement (square inches of steel/foot). Source: Concrete 
Reinforcing Steel Institute. 
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(1) For lhe basic idea. see 0. J. Por,er. "'Foundations for Fiezible Pavemen1s ... Highway Research Board ProcHQlngs ot Iha Twenry-secono Annual 
Meeting. 1942. Vol. 22. pages 100-136. 

(2) ASTM Designation 02487. 
<JJ "'Cl.an1fii;ahon of Highway Subgrade Materials.- Highway Research Board Proceea,ngs of lhe Twanly-t,llh Annual MHling. 1945, Vol. 25. page, 

376-392. 
(4) Airwrt P1~in9, U.S. Oepanmen1 ot Commerce, Federal Aviation Agenc.,.., May 1948, pages 11-16_ E,tima1ed ""'ing values gi .. en In FAA Oe1ipn 

M1nual tor Jwc,ort Pave,,,en1.s.(Formerly us.ad FAA Classihcation.; Unified Class1flca11on now use~.)· 
(51 C. E.Warnes. ·cone1a1ton 8e1ween R Value and k Value,· unpucltsned repon. Pontar,d Cement Assoc.1ation, Rocky MOuntain-Nor1flwHt 

Region. Oc.tooer 1971 jbest•ht correlalion wnl'I conec11ofl. tor satur;:111on1. 
(6) See T. A. Middlebrc,oks and Q_ E. Bertram, ·Solt Tests for Design ol Runway Pavemen1s:· Highway Res.e.-rel'I Board Proc:eed1ng1 ot rtte Twenty• 

.seconQ Armual Meeting. 1942. Vol. 22. page 152-

Subgrade K-value Correlation to Soil Classifications and Bearing 
Values. Source: "Thickness Design for Concrete Highway and 
Street Pavements", Portland Cement Association 
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BASE TYPE 

• fine-grained soil only: use k-value of subgrade soil 

• dense-graded aggregate 

Subgrade 
k-value, Subbase Thickness, in 
(psi/in) 4 6 9 12 

---·---------·-·---------------------------------· 
50 65 75 85 110 

100 130 140 160 190 

200 220 230 270 320 

300 320 330 370 430 

• cement or asphalt treated aggregate, lean concrete 

Subgrade 
k-value, 
(psi/in) 

50 

100 

200 

4 

170 

280 

470 

Subbase Thickness, in 
6 8 10 

230 

400 

640 

310 

520 

830 

390 

640 

k-value on top of base course (directly beneath PCC slab) 
Source: •Thickness Design for Concrete Highway and Street 
Pavements,• Portland Cement Association 
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APPENDIX C2 

EVALUATION DECISION TREES AND CONCLUSIONS FOR CRCP 

Major Problem Areas for CRCP 

1. Structural Adequacy 

2. Drainage 

3. Foundation Movement 

4. Durability 

5. Skid Resistance 

6. Roughness 

7. Longitudinal Joint Construction 

8. Construction Joints and Terminal Treatments 

9. Shoulders 
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Structural Adequacy 

STR 1 

STR 2 

STR 3 

STR 4 

STR 5 

STR 6 

STR 7 

A potential structural deficiency of the pavement is 
indicated by between 1 and [ 9] punchouts and/or deteriorated 
transverse cracks and/or full-depth repairs per mile. 

(a) full-depth repair of slab failures 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by ( 10] 
or more punchouts and/or deteriorated transverse cracks 
and/or full-depth repairs per mile. 

(a) full-depth repair of slab failures, AC structural overlay 
(b) full-depth repair of slab failures, PCC bonded overlay 
(c) full-depth repair of slab failures, PCC unbonded overlay 
(d) reconstruct lane 

A potential structural deficiency of the pavement, in the 
form of a high probability for the development of punchouts, 
is indicated by an average transverse crack spacing of less 
than [ 3 ] feet. 

(a) do nothing 

A potential structural deficiency of the pavement, in the 
form of a high probability for transverse crack 
deterioration, is indicated by an average transverse crack 
spacing of more than ( 10] feet. 

(a) do nothing 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by a 
wet or wet-dry climate, a slab thickness of (x) inches, 
(y) percent steel, and (z) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) AC structural overlay 
(b) PCC bonded overlay 
(c) PCC unbonded overlay 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by a 
wet or wet-dry climate, a slab thickness of (x) inches, and 
(y) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) AC structural overlay 
(b) PCC bonded overlay 
(c) PCC unbonded overlay 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by a 
dry climate, a slab thickness of (x) inches, (y) percent steel, 
and (z) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) AC structural overlay 
(b) PCC bonded overlay 
(c) PCC unbonded overlay 
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STR 8 

STR 9 

Structural deficiency of the pavement is indicated by a 
dry climate, a slab thickness of (x) inches and (y) million 
annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) AC structural overlay 
(b). PCC bonded overlay 
(c) PCC unbonded overlay 

The pavement shows no indication of structural deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 
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Drainage 

DRN 1 

DRN 2 

DRN 3 

DRN 4 

DRN S 

DRN 6 

DRN 7 

DRN 8 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by medium- to high-severity 
pumping occurring in a wet or wet-dry climate. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by medium- to high-severity 
pumping occurring in a dry climate. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, and a 
fine-grained soil base. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a 
dense-graded untreated aggregate base, an (x) subgrade, 
standing water in the ditches and/or an inadequate ditch depth, 
and heavy traffic of (x) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a 
dense-graded untreated aggregate base, an (x) subgrade, and 
heavy traffic of (x) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a (x) 
base, an (x) subgrade, standing water in the ditches and/or 
an inadequate ditch depth, and heavy traffic of (x) million 
annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a wet or wet-dry climate, 
absence or poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a (x) 
base, an (x) subgrade, and heavy traffic of (x) million 
annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

A drainage deficiency is indicated by a dry climate, absence or 
poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a fine-grained soil 
base, and heavy traffic of (x) million annual 18-kip ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 
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ORN 9 A drainage deficiency is indicated by a dry climate, absence or 
poor functioning of longitudinal subdrains, a (x) base, an (x) 
subgrade, standing water in the ditches and/or an inadequate 
ditch depth, and heavy traffic of (x) million annual 18-kip 
ESALs. 

(a) install or repair longitudinal subdrains 

ORN 10 The pavement shows no indications of a drainage deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 

ORN 11 For the pavement's current traffic level, no significant 
drainage deficiency is indicated. 

(a) do nothing 
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CRCP FOUNDATION MOVEMENT 

M-H SETTLEMENTS AND HEAVES 

FREEZING INDEX 

0 

FDN 1 

SWEWNG SOIL AREA 

yes 

CORRECTIVE MEASURES TAKEN 
AT CONSTRUCTION 

yes no 

FDN 3 5 
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FREEZING INDEX 

0 

SWEWNG SOIL AREA 

yes no 

FDN 4 

CORRECTIVE MEASURES TAKEN 
AT CONSTRUCTION 

yes no 

FDN 6 FON 7 



Foundation Movement 

FDN 1 

FDN 2 

FDN 3 

FDN 4 

FDN 5 

FON 6 

FDN 7 

A potential for frost heave is indicated by a Freezing Index 
greater than 0. 

(a) do nothing 

Foundation movement, likely due to either frost heave or 
localized consolidation, is indicated by settlements and/or 
heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 
(b) reconstruct heaves, slabjack settlements 

The pavement shows no indications of foundation movement. 

(a) do nothing 

Foundation movement, likely due to localized consolidation, 
is indicated by settlements and/or heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 
(b) reconstruct heaves, slabjack settlements 

A potential for foundation movement exists, since the 
pavement is in a swelling soils area and no measures were 
taken during construction to control soil swelling. 

(a) do nothing 

Foundation movement, likely due to either localized 
consolidation or unsuccessful construction measures to 
control swelling soil, is indicated by settlements and/or 
heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 
(b) reconstruct heaves, slabjack settlements 

Foundation movement, likely due to either localized 
consolidation or lack of construction measures to control 
swelling soil, is indicated by settlements and/or heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 
(b) reconstruct heaves, slabjack settlements 
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CRCP DURABILITY DEFICIENCY 

•D• CRACKING 

0 spolled areas/mile ~ [ 25 ] spoiled areas/mile 

DUR 1 

REACTIVE AGGREGATE DISTRESS 

0 spolled oreos/mfle ~ [ 25 ] spoiled oreos/mfle 

DUR 3 

SCALING 
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Durability 

DUR 1 

DUR 2 

DUR 3 

DUR 4 

DUR 5 

DUR 6 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by low- to 
medium-severity "D" cracking. 

(a) full-depth repair of spalled areas 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by high
severity "D" cracking. 

(a) unhanded PCC overlay 
(b) reconstruct 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by low- to 
medium-severity reactive aggregate distress. 

(a) full-depth repair of spalled areas 

Poor durability of the concrete is indicated by high
severity reactive aggregate distress. 

(a) unhanded PCC overlay 
(b) reconstruct 

Poor durability of the concrete surface is indicated by 
high-severity scaling. 

(a) AC nonstructural overlay 
(b) do nothing 

The pavement shows no indications of significant surface or 
concrete durability deficiencies. 

(a) do nothing 
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CRCP SKID RESISTANCE DEFICIENCY 

POLISHED WHEELPAlHS 

sruooED TIRE 
RUTTING 
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sruooED TIRE 
RUTTING 

ORIGINAL SURFACE 
lEXnJRE 

GRINDING OR 
GROOVING 



Skid Resistance 

SKD 1 

SKD 2 

SKD 3 

SKD 4 

SKD 5 

SKD 6 

Loss of skid resistance and potential for hydroplaning are 
indicated by polished wheel paths and studded tire rutting 
of 0.25 inches or more. 

(a) AC nonstructural overlay 

Loss of skid resistance ls indicated by polished wheel paths. 

(a) AC nonstructural overlay 

Loss of skid resistance and potential for hydroplaning are 
indicated by studded tire rutting of 0.25 inches or more. 

(a) AC nonstructural overlay 

The pavement shows no indications of loss of skid resistance 
or hydroplaning potential. 

(a) do nothing 

The method used to texture the original pavement surface may 
contribute to loss of skid resistance in the future. 

(a) do nothing 

Adequate skid resistance is indicated by surface 
restoration (grinding or grooving) having been performed 
on the pavement. 

(a) do nothing 
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CRCP ROUGHNESS DEFICIENCY 

TWO-WAY ADT 

~[2.5] 

RGH 1 

SETTLEMENTS 

< [ 5 ] /mile ~ [ 5 ] /mile 

HEAVES 

< [ 5 ] /mile ~ [ 5 ] /mile 

SLAB FAILURES 

< [ 10 ] /mile 
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~[3.0) 

RGH 1 



Roughness 

RGH 1 

RGH 2 

RGH 3 

RGH 4 

RGH 5 

Rideability of the pavement is acceptable. 

(a) do nothing 

Poor rideability is indicated by [ 5] or more settlements 
per mile and an unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's ADT 
level. 

(a) AC level-up settlements 
(b) slabjack settlements 

Poor rideability is indicated by [ 5] or more heaves and 
an unacceptably low PSR for the pavement's ADT level. 

(a) reconstruct heaves 

Poor rideability is indicated by [ 10] or more punchouts, 
deteriorated transverse cracks, and/or deteriorated 
full-depth repairs per mile and an unacceptably low PSR for 
the pavement's ADT level. 

(a) full-depth repair of slab failures 

Poor rideability is indicated by an unacceptably low PSR for 
the pavement's ADT level. 

(a) AC nonstructural overlay 
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CRCP LONGITUDINAL JOINT 
CONSTRUCTION DEFICIENCY 

LONGITIJDINAL JOINT SEALANT CONDl110N 

JTC 1 

M-H LONGITUDINAL JOINT SPAWNG 

> 0 ft/mile 

LONGITUDINAL CRACKING 

< [ 500 ] ft/mile 
JTC 7 

~ [ 500 ] ft/mile 

LONGITUDINAL JOINT FORMING METHOD 

plastic Inserts 

LONGITUDINAL JOINT DEPTH 
< 1 3 OF SLAB THICKNESS 

LONGITUDINAL JOINT DEPTH 
< 1 3 OF SLAB lHICKNESS 

JTC 6 
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Longitudinal Joint Construction and Sealant Condition 

JTC l 

JTC 2 

JTC 3 

JTC 4 

JTC 5 

JTC 6 

JTC 7 

Pavement deterioration may be accelerated by water 
infiltration permitted by poor longitudinal joint sealant 
condition. 

(a) reseal longitudinal joint 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency is indicated 
by longitudinal joint spalling. 

(a) partial-depth repair 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due 
to an inadequate depth of saw cut, is indicated by 
longitudinal cracking. 

(a) seal longitudinal cracks 
(b) stitch longitudinal cracks 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due 
to late sawing, is indicated by longitudinal cracking. 

(a) seal longitudinal cracks 
(b) stitch longitudinal cracks 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due 
to inadequate depth of plastic insert placement, is indicated 
by longitudinal cracking. 

(a) seal longitudinal cracks 
(b) stitch longitudinal cracks 

A longitudinal joint construction deficiency, likely due 
to the use of plastic inserts, is indicated by longitudinal 
cracking. 

(a) seal longitudinal cracks 
(b) stitch longitudinal cracks 

The pavement shows no indications of a significant 
longitudinal joint construction or sealant condition 
deficiency. 

(a) do nothing 
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CRCP CONSTRUCTION JOINTS AND 
TERMINAL TREATMENTS DEFICIENCY 

M-H DETERIORATED CONSTRUCTION JOINTS 

0 

CTT 1 

TYPE Or TERMINAL TREATMENT 

PUSHING OR 
ROUGHNESS 
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Construction Joints and Terminal Treatments 

CTT 1 

CTT 2 

A construction joint deficiency is indicated by medium- to 
high-severity construction joint deterioration. 

(a) full-depth repair-at construction joints 

A terminal treatment deficiency is indicated by roughness 
due to rotation of lug anchors. 

(a) AC level-up at terminal treatments 

CTT 3 No construction joint or terminal treatment deficiency is 
indicated. 

CTT 4 

(a} do nothing 

A terminal treatment deficiency is indicated by deterioration 
complete closure of expansion joints. 

(a} replace expansion joint 
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LANE 

nona,10me 

nona,10me 

nona,eome 

nona,10me 

nona,aome 

none,eome 

none.some 

SHOULDER DEFICIENCY 



Shoulder 

SHD 1 

SHD 2 

SHD 3 

SHD 4 

SHD 5 

SHD 6 

SHD 7 

SHD B 

Structural deterioration of the AC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive alligator cracking. 

(a) in-place recycling 
(b) patching 
(c) reconstruct with AC 
(d) reconstruct with PCC 

Deterioration of the AC shoulder is indicated by extensive 
linear cracking. 

(a) in-place recycling 
(b) patching 
(c) reconstruct with AC 
(d) reconstruct with PCC 

Deterioration of the AC shoulder surface is indicated by 
extensive weathering and/or raveling. 

(a) chip seal 

A dropoff of 1 inch or more along the AC lane/shoulder joint 
constitutes a safety hazard. 

(a) leveling wedge 

Foundation movement beneath the AC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive settlements and/or heaves. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 

fumping has resulted in extensive blowhole formation in the 
AC shoulder. 

(a) patch blowholes 

Poor lane/shoulder joint condition exists, likely due to 
excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and 
AC shoulder. 

(a) reseal lane/shoulder joint 
(b) do nothing 

The AC shoulder shows no indications of significant 
deterioration. 

(a) do nothing 
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SHD 9 Structural deterioration of the FCC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive cracking and/or corner breaks. 

(a) full-depth repair 
(b) reconstruct with AC 
(c) reconstruct with FCC 

SHD 10 Poor durability of the FCC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive "D" cracking or reactive aggregate distress. 

(a) reconstruct with AC 
(b) reconstruct with FCC 

SHD 11 Foundation movement beneath the PCC shoulder is indicated by 
extensive settlements and/or heaves along the outer edge. 

(a) reconstruct heaves, AC level-up settlements 

SHD 12 Poor lane/shoulder joint condition exists, likely due to 
excessive infiltration of water beneath the pavement and 
PCC shoulder. 

(a) reseal lane/shoulder joint 
(b) do nothing 

SHD 13 The PCC shoulder shows no indications of significant 
deterioration. 

(a) do nothing 
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CRCP EVALUATION PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODEL 
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The only predictive model available for CRCP deterioration was 

recently developed using a large Illinois database. CRCP "failures" were 

defined as punchouts plus deteriorated transverse cracks plus existing 

full-depth repairs. The database included 132 projects from a 1977 survey 

plus 24 of the same sections surveyed in 1985. Some of the factors and 

their ranges in the database are as follows: 

• 18-kip [80 kN) ESAL: 700,000 to 30,800,000 in outer lane 
(mean - 5,600,000) 

• Age: 3 to 20 years (mean - 10.2 years) 
• Slab thickness: 7 to 10 in [17.8 to 25.4 cm) 
• Base: Bituminous treated, cement treated, untreated aggregate 
• Reinforcement content: 0.5 to 0.7 percent 
• shoulders: AC 
• Subgrade soils: Fine-grained mostly 
• Climate: Sections located in wet-freeze climate from north to 

south in Illinois 

The predictive model for failures per mile was developed using nonlinear 

regression techniques. 

where: 

FAIL - 0.0001673 ESAL1 · 9838THICK- 4 · 2772ASTEEL- 5 ·0 

+ 0.4127 ESAL1 · 9553 c 0.01584BAM + l.9080CAM 

- 0.02005BAR) 

FAIL - total number of punchouts plus steel 

ruptures plus number of patches per lane mile 

ESAL - accumulated 18-kip (80 kN) equivalent single-axle loads 

outer lane, millions 
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THICK - PCC slab thickness, in 

ASTEEL - area of reinforcement, in2 /inch width of FCC slab 

BAM & CAM - both zero (0), if subbase material is granular 

1 & 0, if subbase material is BAM 

0 & l, if subbase material is CAM 

BAR - 0, if deformed welded steel fabric used 

l, if deformed rebars used 

Statistics: 0.62 

SEE - 2.86 failures/mile (1.8 failures/km] 

n - 137 
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REHABILITATION STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT DECISION TREES 
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00 
>--' 

Main Rehabilitation Approach for CRCP 

1-1 

PICK OVERLAY OR 
RECONSTRUCTION 

INNER •o• CRACK 
OR REACT AGG. 

1-3 1-1 
• 

• Option to go to 1-1 provided 

OUTER LANE 
STR 

2-2 

PICK OVERLAY OR 
RECONSTRUCTION 

INNER LANE 
STR 

2-2 

2-2 OUTER -o• CRACK 
OR REACT AGG. 

INNER OR OUTER 
•o• CRACKING OR 
REACTIVE AGG • 

3-3 PICK OVERLAY OR 
RECONSTRUCTION •• 

1-1 2-2 

1-1 Reconstruct Both Lones 

•• Option to go to 1-1, 1-3, or 2-2 provided 
1-3 Reconstruct Outer, Restore Inner 
3-1 Restore Outer, Reconstruct Inner 
2- 2 Overlay Both Lones 
3-3 Restore Both Lones 
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00 
N 

Reconstruction of A CRCP Lane 

la er 

OUTER LANE 
DRAINAGE REP AIR 

OUTER LANE 
ORN 

Install /re air subdrains 
1-9 Install /repair subdralns, 

construct dralna e la er 

1-9 

,--___ .___ __ __, . 
OUTER SHOULDER 

INNER LANE 
DRAINAGE 

INNER LANE 
SLOPE DIRECTION 

• See decision tree for shoulder rehobliltotlon 
adjacent to reconstructed lone .. 

OUlER LANE 
DRAINAGE REP AIR 
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..., 
a, ...., 

Rehabilitation of Shoulder Adjacent to Reconstructed Lane 

AC SHOULDER 

1,2 

3 chi 

4 

reconstruct 

5 heave.;, level-up 
settlements 

6 atch blowholes 

7 

9 

11 

12 

reconstruct 
heavs, level-up 

settlements 

reconstruct w PCC 
do nothln 



Overlay of CRCP Lane 

NBONDED PCC 0 

INNER OR OUTER 
DUR 

1,3,5,6 

• • DO DUR THROUGH RGH FOR EACH LANE • • 

FON 

2,4, reconstruct heaves, 
6, 7 AC level-u settlements 
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DUR 

full-depth repair 
of s oiled areas 

1 reseal 

partial-depth repair 
2 of Ion lt. CL "olnt 

seal Ion it. oints 
3-6 stlfen Ion It. cracks 

FON 
AC OL 

2,4, reconstruct heaves, 
6, 7 AC level-u settlements 

bonded PCC OL 
2,4, reconstruct heaves, 
6, 7 slab eek settlements 



3 

4 

1 

2 

4 

unbonded PCC 

RGH 

AC level-u settlements 

reconstruct heaves 

en 

FDR construction 'oints 

AC level-up 
terminal treatments 

OUTER LANE 
ORN 

.AC structur~bon ded PCC 

RGH 

AC OL 
3 AC level-u settlements 

PCC OL 
.3 ttlement 

4 reconstruct heaves 

en 

1 FDR construction ints 

AC level-up 
2 terminal treatments 

1-9 Install/repair subdralns 

1-9 install/repair subdra!ns 

OUTER SHD "' 

• see decision tree for 
rehabllltatlng shoulder 
adjacent to overlald lane. 

1 
_

9 
install/repair subdralns 

INNER SHD 
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AC Shoulder Reho.bilito. tion AciJo.cent to Overlo.id Lo.ne, 

AC SHOULDER 

pvt PCC OL pvt PCC 0 
rec L-------. P ,------... 
rec 0L AC overl 
rec 0L ----------1 
re 0L----------1 
r 0 
r , L 

pvt AC OL 

rec w CC AC 0L 1---------1 

rec w AC, AC OL 1---------1 

re air, AC OL 

l 

4 jlevel wedge! 
I 

reconstruct heaves 
5 AC level-up 

settlements 

6 atch blowholes 

7 reseal I 
don 
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w 
00 _, 

PCC Shoulder Rehnbilito. tion AdJo.cent to Dverlnid Lone 

9,11,12 ---~ 13 

pvt PCC OL 

re ~ir, AC OL 
pvt AC OL ,-----~-........... 

pvt PCC OL 
rec. w CC, PCC Ol 
rec. w AC, PCC OL 
rec. w CC AC OL 
rec.w AC, AC OL 

pvt AC OL .----------, 
rec.w CC AC OL 

pvt PCC OL 
.-----''-----.. 

PCC overla 
AC overla 

pvt AC OL .-----------, 
AC overla 

rec.w PCC AC OL t------1 

9 

11 

reconstruct heaves 
AC level-up 
settlements 

Notes: Pvt PCC OL = bonded PCC OL, unbonded PCC OL 
Pvt AC OL = AC structural OL, AC nonstructural OL, 

crack and seat and AC structural OL 



Restoration of a CRCP Lane 

, 

2 

3-6 

2,4, 
6,7 

I DUR I 

full-depth repair 
of spoiled areas 

AC nonstructural OL 

I JTC I 

reseal Ion git. join ts 

partial-depth repair 
of longit. CL joint 

seal longit. joints 
stitch Ion It. cracks 

I FON I 

reconstruct heaves, 
AC level-up settlements 
reconstruct heaves, 
slabjack settlements 

' V 
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if needed in either lane. 



2 

3 

4 

5 

1,3 

2 

AC nonstructural OL 

settlements 
ettlement 

reconstruct heaves 

full-depth repair of 

AC 

AC 

AC 

slob failures 

nonstructural 

SKD 

nonstructural 

OUTER LANE 
ORN 

OL 

0 

OL 

•• 

•• 

•• 

1-6 install/repair subdralns * see decision tree for 
rehabilitating shoulder 
adjacent to restored lane 

1-6 install/repair subdroins 

r---~---. OUTER SHD 

INNER LANE 
SLOPE DIRECTION 

** do in both lanes 

Install/repair subdralns 
1-6 do nothln 
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Shoulder Rehabilitation Adjacent to Restored Lane 

AC SHOULDER 

patch 

chip seal 

leveling wedge 

reconstruct heaves 
level-up 

settlements 

patch blowholes 

reconstruct heaves 
level-up 

settlements 

PCC SHOULDER 

10 

reconstruct w AC 
reconstruct w/PCC 

seal I s "oin ti------' 
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Rehabilitation deterioration prediction mod.els were obtained for 

rutting and re.flection cracking of AC overlays, bonded PCC overlays and 

reconstruction using CRCP. Some of these were modifications of other 

models as described. 

Rutting of AC Overlays 

The model used here is the same one that was used for JRCP given in 

Appendix AS. Each agency must verify this model and modify or substitute 

a better model before usage. Rutting is highly dependent upon AC mixture 

characteristics, which varies greatly across the U. S. 

Reflection Cracking of AC Overlays of CRCP 

This model was obtained from an ongoing study by the University of 

Illinois and the Illinois Department of Transportation. Reflection 

cracking data were obtained from 20 projects in Illinois where CRCP had 

been overlaid with AC. The input data showed the following ranges: 

18-kip (80 kN] ESAL: 500,000 to 8,000,000 
Thickness of CRCP slab: 7, 8 and 9 in (17.8, 20.3 and 25.4 cm] 
AC overlay thickness: 3 to 8 in [7.6 to 20.3 cm] 
Age of AC overlay: 1 to 10 years 

The following predictive model was developed using nonlinear regression 

techniques: 

Where: 

RCRACK - 535787.[ PCTHICK-S * ACTHicK·Z.SS * AGEo. 9sz ] 

RCRACK - Transverse reflection cracks (medium to high 
severity), number/mile 

PCTHICK Thickness of concrete slab, in 

ACTHICK - Thickness of AC overlay, in 

AGE - time since the AC overlay was placed, years 

Statistics: R2 - .0.53 
SEE - 3.45 cracks/mile [2.16 cracks/km] 

n - 20 
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Bonded PCC Overlay on CRCP 

No predictive model exists for this rehabilitation technique. It has 

been applied to at least three projects: Iowa (1979), Minnesota (1982), 

and Texas (1985). The Iowa and Minnesota projects were observed during 

the regular condition surveys for this research contract and the 

performance is excellent with no structural failures such as punchouts or 

wide transverse cracks. Based on these observations, the following very 

approximate procedure was selected. 

The CRCP model presented in Appendix C3 will be used and all inputs 

for the existing pavement used, except for the following. The slab 

thickness used in the model to project the performance of a bonded PCC 

overlay will be as follows: 

Slab Thickness~ Existing CRCP slab+ Bonded PCC Overlay -

2 in [5.1 cm) 

Therefore, if an existing 8 inch CRCP was being overlayed with a 3 in [7.6 

cm] PCC bonded overlay, the slab thickness to be entered into the CRCP 

failure prediction model would be 8 + 3 - 2 - 9 in (22.9 cm]. 

A sensitivity analysis of this model shows reasonable performance. 

However, each agency should verify this model to ensure that it is 

reasonable for the project under design. 

Reconstruction of CRCP 

The regular CRCP failure prediction model given in Appendix C3 is 

used. This model is applicable for reconstruction as well as new 

construction. 
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EX PEAR EXPERT SYSTEM FOR CONCRETE PAVEMENT EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION 

CAPABILITIES AND APPLICATIONS 

The EXpert system for Pavement Evaluation And 
Rehabilitation (EXPEAR) was originally developed by 
the University of Illinois for the Federal Highway 
Administration and is currently being further 
developed for the Illinois Department of 
Transportation. EXPEAR is an advisory system to 
assist the practicing engineer in evaluating a specific 
pavement section and selecting rehabilitation 
alternatives. 

An EXP EAR program currently exists for each of three 
pavementtypes: JPCP, JRCP, and CRCP. Programs 
for AC-overlaid pavements and other AC pavements 
are under development. The current version of the 
system is EXP EAR 1.3, which includesthe capabilities 
to delay rehabilitation for up to 5 years and to perform 
life-cycle cost analysis of rehabilitation alternatives. 

INPUTS 

Project•levelevaluation using EXP EAR begins with the 
collection of some basic design, construction, traffic, 
and climate data for the project in question, and a 
visual condition survey. Back in the office, the design 
and condition data are entered into EXPEAR by the 
engineer using a full-screen editor. The program 
extrapolates the overall condition of the project from 
the distress data for one or more sample units. 

ENGINEERING LOGIC 
-

EXP EAR evaluates the project in several key problem 
areas related to specific aspects of performance for 
that pavement type. For example, the problem areas 
for JPCP and JRCP are: structural adequacy, 
roughness, drainage, joint deterioration, foundation 
movement, skid resistance, joint sealant condition, 
joint construction, concrete durability, load transfer, 
loss of support, and shoulders. The evaluation is 
performed using decision trees which compare the 
pavement's condition to predefined critical levels for 
key design and distress variables. EXPEAR produces 

. a summary of the deficiencies found, and by 
interacting with the engineer, formulates a 
rehabilitation strategy which will correct all of the 
deficiencies. The major rehabilitation options are: 
reconstruction of both lanes, reconstruction of the 
outer lane and restoration of the inner lane, bonded or 
unbonded PCC overlay, AC overlay, crack and seat 
and AC overlay, and restoration. Appropriate repair 
techniques for the shoulders which are compatible 
with the mainline pavement rehabilitation strategy are 
also selected. 

PERFORMANCE PREDICTION AND COST ANALYSIS 

A large number of predictive models for concrete 
pavement performance with and without rehabilitation are 
incorporated into EXPEAR. Some of the models were 
developed from national databases of new construction 
and rehabilitation projects, while others were developed 
using data from Illinois pavements. The models allow the 
engineerto predict the performance of the rehabilitation 
strategy developed. This information is then used, along 
with rehabilitation unit costs (eitherdefaultvalues built into 
the program or values provided by the engineer) to 
compute the cost of the strategy over the predicted life. 

OUTPUTS 

EXPEAR produces a summary of the project's data file, 
the evaluation results, recommendations for physical 
testing, predictions of the pavement's future condition 
without rehabilitation, and rehabilitation techniques, 
performance predictions, and cost calculations for as 
many rehabilitation strategies as the engineer wishes to 
investigate. 

REFERENCES AND FURTHER INFORMATION 

Referenceson EXPEAR: 

Hall, K T., M. I. Darter, S. H. Carpenter, and J. M. Connor, 
"Concrete Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation 
System, "Rehabilitation of Concrete Pavements, Volume 3, 
Federal Highway Administration Report No. FHWA/RD-
88/073, April 1989. 

Hall, KT., J.M. Connor, M. I. Darter, and S. H. Carpenter, 
"Developmentof an Expert System for Concrete Pavement 
Evaluation and Rehabllitation,Proceedings.Second North 
AmericanConferenceon ManagingPavements,Volume3, 
November 1987. 

Questions or comments about EXPEAR: 

Dr. Michael I. Darter 
1212 Newmark CE Lab 
205 North Mathews 
Urbana, IL 61801 

(21 7) 333-6253 
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KathleenT. Hall 
1206 Newmark CE Lab 
205 North Mathews 
Urbana, IL 61801 

(217) 333-5966 



1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this research effort was to develop a 
practical and comprehensive system to assist 
practicing engineers in evaluating concrete highway 
pavements, Identifying types of deterioration present 
and determining their causes, selecting rehabilitation 
techniques which will effectively correct existing 
deterioration and prevent its recurrence, combining 
individual rehabilitation techniques into feasible 
rehebllltation strategies, and predicting the 
performance of rehabilitation strategy alternatives. 

EXP EAR is intended for use by state highway 
engineersin project-level rehabilitation planning end 
design for high-type (i.e., Interstate) conventional 
concrete pavements (JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP). 
EXPEAR does not perform thickness or joint design, 
the englneermust use existing design procedures to 
determinethese details. 

EXPEAR has been developed in the form of a 
knowledge-based expert system, which simulates a 
consultation between the engineer and an expert in 
concretepavements. EXPEARusesinformationabout 
the pavement provided by the engineerto guide him 
or her through evaluation of a pavement's present 
condition and development of one or more feasible 
rehabilitation strategies. The procedure was 
developed through extensive interviewing of 

authorities on concrete pavement performance. In 
addition, predictive models are Included to show future 
pavement performance with and without rehabilitation. 

Evaluation of a pavement and development of 
feasible rehabilitation alternatives is performed according 
to the following steps: 

1. Project data collection. 
2. Extrapolation of overall project condition. 
3. Evaluation of present condition. 
4. Prediction of future condition without 

rehabilitation. 
5. Recommendationsfor physical testing. 
6. Selection of main rehabilitation approach. 
7. Development of detailed rehabilitation strategy. 
a. Prediction of rehabilitation strategy performance. 
9. Cost analysis. 
1 a. Selection of preferred rehabilitation strategy. 

A computerprogram has been developedfor each 
of the three pavement types addressed. The programs 
operate on any IBM-compatible personal computer. Use 
of the programs is highly recommended due to the 
complexity of the manual procedure. 

2.0 PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

Data Collection and Entry 

The engineer collects key Inventory and 
monitoring data for the project. Inventory data, which 
should be available from office records, includes 
design traffic, materials, soils and climate. Monitoring 
data includes distress, drainage characteristics, 
rideability,and other items collected during a field visit 
to the project. Monitoring data is collected by sample 
unit; a sufficient number of sample units distributed 
throughout the projects's length should be surveyed 
to obtain an accurate representation of the project's 
condition. 

It is recommended that a team of two 
engineersperform the project survey together. They 
should drive over the entire length of the project and 
rate the present serviceability in each lane. They 
should also note the number and location of 
settlements and heaves. They should then return to 
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the start of the project and perform the distress survey by 
sample unit. It is convenient to start sample units at 
mileposts. 

The pavement distress identification manual 
provided in NCHRP Report No. 277 should be used for 
reference. It provides standard definitions for distresses 
by type, severity, and unit of measurement. It also 
provides photographs of distressesto assistthe engineers 
in rating their severity. The engineers must also measure 
faulting at joints, cracks, and full-depth repair joints. 

In the office, the data ere entered into a personal 
computer using a full-screen editor. The format of the 
data entry screens is very similarto that of the field survey 
sheets. The editor provides function keys for moving 
forward and backward through the data items and 
screens. The editorwill provide screens for inventory data 
(one set for each sample unit, up to a maximum of ten). 



Extrapolation of Overall Project Condition 

Using the project length and lengths of the 
sample units, EXPEAR extrapolates from the sample 
unit distress data to compute the overall average 
condition of the project. The project is then evaluated 
on the basis of this average condition. 

Evaluation of Present Condition 

EXPEAR utilizes a set of decision trees to 
analyze all of the data and develop a specific detailed 
evaluation in several major problem areas, including 
roughness, structural adequacy, joint deterioration, 
foundation movement, skid resistance, construction 
deficiencies, drainage, loss of support, joint sealant 
condition, concrete durability, and shouldercondition. 
From the evaluation, a set of evaluation conclusions 
is produced for each traffic lane and each shoulder. 

Prediction of Future Condition Without 
Rehabilitation 

Based on the current traffic level (annual 1 S
kip ESAL) and the anticipated ESAL growth rate, the 
future condition of the pavement without rehabilitation 

is predicted. Faulting, cracking, Joint deterioration, 
pumping, and present serviceability rating are projected 
for jointed pavements (and punchouts for CRCP) and the 
years in which they will become serious problems are 
identified. The predictive models used are calibrated to 
the existing condition of the pavement at the time of the 
survey. 

Physical Testing Recommendations 

The initial data collection does not requirephysical 
testing. Based upon the available Information, the 
program identifies types of physical testing needed to 
verify the evaluationrecommendationsand to provide data 
needed for rehabilitation design. Testing may include 
nondestructive:feflectiontesting,coring/materialsampling 
and laboratory testing, and roughness and friction 
measurement. Types of deficiencieswhich may warrant 
physical testing include structural inadequacy, poor 
rideability,poor surface friction, poor drainage conditions, 
poor concrete durability ("O"rackingor reactive aggregate 
distress), foundation movement (due to swelling soil or 
frost heave), loss of load transfer at joints, loss of slab 
support, joint deterioration, and evidence of poor joint 
construction. 

3.0 PAVEMENT REHABILITATION 

Selection of Main Rehabilitation Approach 

· Based upon the evaluation results.the system 
Interacts with the engineer to select the most 
appropriate main rehabilitation approach for each 
traffic lane and shoulder. These include all 4R 
options: reconstruction (including recycling), 
resurfacing (with concrete or asphalt), or restoration. 
The major factors in determiningwhethera pavement 
needs reconstruction, resurfacing, or merely 
restoration are the extent of structural distress (e.g., 
cracking and comer breaks) and the extent of 
deterioration due to poor concrete durability ("D" 
cracking or reactive aggregate distress). 

Development of Detailed Rehabilitation Strategy 

Once an approach is selectedfor each traffic 
lane and shoulder, the engineerproceeds to develop 
the detailed rehabilitation alternative by selecting a 
feasible set of individual rehabilitation techniques to 
correct the deficiencies present. This may include 
such items as subdrainage,shoulderrepair, lull-depth 
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repairs, joint resealing, etc. This is performed for each 
traffic lane and shoulder by interaction with the system. 
The system displays each of the evaluation conclusions 
reachedeatlierand recommendsone or more appropriate 
rehabilitationtechniques. A set of decision trees has been 
developedto guidethe rehabilitationstrategydevelopment 
process for traffic lanes and for adjacent shoulders. 
Where more than one choice exists for an appropriate 
techniqueto repair a specificdistress,the system presents 
the engineerwith the choice to make. 

Computation of Rehabilitation Quantities 

EXPEAR computes needed quantities for the 
rehabilitationtechniquesselectedbased on the data in the 
project survey and additional information rovided by the 
engineer. In general, the program assumes that 100 
percent repair will be performed; that is, that the quantity 
of a certain type of distress to be repaired is equal to the 
quantity of that distress observed during the field survey. 

H the rehabilitation work is being delayed, the 
quantities are increased where appropriate for each year 



the user are necessary; EXP EAR wi II detect what type 
of monitor is available and whether or not a math chip 
is present. 

Each of the three EXPEAR versions (for the 
three pavement types: JPCP, JRCP, and CRCP) is 
distributed on a set of two 360 K, 5.25-inch floppy 
disks. One disk contains the executable program 
(EXPEAR.EXE) and the other disk contains several 
other files needed to run EXPEAR. 

One other note about the disk files: several of 
the file names (EXPEAR.EXE, DISPLAYS.REC, 
STNDRD.DAT, etc.) are common to the programs for 
all threepavementtypes (JRCP, JPCP, and CRCP), so 
if you want to run the programs for differentpavement 
types, keep them on separate disks! If you copy 
them to a hard disk, place them in different 
directories. 

Running EXPEAR 

After the EXPEAR title screen and a few 
screens of introductory information, the system 
displays the main menu, which has four options: 

1. ENTER OR EDIT PROJECT DATA 
2. CONDUCT PROJECT EVALUATION 
3. DEVELOP REHABILITATION STRATEGY 
4. QUIT, RETURN TO DOS 

Enter or Edit Project Data 

When this option is selected, a menu will 
appear to ask whether you want to create a new data 
file or edit an existing file. A new data file is created 
by modifying the STNDRD.DATfile. Han existing data 
file is to be modified, the program will ask for the 
name of the data file without the .DAT extension. 

A full-screen data editor is incorporated into 
the system for data entry and editing. Function keys 
for moving through the data items and screens are 
defined at the bottom of the screen. Some data items 
are defined as "toggle variables,• meaning that you 
can toggle through the available values (such as low, 
medium, high) using the tab key. The editor will tell 
you which data items are toggle variables. When you 
are finished editing the file, SHIFT-10 will exit the 
editor. This command does nm however, save the file 
on disk. The program will prompt you to save the file 
before continuing. 

Conduct Project Evaluation 

When this option is selected,the program asks for 
the name of the data file to be evaluated. It also asks 
whether you want to use the default critical distress levels 
incorporated in the program, or use your own values. 
These may be selected each time you run the program, or 
may be saved to disk and retrieved when needed. The 
program will prompt you for a file name for your critical 
distress values and save it with a .CVL extension. 
Whether using your own values or the default values, you 
must select critical distress levels before proceeding with 
the evaluation. 

The evaluation runs very quickly. When it is done, 
EXPEAR will display the results of the evaluation, which 
consists of evaluation conclusions for the traffic lanes and 
shoulders, predicted performance without rehabilitation, 
and physical testing recommendations. 

EXPEAR will ask if you want to print the data 
summary file and the project evaluationsummaryfile. You 
may print these from the program, or exit to DOS and 
print the output files with .REP and .TXT extensions. 

Develop Rehabilitation Strategy 

When this option is selected, EXPEAR interacts 
with you to select the main rehabilitation approach 
(reconstruct, overlay, or restore) and the specific 
rehabilitation techniques needed to correct the 
deficiencies identified in the evaluation. EXPEAR 
recommends appropriate rehabilitation approaches and 
techniques and gives you the option to choose whenever 
more than one appropriate technique exists. EXPEAR 
does not have the capability to permit you to enter options 
other than the ones given. When the rehabilitation 
strategy has been developed, it will be displayed along 
with approximate quantities (in some instances additional 
information must be provided for computing quantities, 
such as size of full-depth repairs). You may print the 
strategy and quantities out from the program, or exit to 
DOS and print the output file with the .STS extension. 

After a strategy has been developed, a menu 
appears with the following options: 

1. REVISE REHABILITATION STRATEGY 
2. PREDICT REHABILITATION PERFORMANCE 
3. PERFORM LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS 
4. RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
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The second option will predict the 
performance of the rehabilitation strategy developed, 
using predictive models for key distresses. EXPEAR 
may prompt you for additional information needed, 
such as thickness of overlay. After the program 
finishes computing the predicted performance, it will 
display the predictions. You may print these out from 
the program or exit to DOS and print the output file 
with the .RHB extension. 

Only after a rehabilitation strategy has been 
developed and its performance 'predicted can a cost 
analysis of the strategy be performed. EXPEAR will 
prompt you for a discount rate and delay to be used 
in the program, and will also ask you to select unit 
cost values for the rehabilitation techniques. You 
may use the default unit costs provided, or (in the 
same manner as for the critical distress levels), save 
a file containing your own set of unit costs to disk (the 
extension will be .UCC), and retrieve it when needed. 
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The program computes the present costs over 
the project length for the rehabilitation strategy analyzed. 
The results are displayed on the screen and may be 
printed from the program or from DOS (the extension is 
.LCC). 

Each set of EX.PEAR disks includes an example 
data file for that pavement type. The example files for the 
three programs are: 

JRCP: 17 4183, on 1-7 4 near Urbana, Illinois 
JPCP: 110191,on 1-10 nearTallahassee,Florida 
CRCP: 157230, on 1-57 near Champaign, Illinois 

Comments, questions, or suggestion for 
improvements to EXPEAR or this User's Guide are very 
welcome. Please direct them to Ms. Kathleen T. Hall or 
Dr. Michael I. Darter at the University of Illinois. The 
addresses and phone numbers are given in the 
Introductory screens of the EXP EAR programs. 
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